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EDITORIAL.

THE VETERINARY CORPS.

Dr. Archibald R. Ward, the new chief veterinarian of the

Bureau of Agriculture, arrived in Manila on July 2 and has

assumed his duties as chief of the veterinary corps. Doctor

Ward, in coming to the Philippine Islands, has given up an

important professional position in the University of California,

where he had attained a reputation which placed him among the

leading veterinarians of America. His liberal education, wide
experience, and extensive travel eminently fit him to undertake

the administration of the veterinary work of these Islands. The
position which is now filled by Doctor Ward has existed for two
years, during which time it has been temporarily filled by the

detail of a veterinarian from the regular corps. The acting

chief veterinarian during this period has been Dr. Frank C.

Gearhart, who has handled the work of the veterinary division
96309 381
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in a most creditable manner, as shown by the excellent results

that have been obtained during his administration.

The veterinary corps was organized some ten years ago, in

the early days of the Civil Government, and was for a time

connected with the Bureau of Science. This arrangement did

not prove satisfactory, and it was transferred to what was
known at that time as the Board of Health, which was under

the administration of an army physician, who was detailed as

chairman of the Board of Health in charge of the suppression of

human diseases. This arrangement continued until November
1, 1905, when the Reorganization Act went into effect. One of

its provisions was the transfer of the veterinary corps to the

Bureau of Agriculture.

At that time the force consisted of nine veterinarians and
about twenty other employees, the most of whom were known
as "inoculators." The manufacture of antirinderpest serum,

examination of microscopic specimens, and much other of the

technical work of the division was still retained by the Bureau
of Science. On January 1, 1907, the Director of the Bureau of

Science transferred to the Bureau of Agriculture the serum
herd and everything pertaining to the manufacture of serum,

except the filtering, bottling, and testing. In 1907 plans were
perfected for the removal of the serum herd to the new serum
farm about 20 kilometers from the city of Manila. Considerable

difficulty had been experienced in preventing the animals in the

serum herd from contracting complicating diseases when they

were kept in the city. The necessary buildings were erected

and the herd moved to the new location during the month of

October, 1908.

The veterinary force was increased during the three years

following its transfer to the Bureau of Agriculture until, during

the first half of 1909, there was a total of eighteen veterinarians.

An estimate was submitted for the fiscal year 1910 that called for

a greatly increased appropriation for the work of the veterinary

corps, including an increase of the force to forty veterinarians.

The entire number was allowed, and the increased force was
appointed and entered on duty in the Islands during the first

three months of the fiscal year 1910. At the same time arrange-

ments were perfected for increased facilities in every direction

in proportion to the increased veterinary force. The amount
of serum produced per annum was increased from about 2,500

liters to over 16,000 liters. Steps were also taken to establish a

satisfactory system of local quarantines in the infected centers.

These increased facilities, together with the introduction of
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the new policy of excluding the further importation of diseased

animals into the Islands, have resulted in the rapid suppression

of the three principal diseases against which the Government

has been waging a campaign for the past ten years. Foot-and-

mouth disease has been entirely eradicated, and there remain

but twenty-five municipalities infected with rinderpest and fifteen

with surra. The course to be followed from now on will be that

of absolutely exterminating these diseases in the shortest possible

time, and all efforts will be concentrated toward the accomplish-

ment of that end.

THE EXCLUSION OF DISEASED CATTLE.

When General Order No. 15, which is being published in this

number of the Review, went into effect, it marked a turning

point in the history of animal diseases in the Philippine Islands.

For nearly twenty-five years rinderpest has prevailed here, and

during recent years both surra and foot-and-mouth disease have

gained a strong foothold.

For the past ten years the imports of live stock into these

Islands, mostly from the Chinese Empire, have been from forty

to fifty thousand head of cattle and carabaos per annum. During

the past three years practically all shipments of live stock that

have arrived here from China have been infected with one or

more of the above-mentioned diseases. More animals thus im-

ported into the Philippine Islands have been affected with foot-

and-mouth disease than with either of the other two diseases

named ; but the constant introduction of rinderpest infection by

means of these importations, has been the most prolific source

of this disease, and has been the most serious menace to the

live-stock interests of this country.

There have been two conflicting interests always present ; one,

the demand for more cattle to replace those that had died of

disease ; the other, the constant reintroduction of diseases against

which a campaign was being waged. All parties concerned have

exerted every possible effort to secure such action on the part

of the Government as would be favorable to their own special

interests. The men who have made the strongest demands for

the privilege of importing cattle, even though it was known that

such cattle were constantly bringing in disease, have been the

cattle dealers of Manila.

The policy of the Government for the past ten years has been

to permit the importation of live stock under certain restrictions,

even though it might be infected. At the time that the Bureau
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of Agriculture was transferred to the Department of Public

Instruction, this matter was taken up for consideration with

the result that the policy was changed so as to prohibit the

bringing into the Islands of infected animals.

General Order l^o. 15 had the immediate effect of excluding

infected cattle coming from the ports along the China coast,

although it did not exclude cattle coming from Indo-China.

There is now developing an extensive cattle business between
Australia and the Philippine Islands which promises to supply

the demand for slaughter cattle in the Philippines. The larger

part of the animals imported for work purposes are carabaos

coming from the vicinity of Saigon, Indo-China.

With the prospects as bright as they are at the present time

for the entire suppression of contagious diseases of animals in

the Philippine Islands, there is reason to believe that the native

animals will increase to such an extent as to largely take the

place of the supply previously imported.

The new policy of the Government with respect to the exclu-

sion of animal diseases, and the guarding of the live-stock in-

dustry so that the supply of live stock of the Islands may be

replaced by local production, is one that should receive the

heartiest approval and support of all.



THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE.

Manila, P. I., May Ij^, 1910,

General Order)
No. 15. i

In accordance with the provisions of a letter from the honorable the

Secretary of the Interior, to the Director of Agriculture, dated Baguio,

April 25, 1910, and with the provisions of Act 1760 of the Philippine Com-
mission, the following rules and regulations governing the importation of

domestic animals into the Philippine Islands are hereby proniulgated

;

1. Whenever animals imported into the Philippine Islands from foreign

ports upon arrival in any port are found to be suffering from, infected

with, or exposed to any dangerous communicable animal disease, the land-

ing of animals in such shipment will not be allowed, but they with all the

effects pertaining to them must be removed from the Philippine Islands.

2. If animals imported into the Philippine Islands from any foreign

port considered and declared by the Director of Agriculture to be infected

with dangerous communicable animal disease arrive apparently free from
such disease they will be permitted to land ten days after their departure

from the port of origin, provided no disease has appeared among them
during this period. Permission will be given for the transfer of such

animals from the vessel on which they arrive to lighters, cascoes, or other

suitable vessels, where they will be held until the above-mentioned ten days
shall have elapsed; or, if any such animal disease appears, until they have
been free from disease for a period of ten days, when they may be brought
ashore.

3. Animals imported into the Philippine Islands from a noninfected port

of any foreign country, in which country any animal disease is known to

exist, may be landed immediately upon arrival if found free from dangerous
communicable animal disease, and will be quarantined on shore until ten

days shall have elapsed from the date of embarkation.

4. Animals imported from foreign countries where rinderpest, surra,

and foot-and-mouth disease do not exist may be landed immediately upon
arrival, if found free from dangerous communicable animal disease, and
will not be held in quarantine unless exposed to infection after arrival.

5. The provisions of this general order shall become effective on and
after June 1, 1910, and shall supersede all portions of General Orders
Numbered 13 and 14 in conflict therewith.

Approved

:

Newton W. Gilbert,

Secretary of Public Instruction.

Baguio, May 17, 1910.

G. E. Nesom,
Director of Agriculture.
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE.

Manila, P. I., May 20, 1910,

PORTS DECLARED BY THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE TO BE INFECTED WITH
ANIMAL DISEASES.

Notice is hereby given that in accordance with the provisions of Act

1760 of the Philippine Commission and General Order No. 15 of the Bureau

of Agriculture approved by the honorable the Secretary of Public Instruc-

tion, May 17, 1910, the undersigned hereby declares the ports of Hongkong,

Amoy, Shanghai, and other ports along the Chinese coast, either on the

mainland or adjacent islands, to be infected with a dangerous communicable

animal disease or diseases within the meaning of Act 1760 and General

Order No. 13 of the Bureau of Agriculture. Therefore all cattle and

carabaos shipped to the Philippine Islands from the ports or places above

referred to shall be handled in accordance with the provisions of sections

1 and 2 of said General Order No. 15.

G. E. Nesom,

Director of Agriculture.
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
EXECUTIVE BUREAU.

Baguio, May 3, 1910.

Executive Order
^

No. 36. J

1. The attention of all Insular, provincial, and municipal officials con-

cerned is invited to the provisions of Act Numbered Two hundred and

sixty-two, providing for the interment or burning of the bodies of animals

which die having rinderpest and prohibiting the sale or use of any part

thereof; of Act Numbered Eleven hundred and fifty-six, providing for the

marking of animals afflicted with surra, and of Act Numbered Seventeen

hundred and sixty, making provisions to prevent the introduction into the

Philippine Islands of dangerous communicable animal diseases to prevent

the spread of such diseases within the Islands, and so forth. Copies of

these Acts and of all rules and regulations governing the subject-matters

therein dealt with will be furnished in either English or Spanish on ap-

plication to the Director of Agriculture, Manila.

2. The attention of all provincial officials concerned is called to the pro-

visions of section thirteen (k) of Act Numbered Eighty-three, as amended

by section six of Act Numbered One hundred and thirty-three, making it

the duty of the provincial board to adopt, by resolution, regulations for the

suppression of any agricultural pest like locusts or cattle disease, to provide

for enforcement of the same by fixing penalty for their violation, and so

forth.

3. The attention of all municipal officials concerned is drawn to the

provisions of section thirty-nine (m) of Act Numbered Eighty-two, making
it the duty of the municipal council to regulate the keeping and use of

animals, in so far as the same affects the public health and the health of

domestic animals, and to the provisions of section thirty-nine (s) of Act

Numbered Eighty-two, providing that the municipal council shall adopt

such measures to prevent the introduction and spread of disease as may,

from time to time, be deemed desirable or necessary.

4. Municipal presidents should immediately report the appearance of

any contagious disease, or any unusual number of deaths among domestic

animals, to the provincial governor, and where practicable should also send

a copy of such report to the provincial veterinarian or the nearest local

representative of the Bureau of Agriculture. If there is a probability of

considerable delay in the report reaching the provincial governor, it should

be made direct to the Director of Agriculture, Manila, and a copy thereof

should be sent to the provincial governor. The telegraph should be used

in all emergencies.

Sick animals should be immediately isolated in such locality so that

they will not come in contact with other animals, people, or anything that

may serve to spread the disease; guards should be placed over them, and
their former location should be thoroughly disinfected to prevent the spread

of the disease. Whenever an employee of the Bureau of Agriculture con-

firms a reported outbreak and notifies a president of a municipality that

a contagious disease exists there and states that quarantine corrals are

essential for the control of such disease the president shall take the neces-
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sary steps to have constructed, in accordance with plans and specifications

furnished by the Director of Agriculture, in such barrios as may be deemed
by the veterinarian as necessary, the required number of corrals to hold

all infected animals which said veterinarian may order placed in quarantine.

Caretakers should be placed in charge of each corral to feed and water
the animals contained therein. No one else should be allowed inside the

corral except those having a pass issued by an employee of the Bureau of

Agriculture. Policemen should be detailed to guard these corrals and to

see that no animals are taken out without permission from an employee
of the Bureau of Agriculture, and that everyone entering the corral be

disinfected before leaving it.

When it is so requested by the employee of the Bureau of Agriculture,

presidents should order all animals of the class designated by said em-
ployee to be assembled for inoculation or examination. Orders should be

issued that all animals of the class affected in an infected barrio be tied

or confined and not allowed to run loose. Certain policemen should be

designated whose exclusive duty it shall be to constantly inspect the animals

of the municipality and, when a contagious disease is declared to exist in

a municipality by an employee of the Bureau of Agriculture, as many police-

men as can possibly be spared should be detailed to assist in the eradication

of the disease by maintaining quarantine and inspecting barrios. Orders

should be given that the animals in an infected barrio should not be watered
at a common watering place. Municipal officials are expected to enforce

such quarantines as are prescribed by the Director of Agriculture.

5. Provincial governors should immediately and simultaneously report

all outbreaks of contagious diseases to the Director of Agriculture, Manila,

and to the provincial veterinarian or nearest local representative of the

Bureau of Agriculture.

Whenever an outbreak of contagious disease is confirmed and reported

to the provincial governor by an employee of the Bureau of Agriculture,

such governor should immediately notify all municipal presidents in his

province, stating the municipality in which the disease exists and instruct-

ing them to adopt the necessary measures to prevent the introduction of

any disease into their municipalities from the infected district.

6. Municipal presidents should on receipt of this executive order prepare

an accurate statement of the domestic animals in their respective munic-

ipalities, giving the name and the address of the owner and the number
of animals of each class, the location where they are kept, and the name
and address of the caretaker when he is other than the owner. This list

should be made in triplicate, one copy to be placed on file, one furnished

to the provincial governor, and one furnished to the Director of Agriculture

or provincial veterinarian. These lists should be revised subsequently

every six months, on the first of January and the first of July of each

year, and copies furnished as provided for above.

7. Failure to comply with the provisions of the laws, rules, and regula-

tions or executive orders governing this matter will subject the responsible

official or officials to administrative proceedings for their removal or removal

and disqualification from holding any public office according to the gravity

of the case.
W. Cameron Forbes,

Governor-General.

By Thomas Cary Welch,
Acting Executive Secretary.



MINUTES OF THE AGRICULTURE CONFERENCES
HELD DURING THE PHILIPPINE CARNIVAL,

FEBRUARY 7 TO 10, 1910.

(Concluded.)

FEBRUARY 9.

Morning session.—On Wednesday, February 9, the Agricul-

tural Conference opened at 9.15 a. m., with Professor Conner,

Assistant Director of Agriculture, as presiding officer. Sr. Ma-
nuel Roxas opened the session with an address on "Coconut

Growing in the Philippines,^' after which some questions and
comments arose. Sr. Lopez inquired as to whether planting

sugar cane in connection with a coconut plantation would have

a bad effect on the coconuts. Sr. Roxas was of the opinion

that if the sugar cane were carefully weeded and the plantation

kept in the best possible condition, it might be grown near

coconuts with no great danger, but that under ordinary condi-

tions the cane would harbor insects harmful to the coconuts.

He said that such had been the result when coconuts and sugar

were planted together at the college at Los Baiios. Sr. Tiangco

stated that he also had found that sugar cane harbored insects

harmful to coconuts to such an Extent that many of the coconuts

were killed by them.

One of the delegates next inquired as to how many varieties

of coconuts are now cultivated in the Islands. This question

was referred to Doctor Copeland, who replied that it was im-

possible to state the exact number at that time. He said that

in Indo-China there are said to be 22 varieties recognized, and
that possibly about the same number exist in these Islands.

Sr. De la Rosa then spoke of the difficulties attending the

raising of coconuts on land infested with cogon grass, and asked

if there was anything to be done aside from burning the grass,

as in burning it the coconut trees were in danger of being

injured and the coconut beetles would be able to attack the trees

through singed and burnt places. Doctor Copeland suggested

that this might be avoided by planting other crops among the

trees, which would yield enough to meet the expenses of cultiva-
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tion. Where it is not desirable or possible, however, to cul-

tivate other crops in this way, a bare place having a radius of

at least a meter should be cleaned around each tree before the

grass is burned. This will protect the trees from scorching

while the cogon is being burnt off. Sr. De la Rosa then asked

if soil on which cogon grows is suitable for the growing of

coconuts, to which Doctor Copeland replied that this grass is

found in nearly all kinds of soil.

The question of the increased production of coconut trees

near the sea next arose. Sr. Abad remarked that according to

his experience the trees grown near the sea were much more
productive than those planted inland, even though the soil by
the sea was not so rich. Doctor Copeland said that this varied

with the locality, and spoke of the groves in Laguna Province

which are nowhere near the sea, but which flourish at a con-

siderable altitude. The effect of the sea breeze was spoken of,

and the stimulation afforded the plant by the salt atmosphere

produced by the breeze. Sr. Abad said, in addition, that he had

found that coconut trees on the shore were less liable to attacks

of insects than those planted in the hills, and asked why this

should be so. Doctor Copeland answered that one reason might

be that the insects could not attack from as many sides when the

trees skirted the shore and were exposed to the steady breeze;

he also stated that it was necessary to keep the plantations,

especially inland plantations, clean and in excellent condition,

so that there would be nothing near to harbor beetles and other

destructive insects.

Sr. Madrigal' wished to know whether young coconuts needed

shade or not, and Doc£or Copeland replied that while the newly

planted seed should ordinarily have some protection from the

sun, where the soil is very good this shade is not absolutely

necessary. The advisability of planting other crops, such as

cacao and annatto, among the trees on the plantation was
questioned, and it was decided that it would be better not to

plant other trees which might interfere with the coconuts.

Leguminous plants were mentioned as desirable, however, be-

cause of their power to enrich the soil. The raising of cacao or

annatto alone would require the planter's entire time and at-

tention. The necessity for keeping a plantation of any kind in

the best possible condition was strongly emphasized.

At this point the session was suspended in order that the

delegates might be photographed, after which the discussion on

coconut growing proceeded. Sr. Matias desired some informa-

tion regarding the selection of seed coconuts. He stated that
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according to his observations 25 to 30 per cent of the trees the

seeds of which have not been properly selected die at the age

of ten or twelve years even though not attacked by any disease

or insect. Doctor Copeland replied that he had heard this state-

ment made before, and would be glad to investigate the matter.

Sr. Matias believed that the seed selected from the older trees

yielded better results, but Doctor Copeland thought that if a

tree lived for a number of years and then died, there must be

some more immediate cause, possibly a disease which we do not

know about as yet. The prevalence of this trouble in the Prov-

ince of Albay was commented upon.

Doctor Ocampo asked what kind of soil the coconut requires,

especially if it can be grown in clay soil. Doctor Copeland

thought it was more particularly a question of sufficient water

and food than of the nature of the soil. Alluvial lands were

mentioned as especially favorable for the coconuts' growth.

Doctor Ocampo asked further why some coconuts have thick

meat while that of others is thin, and Doctor Copeland said that

probably it was due to insufficient nourishment in some cases

and in others to the seed planted. If macapuno, or fruit full of

meat, is desired, seed must be taken from trees that yield

macapuno.
The value of the husk of the coconut to be used for seed was

next discussed. Doctor Ocampo wished to know if it was neces-

sary to preserve the husk, and Doctor Copeland replied that

while it was not absolutely necessary it was desirable, because

the husk preserves the water, and unless the soil is moist this

is valuable. In some cases the husk may prove an obstacle to the

growth of the young plant, and many planters cut a small hole

in the husk so that the young palm may grow out more easily.

The time allowed for the discussion of the paper on coconuts

having passed, the next subject on the program, "Rice Growing
in the Philippines,'' by Mr. Apostol, was announced.

At the close of this paper Sr. Carrillo asked what means might

be employed to protect rice from the worms which attack it in

the rainy season. Mr. Apostol stated that he could not tell as

yet what would be best to do, but he believed that the use of good

clean water for irrigation and careful cultivation of the land

will help. Trouble from this source usually occurs when the

season is irregular or the land is in bad condition. Mr. Apostol

said that investigations along this line are at present being

conducted by the Bureau of Science.

Doctor Ocampo stated that he had observed that the worms
are present in great numbers when the water is allowed to stand
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over the rice paddy and is not in motion. If the water is

drained off and the ground allowed to dry, the worms die. He
also said that he had succeeded in killing them by mixing lime

with water and applying this. Mr. Apostol said that in some
places the land is worked up during November or December,

after the harvest, to sweeten and clean it.

Sr. Gonzalez stated that in Pangasinan the practice is to grow
mongo, which cleans the ground, and in other cases the planters

take only the heads of the rice and leave the straw to dry, which
is then burnt off, also destroying the grass. This latter method
does not result in complete extermination of the grass, however,

for it grows again the next rainy season.

Doctor Liongson then described the method in use in Pam-
panga. It consists in plowing the land in May or June, after

the rains have commenced and the grass has begun to grow.

The land is then flooded with water for a week or more, which
results in rotting the upturned grass roots. At the end of this

time the water is drawn off and the roots are raked up and later

burned. The rice paddy is then ready for the young rice plants.

At this point the session adjourned for the morning.

Afternoon session.—The afternoon session opened at 3 p. m.

with Professor Conner as presiding officer. Mr. Borja opened

the discussion with a paper on the "Varieties of Rice Grown in

the Philippines." At the end of this paper Sr. Zamora asked

how much inacupanga might be expected from a hectare, to

which Mr. Borja replied that in the experiments he had been

conducting, in which the seed was planted on June 15 and har-

vested on November 9, the yield was 17 cavanes ^ per hectare.

Mr. Borja stated that the experiments in which he had been

engaged had revealed that the apparent number of varieties is

greatly exaggerated, and of 500 so-called varieties, the greater

number were not varieties at all, but duplicates. The main
object of the experiments had been to determine the proper

time for transplanting and harvesting each variety, and the

yield that might be expected. In reply to Sr. Zamora's inquiry

as to whether inacupanga planted in irrigated land yielded as

well as when it was planted in the upland, Mr. Borja replied

that it did not. This variety, he said, was much better suited

to the upland.

The next subject on the program was Doctor Nesom's address

on *'Sugar Cane Growing in Hawaii and the United States"

(published in the Review for June). At the conclusion of

Doctor Nesom's address Sr. Liongson asked how many hectares

^1 cavan=75 liters.
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are under sugar cultivation in Hawaii, to which Doctor Nesom
replied that there were about 40,000 hectares under cultivation,

yielding from 10 to 11 metrical tons of sugar per hectare^

After some general remarks and announcements the session

closed for the day at 4.15 p. m.

FEBRUARY 10.

The morning session on February 10 opened with Doctor

Nesom as presiding officer, and the first number on the program

was Mr. M. M. Saleeby's talk on "Maguey Cultivation in the

Philippines.'' This was followed by Mr. Toribio N. Vibar's

account of the College of Agriculture at Los Banos. The next

papers were on ''School Gardening in the Philippines," prepared

by Mr. S. C. Kelleher and Mr. North H. Foreman. After these

addresses Doctor Nesom announced that the formal program
of addresses prepared for the conferences had been concluded.

He thanked those present for their interest and attention, and
commented upon the unusually large number of people present

throughout. Doctor Nesom said that he felt sure that the con-

ferences had resulted in great and lasting benefit both to the

farmers and the Bureau of Agriculture, and assured those

present that the Bureau stood ready to render all possible as-

sistance to the agriculturists in the Islands.

The formation of an Insular Agricultural Association was
then discussed. Some explanations were made as to the nature

of such an association, which should have for its object the im-

provement of agricultural conditions and the protection of the

farmers. In order that all might work together and with mutual

understanding, annual agricultural conferences, such as the one

then in session were considered desirable, and it would be the

duty of the association to arrange for these. It was decided to

have a president, first vice-president, and secretary, and that

each province represented should have a vice-president. This

was agreed upon and Dr. G. E. Nesom, Director of Agriculture

was elected president. Prof. C. M. Conner, Assistant Director of

Agriculture, was elected first vice-president, and Mr. E. A.

Coddington, secretary. It was decided that the president and
secretary should prepare a constitution and by-laws, to be sub-

mitted to the vice-presidents in the various provinces for their

approval. After the approval of a resolution thanking the

Carnival Association for courtesies shown during the sessions

the conferences were declared adjourned by the president.

The resolutions presented by Mr. Joaquin Gonzdlez, Doctor
Ocampo, and Mr. Sandiko, committee on resolutions, will be
printed in another number of the Review.



THE PHILIPPINE TOBACCO QUESTION FROM AN
EDUCATIONAL STANDPOINT.

By Pius E. Burns,

Division Superintendent of Schools for Cagayan.

I have been asked on several occasions by officials of the Gov-

ernment and, more recently, by men representing capital to say

something regarding the general tobacco industry of the Cagayan
Valley and more particularly regarding some plan by which a

better quality of tobacco can be produced.

THE TOBACCO REGION OF THE CAGAYAN VAliLEY.

The Cagayan is the largest river valley in the Philippines.

There are still thousands of acres of this territory not occupied,

and everything possible should be done by the Government to

assist local officials in encouraging the coming in of both capital

and labor, the improvement of transportation, and the education

of the people in planting, cultivating, and harvesting the crops

and in the sale and distribution of the products. The possi-

bilities of this section are enormous.

The famous tobacco region in this territory extends from
Alcala to Cordon along the Cagayan River, a distance of 130

miles, and besides this there is the beautiful Magat Valley, from
Reina Mercedes to Bayombong; the rich Chico Valley, from
Nassiping to Taboc; the wide Pared Valley, from Alcala to

Bacagan, and the five Pinacanauan Valleys, all small as compared
with the others, but having fertile soil and favorable climatic

conditions. The total length of all these valleys which will

produce tobacco exceeds 250 miles and they vary in width from
1 to 10 miles. Great mountains rise on each side of these

valleys, reminding one of our own western country in the United
States.

THE TOBACCO AVORKERS.

There are more than 20,000 little tobacco fields or sementeras

in the Cagayan Valley, with probably at least five people in-

terested in each field, making over 100,000 people here who are

interested in tobacco. This number includes more than 10,000
394
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school children. Of these 10,000 school children it is safe to

estimate that for some years to come at least 80 per cent will

go no further than the primary schools, that is, not far enough

to become teachers or civil-service men or skilled artisans of any

kind ; in other words, this 80 per cent will return to the farms.

Now, when they return to the farms they will have to depend,

either for a mere existence or for a competence and a flourish-

ing livelihood, upon two crops—corn and tobacco. These crops

are usually raised alternately, during the same year. Tobacco is

transplanted in December and January, after the floods and the

wet season are over, and corn is planted after the tobacco harvest,

during the summer rains of June and July. The people eat

most of their corn, selling a little to those living in the towns,

particularly those who have horses. The growers depend upon
the sale of their -tobacco to buy the other necessities which they

can not produce. The yield of both corn and tobacco is usually

small and the quality inferior, and the people who depend upon
these crops are, as a rule, very poor. In some cases they are so

destitute that the children can not be furnished with the proper

clothing to attend school.

THE PRESENT EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

It being granted that 20 per cent of the school children will

reach such a standard of training that they will be amply fitted

to care for themselves, there still remains 80 per cent that must
be looked after if we expect to improve their condition over that

of their parents.

We school people have formulated and are trying plans which
we believe will be a success. First, there is a simple primary
education offered even to the poorest of nearly every barrio

—

English, reading, writing, arithmetic, and geography—^which at

once gives the child advantages which have never before been
offered. Second, there are school gardens where the rudiments
of horticulture are taught in a practical way : How to sow, water,

and cultivate ; how to fight simple pests ; the advantages of rais-

ing a few garden products; and tree planting. Third, there is

the simple industrial work of all kinds performed by school

children, such as hat making, mat making, simple stool and
chair making and, in some places, weaving. Also, for the girls,

there is sewing and in some few favored barrios simple lessons

in cooking. Fourth, laws of health and simple sanitation are
taught and the children are given training in physical culture.

In general, system, order, and decency are taught together with
all study, work, and play.
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But, after from two to four years, most of the children who
have been busy in school must return to their homes and begin

the struggle of life. They must help to make a living for them-

selves and others, that is, to produce something from the soil

which can be exchanged for money or its equivalent. Environ-

ment is strong and wields a wonderful influence, and although

a child may have had years of excellent training his natural

inclination will be to fall back into the costumbre of his parents

and do just as they have always done. For, although it is true

that he has learned many yseful things, it is not likely that he

will always remember them, or have the courage and desire to

apply them in a practical way.

If children, by a retrogression due to indifference and environ-

ment, lose much of this excellent training given them during

their early years, what other and more important training can

we introduce into the primary school among these **short-term

learners" that will prove of lasting and vital value through life?

The answer is as natural as it is simple, viz. Train the child in

those things upon which his vital existence, usefulness, and citi-

zenship depend. In some places in these Islands training in

weaving should be given special attention ; in others, the culture

of silk; and, if our premise is correct, in this valley we must
give special training in the production of corn and tobacco

—

two of the most important crops. Emphasis should be placed

on tobacco culture, for the simple reason that at present and
for some years to come tobacco will bring in most of the avail-

able money; and money, after all, is what makes everything

most prosperous.

THE CRITICAL. PERIOD FOR FIEIPINO TOBACCO.

The Philippine tobacco industry is now passing and must pass

for the next few years through a very critical period, and the

price our tobacco will command in the new markets of the

United States depends on what can be accomplished during this

period. After a long fight, a certain amount of tobacco may
now enter the United States without duty. In order to main-

tain our new market we must improve the present condition of

the Philippine tobacco industry, first, by introducing proper

methods of seed selection, cultivating and curing; and second,

by increasing the production of fine, thin, first-grade wrapper
tobacco. The present unsatisfactory conditions should not be

attributed to climate and soil, for both of these are very favor-

able. The people must be taught to use improved methods.

They, of themselves, in many cases poor, ignorant, and follow-

ing blind custom^ will not change. They apparently prefer to
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raise an inferior, fifth-grade tobacco that sells for Tl or ^
per fardo^ instead of a first grade that is worth ^15. It will

not take a large amount of first-class, fine tobacco for wrappers,

and it is not necessary that this be light in color, as color, con-

trary to former traditions, does not signify strength or good-

ness. Probably 5,000 quintals ^ of fine wrapper per year would

be enough to supply our local manufacturers. This amount
could perhaps be found at the present time in the green plant,

but, owing to the crude methods of harvesting and curing, much
of it is spoiled before it reaches the factory.

If, by placing on the market an inferior tobacco, with a

coarse-veined wrapper, packed with musty and worm-eaten filler,

we lose the trade we have already gained, it will take many years

of toil to regain it and restore the market confidence even with

a better grade. With orders coming in, as they now are, for

several millions of cigars per month it is not an easy matter to

refrain from filling these orders even with poor tobacco if neces-

sary, yet wisdom assures us that this would be absolute folly

and almost a crime.

PLAN OF EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN.

A tobacco primer should be put into the hands of every child

in the third and fourth grades. This book must be simple in

language and well illustrated, showing both good and bad meth-
ods of cultivation, and must apply absolutely to conditions here.

It might be translated into the native dialect, and although
many could not read even that, yet the habit of finding out

what was in the book would grow. It should be taught to all

"short-term learners," those boys and girls who will perhaps
go no further in school life than the primary, and will of neces-

sity return to the farm for a living. But this book, while its

results are sure to be good even when taught by the average
Filipino teacher (and many of our teachers here have a prac-

tical knowledge of tobacco), will not suffice alone. Even edu-
cated people learn how to do by doing, and this is doubly true
of the untrained and ignorant.

An American educator and expert tobacco man should have
charge of the entire tobacco region. He should be assisted by
at least eight subsupervisors, bright and well-schooled Filipinos

already knowing much about tobacco, and willing and anxious
to know much more. The American expert should get these
assistants together in a little school or circle and in a practical
way outline for them the following subjects: Seed selection.

^ A fardo contains 400 leaves. ' 1 quintal=46 kilograms.
96309 2
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seed beds, plant selection, transplanting, hoeing, plowing, cul-

tivating, worm gathering, ordinary diseases and simple reme-

dies, covering of tobacco, leaf selection, drying sheds, proper

fermentation, simple heat and thermometer work, assorting,

proper packing, scales of prices, and other kindred topics.

This instruction should be in the form of simple lectures or

talks, lasting, say, five to fifteen minutes. Then each subsuper-

visor, when he is sure he understands the scheme as outlined,

should repair to his particular district (in our case to a regular

school district already presided over by an American teacher)

and begin with the three sets of persons he must deal with for

the time, that is, barrio teachers, pupils, and tobacco farmers.

With the pupils he may begin instruction at once, having them
plant a seed bed near the schoolhouse, and with a small amount
of tobacco for illustrative purposes, he may begin his simple

talks or help them with their primer. On Saturdays the sub-

supervisors can instruct a few barrio teachers, outlining the

next week's work, and once or twice a week he can give a talk

to the farmers in the evening. He can also now and then go out

into a field or drying shed, where it is not uncommon to find a

large number of men, women, and children at work on a very

small area, and there give some practical suggestions regarding

the care of tobacco.

Thus all will begin to gain a better knowledge of tobacco cul-

ture : The American expert will soon become more practical ; the

subsupervisors will gain experience through acquaintance with

the people and conditions; the barrio teachers, in teaching the

primer and reading the lectures, will become conversant with

the important facts of the tobacco plant, its life and growth;

and the children themselves will absorb tobacco learning together

with their other study, work, and play.

This plan is a simple one and can be put into operation within

a few months. The province can furnish the tobacco and seed

for experiment and demonstration, the Insular Government can

furnish the working force, and the amount of good this force

could do in the next few years can hardly be estimated—pro-

vided that the demands of the American market can be main-
tained.

CORRELATION WITH OTHER SCHEMES.

The above scheme naturally suggests two others that are sim-

ilar and yet, in a way, quite different. The first is an agricul-

tural experiment station situated, for example, in Isabela on
some well-known tobacco ranch or hacienda. This station should

have sufficient land, together with the necessary implements and
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work animals, and could be worked by ordinary farm laborers

supervised by an expert tobagco man. This farm can be estab-

lished and maintained at a nominal cost, as the Government

already owns land that was used during Spanish times as an

experiment station. The location should be near an available

supply of timber. The nucleus of a little school of lectures and

practical demonstrations on the tobacco business, from seed to

factory and world market can thus be formed of students and

interested persons. It is probable that large growers would

send their field foremen to this station for instruction, and that

people of some means would come or send their sons, and thus

some practical and scientific training would gradually be ac-

quired which would, in the course of time, be disseminated

throughout the province.

The second scheme is that the Insular Government should erect

fifteen or twenty drying sheds on some of the best fields and

ranches. These sheds need not be large, but should have strong

posts set in cement and an iron roof to resist the fierce typhoons

which are of almost yearly occurrence. If the planter is con-

vinced that he will get a ''square deal,'' it is believed he can be

induced to place his choicest leaves in these sheds. This matter

must be very carefully and accurately looked after from the

beginning in order to gain the confidence of the people. The
supervision of the sheds will require one expert American with

as many bright and honest Filipino assistants as there are sheds.

Each grower should have a separate compartment, or his leaves

should be counted, and at the proper time returned. These sheds

should be erected in readiness for next season's crop of tobacco.

It is probable that almost enough good leaf could be stored in

these sheds from year to year to supply the local demand for

wrapper tobacco. As before stated, much good wrapper is

grown but most of it is spoiled in the curing. These sheds

should solve this difficulty and give good results at once. They
will cost a considerable amount, but their output would in a

few years justify the expenditure.

We must supply the American market with a good quality of

tobacco, and if the manufacturers and exporters are allowed to

crowd any and all grades of tobacco on the market, there is liable

to be a decline in the demand for the Philippine product, and
the fame that the Manila cigar now enjoys will be ruined. We
need not import Sumatra or Cuban tobacco into these Islands

and blend it with our own product, when we have thousands of

acres of rich land that ^re capable of producing a quality of

tobacco that will equal if not surpass that grown in Sumatra
and Cuba.
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If our present methods of tobacco culture are not practical

or modern, we must change them. Surely the small amount of

money required to pay the few experts needed could be secured,

and the expenditure would be more than justified by the results

that should be obtained in a very short time.

The idea that it takes a lifetime to learn the principles of

tobacco culture is a fallacy, for it is no more difficult to grow
tobacco than it is to grow many others crops. There are a

number of Americans in the Cagayan Valley who have a fair

knowledge of tobacco, and what is more they know the people

and their methods. All will lend their influence toward improv-
ing the present situation.

To wait and dally is dangerous, and to put out a cheap and
worthless product when, if we only put forth the proper effort,

we can have as fine as there is in the world, is disastrous if not

ruinous to our future trade. Let us begin now- the effort to put
our tobacco here on a par with that from Connecticut, Cuba, or

Sumatra. There is no reason why we can not do this if we
proceed with diligence, industry, and care. This is the time, and
the opportunity is ours.



THE CENTRAL LUZON AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL.

In the central part of the Province of Nueva Ecija, Luzon,

lies the beautiful San Jose Valley. It is a vast rolling plain,

covered here and there with forests of fine timber.

Through the efforts of Mr. T. W. Thomson, formerly division

superintendent for Nueva Ecija, and Hon. Isauro Gabaldon,

formerly provincial governor, a tract containing about 657
hectares (more than 2 square miles) was reserved for the use

of the public schools of the Province of Nueva Ecija, and with-

drawn from sale or settlement by Executive Order No. 10, dated

April 12, 1907.

The site chosen was in the barrio of Muiios, a part of the

municipality of San Juan de Guimba. Of this 657 hectares

about 400 hectares is fine prairie land, perfectly suited for all

kinds of tropical agriculture. Here and there the prairie is

dotted with small tracts of timber land, containing timber of all

groups, sufficient for the needs of the school.

This reservation was made with a view to the establishment
of a school modeled upon the plan of the Tuskegee Institute in

Alabama. In requesting its reservation for school purposes,
Mr. Thomson describes the land as follows

:

Among the advantages belonging to this tract is the fact that a good
irrigating canal already traverses it, which will supply sufficient water
for about half the land. The rest is so situated that another ditch will
enable all of it to be irrigated. There is on the land sufficient timber for
all necessary buildings for at least ten years, and yet there is plenty of
open prairie for cultivation. The site is sufficiently elevated so that the
extreme heat of the lower lands is modified. It is in the most healthful
part of the province, being, as stated, without the extreme heat or the
strong daily winds incident to San Jose, Bongabon, and other towns located
at the foot of the mountain range. The tract is as beautiful as human
eyes ever looked upon, being rich black loam, gently rolling, crossed by
numerous small streams, with bodies of timber which are separated by
larger or smaller park-like prairies.

In July, 1907, Mr. George Whiting and Dr. Edwin B. Copeland,
now dean of the Philippine College of Agriculture, visited the
site at the request of the Director of Education, and rendered a

^ Report furnished by the Bureau of Education.
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highly favorable report upon it, Doctor Copeland stating that it

was a most beautiful site and the only place that he had seen

that made him think of the Sacramento Valley, the garden spot

of the world. But little more was accomplish until July, 1908,

when upon the initiative of Manuel Tinio, governor of Nueva
Ecija, now Director of Labor, the establishment of the school

was given further consideration. At this time the Director of

Education agreed to take steps toward the opening of the school,

upon the condition that the province should construct such
temporary buildings as m'ight be immediately necessary, and
build a road from Cabanatuan to the school site.

Shortly after Mr. Whiting was named superintendent of the

school, though for a period of five months (from February to

July) while Mr. Whiting was on leave in the United States, Mr.
Sam B. Durham was in charge.

In September, 19(>8, a meeting with the provincial board of

Nueva Ecija was held, at which time they appropriated a large

amount of money to construct the road from Cabanatuan through
to Muiios, also W,200 for temporary buildings. Work on the
buildings commenced in January, 1909, and in March four build-

ings, a dwelling house of hardwood for the superintendent, a

dormitory for the boys, a schoolhouse, and a shed for machinery,
had been completed. Besides these buildings there is now a
house for the Filipino teacher and a shed for cattle. All of

these buildings except the superintendent's house are temporary
structures.

The school was opened on July 19, 1909, with an attendance
of twelve pupils. This number increased to twenty-six by the
end of the month, and the school year closed with an enrollment
of sixty-two for March, 1910.

In April, 1910, Mr. Whiting, on account of ill health, was
relieved as superintendent of the school and replaced by Mr.
A. A. Helms. Mr. Helms has been with the Bureau of Education
since 1904, and for the past two years has been supervising
teacher of Cuyapo, Nueva Ecija.

The Central Luzon Agricultural School is a regular inter-

mediate school, in which the subjects of the farming course, as
outlined by the Director of Education, are taught in grades V,
VI, and VII. The school opened in June, 1910, with an enroll-

ment of eighty pupils. Students attending the school are
furnished with board, quarters, cots, mosquito nets, and blankets.

A good Filipino cook has been secured to look after the mess
of the students. In return for board and quarters the students
are expected to perform daily four hours of work on the farm.
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The school is well equipped for the work that is expected of

it. It is provided with a sawmill, having a capacity of 6,000

board feet per day, a traction engine, a good blacksmithing

outfit, and a complete assortment of general farming tools and
implements, furnished by the Bureau of Agriculture, including

a gang plow, a disk plow, small moldboard plows, harrows, and
numerous smaller tools. Fifteen work animals, fourteen bullocks

and six carabaos, have been furnished.

The faculty at present consists of Mr. A. A. Helms, super-

intendent; Mrs. Amy G. Helms, who has general charge of the

mess and assists in the academic work; Mr. Guy Fridley and
Mr. Cenon Monasterial, academic teachers; Mr. John Heggarty,
engineer and machinist ; and Desiderio Goco, blacksmith.



THE WORK OF NATIVE TRAVELING INSTRUCTORS
IN THE GOLD COAST COLONY.

By W. S. D. TuDHOPE,

Director of Agriculture.

1. Native traveling instructors shall, for the most part, travel

and instruct chiefs and native farmers in the best methods
of growing and cultivating economic products and preparing

them for the European markets; but they may be employed in

such other capacity as the Director of Agriculture may from
time to time consider necessary.

2. The points to receive most attention during the periods

they are employed on instruction are briefly summarized as

follows

:

COCOA.

(a) The native farmer must be impressed with the importance

of raising his plants from selected pods, and, where possible,

selected trees, and not from the inferior fruits of his plantation.

(6) Wider planting than is adopted in the majority of cases

should be enforced, and 12 to 15 feet apart is the distance that

should be recommended. To produce the most and the best

fruits, good trees with sound stems are essential, and if the

trees are planted too closely together this end can not be at-

tained.

(c) The native farmer should be taught' to pay more atten-

tion to weeding and cultivating his plantation, both in the early

stage and when the trees are full grown, as this will result

in a more healthy and vigorous growth of the cocoa trees.

(d) He should also be taught to observe the signs of disease

or insect attacks in their earliest stages and instructed to report

their presence to the nearest government official, who, in turn,

will take steps to inform the Agricultural Department.

(e) Instructions should be given in the means of treating

such attacks, either by the application of insecticides or fungi-

cides by spraying, etc., or, as in the case of borers, by removing

the insects and destroying them; and by the excising and burn-

ing of all dead branches. In order to prevent rot or decay,

404
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tar, or some such' resinous product should be applied to the part

of the growing tree from which excisions have been made.

(/) The best methods of pruning cocoa trees should be taught.

In this connection it is better not to recommend too drastic

pruning, and, in most cases, the removal of sucker growths will

be sufficient. The importance of cutting off the pods and making
all necessary prunings with a clean cut should be shown and
the farmer instructed upon no account to break or tear off the

branches or fruits.

(g) Pods should be gathered as they ripen and not allowed

to remain on the trees after they are ripe, or the seeds will

germinate on the tree and the pods will be spoiled. All diseased

pods should be removed from the trees at each gathering of the

ripe pods and collected and buried. Empty pods should on no
account be spread about the plantation, but should be buried at

once, as they form a ready breeding ground for injurious insects

and fungoid diseases.

(h) Instructions should be given in the best method of fer-

mentation; the form of boxes, etc., to be used and the general

treatment of the bean. Insistence should be made on the ef-

fectual drying of the beans and on the importance of taking
them immediately they are dried to market, unless suitable local

storage accomodation is available. The beans may suffer much
damage from bad storage and their value be considerably

reduced.
RUBBER.

3. Instructions should be given in the growing of rubber
plants; the methods of propagating and planting trees; in tap-

ping and preparing the rubber from the latex, etc. The follow-

ing are the chief points that need attention:

(a) The natives should be encouraged to plant rubber seed-

lings wherever they have suitable available areas of land. The
variety to be recommended will depend on the locality of the
plantation. If under jungle conditions (the shade of forest

trees, etc., probably Funtumia would be the most suitable; but
if circumstances are favorable. Para {Hevea brasiliensis) should
be recommended. Where the area is bordering on the dry or
savannah country, Ceara (Manihot glaziovii) and Memleku
(Ficus vogelii) would be more suitable.

(&) Belts of rubber trees should, when possible, be planted
round cocoa plantations, as they will eventually form a protec-

tion to the cocoa trees.

(c) The importance of not damaging the cambium of the
trees in tapping must be taught.
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(d) The method of preparing the rubber from the latex to be

recommended will depend somewhat on local conditions; but

probably the ''boiling and double-pot method'' as being easily

adopted, should be that most generally advised, and the rubber,

preferably, should be prepared in sheets or biscuits. If pure

clean rubber could be produced, prices would be proportionately

higher; and it should be pointed out that there is a danger of

the "stinking sticky mixture'' hitherto produced in the colony

becoming unsalable in a few years time. Unless the present

methods are altered and a better article produced, the industry

must inevitably suffer.

PAT^M-OIL PRODUCTS.

4. Native traveling instructors must also encourage the de-

velopment of the oil-palm products

:

(a) By endeavoring to prevent the destruction of palms dur-

ing the formation of cocoa plantations.

(b) By advocating systematic cultivation . even to the extent

of the formation of plantations of the higher oil-yielding varie-

ties, such as Abobobe.

(c) By assisting the natives with information as to the best

methods of preparation and the best machinery for extracting

the kernels, etc.

COTTON AND FIBERS.

5. The cultivation of cotton and fiber-yielding crops, should

be advocated. Districts where the soil is good and where there

is a long dry season are suitable for cotton.

Sisal, hemp, Triumfetta and Hibiscus fibers might be profit-

ably grown, and where recommended the method of extracting

the fibers should be demonstrated.

Endeavors should be made, where possible, to extend the pro-

duction of indigenous fibers, such as Piassava.

NEW ECONOMIC PRODUCTS.

6. Instructors must constantly be on the watch for new eco-

nomic products, all information relating to which should be com-

municated to the Director of Agriculture with samples and, if

possible, botanic specimens.

CATCH CROPS.

7. In certain instances they should recommend the cultiva-

tion of catch crops, which should, for the most part, be of the

leguminous order, such as ground-nuts, tiger-nuts, cowpea,

pigeon-pea, and native beans. In some cases cotton might also

be recommended as a catch crop.
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l>EMONSTRATION.

8. In addition to giving these general instructions with regard

to the agricultural products, it is the duty of native traveling

instructors to demonstrate the methods which they teach, and

their visits must not be of such a hurried nature as to preclude

the performance of this important branch of their duties. Im-

plements will be carried for this purpose.

GENERAL.

9. A diary will be kept in detail, a copy of which must be

submitted to the Director of Agriculture at the end of each

month, and, when necessary, they will also submit, in addition,

a brief report on each tour.

10. One of the agricultural stations will be the recognized

headquarters of each native traveling inspector and his tours

will be arranged within the province in which his headquarters

are situated.

11. Instructional tours will be arranged by the Director of

Agriculture, in consultation with the provincial commissioners,

and in Ashanti with the chief commissioner.

12. Native traveling instructors should, whenever possible,

report by telegram their movements to the Director of Agricul-

ture.

13. When native traveling instructors are not engaged in

traveling they will be attached to the various agricultural sta-

tions, where they will assist, the curators in whatever work their

services may be required. They should take full advantage of

such opportunities to note the various plants that are propagated
in the nurseries and the supply of the same, and it should be
their endeavor to get all economic plants (being propagated for
the purpose) taken up by the native farmers within the year.
Their usefulness will be largely determined by their success in

this particular.



DEMONSTRATION FARMS IN MINNESOTA.^

Arrangements have been closed by which for the first time

the expert instruction of the Minnesota State Agricultural Col-

lege will be carried this season direct to the farmers on the

farms, through the establishment, under the supervision of the

Minnesota Federation of Commercial Clubs, of twelve demon-
stration farms, serving.twelve general districts. Plans are being

completed for the establishment of six additional farms, making
a total of twenty, on which during the entire coming season the

farmers will be instructed in the latest and most modem methods
of cropping the tracts set aside.

Each of the demonstration farms will be 80 acres in extent,

and the entire farming operations of the year will be handled

by experts who will, in addition to demonstrating proper methods
of plowing, cultivating, caring for the crop, and harvesting,

introduce a complete system of farm accounts by means of which
the balance sheet for each farm will show in the fall to a cent

what profits have been made. The crops to be put in on the

various farms will be such as will best serve the needs of the

localities where the farms are located. Where corn culture is

neglected or insufficiently understood, corn will be planted.

Where grain farming is not up to standard the tracts will be

planted to grain. The general rule of giving the farmers in-

struction along the lines where they are weakest will be followed,

and the demonstration farms will be used in a general campaign

to raise the standards of farm methods and production.

Each farm will be under the supervision of a Minnesota com-

mercial club, which contracts in advance to provide necessary

land for the work, to provide farm labor and equipment, and to

gather together, each time the expert visits the tract, all the

farmers of that region that they may observe the manner in

which the work is done, question the expert and gain from what
they see of the actual work, a clear idea of proper methods to be

employed and the reasons. Following each visit of an expert,

farmers* meetings will be held by the club at which the farmers

* From The Cablenews-American, February 23, 1910.
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will quiz the expert and engage in the general discussion of

current farm problems.

The movement for the spread of agricultural education to the

farms was taken up by the Federation of Commercial Clubs

after an investigation which showed that but a small percentage
of adult farmers in Minnesota are able even to attend the winter
short course of the Agricultural College. Through the active

cooperation of Prof. Andrew Boss, of the Agricultural College,

who will superintend the work of the coming season, the way
was opened to select tracts of land which will serve during
the crop season as schools for farmers who can not leave their

farms. Professor Boss will carry on the active work with the
cooperation of local clubs and business men and the results of
the work will be gathered and bulletined from time to time for
the benefit of thousands of men who can not be reached by the
work on the demonstration tracts.

Eighty-acre demonstration farms are selected as a unit because
of the fact that charging to operation the labor, equipment, and
cost, it is impracticable to use a smaller tract and show rep-
resentative farm profits from the work done. Farms have
been established by the action of the federation at Breckenridge,
Renville, Pipestone, Osakis, Delano, Bemidji, Wadena, East
Grand Forks, Detroit, Rothsay, Willmar, and Stewartville and
arrangements are being made to locate additional farms at
Fergus Falls, St. Cloud, Alexandria, Watertown, Red Wing,
Hibbing, and Brook Park. These points cover every condition
met with in Minnesota as well as the various varieties of Min-
nesota soil. Hibbing is to have a farm where ten years ago
it was thought practically impossible to successfully conduct
agricultural operations.



THE DUTY OF THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

By H. J. Waters,

President of the Kansas State Agricultural College,

The American ambassador to Great Britain recently face-

tiously referred to our educational system as America's chief

industry. In other ways it is frequently suggested that in this

matter the rate of growth has been out of proportion to our

development in other directions and beyond our real needs.

Of the 18,000,000 children in the graded schools in the United
States to-day, less than a million, or less than one in twenty,

will ever matriculate in a high school or an academy. Moreover,
of the 900,000 pupils in the secondary schools, only about 200,000

will be enrolled in our colleges and universities, or approximately
one out of every four.

It requires, therefore, approximately 80 pupils in the grades

to supply one college or university student. Less than one in

five of these college and university matriculates graduate.

Therefore, over 400 graded school pupils are required to furnish

one college graduate.

Of more significance than all this is the fact that seven out of

every eight of the boys and girls of the United States leave school

between the fifth and sixth grades and go out into a world of

splendid opportunities without the training and intellectual power
to enable them to take advantage of these opportunities.

It would not seem,' in the light of these facts, that there was
much serious competition in education. In fact, it does not

appear that we are doing very much to break down human
ignorance and overcome human prejudice.

TAKE THE COLT^EGE TO THE PEOPLE.

While it is of paramount importance that the college give

thoroughly sound instruction to the young men and young women
in residence, it is equally true that its activity must not end

^ Extracts from the inaugural address of Prof. H. J. Waters, on the

occasion of his formal installation as president of the Kansas State Agri-

cultural College, Manhattan, Kansas, November 11, 1909.
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here. More and more must the college be carried to the people.

At best but a small proportion of those who should avail them-

selves of its advantages can leave home.

Farmers' institute.—This phase of the college work, as it

affects the farmer, is already well organized and bringing

splendid results. Through the farmers' institutes, farmers' con-

ventions, instruction trains, demonstration farms, etc., the whole

State is being reached. It is expected that the representatives

of the college will this year come into personal touch with fully

75,000 farmers and farmers' wives, or more than one out of

every three farmers in Kansas. It is possible that it will soon

be found necessary to offer courses in agriculture and home
economics of varying lengths in different parts of the State to

accommodate the increasing demand for instruction in these sub-

jects on the part of those who can not leave home.

Outlying experiments,—It is not sufficient to conduct experi-

ments at Manhattan and Fort Hays and call the problems finally

settled, in accordance with the teachings of these results.

Kansas is a large State, with a great variety of soils, and great

variation in rainfall and in plant and animal adaptation. As
soon as funds for this purpose can be provided and the work so

organized that it may proceed in each case along lines that are

fairly certain to yield profitable results, there should be instituted

systematic tests or experiments in every county in the State.

This will be found profitable not only because of the exact in-

formation secured, but by reason of the greater confidence which
the farmers will have in the results, because they were secured

under conditions which they recognize as identical with their

own.

Then, these experimental fields may also serve an exceedingly

valuable educational purpose, by being so planned that they de-

monstrate some point in agricultural practice of especial im-
portance to the community in which they are established.

Farm practice is developing at so rapid a rate and so many
methods are being found to succeed well under one set of con-

ditions and not under another, that for the individual farmer to

try, at his own expense, all that good judgment indicated might
be worth trying, would mean that his farm must become an
experiment station instead of a business enterprise. It is there-

fore the business of the State and Federal Government to put
these things to the test for him, and under conditions closely

approximating his own.
State surveys.—For the first time in our history, we have

become interested in the conservation of our resources. A young
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nation, like a young person, is proverbially profligate of its

resources. Ours has been a waste of the resources of soil and
forest and stream that is without parallel in the history of the

world. This waste has been largely due to improper systems
of farming, and can not continue another century without bring-

ing ruin to America's basic industry. Under the teachings of

institutions like this, larger returns may be secured without

depleting the soil than are now secured under a system of land

spoliation. This is a matter of concern not only to the land-

owner, but to the whole of society, since the future welfare of

our cities and factories and churches and schools is directly

dependent upon the returns from the farm.

We are not in a frame of mind to consider methods of checking

this waste. The first step is to take account of stock. The
Kansas landowner needs to know what types of soil he has,

what amount of plant food each contains, to what each is best

adapted, and how it may be managed to yield the largest return

without having its productiveness diminished. The college

should at once organize a State soil survey, and push it toward
completion as rapidly as the facilities provided by the State and
Federal Government will permit. This is fundamental to all

agricultural progress. Later, surveys of special industries or

crops should be instituted, to determine upon what types of soil

and under what conditions they are succeeding and under what
conditions they fail, that it may form the basis of researches to

point out the way to make them successful under all conditions.

A corn and forage plant survey, to extend the boundary of

successful farming still further westward, is an enterprise in

which this State can well afford to engage.

Conserving water power.—These efforts should not be limited

to agriculture. A series of investigations and experiments look-

ing toward the conservation and utilization of the water supply

of the State, for the purposes of both irrigation and power, is a

duty which the college owes to the public. There are doubtless

many localities in which sufficient power could in this way be

developed to supply the needs of farm and village within the

radius of 20 or more miles. In many other places hydraulic

power could be developed sufficient to furnish light and power for

from one to a dozen farms.

The loss to crops from improperly distributed rainfall in this

State is enormous. In many places water could be economically

stored during the wet seasons, to be used for irrigation purposes
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when the rains fail. In other localities, the underground supply

of water might be profitably utilized by a proper method of

pumping.
The protection of life and property against floods is a matter

of serious importance, and commends itself to our favorable

consideration. Water purification and sewage disposal are as

yet unsolved problems for the greater proportion of the State.

Tests should be carried on to determine the draft and efficiency

of farm implements with the expectation of establishing standard

designs for the different conditions of soil.

Kansas produces gas, oil, and coal in large quantities. Much
of this has been wasted in the past and is being wasted under
present conditions. A series of tests conducted on a commercial
scale will do much toward establishing standard methods for

the preparation and use of these materials.

The gasoline engine will, for some time to come, be the prin-

cipal prime mover for small units in this State. The cost of

gasoline is constantly increasing. Under present conditions

denatured alcohol can not be used economically. Investigations
that will lead to methods of manufacture of denatured alcohol
at a low price, and to methods of producing gas from Kansas
coal successfully, will do much to extend the use of this type of
engine and to cheapen the cost of power.

THE COUNTRY ROAK.

Of more importance than all of these is the country highway.
We have, through long use, worn out the natural roads, and
have not yet found a successful substitute. Through the re-
cently created department of public highways of the college,
however, it is expected that we shall be able to educate the people
concerning the importance of this matter. Moreover, through
this means the college is now pointing out the most satisfactory
way of maintaining earth roads, imparting information in regard
to the best systems of permanent culverts and bridges, and as
rapidly as the people of a community will assume the cost, will
supervise the construction of permanent roads.
At all times the people have been found ready to pay taxes

for permanent public improvements, if they are confident that
the money will be judiciously expended. It is through careful
supervision by the experts of the college that the ordinary
mistakes of the planning and construction of these highways
and bridges will be avoided.

96309 3
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PRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF IMPROVED PI^ANJ S
AND ANIMATES.

The colleges of agriculture must lead in plant and animal

impi*ovement. A plan of improvement instituted by an in-

dividual is seldom carried beyond his lifetime. In a college,

if well managed, a program of improvement may be carried

forward without interruption for many generations, indeed in-

definitely. It will be highly profitable for the State to encourage

the more general use of better farm crops and live stock, by
disseminating these improved strains, through the college.

Already a large impress has been made upon the agriculture of

Kansas, in both plants and animals, and experiments are now in

progress which it is confidently expected will yield even more
important economic results.

TliE EXPERIMENT STATION.

The primary function of the experiment station is to extend

the domain of human knowledge. It has been the chief factor

in creating agricultural knowledge. It was the experiment

station which won back to the college the confidence of the

farmer, which confidence had been forfeited for lack of ability

to lead him.

It is the experiment station which has supplied the teacher

with accurate and well-organized knowledge to impart in the

class room. It has been the experiment station which has pro-

vided the way for these institutions to become real leaders in

the realm of agriculture and has exerted an influence upon agri-

cultural practice that is epoch making.

It is an admirable work to turn out young men trained for

leadership on the farm and capable of going among farmers as

teachers of correct systems of agriculture, or to lead young men
who come to the college to a better knowledge of the subject;

but, after all, the greatest work these colleges have to do is to

equip men with the proper knowledge and the necessary inspira-

tion to advance the world's knowledge and to supply these

thousands of teachers with something to teach.

It is, therefore, a fundamental mistake to assume that the

duty of the experiment station is solely or even principally to

benefit the farmer directly. A larger responsibility rests upon
it—that of making an exact science of agriculture, so that it

may be successfully taught in the colleges, the high school, the

graded school, the farmers' institutes, and on demonstration

farms.

The value of research is not limited to the industries. It is

the very life of a teaching institution such as this. It gives
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point to the instruction. The teacher who is an investigator is

a live teacher ; no man can long keep alive as a teacher and not
conduct researches.

RESEARCH TO ENCOURAGE MANUFACTURE.

But research in these institutions has been restricted to too

narrow a field. Little attention . has been given to problems
other than production problems. The effort has all been in the

direction of making twp blades of grass grow where one grew
before; or of increasing man's efficiency with this or that

machine. The time has come when its influence should be
materially extended. The wastes of a rural community are not
all to be found in the processes incident to production. An equal

waste occurs in the marketing and utilization of the materials
produced.

The investigations should, therefore, include agricultural

manufactures and the utilization of the wastes on the farm.
Factories should be developed in the country, near the sources
of production, for the preparation for final consumption of the
materials grown on the farm. Such factories are necessary
for the highest degree of economy in the production of food and
to give the laboring man an opportunity to gain a livelihood
outside of the congested city. Foodstuffs are already too high
to stand the strain of the additional cost of transporting the
raw materials long distances in order that they may be manu-
factured into edible form, then shipped back to the consumer
in the very community in which they were grown, and where
their manufacture might have been accomplished to better ad-
vantage. In countries where the raw materials of our foodstuffs
are chiefly grown, there they should be chiefly manufactured.
Kansas wheat should be milled in Kansas. Just as the ex-
periment station has made a profound impress upon the methods
of farming, so may it improve the methods of manufacturing
the products of the farm. The millers of the State need just
such scientific assistance as the station can provide, all with a
view not so much to helping the miller directly as to improving
the quantity and quality of the foodstuffs garnered from the
Kansas wheat fields.

THE ECONOMICS OF MARKETING.

Such vital questions as how to dispose of the products that
they may yield the largest returns, or how to spend the income
so as to bring the best results in the highest sense, have been
practically neglected.

To correct this one-sided development and meet this larger
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demand, the department of history of the college should be so

strengthened and enlarged as to cover, both by Instruction and

by research, the industries of our country. The department of

economics should be prepared to fully cover the range of trans-

portation, manufactures, marketing, etc., as they relate to the

farming and industrial classes. The department of sociology

should deal with the life of the people in the open country and

in the districts supported by the industries, and be able to suggest

plans for their immediate and permanent improvement.

The department of architecture should make a large impress

upon the homes and public buildings of the State, and upon the

location and arrangement of the accessory buildings that they

may conserve the strength of the housewife, afford the sanitary

conditions essential to health and add to the comfort and pleasure

of country life.

AMERICANS LIVE WASTEFUI^LV.

Americans, poor and rich, live wastefuUy. This can not con-

tinue. A new basis must be established which shall, while avoid-

ing the extreme care and economy of Continental Europe, which
destroys initiative and kills pride, stop the major wastes in our

system of living.

But of more importance than mere economy of living is the

influence of the environment and method of living upon the race.

Will out of it all in the long run come a strong and virile race

of people, a race capable of meeting the complex problems of the

future and advancing still further our civilization?

It is especially appropriate to emphasize this point in the

institution which, among the land-grant colleges at least, has
been a leader in this line, and which to-day boasts the largest

and perhaps best equipped department of domestic science and
art in America.

As much, however, as has been done in this direction here and
elsewhere, and proud as we have a right to be of the record of

this college in this direction, real work has been hardly begun
and we scarcely realize what this great movement means and
what will be its future development. Certain are we, however,
that it means something more than the mere teaching of young
women how to sew and how to cook. It has involved in it the

whole question of home building and the rearing of a strong and
virile race of people. The dream of the ancients, a strong
mind in a sound body, is thus beginning to be realized. But we
have only just come to take this view of the matter and have
scarcely begun work on this broad basis. Times are strangely
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out of joint when we justify the extensive scientific inquiries

into the way to rear a strong and vigorous race of pigs or sheep

or colts or cattle, and are content with the very meager knowl-

edge which we possess of the nutrition of men. We have mil-

lions for research in the realm of domestic animals, and nothing

for the application of science to the rearing of children. Ex-
haustive studies are made upon the life histories of animals of

the lower orders, while vital facts in regard to the life history

of our children remain a sealed book. We know how the amoeba

develops, but are content to remain in ignorance of what factors

contribute to the development of a strong body and a sound mind
in mankind. For centuries we have let the injunction **Know
thyself' go unheeded, and have forgotten that "The greatest

study of mankind is man."
For every dollar that goes into the fitting of a show herd of

cattle or hogs or into experiments in feeding domestic animals,

there should be a like sum available for fundamental research

in feeding men for the greatest efficiency. The Kansas State

Agricultural College ought to take advanced ground here, and
build up the greatest institute of research in human nutrition in

the world. The Federal Government should be interested and
cooperate with the State and community in matters of this sort.

THE EXODUS FROM THE FARM.

It is common to lament the tendency of the best men and
women to leave the farm and go to the city as a modern or
present-day tendency, whereas it is as old as civilization itself.

Plutarch in his "Praecepta Politica" protested against the
threatening invasion of large cities; Cicero thundered against
the depopulation of the rural districts through similar attrac-

tions to those which draw young men and young women from
the farm to-day. Even Justinian, the great lawmaker, was in

favor of legislation designed to keep the people on the farm.
The great Roman Emperor Augustus before the Christian era

saw that his empire was being undermined and the strength
of his people sapped by the exodus from the country to the city^

and called to him the poets of the nation and commanded them
to sing of the beauties and profits of country life, in order to
attract his people back to the land. This trend cityward has
been to a great degree due to the half education which has pre-
vailed in the rural districts and which has given the farm boy
glimpses of the more attractive city life without teaching him
at the same time how he may attain such a life at home.
For the first time in history this situation is sought to be met
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by making a profession of farming, so that it may be attractive

to the intellectually strong, at the same time that the returns are

large enough to command the reasonable comforts and luxuries

of life. These countervailing influences, however, will be found

to be inadequate unless they strike at the very root of the dif-

ficulty—the farm home, the country road, the rural school, and

the country church.

VOCATIONAI. SUBJECTS IN THE PIIBLK; SCHOOLS.

This means that vocational subjects must be introduced into

the courses of study in the grades and in the high schools, as

well as in the colleges and in the universities. So rapidly and

so fully has instruction in vocational branches been developed,

that the best and cheapest places to learn farming or stock rais-

ing or dairying is now, not on the farm, but in a college. The
horse doctor has been displaced by the college-trained veteri-

narian. The place to learn to sew and to cook and to build and

manage a home is, not in the home, but in a college. The period

of apprenticeship of the machinist has been supplanted by a

course at college, and the employers of 'engineers no longer look

elsewhere than to the colleges for this training. But gratify-

ing as all this is to us, we must realize that at best the problem

of bringing industrial education within the reach of the masses,

and this is the great problem, is very far from being solved.

In the nature of the case, but a small proportion of the people

can attend college. It has already been pointed out that less

than a dozen of every thousand pupils in the graded schools go

to college. When we consider that these twelve are divided

among the various courses offered by our colleges and univer-

sities, such as academic theology, law, medicine, teaching, jour-

nalism, agriculture, engineering, etc., we realize how small a

proportion of the boys and girls of the country really come under

the influence of this sort of instruction when it is confined to

the college. To reach the masses with this work, it will be

necessary to introduce it into the high schools and grades the

country over. In the city schools, home economics and manual

training, with agriculture optional, and in the country schools,

home economics and agriculture, with manual training optional.

To the objection that these subjects, especially home economics

and agriculture, of a character suited to the grades and high

schools, are not yet teachable, I urge that they are far more

teachable than were these same subjects of college grade twenty

years ago, and that if we will apply ourselves to the problem
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of reducing them to pedagogical form with the same zeal and
determination that characterized the efforts of the college

teacher, equally satisfactory results will be forthcoming.

To the objection that the teachers are not prepared, I answer
that the demand for teachers so prepared is all that is necessary

to fully meet this difficulty.

AORTCULTURE IN THE RURAl^ SCIIOOI.S.

This is the next great educational problem. In fact the rural

school to-day, considered broadly, presents the most serious

educational problem with which we have to deal. How to shape
the instruction in this unorganized, isolated, and poorly equipped
school so that the pupils may not lose sight of the farm, its life,

its problems, its beauties, and its profits, is the great question

now before us. The hope of these schools and of our system of

public education lies, not in the abandonment of these country
schools, not in the attempt to substitute something else for them,
but rather in making them serve their constituency in the best

way and contribute most to the development of the boy or girl

who is fortunate enough to have been born in the country.

The problem does not consist in the long run wholly or even
mainly in finding a suitable teacher, although this is perhaps
for the moment the limiting factor in progress.

As Professor Bailey has well said

:

*lf a room or a wing were added to every rural school house,
to which children could take their collections and in which they
could do work with their hands, it would start a revolution in

the ideals of country school teaching, even with our present
school-teachers.''

In short, our rural school system needs to be so revised that
from the very outset the courses, to quote the words of a dis-

tinguished English educator, "shall be woven around knowledge
of the common phenomena of the world * * *. For it should
be the purpose of these elementary schools to assist boys and
girls according to their different needs to fit themselves prac-
tically as well as intellectually to the work of life.''

I do not wish to be understood, in quoting the foregoing ap-
provingly, to advocate the making of the graded or high schools
narrow or provincial. Nor would I permit these schools to
become in any sense professional—except possibly the last two
years of the course in a first-class high school. This might ap-
propriately be made as severely professional as the funds for
providing the additional teachers and equipment would permit.
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INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS AVI LI. VITALIZE.

The benefits to accrue from the successful introduction of

agriculture, home economics, and manual training into the

schools will not be confined to the direct influence which this

instruction may have upon the industries involved, but this will

be found to be the best way to vitalize elementary schools, and

especially those in rural communities. Just as these useful

subjects gave new life to our college courses, so will they be

found capable of vitalizing the elementary courses.

TRAINING THE TEACHER.

As before intimated, the lack of suitably trained teachers for

this work is temporarily the limiting factor in our progress.

Where the teacher shall receive his training, and of more funda-

mental importance, of what it shall consist, are questions not

yet answered. Thus far no very satisfactory place for securing

this training has been provided. A number of agricultural

colleges of the country are offering courses in agriculture, etc.,

especially for teachers, and these in the main have been suc-

cessful.

Congress recently recognized this lack in our educational

system, and provided, in the Nelson amendment to the Morrill

Act, that a portion of the increased support thereby given the

colleges of agriculture might be used fpr "providing courses for

the special preparation of instructors for teaching the elements

of agriculture and mechanic arts."

Whether experience will in the end show that the normal

school, with agriculture, home economics, and mechanic arts

added, or the agricultural colleges, with sound courses in educa-

tion added, will best meet this situation, or whether it may not

indeed become expedient to employ both methods, I will not at

this time hazard a guess. We are all, I take it, more interested

in having this work done and done well, than in the question of

where or by whom it shall be done. Certainly there are many
people now teaching who desire to equip themselves to teach

agriculture. These naturally would be best served by courses at

the agricultural college.

EXPERIMENTS IN TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS.

To my mind, there can be no question as to the propriety

and profitableness of establishing at the agricultural college,

where agriculture, home economics and mechanic arts reach

their highest development, and where there is the greatest
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interest and enthusiasm in these subjects, systematic investiga-

tion of the methods of teaching these subjects of a grade suitable

to the requirements of high schools and rural schools. A sort

of pedagogical experiment station for the systematic study of

these and kindred problems is no less important than are agri-

cultural experiment stations, to study questions relating to corn

and wheat growing and the raising of live stock, and no less

logical than engineering experiments to study questions in rela-

tion to bridges, highways, sanitation, etc.

FARMER OR PEASANT.

It is not primarily a matter of increased financial return, but
has involved in it the future welfare of America's agriculture.

Further advancement must be based upon the increased intel-

ligence of the man who is to till the soil, together with his better

understanding of the fundamental laws of nature with which
he has to deal.

If the American farmer is to prove an exception to the history

of the world and remain the independent, thinking, reading,

progressive individual that he has thus far been instead of

becoming a peasant, as the farmer has been before in all history,

it is necessary that he be given the broadest possible training,

and be educated most thoroughly in the fundamental principles

underlying his profession.

tup: industrial and the cultural must go together.

It is said that an ancient and honorable university once wrote
over its portals : '*No useful knowledge taught here." I would
not go to the opposite extreme and write over the portals of
even this institution—the child of a strictly utilitarian age—the
legend: "No subject that is not useful taught here." I would
make all the courses practical enough to fit men for efficient

service in their several professions and pursuits of life, and at
the same time liberal enough to prepare them for the highest
service as citizens.

The best part of an educational institution is its spirit—is the
point of view which it gives its students—^the ideals which they
carry away from its halls and through life, for of more worth
than fine gold is a quickened conscience and a capacity to distin-

guish between what is right and what is wrong.
"A highadeal is the noblest gift man can bestow upon man.

Feed a man, and he will hunger again ; clothe him, and he will
become naked. Give him a noble ideal and that ideal will abide
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with him through every waking hour, giving him a broader

conception of his relation to his fellows. The ideal must be so

far above us that it will keep us looking upward all our lives

and so far in advance that we shall never overtake it."

Those whom we send out must make a large contribution to

the welfare of the world.

GREAT TEACHERS MAKE A GREAT SCIIOOl^.

We point with a pardonable pride to our splendid group of

buildings, the broad expanse of fertile soil which constitutes

the college farm, the improved plants and animals, boasting of

both a distinguished lineage and an honorable career, to the

shops and equipment of laboratories and libraries, to the new
athletic fields and gymnasium in immediate prospect, and to our

other material possessions, and unconsciously make the sum of

these, the college.

It is, however, the teacher who determines thg worth of the

school. We have no means of measuring the value of a great

teacher. It was in the musty law office of John Wythe that

Thomas Jefferson studied, as did also one of the greatest judges

that ever sat upon the supreme bench, John Marshall, and also

the greatest orator that ever electrified an audience in his period

of the world's history, Patrick Henry. John Wythe was himself

chancellor of Virginia, and a great man, but great chiefly for

the men he made.

Given a good teacher, and locate him in a cellar, an attic, or

a barn, and the strong students of the institution will beat a

path to his door. Given a weak teacher, and surround him with

the finest array of equipment that money can buy, and permit

the students to choose, as in the elective courses, and his class

room will echo its own emptiness.

A poor teacher in a German university, where all subjects are

elective, is a matter of comparative indifference, but in an
institution such as ours, where the courses of study are fixed, to

keep a poor teacher year after year and require hundreds of

young men and women to waste their time in his classes, is little

short of a crime.

Economy in teachers' salaries is false economy, and will quickly

react upon the institution and upon the state. Low salaries

mean cheap teachers and low-grade work. The 2,500 or more
students who come here annually to secure an education have a
right to demand the best. To lose our best teachers the moment
we have developed them to a high degree of efficiency, because
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we can not meet the salary paid in kindred institutions is deplor-

able in the extreme. Or to secure good teachers and so load

them with work that they can not render the most efficient

service is an equally poor policy.

It should be the business of those intrusted with the admin-

istration of a college to secure the best men available, supply

them with such facilities as will make them content, and then

have the wisdom to let them alone.



PHILIPPINE MAGUEY.

By M. M. Saleeby,

Fiber Expert.

The maguey plant of the Philippine Islands, Agave cantula;

the sisal plant of the Bahamas and Hawaii, Agave rigida sisalana;

and the sisal plant of Yucatan (usually known as henequin),

Agave rigida elongata, closely resemble each other, both in gen-

eral appearance and in habits of growth. During the past few
years several million sisal plants have been imported into the

Philippine Islands from Hawaii, but up to the present time
practically all of the so-called **maguey fiber" produced in the

Philippine Islands has been obtained from the species that has
long been grown here, Agave cantula.

DESCRIPTION.

Both the maguey and sisal plants have a comparatively short

and thick stem, and aloe-like cluster of large, fleshy leaves, and
a tall flower stalk on which grow a large number of small bulbils

or **pole plants.'' The leaves are grouped compactly around the

stem and terminate in a hard, sharp spine. The maguey plant

has numerous sharp spines along the edges of the leaf, but in

the Hawaiian sisal these spines are largely, or entirely absent.

The life of these plants ranges from seven to twenty-five years,

depending upon the variety, soil, and climatic conditions, and
the treatment and cultivation they receive. They do not flower

until they are at least seven or eight years old, hence the belief

that they flower only once every century and the popular name,
. ''century plant."

DISTRIBUTIO:?^.

The maguey plant is not indigenous to the Philippine Islands.

It was probably introduced from* Mexico, but we have no record

as to when or by whom it was introduced. It has been grown
in various parts of the Islands for more than a century, but
until comparatively recent years for practically no use other

424
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than serving as fences or hedges, for which it is admirably

adapted on account of the numerous spines on its leaves. It is

only within the past few years that any considerable interest has

been taken in its cultivation. The provinces where maguey fiber

was first produced as an article of commerce are Ilocos Sur and

Ilocos Norte. Of late the interest in its cultivation has spread

into many other provinces where suitable climatic and soil condi-

tions exist, and its cultivation in some of these# provinces has

already passed beyond the experimental stage. There is probably

no other economic plant which is so well adapted to the condi-

tions existing on the greater part of the Islands of Cebu, Si-

quijor, and Mactan as maguey. There are thousands of hectares

of land suited to maguey cultivation on these and other islands,

which, if properly cultivated, would give a better return for the

money invested than any other crop that could be raised on them.

This is also the case on quite a considerable area in other prov-

inces which, owing to their location and other conditions, are

not suitable for abaca, rice, coconuts, or any other of our staple

crops.

The following are the principal provinces where maguey is

cultivated and the fiber produced as an article of commerce:
Ilocos Norte, Ilocos Sur, Cebu, La Union, Pangasinan, Zambales,
Batangas, and Bohol. In other provinces the maguey plantations
are as yet young and are not producing fiber in commercial
quantity.

CI.IMATE.

The maguey plant does not require an abundant and contin-

uous supply of moisture like abaca and most other tropical

plants. A long dry season and a light rainy one are essential

for the best growth of this plant ; while warm, clear, dry weather,
with bright sunshine is required to dry and bleach the fiber. The
thick and pulpy leaves of the maguey render it capable of with-
standing long droughts which would be disastrous to most other
economic plants.

' Sudden changes of heat and cold, however, as
well as strong winds are undesirable, and with an excess of rain
the plant tends to produce leaves having a large amount of pulp
and a small percentage of fiber.

SOIL.

The most essential step in maguey cultivation is the selection
of a well-drained soil. All low soils where the water table is

within a depth of 60 centimeters or less from the surface, and
all swampy soils, should be avoided. The maguey plant never
fiourishes in wet soils, as its roots are very sensitive to moisture
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and in such a soil the plant will either die outright, or linger on

in an unhealthy condition.

Shallow, rocky, limestone soils and soils formed by the disin-

tegration of coral rock are best suited for maguey growing. The
plant is very hardy and its roots can penetrate deep into hard

stony soils. This should not be taken to mean that it can survive

in rocky land devoid of soil ; a certain amount of soil and a cer-

tain degree o:^ fertility are both necessary for its development.

Very rich soils, such as are required for abaca, are not suitable

for maguey, for the reason that on such soil it develops thick,

pulpy leaves with less and weaker fiber. Sandy soils, such as

are often found along the sea beach at a distance from the reach

of salt water, often give fairly good results with maguey.

PROPAGATION.

Maguey is usually propagated by using either the suckers that

spring up from the roots of the old plants, or the pole plants

that are produced on the flower stalk. The suckers appear about

the second or third year from planting. They grow around the

mother plant, and continue coming up for a number of years.

Pole plants are produced on the lateral arms of the flower stalk,

which makes its appearance at the time the plant comes to matur-

ity. When the flowers have fallen, the flower stalk does not

immediately die; but at the ends of the branches, on the axil of

the flower-scars are produced these numerous small bulbils which
eventually develop into small plants and fall to the ground, where
they may be gathered and set out in a nursery before planting

in the field. The use of the root suckers is, ordinarily, the most
satisfactory method of propagation, and plants obtained by this

method are usually stronger and of a more rapid growth than

those produced from pole plants. Where suckers are used, no
operations are necessary further than digging them up and
piling them in heaps until they are dry, prior to planting in

the field. Drying the suckers before setting them in the field

gives the plant a healthier and stronger growth than where they

are set out fresh and green, and the drying is necessary if they

are to be shipped long distances.

PI.ANTI1SG AND CULTIVATION.

Where the land is arid and rocky, the suckers or nursery plants

may be set out without any preliminary preparation of the soil

;

but where there is underbrush or weeds, it is necessary to clear

the field and burn the waste. This preliminary clearing helps a
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great deal in subsequent cultivation. Where it is practicable to

do so, the land should be plowed and a secondary crop planted

at the same time the maguey is set out. Where the land is thus

prepared, the maguey makes a more healthy and rapid growth
and the secondary crop affords an income to the planter until

the maguey can be harvested. If the soil is too rocky to allow

of thorough cultivation, it may be possible in some cases to plant

some legume, such as peas or beans, which by supplying nitrogen
add fertility to the soil.

The maguey plants should be set out in straight lines about
2.5 to 3 meters each way, depending on the nature of the soil,

and upon whether the location is exposed to, or protected from,
strong winds. If the plants are set out closer than this, the
leaves when full grown will cross each other and, during strong
winds, cut each other with their terminal spines, causing con-
siderable damage to the fiber. The common method in the Phil-
ippine Islands of planting maguey 50 centimeters to 1 meter
apart has nothing to recommend it. The advantages of wide
planting are many, among which may be mentioned four : First,
to allow the free circulation of air and light which greatly stim-
ulates the growth of the plant and tends to prevent the spread
of fungus diseases which sometimes attack its leaves; second,
to allow proper cultivation, weeding, and harvesting; third, to
allow interplanting of secondary crops that will considerably
reduce the cost of the upkeep of the plantation ; and, fourth, to
give the roots a larger area from which to obtain a supply of
plant food, thus enabling the plants to thrive better and live
longer.

It is often stated that maguey will grow and thrive under con-
ditions of neglect that would be fatal to other plants. This is
true to a certain extent, but it is also true that the plant responds
very freely to a rational treatment on the lines mentioned above.
An occasional digging up of the root suckers will add consid-

erably to the welfare, and will prolong the life, of the maguey
plant.

iiarvesting.

The first crop of mature leaves will not be ready for cutting
before the end of the third year. With the periodic and proper
cutting of the leaves, the plant continues to grow and produce
new leaves; failure to cut the leaves when mature tends to retard
the growth of the plant and also shortens its length of life. From
25 to 35, sometimes 40, leaves can be harvested annually from one
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plant. The cutting should commence at the beginning of the dry

season; and in case there are two dry seasons in the year, two
harvests can be gathered, provided that not more than 15 to 20

leaves are cut at one time. The leaves should be cut with a sharp

knife and at a distance of not less than 2 to 3 centimeters from
the stem, care being taken not to split or break the leaf during

the operation. After cutting, the lateral and terminal spines

should be trimmed off to facilitate the handling and transporta-

tion of the leaves to the place of cleaning. With the Hawaiian
variety this operation is not necessary.

There are two ways by which the planter can tell whether or

not the leaves are mature. First, as soon as the leaves ripen

they turn darker in color; and, second, they incline toward a

horizontal position. It is usually safe to cut the leaves when
they form an angle of between 60° and 90° with the stem.

Early cropping and overcropping both result in shortening the

life of the plant, in producing an inferior and weaker fiber, and
in leaving the young and tender leaves unsupported and exposed

to the full strength of the wind.

EXTRACTION OF FIBER.

The fiber should be extracted from the leaves within twenty-

four hours from the time of cutting. If left a longer period

than this, the leaves are liable to dry, especially at their tops,

and the fiber becomes discolored and weakened.

There are two methods used in the Philippine Islands for

extracting maguey fiber. The first and most generally used is

the ''retting'' method, by which the leaves are either crushed

or cut longitudinally into strips and then tied in bundles and
immersed in salt water. The bundles remain in the water from
six to eight days and during this period they should be turned

over a number of times so as to have a uniform decomposition.

After decomposition is complete, the leaves are taken out of the

water, and the decomposed tissue or pulp is beaten or scraped

off. The second method is that of maceration without soaking

in water. The leaves are crushed and left until fermentation

has taken place, when the pulp can easily be separated from the

fiber. By this method the leaves actually rot, and the fiber is

both weakened and discolored.

The first method, which is ordinarily used in all parts of the

Islands where the fiber is produced, is preferable to the latter,

which was used in some localities in Mexico prior to the intro-

duction of fiber-extracting machinery. Both methods, however.
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require a great deal of time and labor, and result in the produc-

tion of a weak and inferior fiber. They can only be recommended
where it is impossible to procure a machine.

During recent years most of the fiber produced in Mexico,

and other countries, where, fiber of the Agaves is a commercial
product, has been cleaned by machinery. All of the machines
used for this work are constructed on the same general principle.

The leaves in passing through the machine are carried over a
heavy brass "shoe'* upon which revolves a scraping wheel. The
knives on this wheel remove the pulp and leave the clean fiber.

The larger machines have three scraping wheels and clean the
leaf at one operation. The small machines have but one scraping
wheel, and where these are used each leaf must be passed through
the machine twice. The capacity of these machines varies from
10,000 to 200,000 leaves per day of ten hours.

Cleaning with a machine does away with the trouble and the
slowness of the retting method. The sisal industry in Mexico
remained dormant until machines were put on the market. The
difficulty of securing enough laborers who were willing to clean
the leaves by the old methods, as well as the slowness of these
methods, kept the cultivation of the plant restricted to small and
scattered areas, as is the case in most of the maguey districts

in the Philippine Islands. Unless Philippine maguey planters
establish larger plantations or adopt some scheme of cooperation,
they can never hope to be in a position to advantageously use the
larger and more desirable machines.
The yield of maguey from a given area depends upon soil

conditions, the distance the plants are set apart, the amount of
care and cultivation given them, and the time and method of
harvesting. Often two adjoining fields differ considerably in
their yield. Overcutting, though it gives a larger crop at first,

always results in a decrease in yield of subsequent crops.
Experiments with maguey and sisal leaves show that the

latter contain a higher percentage of fiber, the maguey fiber
being whiter, finer, and' lighter than the sisal. The percentage
of fiber in a sisal leaf ranges from 4i to 6 per cent, while that
of maguey does not exceed 4 or 4^ per cent. Some sisal leaves
have been known to give as high as 6^ or 7 per cent of dry fiber,
but such yield is unusual, and considerably above the average.

In experiments made in Naga, Cebu, the average weight of
one leaf of Philippine maguey was found to be 700 grams and
the average amount of fiber in each leaf 23 grams. On thid
basis every 1,000 leaves would average about 700 kilograms in

96309 4
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weight and contain about 23 kilograms of fiber ; or 1 hectare of

1,500 plants producing 45,000 leaves should give an annual yield

of 1,035 kilograms or about 16^ piculs of fiber.

THE FIBEK AT^l) ITS USES.

A cross section of the maguey leaf shows that the fiber lies

crowded in the parenchyma or leaf tissue. Only the fibers in

the middle of the leaf extend to the end of the leaf while the

rest end at variable distances from the tip, the lateral fibers

being the shortest. The fibers have a prominent central canal

which is filled with air ; it is polygonal in shape and of the same
form as the section of the whole fiber; its walls are not of a

uniform thickness. The fiber is large, inflexible, slightly

yellowish, and of a great tenacity. This latter quality renders it

very valuable in all cases where sudden strains are anticipated,

while its lack of elasticity prevents it from being used to ad-

vantage in power transmission. The fiber terminates in points,

sometimes lopped or forked. The data relative to its strength

and resistance are contradictory owing, in all probability, to the

irregularity in its thickness and the variable thickness of its

walls. It can not withstand the destructive action of salt water,

hence its inferiority to abaca for ships' cables.

The principal market for this fiber is in the United States,

where it is largely used for the manufacture of binder twine.

It is also used for tarred lath, fodder yarns, and various other

cordage purposes.

In Yucatan, other parts of Mexico, and South America sisal

is used locally for cordage, nets, hammocks, saddles, and uphol-

stery. The Yucatan sisal hammocks are famous for their

strength and durability.

In the Philippine Islands considerable maguey fiber is used

locally. The young leaves are carefully selected and cleaned by
the same process used in cleaning pineapple leaves. The fiber

thus cleaned is very fine and silky, and is used for making cloth,

fine handkerchiefs and other articles.

In some provinces, especially in Ilocos Norte, Ilocos Sur,

Pangasinan, and Cebu, the fiber is used to some extent for the

manufacture of cordage.

CONCLUSION.

In certain localities in the Philippine Islands there are large

tracts of arid, rocky land, and a long dry season; under these

conditions maguey is probably the most profitable crop that

can be grown. Soil conditions in the greater part of the Is-
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lands of Cebu, Siquijor, and Mactan are exceptionally favorable

for the cultivation of maguey.

The three main points essential to the development of the

maguey industry in the Philippine Islands are : First, the adop-

tion of a satisfactory method of planting ; second, the discontin-

uance of premature and overcropping of leaves ; third, the intro-

duction of fiber-cleaning machinery. Maguey fiber is a staple

product and its use is likely to increase as its production in-

creases. With the improvements above suggested there is no
reason why this industry should not grow in the Philippine Is-

lands as it has grown in Yucatan, Hawaii, and other countries.



THE FIBER MARKET.

The following data on the New York fiber market taken from
Smith & Schipper's monthly report, dated New York, May 2,

1910, it is believed will be of interest to fiber growers in these

Islands.
MAIsril^A (ABACA).

The market has ruled firm during the month, and at the close

all grades show an advance over the prices quoted in our last

circular. The advantage has been more noticeable in ''midway''

and better which qualities are now i to i cent per pound
higher than on April 1. The great scarcity of these grades, to-

gether with the demand from two of the largest rope and twine

manufacturers, has caused values to materially advance, and

notwithstanding the present difference between ''fair current"

and "good current'' is 2t^- cents per pound as compared with 1^
cents a few months ago, it is not unlikely that we shall see a

3-cent difference, as was the case in 1907. This large premium
will undoubtedly encourage the natives to clean more good hemp,

but it takes time to bring about such a change. An increase in

the production of the high grades means a falling off in receipts,

as there is considerably more waste in high-grade fiber and it

takes longer to clean it. Therefore, although receipts at present

are ahead of last year, we expect to see a gradual falling off

within the next few months with a consequent stiffening in

prices, especially for the lower grades, which have been more
or less neglected on account of the desire on the part of buyers

to get in their supplies of good hemp.
Spot hemp is steadier on the basis of 5| cents for superior

seconds, and 6i to 6J cents for fa;ir current.

Quotations.^

F. E. A. quality ._

Superior good current
50 per cent over good current _

Good current
75 percent over fair current.
Midway hemp
25 per cent over lair current.
Fair current
Superior seconds

July to
August.

June to
July.

10

May to
June.

6f i

6
i

51

7i

6i
6

10

9i !

8i I

8
i

7i I

6 I

51
I

April to
May.

Afloat
IT. S.

Spot U. S.

10 10 10

9i 9i 9i
9 9 9

8i 8i 8i
8 8 8

U U 7*

6i 6| 6
fi 6 6-

51 51 51

* These quotations are in cents United States currency per pound.
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SISAL.

This market has declined i cent during the month, and spot

and shipment are now offered at 5J cents. The decline was
quite unexpected, as the general opinion seemed to be that the

price of 6 cents would hold until the end of the season. Some
business has been done at 5| cents, but orders at less have been
cabled, and declined.

MAGUEY FIBER.

Quiet and neglected at 4f cents for No. 1 and 4f cents for

No. 2. Cebu marks are quoted at ^ cent more.



ILOILO SUGAR MARKET.

By Jose T. Figueras.

MAY.

The amount of sugar received in Iloilo from the fields and
sugar mills during the month of April amounted to 271,060

piculs.

The market quotation of 8 pesos and 2 reales ^ at the close of

April continued until the 4th when it raised to 8 pesos and 3

reales which continued until the 13th, when it dropped to 8 pesos

and 2 reales and remained steady during the following week.

On the 21st the price dropped to 8 pesos and 1 real, which con-

tinued to the close of the month.

Advices during the month of May show that there were no
shipments, which may be attributed to the gradual fall in the

price of sugar during the last two months.

^1 real= 12 J centavos.
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NOTES ON MANILA MARKETS.

By Ker & Co.

Latest dates.

From— Date.

j

London May 19
May 10
June 9

SincraDOi
1 San Francisco Iloilo
Hongkong Cebu

EXPORTS.

Manila, June 16, 1910.

From- Date.

May 81
June 14
June 11

I

SUGAR.

Manila.—There is nothing new to report, and quotations are
unaltered. ^

Iloilo.—Since our last report there has been a little more move-
ment, and the market closes quiet but firm. We quote. ^8.125
per picul bases assorted for 50 per cent Nos. 1 and 2 and 50 per
cent No. 3, with dealers inclined to hold for more.

Cehu.—Nothing new to advise, crop practically over.

HEMP.

Market during the fortnight has been quiet, but closes steady
with buyers of fair current (Albay quality) at 1P9.25 to ^.50
per picul. Receipts at all ports for the two weeks were 53,252
bales.

COPRA.

The market, which was steady at first, fell away and closes
weak with downward tendency. For "Fair merchantable'* we
quote ^10.25 per picul ; there is not much on offer.

4SS
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TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL FOR AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By the Director of the Weather Bureau.

MAY, 1910.

[Temperature and total rainfall for twenty-four hours beginning at 6 a. m. each day.]

Date.

1

Alt

Hemp.

3ban.

a

Sugar,
Iloilo.

Rice,
Tarlac.

Ap8

BB

Tobacco.

ay. Tacl< irri.

1

1

San Fer-
nando.

2
3

£ .

S.2
92
H

°6'.

28.4
27.8
27.5
27.9
28.0
27.9
28.8
2H.5
27.5
27.3
27.5
27.6
27.5
28.1
27.5
28.0
27.9
27.6
27.5
27.6

3
BB

1

H

3
1
»

mm.

"sT"

6273""

28.7
16.0
3.8

26.2
82.0
99.1
76.6

68.5
8,8

21.8

27.5
27.4
28.2
27.4
27.2
27.4
28.1
28.4
28.2
27.5
28.0
27.9
27.6
28.0
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26.7
27.5
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27.3
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27.3
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mm.
4.1
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3 - _
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CURRENT PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

ARTICLES IN CURRENT PERIODICALS, ETC., THAT MAY BE OF
INTEREST TO AGRICULTURISTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

RUBBEK.

The Science and Practice of Para Rubber Cultivation, by John
Parkin (in Science Progress, No. 15, January, 1910), reprinted

in Tropical Agriculturist, volume 34, No. 5, May, 1910.

Rubber Cultivation in Trinidad and Tobago, by J. B. C, in

Trinidad Department of Agriculture Bulletin, Volume IX, No. 64,

April, 1910.

Rubber Cultivation in "Peat'' Soil, by H. N. Ridley (in Agri-

cultural Bulletin of the Straits Settlements and Federated Malay
States for October and November, 1909), copied in the Journal

of the Board of Agriculture, British Guiana, for January, 1910,

volume 3, No. 3.

The Jequie Manicoba Rubber Tree, by R. Thomson (in the

Indian Forester, January and February, 1910) , copied in Tropical

Agriculturist, volume 34, No. 5, May, 1910.

SUGAR.

The Large Moth Borer of Sugar Cane, by F. A. Stockdale, in

Journal of the Board of Agriculture, British Guiana, volume 3,

No. 3, January, 1910.

Froghoppers in Sugar Cane, by F. W. Urich, in Trinidad
Department of Agriculture Bulletin, Volume IX, No. 64, April,

1910.
COCONUTS.

The Bud-rot of the Coconut Palm, by James Birch Rorer,

mycologist, and Serious Coconut Palm Diseases in Trinidad, by
John R. Johnston, assistant pathologist. United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture; both in the Trinidad Department of Agri-
culture Bulletin, Volume IX, No. 64, April, 1910.

MISCEI^LiANEOUS.

Preliminary Report on Cacao Spraying Experiments, by
J. B. R., in Trinidad Department of Agriculture Bulletin, Volume
IX, No. 64, April, 1910.

El cafe en Puerto Rico, por J. B. McClelland. Porto Rico
Horticultural News, April, 1910, volume 3, No. 4.

Cattle in the West Indies, by D. W. May, Porto Rico Horti-

cultural News, April, 1910, volume 3, No. 4.
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EDITORIAL.

RINDERPEST CIRCULAR NO. 1.

The spread of any contagious disease, either among human
beings or domestic animals, is usually due, in a measure, to lack

of information on the part of the people as to means of control-

ling and exterminating such disease. This is particularly true

in a country like the Philippine Islands where the means of dis-

seminating information are comparatively limited.

In connection with the work of fighting cholera in these Islands

the Bureau of Health has used a circular giving concise and
elementary information regarding this disease, the steps to be

taken in order to avoid an outbreak of cholera, and what should

be done to prevent the spread of the disease where it actually

occurs. This circular has been widely distributed and has given

excellent results.

A circular of a similar nature, relating to rinderpest, **Rinder-

pest Circular No. 1'' has been prepared by the Bureau of Agri-

culture. This circular is published in this number of the

Review, and is being distributed to all municipalities and barrios

in the Philippine Islands. Rinderpest Circular No. 1 contains

information as to what should be done when there is an outbreak

of rinderpest in any locality, how the sick animals should be

cared for, and what steps should be taken to prevent the spread

of the disease. This circular has been printed in the form of

a poster and will be posted in a conspicuous place in each barrio

of the Archipelago.

All provincial governors, municipal presidents and district

health officers, in addition to all employees of the Bureau of Agri-

culture stationed in the provinces, have been asked to cooperate

in spreading the information contained in this circular. It is

earnestly desired that others who are interested in the welfare

of the country should do likewise. No one factor can be of

greater assistance in the complete eradication of rinderpest

throughout the Philippine Islands than a general understanding

on the part of the people, of the nature of the disease and the

steps to be taken in controlling it.

CORN CULTURE IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

The important place which corn holds among the staple crops

of the Philippine Islands is not generally understood. Accord-

ing to the Philippine census of 1902 the total area at that time

planted to corn in these Islands was 107,981 hectares, which
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was more than three times the area planted to tobacco and 50
per cent more than that planted to sugar cane. In two prov-

inces, Cebu and Cagayan, corn occupied a larger area than any
other crop. In twenty provinces corn was the crop of either

second or third importance.

Comparatively little attention has been given to the work of

improving the Philippine corn crop, and yet there is probably
no other line of agricultural work that would give more im-
mediate and far reaching results. The more careful selection

of seed, the better preparation of the land before planting, im-
proved methods of planting, and more thorough cultivation of
the growing crop are all lines of improvement that will not
require any large increase in expenditure, or any but the simplest
teaching and demonstration.

The introduction of expensive agricultural machinery, the use
of commercial fertilizers, and many other lines of agricultural

improvement are impracticable of consideration by the great
majority of Philippine farmers because of the expense attached.
The saving of the few best ears of com from one season's crop
for the next planting is, however, something that could be done
by any farmer in the Archipelago, and yet this is not generally
done at the present time.

We are publishing in this number of the Review two articles

on corn ; one giving some brief suggestions regarding the culture
of com, and the other a more comprehensive review of the corn-
growing industry on the Island of Cebu. It is intended to con-
tinue this work by conducting a series of cooperative demonstra-
tion experiments in several of the more important corn-producing
sections of the Islands.

PITIT.IPPINE TOBACCO.

The opening of the United States markets to Philippine tobacco
by the passage of the Payne Tariff Bill has greatly stimulated
the local interest in the tobacco industry. About eighty-eight
million cigars were shipped fVom the Philippine Islands to the
United States during the eleven months, ending June 30th, 1910,
and orders for more are constantly being received.
The advance of 80 per cent in the price of leaf tobacco since

the new market was opened demonstrates very clearly that the
tobacco growers of the Cagayan Valley, as well as the sugar
growers of Negros, Pampanga, and other sugar-producing sec-
tions, have bright prospects for the future provided they hold and
develop this market. In order to do this it is essential that more
care and attention be given by the tobacco growers to the produc-
tion of a superior product.
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The demand for good tobacco is constantly increasing, and
every intelligent farmer knows that it is only the best quality that

pays the real profits. In the Cagayan Valley the soil and climatic

conditions are exceptionally favorable for the production of fine

tobacco. As tobacco growing is now, and probably will continue

to be, the principal occupation of the majority of the farmers in

that section, the degree of prosperity which they are to enjoy in

the future will be largely dependent on the attention which they

give to improving the present condition of the tobacco industry.

Heretofore the tobacco exported from the Philippine Islands

has gone largely to European markets which have not been over

particular as to the quality of the product.

Now that our tobacco has entered the American market it must
compete with that from Cuba, Sumatra and the United States,

and only the best quality is going to find a satisfactory market
under this competition. The aroma, flavor, and burning qualities

of the best Philippine tobacco are excellent, but the leaf that is

now produced is too coarse for a good wrapper. This defect can

be largely remedied, however, by improved methods of cultiva-

tion.

It is very gratifying to see the interest that is being manifested

by many of the tobacco farmers, who are endeavoring to gain a

better knowledge of tobacco culture, and to improve their meth-

ods of cultivation. Every effort will be made by this Bureau
to stimulate this interest and to furnish such suggestions and

assistance as may be possible. In this connection attention is

invited to the article on tobacco published in this number of the

Review, which treats especially of the question of selecting and

preparing a suitable seed bed. As the tobacco season advances,

this article will be followed by others treating of subsequent steps

in production of the tobacco crop.



DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE.

RINI>ERPEST CIRCUJ^AR NO. 1.

Manila, P. I., April 1, 1910.

Rinderpest is a contagious infectious disease which attacks

cattle, carabaos, and occasionally hogs, goats, deer, and other

animals. This disease has destroyed thousands upon thousands
of cattle and carabaos, and has caused enormous losses through-
out the Philippine Islands.

Rinderpest exists to-day in many parts of the Islands, and
new outbreaks frequently occur. This disease can be controlled,

and the country can he entirely freed from it; but this work can
only be done with the active and intelligent assistance of all local

officials and all persons who own or use cattle or carabaos. To
assist in the work of stamping out rinderpest, observe the follow-
ing precautions

:

1. If any of your cattle or carabaos become sick, separate them
from the well ones ; but do not place sick animals near a stream.
Then immediately notify the president of your municipality, and
request that a veterinarian come and inoculate your animals.
When the veterinarian arrives, furnish him all possible assistance
and follow out his intructions.

2. When a sick animal has once been separated from the
others do not change its location, except when advised to do so
by a veterinarian. Keep it tied and do not turn it loose to pick
its food. Food and water should be carried to such animals.
Each barrio should have a shed or corral for sick animals.

3. Small animals may carry the disease on their feet to healthy
cattle or carabaos ; therefore, place a tight fence around the sick
animals to keep all other animals, such as dogs, hogs, and chick-
ens, from coming in contact with the diseased.

4. Keep smudges burning near the sick in order to drive away
the flies.

5. Do not open the carcasses of animals that have died, except
in the presence of a veterinarian, and never remove the skin of
an animal which is dead of rinderpest.
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6. Do not drag the body of a dead animal along the road or

across fields; but burn or bury it at the place of death, if pos-

sible. If buried, the carcass should be covered by at least one

meter of earth. Cover the carcass and the top of the grave

with lime. Also, cover the grave with brush, or boards, to keep

dogs from digging down to the body.

7. Disinfect all corrals, stables, etc. Fire and artificial heat

applied in a number of ways are among the most valuable disin-

fecting agents. Straw, litter, bedding, ropes, feed troughs,

and interior fittings of buildings, which have become infected

should be burned. A very reliable method, which can be used

on any kind of structure, is to pour boiling water over the sur-

face to be disinfected.

8. Lime, when freshly burned, is a very valuable disinfectant.

It can be used by sprinkling the dry lime over damp places about

the corrals and buildings, or mixing it with water and salt to

form a whitewash to be applied to surfaces, such as fences and
the walls of buildings.

9. Carbolic acid, creolin, and other coal-tar products may be

used for disinfecting purposes according to directions that will

be furnished by the veterinarian.

10. Do not allow persons who care for sick animals, or who
have been where sick animals are kept, to go near healthy ani-

mals unless they first thoroughly disinfect themselves.

11. The vessels used for feeding and watering the sick animals

and all ropes and other articles used around them should not be

used for the healthy stock.

12. Do not allow stock to pasture upon fields where other ani-

mals have been taken sick.

13. When animals are dying in any barrio, do not allow stock

to feed upon its public pastures. Cut grass, corn, or cane from
uninfected places and feed them in their sheds or corrals. Water
them from a well when possible and do not allow them to drink,

bathe, or wallow in the streams and swamps.

14. Corrals, sheds, and stables used for live stock should be

kept dry, but not dusty. If the land is low, remove the water

by digging drains or by filling the land above the water level.

15. Keep the premises clean and free from accumulated ma-
nure, litter, and soiled bedding.

16. Do not allow fowls, goats, dogs, or other animals to run

at large on a farm or in a barrio where rinderpest exists.
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17. Do not buy cattle or carabaos from infected provinces or

islands.

18. Do not mix new cattle or carabaos, for at least ten days

after they arrive at your farm, with the stock which you already

have.

19. If the new animals are not accustomed to hard work, break

them in slowly, so as not to weaken them.

20. All school children are requested to inform their parents

of these rules.

G. E. Nesom,
Director of Agriculture.



SUGGESTIONS FOR GROWING CORN IN THE
PHILIPPINES.

By H. A. Ireland,

Agricultural Inspector.

The average production of native corn in the Philippine Is-

lands, is about 10 cavanes^ per hectare. At the Singalong
Experiment Station of the Bureau of Agriculture, an American
variety of white corn called ''Mexican June,'' yielded 75 cavanes
per hectare. The latter yield is perhaps three times what
might reasonably be expected as an average yield for the Islands,

but the former is certainly less than half of what the average
ought to be. The reasons for the low average throughout the

Archipelago are numerous

:

Selecting seed,—Insufficient care is used in the selection of

seed. The native varieties are all of shallow grain, large cob

types, producing a low percentage of grain. Tests made by
weighing a certain number of ears, shelling them and weighing
the grain, show that of the total weight of the ears 75 per cent to

78 per cent is grain. Similar tests with the "Mexican June''

variety in which ears were taken promiscuously from an un-

sorted heap, have repeatedly shown 87 per cent of grain. The
reasons for this difference are easily seen when the "Mexican
June" corn is compared with the native varieties.

In selecting seed for planting, as much attention should be

given to the characteristics of an ear as to its size. The large

ear is not necessarily the one that yields the most corn. The
seed ear should be well-shaped—nearly cylindrical and a little

longer than its greatest circumference—and should have both

tip and butt well filled with grain. The rows of kernels should

be straight and close together and the grain firm on the cob.

Flat, wedge-shaped kernels are preferable to round ones as

their form permits less space between the rows and between the

* 1 cavan equals 75 liters.
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grains. The grain should be deep—^the deeper the better—each

one having a length of nearly a third of the diameter of the

entire ear. It is a good idea to discard the kernels from the tip

and the butt of the ear as they are usually small and poorly

shaped. There is no doubt that the corn crop of the Islands

could be materially increased within a single year by careful

attention to the selection of seed, though that alone is not all

that is needed.

Preparing the seed bed.—In most cases the land is not well

prepared for the seed. It is not economy to neglect the prepara-

tion of the seed bed as the best results can not be obtained from

seed planted in a poorly prepared field, where the ground is

hard and unpulverized, no matter how fertile the soil or how

good the seed. Much of the soil of the Philippine Islands is of

a stiff clayey texture that makes thorough preparation previous

to planting especially important, although it may be somewhat

difficult with the native implements commonly used. The ground

should be thoroughly plowed when it is in the proper condition

to be well pulverized and harrowed before it becomes dry and

hard. Land plowed when it is too wet becomes packed and

baked by the sun, and land plowed when it is too dry is generally

very difficult to reduce to a suitable condition for planting.

Much extra labor may result from plowing land for any crop

before it is sufficiently dry or after it has become too dry to

break up well. But while it is important to have the soil well

pulverized, there is danger of leaving it too loose; it should be

mellow, not soft, and firm, not hard.

Planting.—In many sections the method of planting is very

objectionable. No hard and fast rule can be given for the

proper manner of planting corn. This must depend upon the

soil, and the condition of both the soil and the seed. Strong

seed may be planted deeper than seed with less vitality and any
seed may be planted deeper in mellow soil than in hard ground,

and in light loamy soil than in clay. In every case the seed

must be placed deep enough to assure sufficient moisture and to

secure root hold. The amount of seed that may properly be

planted depends upon the strength of the soil. Too light seeding

results in an unnecessary loss from an insufficient number of

plants, and over-seeding results in weakened and consequently

in smaller and poorer ears. In many places fields may be seen

planted in hills perhaps 50 centimeters by 70 centimeters apart,

with from three to six plants to each hill. No ground will
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nourish that number of plants and do it with the greatest returns

to the planter. A safe rule to follow is to plant in hills one meter
apart each way and not more than two or three grains in each

hill. In case of doubtful seed a greater number may well be

planted, but all plants over three in a hill should be destroyed as

soon as they are a few centimeters high.

Cultivation.—In general proper cultivation is not given to

the growing crop. Corn should never be considered too large

to be cultivated, as long as it stands erect. Cultivation should

begin as soon as the plants are showing well above the ground
and continue until the crop is practically mature, being frequent

enough to keep the ground in good physical condition and free

from grass and weeds. The nature of the cultivation needed

will be determined by the nature of the soil. Soils that are

inclined to pack require deeper and more frequent stirring than

those that are naturally light and porous. In the latter case

surface tillage may be all that is necessary, while with the more
compact soils deeper plowing is essential to good results.

When the corn is young and quite small the plow may be run

deep and close to the row, but later cultivation, especially near

the plants, should be shallower in order that the roots may not

be too severely cut. Native plows are not good corn cultivators.

It is just as important that the soil be kept mellow and fine

while the crop is growing as that it should be well-prepared for

the seed, and in compact soils this is impossible with the plows

commonly used.

Fertilizers.—As a rule the soil is cropped almost continuously

without fertilization. Land devoted to the production of corn

year after year, sooner or later becomes exhausted and must
have its fertility restored before it will give the same returns

that it gave when first put under cultivation. The price of

commercial fertilizers is prohibitive to the average farmer of

the Islands, but there are always substitutes that may be used
to advantage. Stable manure is the best of these and is nearly
always available. In fact it is better than the expensive chemical
fertilizers as it not only supplies plant food but improves the
physical condition of the soil. Any organic matter is valuable
when well-mixed with the soil and for this reason the practice

of burning the stalks of the preceding crop is not a good one
when it is possible to plow them under and let them return to

the soil.

In sending out seed of the ''Mexican June'' corn to the farmers
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in different parts of the Islands, the Bureau of Agriculture is

desirous of having it tested as thoroughly as possible. In some
sections it has given excellent results and it is believed to be

well adapted to the climate and conditions of the country, and
to be much superior to any of the native varieties of com.
That it may be given a fair trial, those that receive samples

of the seed are urged to plant it in well-prepared soil, separated

by some distance from all native corn in order that it may be
kept pure, and to give it the best cultivation possible with the

tools available.



CORN CULTURE IN CEBU.

By H. A. Ireland,

Agricultural Inspector.

The agriculture of the Island of Cebu is extremely varied.

From the coast line where coconuts thrive to the mountains
where abaca finds suitable soil and climatic conditions, all of

the important crops that are produced anywhere in the Archi-

pelago are grown more or less extensively, and of these corn is

probably second only to the coconut and its products in im-

portance. No other food crop is grown in quantities nearly

sufficient for the needs of the province; there is little ground
that is specially adapted to rice culture; and it is likely that

the 650,000 population, being dependent largely for their food
supply upon products of the province, adopted corn as the most
promising food crop for the time, labor and money invested,

a^d, the conditions having been found well adapted to its pro-

duction, they have increased the area until corn has become an
important article of export.

THE LOCATION^ OF AGRICULTURAr^ I^A^DS.

The low price of sugar that has prevailed for several years
has made sugar cane a crop of doubtful profit and has had
a great deal to do with the increased interest in corn growing.
Yet, the total area devoted to the crop is comparatively small.

Of the 1,939 square miles comprising the superficial area of the
island, a very small proportion is arable land. A strip of

comparatively level land, varying in width from a few rods to

several miles, extends along most of the coast, but practically

the whole of the interior is too rough and broken for agri-

cultural purposes. Of this level land a large portion is very
stony and unfit for any crop but maguey; large tracts, on
account of the scarcity of farm animals, are untilled; most of
the arable land under cultivation is taken up with coconuts or
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sugar cane so that corn is confined to small fertile patches,

semistony ground where cane and coconuts will not flourish,

the small valleys and lower hills farther back from the coast,

and a few larger tracts where the lack of animals and capital

makes cane growing impracticable. Considerable of the stony

land where it is impossible to use plows is planted to corn, but

this is almost negligible from the standpoint of the grain

produced upon it.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE CROP.

The crop is well distributed over the island, though the com-
parative areas devoted to its culture in different sections vary
greatly. Wherever conditions or custom make some other crop
more profitable or popular corn is not extensively cultivated

and in many sections where it has until recently been grown in

large quantities, it is being replaced by cane since the large

rise in the price of sugar. But in other districts it has long
been the leading crop and because of the prevailing conditions
will continue to be so. The stretch of country between the
town of Carcar on the east coast and the towns of Barili and
Dumanjug on the west coast, containing hundreds of hectares
of low hills and narrow, steep-sided valleys, is practically one
great field of corn made up of innumerable small plots, from
which immense quantities of grain are sent to the railway or
the coast for distribution, Toledo on the west coast north of
Barili and the territory north to Tuburan, formerly one of the
principal sugar-producing districts, Bogo in the North and
Nagao on the east coast between Cebu and Carcar are other
sections where corn contends for first place among the agri-
cultural products.

AREA IM.ANTED AND AMOUNT OF THE CROP.

It is impossible to make any kind of an estimate of the total
area planted to corn each year because of the irregularity of the
fields and the number of small patches planted on steep hillsides,
in the bottoms of dry waterways or wherever a few square meters
of soil are available. Most of the plantations are insignificant
in themselves, but taken together they make up a total that gives
corn its place among the products of the island and puts the
province in the first rank among the corn-producing districts of
the country.

The amount of grain produced annually is as diflScult to esti-
mate as the area planted. There is nothing on which to base an
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estimate except the reports of the municipal presidents, and at

best these are but rough approximations, while at worst they are

only guesses unsupported by reason or thought. However, it

seems safe to put the total annual production well up in the

hundreds of thousands of cavanes. Large amounts are con-

sumed by the producers of which no account is ever given, while

thousands of cavanes my be seen at almost any time in the

farmers' houses, in the markets, and the bodegas of Chinese and
native dealers.

YIELD PER HECTARE.

While the crop aggregates no mean total and is of inestimable

value to the people of the province, one is led to believe upon
observation of the system or lack of system of culture and the

general conditions that the production ought to be more than

doubled. The best yields obtained probably do not exceed twenty-

five cavanes per hectare—and such yields are rare—while the

average is less than half of that, and yields of two or three

cavanes per hectare are all too common. To what extent climatic

conditions and soil are responsible for this low rate of production,

or to what extent the inefficient methods of cultivation are to be

blamed for it, remains to be determined.

NUMBER OF CROPS PER YEAR.

Two crops are regularly grown each year, and quite frequently

there is a third. The principal crop, called in the native dialect

Panaoig, is planted during May and June and harvested from the

latter part of August to early October. The second crop is put

out in November and December and gathered in February and

March. The third, if it can properly be called a separate crop,

may come at almost any time between these. As a matter of

fact the various crops are so extended and overlapped that corn

may be seen in almost any stage from planting to harvest at any
time of the year.

METHODS OF CULTIVATION.

Little or no attention has ever been given to the improvement

of the quality of the product or the increase of the yield. Cultural

methods that are worthy of the name are almost wholly lacking,

especially among the poorer farmers. A few of the more pro-

gressive farmers practice a sort of system of cultivation but the

great majority of them seem to think they have done all that is

necessary when they have cleared the land and put the seed in

the soil. With the amount of poor land used for the production

of corn the average yield is bound to be low, but it does not seem
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too much to say with improved implements, more careful selection

of seed for planting, and more thorough tillage, the average yield

may be doubled and at the same time the quality of the crop mate-

rially improved. Lack of work animals is often given as a reason

for poor cultivation, and it is true that there are not sufficient

animals to properly cultivate the land now under cultivation, but

even with the limited means at hand a considerable improvement
could be effected. However, not too much blame should be

charged to the farmers. They lack instruction and are only

following the customs which they have been taught to think are

right. Some time will be necessary to change these customs, and
although it is believed that the people are willing to learn better

methods under proper teaching, some practical demonstration

to prove that new methods are superior to those now in use will

be required before the change can be brought about.

SEED SELECTION.

Too little attention is given to the selection of seed, probably

because the importance of careful seed selection is not understood.

Corn produces corn and any seed that will produce a plant seems

to be considered as good as any other of the same kind. What
the result of care would be in this particular alone it is impossible

to say, but it is certain that the production will never be what it

should until some measures are adopted to increase the size of the

ear, the depth of the grain, and to improve the uniformity of the

product.

PREPARATION OF THE SOIL.

Of equal importance with seed selection, if not of greater

importance, and equally ignored by perhaps the majority of

farmers in Cebu, is the preparation of the field previous to

planting. Too many cases are seen where crop after crop is

planted in the same field without the soil having been plowed or

stirred in any way at all, and in too few cases is the soil really

well prepared. There are reasons for these conditions though

perhaps little excuse. A great many farmers who raise only

small amounts of corn for their own consumption, have no

animals or implements with which to break their ground, and

others who may have the animals, tools and help for properly •

cultivating the soil seem so desirous of getting maximum returns

from the land that they often plant corn between the rows of the

preceding crop before the latter is mature, thus forcing the soil

to produce two crops at the same time but defeating their own
purpose by so doing. Much of the soil in Cebu is of such a nature

that preparation of the soil is specially important and at the same
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time very difficult. The soil is of a heavy clayey texture and does

not pulverize readily even when handled under the most favorable

circumstances. Mold-board plows are nearly useless with the

slow traction of carabaos and the plows universally used, which
are of the most primitive type, only break the ground up into

large clods that become so hard after a few hours exposure to

the sun that the native harrows constructed of short pieces of

bamboo bearing projecting stubs have no effect upon them.

With the soil in such condition even the best of seed would have
little chance to produce vigorous, prolific plants, and yet if it is

left unbroken it soon becomes so hard that seed will scarcely

germinate. This condition makes the introduction of some im-

proved style of plow that will prove practical in heavy soil, most
important, but so far as is known few trials have ever been made
with any of the hundreds of light tools that might prove to be

adapted to existing conditions. It must not be understood that

there is no friable land on the island nor that there are no farmers

who understand the necessity of a thorough preparation of the

soil before the crop is planted. Many men take considerable

pains to clear their ground of trash and put it in the best condi-

tion possible with the means they have, but these are in the

minority.
TOO (LOSE PLAIS^TIT^G.

Another reprehensible custom which is commonly, in fact

almost universally observed, is that of too close planting. This

applies to every crop grown in the island. In every part of the

province may be seen fields planted in rows 2 or 2^ feet apart

—

in many cases even closer—with from three to six plants grow-

ing in a hill. The custom is one of long standing, having

originated, probably, from the idea that he who wishes to reap

bountifully must sow in the same manner, and any statements

that better results may be obtained if the plants are given

more space and more root room, are met with skepticism. The

effect of this close planting together with the continuous crop-

ping can be easily imagined. Year after year, for centuries,

perhaps, the soil of Cebu has been giving up its fertility to feed

and clothe the inhabitants and has received but little in return.

The wonder is that it is still able to produce as it does. One
is often impressed with the seeming lack of proportion between

the soil and the crop growing upon it, and can explain the fact

that soil which appears in perfect tilth, texture and composition

produces a growth of weak, yellow plants, only by knowing that

the soil has been cropped for generations, and understanding
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the indisposition of the people to utilize any kind of fertilizer

upon their lands. The lower lands, in some cases, naturally

receive some fertility from the alluvial soil washed down from
the hills, but the higher ground must depend for its replenish-

ment upon the soft, easily disintegrated limestone that is every-

where present near or upon the surface. Even the most pro-

gressive farmers make no pretense of fertilizing their fields. As
a rule, because of the difficulty of plowing the ground when
much trash is present, such waste as corn stalks, grass, weeds,

etc., which might add something to the needy soil is carefully

raked together and bul*ned. Suggestions as to the advisability

of leaving this waste on. the ground are sometimes met by the

statement, which is doubtless true, that the ashes are good for

the land, but no one seems to recognize the special importance

of organic matter in the soil, and there are many who scarcely

know the meaning or need of plant food.

CUI^TIVATIOM OF THE GROWING CROP.

When considering means by which the corn crop of Cebu may
be increased and improved, cultivation of the growing crop

should not come last. Probably, with the exception of artificial

fertilization, it is more generally neglected than any other step

in the production of a crop. There are always exceptions to a

rule, but insufficient and poor cultivation are general. Here
again, the native plows which are the only corn cultivators used

except bolos, where the crop must be tended without the aid

of draft animals, are largely to be blamed. These plows are

even less suitable for the cultivation of the crop than they are

for breaking the ground before planting, though they might be

more freely used than at present to considerable advantage.

It is easy to say that poor seed planted too closely in a poorly

prepared field of depleted soil, and insufficient cultivation by
means of unsuitable and inefficient implements, are the causes

of the low rate of production of corn in Cebu ; it is far less easy

to say what improvement might be effected by the adoption of

improved seed, implements and methods, and how far it may be

possible to introduce any or all of these factors within the next

few years, or further how they may best be introduced and the

people persuaded to adopt them. An effort is now being made
to introduce new seed and some work has been done toward
encouraging the adoption of new methods; the results are to

be seen. An experiment is reported from one municipality of

the province in which two generations of corn were grown to

test the effects of improved culture on the quantity and quality

96525 2
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of the yield. On one plat the system generally followed in the

locality was used, and on the other, the two being adjacent, a

system approved by the experimenter was used. The seed was
the same in both instances, and seed for the second generation

was taken from each plat separately for planting on the same
plat upon which it was produced. The results are reported as

being so strongly in favor of thorough culture that the experi-

menter was accused of having secretly introduced and used seed

of some higher yielding variety.

VARIETIES OF NATIVE COR:Nr.

The varieties of native corn in the province, so far as they

have been observed by the writer, number seven, though it is

doubtful if there is sufficient difference between some of them
to justify the use of separate names. It was found difficult to

gather accurate and satisfactory information in regard to the

number, names and characteristics of the different varieties, on

account of the fact that little or no attention is given to growing
them separately, and that few of the people themselves know
what kind of corn they are growing. The names, also, are often

confusing; different varieties may be known by the same name,

or the same variety may be known by a number of different

names. In some cases a word that describes a certain character-

istic of any ear of corn is given as the name of a distinct variety.

The following names and descriptions are submitted after ob-

servations and inquiries covering a very short time and may not

be accurate in all cases. However, it can make little real differ-

ence, since anything like a pure-bred com with a standard of

perfection is not yet produced. In a general way all varieties

may be classed together as ^'nubbins,'' the only essential differ-

ence being one of color with perhaps a slight difference in the

length of time required for maturity.

Laay,—There are four varieties of white corn. Of these, one

called Laay is, in some respects at least, the most promising.

While no opportunity was found to compare the different kinds

growing under anything like similar conditions, it is believed

that Laay would prove to be the heaviest yielder and the best

foundation for breeding an improved strain, especially on ac-

count of the greater size and depth of its grain. It matures in

about four months and is fairly prolific under favorable condi-

tions, many of the plants bearing two ears. The tassel and silk

are pink or red, the husks thick and extending well over the end

of the ear; the ear is rather short and thick with a large white

cob and large round kernels, and is described as having the un-

desirable characteristic of being poorly filled at the tip.
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Dalian.—Another white variety called Dalian which matures

a little earlier than the Laay, is more popular in some sections.

It is rather smaller than Laay, with smaller and shallower grain,

but the ears fill better on the tip, and the cob is smaller.

Cochiam.—This is a "nine weeks'' white corn ; it is sometimes

named or described as Tiniguib which seems to refer to the shape

of the kernels, which are longer in proportion to their width than

is commonly the case with other varieties. As would be ex-

pected in such a quick-maturing corn, the ears are short and
small but they probably shell out a higher percentage of grain

than those of other kinds as the cob is small, and the grain fairly

deep.

Inagta,—The fourth variety of white corn is one of the most
distinctive and easily recognized varieties in the province. Its

name which seems to be generally unknown was given by some
as Inagta, It is conspicuous for the color of its stalk, outer

husks, flower and cob which are all of a dark purple, while the

leaves are green with a purple midrib. The grain is not clear

white but has a peculiar smoky tinge. The ears are short and
thick and the kernels are of fairly good depth.

Masiaw.—The one variety of yellow corn is called Masiaw.
This has a pink flower and a white cob. It is a poor producer,

the ears being as a rule very small and poor with very shallow

kernels. It is not extensively grown as, aside from its poor

yielding qualities, it is considered unsavory as a food.

Bolero,—The darker colored varieties of corn are represented

by all shades between red and black with a corresponding number
of names, but probably there should not be considered more than

two distinct varieties. The red, which is more or less commonly
known as Bolero, is not popular. It ripens in about 100 to 120

days. The flower and cob as well as the grain are red ; the ears

are small and the grain shallow.

TapoL—The black corn, universally called Tapol is more in

favor although it is not often seen in the markets. The flour is

pink, the cob white and the grain a very dark blue or nearly

black. It is rather softer than most other corn and is said to

be more seriously attacked by the weevil. On this account it is

not extensively grown although it is considered superior as a
food. Between Tapol and Bolero are blue and red types that

are given separate names, but they seem to be merely variations

of the two varieties mentioned and need not be considered.

All of the above varieties are flint corns' with small germs con-

taining a very small proportion of starchy material. The latter

quality is undoubtedly an advantage as a protection against the
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weevil, it is also considered as such from the standpoint of its

use as a food, as only the corneous portion of the endosperm is

eaten. In the preparation of the grain for food, it is first ground
coarsely in crude mill stones of native manufacture, after which
the germs, fine meal and part of the bran are carefully sifted

out. This portion is utilized as hog feed,- and the remaining
part, consisting of flinty grains usually a little finer than un-

broken rice is used as food. It is called arroz and is cooked and
eaten in the same manner as rice. On account of this custom
it is doubtful if the corn that the Bureau of Agriculture is try-

ing to introduce in Cebu will become popular. It is very much
softer than any of the native corns and contains much less of

the desired ''arroz'' and, even if it proves to be superior in the

yield per given area,
^
in the absence of any experience with soft

corn and of mills suitable for converting corn into a fine meal,

it is not likely to be generally adopted for some time to come.

DISTRIBUTION AND MARKET lOR THE CROP •

The annual crop in Cebu is probably no more than could be

consumed within the province, yet large amounts are exported

every year, the Province of Bohol receiving the principal part

of the export. The town of Carcar is the principal distributing

point. Situated as it is on both the coast and the railway and
at the end of the road across the island which penetrates one

of the largest corn-producing districts, it draws from a large

territory and thousands of cavanes may often be seen at one
time in its market. Local merchants buy the shelled grain,

which is brought to the market in small quantities, from the

producers and either store it for future speculation or send it

out at once to other points. So much is exported in this way
and the merchants keep the price so high that corn is sometimes
imported from other islands for speculation or to supply the

local demand, and this imported corn may sell at a lower price

in the city of Cebu than the native product can be bought for.

The price to the producer varies with the supply and demand,
and the season. At times it may drop as low as ^1.75 per

cavan while at other times scarcity or competition may run it

as high as 1P4.50. The average is probably not far from ^3
per cavan of fifty-five kilos.

Overproduction and the dimunition of the price below that

at which a fair profit will accrue to the farmer is not to be
feared. When the locusts which now do untold damage to the

growing crop each year are exterminated and by thrift and
industry the production is increased beyond the needs of the

people of the province and of the neighboring Province of Bohol,
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Manila will be able to furnish a market for the surplus. At the

present time there is a great deal of corn along the western
coast that might be placed on the Manila markets to the mutual
advantage of the producers and the Manila dealers if the question

of direct transportation at reasonable rates could be solved.

This territory contains some of the most productive land of

the province but is nearly inaccessible, and for this reason is

not as well developed as it might otherwise be. Except between
Barili and Carcar it is impracticable to transport produce over-

land to the railway where it may be carried to Cebu for ship-

ment to points outside of the province, and the expense of

transportation by means of the small boats that call along the
coast, to a shipping point, together with the transportation to

Manila, is prohibitive. Direct communication between these
points and Manila would be of great benefit to both Cebu and
Manila.

In the writer's opinion, as has been suggested before, a series

of cooperative experiments in corn growing could be conducted
most profitably between the Bureau of Agriculture and some of
the land owners of Cebu at a very small cost to either. There
are progressive men in every municipality who would be more
than willing to cooperate with the Bureau in this work, and the
results, in the form of something visible and practical, should
certainly have a great influence for good upon the production of
corn and the corn growers in Cebu.



THE RICE INDUSTRY IN BURMA.

The greatest rice mill of the world lies here at Poozoondoung,

on the Irrawaddy River, below the port of Rangoon. It belongs

to the Bullock brothers, who own other large mills and export

thousands of tons of rice every year. Burma is about the best

rice patch on the bosom of old Mother Earth. The lower part

of it is a garden devoted to the cultivation of the rice crop, and
more than half of upper Burma is devoted to rice raising. The
country has altogether rice areas equal to the state of Ohio, and
its annual exports of this grain are more than two billion pounds.

This is enough to give every human being on earth all the rice he
could eat in one day, and still leave enough over to make a

pudding for every man, woman and child, as well as sprinkle

all the brides and grooms of the year. Rice is the money crop

of Burma. It takes the place of wheat, corn and cotton in the

United States. The exports sell for millions, and the people are

rich or poor as the rice grows well or ill.

INCREASING THE RICJE CROP.

The British government appreciates how much the prosperity

of the country depends upon rice, and it is doing wonders in

increasing the crop. It has an agricultural department whose
efforts in this regard correspond with those of our department
at home. It is studying seed selection, increasing the irrigated

territories, and making forecasts showing the possible yield. It

has its agents in every part of the country, and their reports

upon the rice crop are more accurately made than the United
States reports upon cotton. During the past five years, in

which a total of 13,000,000 tons was raised for export, the gov-

ernment forecasts were only 3,000 tons out of the way, and the

estimates came largely from the local officials. Burma is a
land of villages. Most of the people live in little settlements of

thatched huts raised upon poles; and they go outside to work.
Every village has its head man, who reports to the government
the number of acres his people will plant. His figures are sent

' Extracts from "Rice Rules in Burma," by Frank G. Carpenter, from
The Detroit Free Press, April 10, 1910.
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to the county officials, and they send the estimate for their

district on to the officials of the province, the last calculations

being made at Rangoon. I do not know what Uncle Sam is

doing in this line in the Philippines, but I venture he could learn

much from the British in Burma.

BURMA'S BIG RICE MILLS.

The grain is harvested as paddy. In the field it looks not

unlike wheat or oats, but every kernel has a husk on it and this

husk sticks to the kernel as though it were glued. When the

grain is ready for shipment to the mills it looks much like wheat
grain unthrashed, save that the rice husks have neither heads

nor beards and they stick tight to the kernels. It takes quite

as much work to get them off as to grind thrashed wheat into

flour, this is the work of these rice mills.

The Poozoondoung mill covers as much ground as any of the

large flour-grinding establishments in the United States. It has

buildings of five stories, with single rooms as large as a good-

sized garden patch. I entered one on the ground floor which

was packed to the ceiling with rice paddy in bags. It held more
than 2,000,000 pounds, and other rooms of equal size adjoining

it were filled with the cleaned rice awaiting shipment.

uni.oadi:n^g the paddy.

Rice paddy is brought here from all over Burma. It is floated

down the streams to the Irrawaddy river and towed to Rangoon
in flatboats and barges by steamers. The unloading is done by
East Indian coolies, many of whom are quite pretty young girls.

They are black, lusty and buxom, bare-armed and bare-necked,

and often with legs bare to the knees. Not a few of them wear
gold buttons in their noses and rings in their ears. They have

armlets and anklets and I saw three with rings on their toes.

These girls carry the rice from the boats to the mills in

baskets of fifty pounds each. They lift the grain to their heads

or shoulders, and carry it up and down the banks of the river

over a plank roadway. Their hours are from daylight to dark,

and their average pay is less than two cents gold an hour. I am
told that they are quite as strong as the men, and that they do

better work although their wages are lower.

They save money at two cents an hour, and most of them make
savings banks of their persons. Nearly every one I saw had
more or less jewelry upon her. I remember a girl of eighteen

with silver bracelets covering her arm from wrist to elbow, and
heavy anklets of silver on each of her legs. The lobes and
rims of her ears were pierced with gold rivets, the gold ring in
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her nose was as big around as a saucer and hung down around
her mouth and when she ate lunch she stuffed the rice in through
the ring. She was a Kling from southern India, and her hus-
band, a straight black man in a white cotton waist cloth, worked
with her.

HANDLING TUK I?IC 3^ I^^ THE MILL.

In another room men were handling the finished product.

The white rice is bagged up in sacks of 226 pounds. These are

carried by East Indian coolies into the warehouses and are piled

up in stacks. Each lifts one of these bags to his shoulders and
runs up an inclined roadway. It looks easy and three Harvard
university athletes, who visited the mill recently rather sneered
at the strength of the Hindoos, saying that any good man could

carry such a load up a plank. Thereupon the manager asked
one of them to try it. He did so, getting the bag on his back
without very much trouble. He was able to make his way
across the room, but when he tried to go up the incline the weight
pulled him over and he fell with the rice to the floor.

This same college crowd tried to pick out the broken rice

grains in competition with the Hindoo girls, thinking they could

work quite as fast, but had to give up in despair. The rice is of

various grades, according to the broken grains in it, and every
shipment has to be tested by counting the number of whole
grains in a fixed quantity.

POLISHING THE RI( E.

It seems strange to think of polishing rice like your best silver

spoons. But that is what is done in this mill. The machinery
is the finest known to the trade. The paddy or rice in the husks
is first winnowed and then carried to the top story, where it is

passed through grinding stones so carefully set that they pare

off the husk without breaking the rice.

The stones are of a composition harder than iron, and they

have to be roughened every week by skilled Hindoos who under-

stand how to repair them. After this process the rice is again

winnowed. It goes through countless fans and shaking sieves,

being again carried to the top of the mill and then descending by
gravity from floor to floor, it is shaken grated and cleaned at

every turn. After the husk is off the kernels are polished. This

is done with chamois skin, the grains being thrown back and
forth against a roller covered with this material. The chamois
cylinder goes around at the rate of 500 revolutions a minute,

and when the rice flows out it is as clean and white as the tooth

of a baby.
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It then falls through a chute into bags and is sewn up by

Indian girls, when it is ready for shipment abroad. Much of

the export is to England, France, Germany, and Holland, but

a great deal goes to India, China and other parts of the Far
East. The Burmese rice is much better than that of Hindustan,

and it brings such high prices that the natives ship their own
product abroad and eat the cheaper imported rice which is sold

in the markets.

l.AHOIl CONDrnONS IN BURMA.

Speaking of the coolies in the mill brings one to the Hindoo
invasion of Burma. The East Indian coolies are brought here

by the shipload. They are carried across the Bay of Bengal, a

distance of 1,000 miles or more, for less than a dollar, and by
the mail steamers they can come here from Calcutta for about

64 cents gold. In other words the passage costs them about
one-twelfth of a cent a mile, at which rate one could go from
New York to Washington for less than a quarter of a dollar and
from the Atlantic to the Mississippi for about a dollar.

The Burman does not like to work. He despises money, and
when he gets a little ahead he acquires merit by giving it out

in charity, establishing a drinking fountain or putting a plate

of gold on some Buddhist shrine. The Hindoos, who work for

almost nothing at home, can earn as much as $5 a month here,

and the land seems an El Dorado to them. As it is now more
than half the population of Rangoon is East Indian, and there

are thousands of Hindoos in every large town.

EAST INDIAN MONEY LENDERS.

The invasion of Burma is not confined to the laboring classes.

There are many Indian merchants and ''Chitties,'' or Indian
bankers. The latter do about all of the loaning to the individual

farmers. They lend at from 25 to 40 per cent a year to the

Burmese, taking mortgages on their crops. The laws are such
that the Hindoos can not own land but the crops can be mort-
gaged, and the Chitty puts his agent on the farms to see that he
gets his loan and interest out of the sales.

These Chitties are the queerest bankers imaginable. Our
ideal of that profession is a fat, sleek, well-dressed man who
looks prosperous and has the finest house in the town. The
ordinary dress of the Hindoo banker would not cost an American
dollar, and he lives in a hovel. His black skin is bare, with the
exception of a rag of thin cotton around the loins, and a calico

jacket which ends at the waist. His shaved black head is often
free of turban or cap, although he may have ashes smeared over
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parts of it to show his caste or religion. The Chitties come
from near Madras. Their only idea is to make money breed,

and they save every cent. Some of them are quite wealthy, all

are said to be honest, and their word is accepted by the banks
for large sums. Some start in Rangoon as clerks at $12 gold a

month. They will live on one-third of that amount and loan

the rest out at interest. When they have accumulated about

10,000 rupees they go back home and live economically thereafter

on the interest of their holdings.

Outside of the Hindoos most of the banking is done by the

British, who have four large banks in Rangoon. These are the

Hongkong and Shanghai bank, the Chartered Bank of India,

Australia and China, the National Bank of India, and the Bank
of the Netherlands. All of these do a general banking and ex-

change business ; their interest rates vary according to the season

of the year; they get from 10 to 17 per cent, receiving most
during the seasons for planting and harvesting the crop.



THE PREPARATION AND CARE OF TOBACCO SEED
BEDS.

By B. E. Brewer,

Tobacca Specialist.

As soon as the present tobacco crop is disposed of the farmers
throughout the tobacco-producing sections of the Islands will

begin to make preparations for growing another crop. The most
important step in the culture of tobacco is the preparation and
care of the seed beds, which requires considerable judgment,

both in the selection of the location and the soil, and in the

preparation of the land. If the seed bed be neglected, a partial

or total failure of the crop is liable to be the result. To have
an abundant supply of good healthy plants to select from is the

surest foundation for a good tobacco crop.

Owing to carelessness on the part of many of the tobacco

growers in the selection of locations for their seed beds, hun-

dreds of beds are destroyed every year in the Cagayan Valley by
the floods which frequently occur in this locality during this

season of the year.

In view of the importance of this matter of seed beds, this

article has been prepared in the hope that it may offer sonie

useful suggestions to readers of the Review who are interested

in the cultivation of tobacco.

The average tobacco grower in the Philippines generally sows
to seed an area several times larger than is ordinarily required

to furnish the number of plants necessary for the transplanting

of his fields, and yet, he frequently fails to produce a sufficient

number of plants to supply his needs. The reasons for this are

that the farmer fails to obtain his seed from good healthy indi-

vidual plants, the general custom being to gather seed from any
and all plants, suckers included. The small pods from the main
plant and those from the suckers contain many undeveloped seeds

which will not germinate, and if they do germinate, a weak
sickly plant is the result. If such plants are transplanted to
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the field, it does not matter how rich the soil may be; they will

not grow well and produce a large thrifty stalk of tobacco. It

is therefore necessary that these undesirable seeds b6 eliminated

and only the heavy seeds used for sowing the seed beds. With
this end in view a machine for cleaning tobacco seed, that is,

for separating the light seed from the heavy, has been con-

structed in the Bureau of Agriculture. Any farmer who desires

to have his tobacco seed cleaned can have this work done by
sending the seed either to the Bureau of Agriculture in Manila,

or to its tobacco Experiment Station at Ilagan, Isabela.

Seed sent to either of the above places will be cleaned and
returned to the sender free of charge. As small packages of

seed can be sent through the mail with but little cost attached,

it is earnestly hoped that the farmers who are engaged in

tobacco culture will take advantage of this opportunity for im-

proving the yield of their crop.

An ounce of carefully prepared tobacco seed contains from
300,000 to 400,000 seeds. A large percentage of these however
will not germinate, yet, allowing for the imperfect seeds, from
30,000 to 40,000 plants should be secured from an ounce of good
heavy seeds, but the plants obtained will not all be of a uniform
size. Many of them will be weak and unhealthy and should not

be transplanted to the field. In order to secure a sufficient num-
ber of good strong plants for transplanting the entire field at

one time it is necessary that the grower sow an area to seed

several times larger than would otherwise be required. By thus

having a large number of plants to choose from one is able to

select only the largest and strongest for the field. Under or-

dinary conditions a seed bed containing eighty square meters

should furnish an abundance of plants for transplanting one

hectare, and to sow an area of the above size, two ounces of seed

will be ample. It is advisable to sow two or three beds at in-

tervals of ten days apart, each capable of supplying enough
plants for transplanting the entire field, then if floods or insects

should destroy one bed, the farmer may rely on the others for

transplanting his crop.

TIME OF SOWING SEED BEDS.

As a general rule seed beds are sown during the months of

September and October, before the rainy season begins, in order

that the young plants may secure plenty of moisture and will

be large enough to transplant by the close of the rainy season.

A properly prepared seed bed should furnish plants large

enough to transplant in from six to eight weeks from the time

of sowing the seed. Transplanting should be done just as soon
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as the plants are large enough, that is, when they contain four

or five leaves. If tobacco plants are allowed to remain in the

seed bed until a crowded condition is reached they are apt to

become stunted, and such plants will not grow properly on being

transplanted to the field. It is desirable to get as early plants

as possible, for early plantings are not as liable to suffer from

the attack of worms as late plantings are, besides it is a univer-

sal rule that early tobacco is always larger and produces more
marketable leaves of better quality than late tobacco. The early

planting secures the benefit of the moisture stored in the ground

from the late rains, whereas late tobacco is apt to suflfer from
lack of moisture in the soil.

THE LOCATION AND PREPARATION OF SEED BEDS.

The question of selecting suitable locations for seed beds,

where there is danger of their being destroyed by floods or

heavy rains, is a very important one to the tobacco growers in

the Philippine Islands. When the plants have reached a size

almost large enough to transplant to the field and are then de-

stroyed by a late flood, as was the case this past season in a few
towns along the Cagayan Valley, it is then too late to resow the

bed and the farmer is unable to raise a crop of tobacco. Where
seed beds are sown near the river and are overflowed, but not

carried away, a fine sediment is generally deposited over them
and when the water recedes and the sediment is exposed to the

sun for a few hours, it is baked into a hard crust and the plants

under it can not grow through this layer, and soon perish.

Frequently plant beds are placed out of danger of floods or

high waters from the rivers, and yet, they may be located in a

basin or sink which has no outlet and into which the surrounding

territory is drained. After a heavy rain a pond is formed and
the plants are covered with water, which can only escape by
seepage. Where plants are covered with water for several days

they will be drowned out, and when submerged in this manner
they become very tender and on being exposed to the sun are

soon killed.

Occasionally seed beds are placed on a slope from which the

water runs in large streams after a heavy rain, and if such beds
are not well protected by a deep ditch on the upper side, many
of the plants are carried away, and frequently the entire bed is

destroyed. The most important thing to be remembered in the

selection of a location for a plant bed, is, to place it where there

is no danger of its being destroyed by floods or heavy rains, for

if once destroyed it must be resown and this causes the crop to

be late and of an inferior quality.
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The best soil for a seed bed is a rich, friable, black virgin loam,

containing a trace of sand. This kind of soil offers an advantage

over soils containing clay, in that it does not bake or pack after

a heavy rain. A black soil absorbs to a greater degree the rays

of the sun and brings forward plants several days earlier.

Soil of the above description can be found in abundance along

the upper flood plains of the Cagayan Valley and especially in

the forests of the foot hills. It may often be found necessary to

go a considerable distance from the field intended for tobacco

before a desirable soil, free from all danger of destruction by
floods is found, but it pays to do this in the end as the most
dangerous element has been eliminated; and if proper attention

is then given to the preparation and care of the seed beds the

farmer is sure to have an ample supply of plants.

After the selection of a suitable location, comes the preparation

of the soil. All undergrowth should be removed and the soil

plowed to a depth of 12 or 15 centimeters, it should then be steri-

lized by heating it to a depth of 6 to 8 centimeters. The object

of sterilizing the soil is to kill all the weed seeds, ants and fungi

that are liable to injure or hinder the growth of the plants.

Brush and logs are generally used for burning seed beds and

a good supply of both may be found along the Cagayan Valley.

Every year the floods carry down large drifts of logs and fre-

quently these drifts are deposited on the tobacco fields and have to

be burned. If brush is used for burning the seed bed, it should be

cut several days before being used in order that it may dry

enough to burn. It is preferable to use green material as it burns

slower and creates more heat than dry material, which is soon

consumed by the flames. In using brush it should be placed on

the bed nearly vertical or leaning at an angle of about 45 degrees

;

it should then be weighed down with chunks of wood or a few

small logs, as it is desirable to have the fire near the ground so

the heat will penetrate it better.

In using logs for burning the soil, poles should be placed length-

wise of the bed and the logs laid across these poles, • leaving a

space of several inches between the logs and the ground. In

using either brush or logs the fire should always be started on

the leeward side as they will burn more slowly and heat the soil

better than if the fire is started on the windward side.

The fire should be kept burning in one place until the ground

is thoroughly heated and then moved. In using logs they may
easily be moved along by turning them over on the poles until

the entire bed is satisfactorily treated, but if brush is used it may
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be necessary to replenish the supply before the soil is heated to

a sufficient depth.

After the burning is completed, the surface of the ground
should be raked down level in order to preserve, as long as pos-

sible, the steam that has been generated from the moisture in

the soil. After the ground has cooled off thoroughly, the soil

should be finely pulverized and the seed scattered broadcast. On
account of the tobacco seeds being so small it is a difficult matter

to get them distributed uniformly over the surface of the bed,

and it is advisable to mix the seed with a few handfuUs of finely

pulverized soil or wood ashes, in order that they may be scattered

more uniformly.

A frequent mistake is made in using too large a quantity of

seed. It is far better to err .in using too little. In the latter .

case the plants will be large, healthy, low and stocky, and will be

strong enough to withstand a very hot sun, and may be trans-

planted in the field when there is but little moisture in the soil.

When plants are crowded in the seed bed the stems are small,

slender and delicate, and they have such weak constitution that

many of them die on being transplanted to the field. The vitality

of those that live is so small that several weeks are required for

them to get a firm hold on the soil and start to growing.

It is impossible to secure a uniform stand with such plants,

and the tobacco field is of uneven growth, which both reduces

the yield and impairs the value of the crop.

After the seeds have been scattered over the surface of the

ground it is necessary to pack the earth firmly around them in

order that they may absorb moisture from the earth particles.

This may be done by pressing the surface of the bed with a broad
board or by tramping it with the feet. If the ground on which
the bed is located slopes to any extent a deep ditch should be con-

structed on the upper side to carry off the surplus water, or, if

the ground is level, the surface of the bed should be raised several

inches above the surrounding territory before planting the seed,

as the tobacco seeds are very light and a slight rain will often

carry them away or bunch them on the bed.

THE SHADING OF TOBACCO SEED BEDS.

Shading the seed beds is generally practiced throughout the

Southern Islands, and in the knowledge of this particular phase
of tobacco growing, the farmers of Cebu and Panay may be said

to surpass those of the Cagayan Valley, where shading is not

practiced, and is almost unheard of. In America, Cuba and
Sumatra a special cloth is used for this purpose, and if properly
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arranged, it not only gives the desired shade, but also protects

the young plants against the attack of insects.

The advantages of shading the plant beds are as follows

:

1. After a rain when the seeds first begin to germinate, the

shade protects the young sprouts from the rays of the sun, and
also conserves the moisture on the surface of the ground, so that

the young plants are able to take root and grow more rapidly

than if they were exposed to the direct rays of the sun which
often kills the young sprouts.

2. Before the roots have secured a sufficient hold on the soil

one or two days exposure to the sun will kill many of the seeds.

3. It must be remembered that the tobacco seed is quite small,

and that only a very small amount of food material is stored in

the seed coat, so that after a seed once starts to germinate this

stored up food material is soon exhausted and if by this time
the plant has not developed a root system capable of supplying

nourishment from the soil, the plant will die. If the bed is

protected by a shade the root system develops much quicker and
a thriftier and better stand of plants is obtained.

4. Another advantage offered by shading, is, that the tobacco

plant, when young, is very shallow rooted and several days
strong sun dries out the ground to a depth below the root system
of the plant and it stops growing and remains stationary for

want of moisture.

After the plants are almost large enough to transplant, the

covering used as a shade should be removed for a few hours
during the mornings when the sun is not strong, and replaced
during the day when the sun is hottest. After a few days the

shade should be entirely removed. This is done in order that

the young plants may gradually become accustomed to the sun,

so that on being transplanted to the field they will be better

prepared to stand the exposure. In the Visayan Islands the
fronds of the nipa palm are used for shading the seed beds and
they are considered excellent for this purpose. If no nipa
swamps are near, a lattice work may be constructed out of

bamboo that will serve the purpose as well, and if stored in a
dry place when not in use, a covering of this kind may be used
for several years. '.

IIOAV TO PRODLCE GOOD TOBAC( O PI.ANTS.

SUMMARY.

1. Save the best plants in the field for seed plants. During
the growing period of the crop a constant search for good plants
should be made by the grower.
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2. When good plants are found they should be marked by

placing a stick in the ground near them, so that they may be

easily found afterward. When the seeds are ripe only the larger

pods should be gathered. The seeds should then be thoroughly

cleaned so as to eliminate all the light seeds that are likely to

produce weak, unhealthy plants.

3. Select a location for the seed bed free from all danger of

destruction by floods.

4. Before planting the tobacco seed, burn the ground thor-

oughly in order to destroy all weed seeds, ants and fungi.

5. After the seeds are sown, protect the bed by a shade con-

structed either from the fronds of the nipa palm or a lattice work
of bamboo.

96525 3



RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED BY DELEGATES TO THE
AGRICULTURAL CONFERENCES AT

THE CARNIVAL.

[February 7 to 10, 1910.]

By E. A. CODDINGTON,

Secretary of the Insular Agricultural Association.

The resolutions published herewith were transmitted to the

Secretary of the Insular Agricultural Association by the Com-
mittee on Resolutions without any indorsement or comment
whatever. None of these resolutions, therefore, have been

officially approved either by the committee or by the association.

Inasmuch as different delegates to the conferences were suffi-

ciently interested in certain subjects to present these subjects

to the Association in the form of resolutions, and as these

resolutions were considered by the assembled delegates, it is

believed that their publication is desirable.

1. A resolution regarding the importation and immunization
of cattle was introduced by Mr. Joaquin Gonzalez and seconded

by Mr. Apolonio Mendoza. Mr. Gonzalez in this resolution

asked that a law be passed authorizing the Bureau of Agri-

culture to import cattle from other countries, to immunize them
and sell them to farmers, allowing the farmers to make pay-

ment by installments. Senor Miguel Malvar further moved
to amend this resolution by asking the government to provide

free transportation for cattle and carabaos from China, as well

as selling them to the farmers at cost, as has already been done

with rice. He also asked that municipal health officers be

required to inoculate all cattle within their jurisdiction, at least

once a year.

The attention of readers of the Review is invited to the fact that this

plan has previously been tried in these Islands and was not a success. In

the first place, the immunization of cattle against rinderpest is a rather

expensive process and experience has shown that the majority of farmers
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are either unable or unwilling to pay for this cost of immunization. With

respect to the suggestion of inoculating all cattle once a year, such inocula-

tion is unnecessary unless the animals are in a community where disease

exists. Those who desire further information on this subject are referred

to an editorial "Draft Animals in the Philippine Islands" by the Director of

Agriculture in the June number of The Philippine Agricultural Review.

II. Mr. Abraham de Peralta, of Ilocos Norte, introduced a

resolution asking that a law be passed, or an order issued by the

Bureau of Agriculture requiring the inspection and disinfection

of all farm animals imported into the Philippines from foreign

countries, that these animals be thoroughly immunized before

sending them to the provinces and that the purchaser of each

immunized animal be furnished with a certificate of such im-

munization by the proper officer or authority. Also, that veter-

inarians in the provinces hold conferences with the owners of

farm animals, and instruct them regarding the care and pres-

ervation of the health of such animals.

Regarding the inspection and disinfection of animals imported from
foreign countries, the readers of the Review are referred to General Order
No. 15 of the Bureau of Agriculture and Executive Order No. 36, both of

which were published in the July number of the Review. In regard to the

holding of conferences by veterinarians, this plan has already been adopted

by the Bureau of Agriculture, but thus far all veterinarians in the field

have been so busy looking after the actual outbreaks of disease and attending

the sick animals that they have had comparatively little time for holding

conferences. All veterinarians in the Bureau of Agriculture are directed

to do as much as possible toward instructing the owners of animals with

reference to their care and protection from epizootic diseases. In this

connection the readers of the Review are also referred to the work that

is undertaken by the Bureau of Education under the head of Civico-Educa-

tional Lectures, provided for by Act 1829, under the provisions of which
popular instruction regarding the care of animals and the nature and cure

of epizootic diseases of domestic animals has been taken up by the schools.

III. Seiior Miguel Malvar presented a resolution asking that

the Bureau of Agriculture purchase all of the coffee produced
each year on the Hacienda Genato of the town of San Jose, in

Batangas Province, and that this seed be distributed while fresh

to all of the coffee-growing municipalities in the Islands, which
he believed would soon become coffee producers and thus increase

the production of coffee in this country. Senor Malvar stated

that the coffee trees on the Genato plantation are very similar

to the trees which are commonly known as mabolo. Also, that

the Bureau of Agriculture distribute gutta-percha seed in the

largest possible quantities, as he believes that this plant can be
successfully grown in this country ; and, that the Bureau should

also distribute seed of the best varieties of abaca to the hemp
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growers of these Islands, so that the poor varieties which are

grown on many plantations can be destroyed and the better

varieties planted.

IV. A resolution was introduced by Senor German Magpili,

of La Laguna; Senor Leon de Castro, of Sorsogon; Seiior Julio

Agcaoili, of Ilocos Norte ; Seiior Pedro Perlas, of La Laguna and

Seiior Angel Lopez, of La Union, asking that some assistance be

given to farmers toward getting satisfactory titles to their lands

in order that they may borrow money from the Agricultural

Bank for purchasing farm animals, machinery, etc.

This question has already been discussed by Seiior German Magpili,

Senor Leon de Castro, Senor Julio Agcaoili, Senor Pedro Perlas, Seiior

Angel Lopez and others interested in this subject, in the minutes of the

Agricultural Conferences published in the May number of The Philippine

Agricultural Review. The proposed plan for surveying and giving titles

to lands is outlined under the title *^A Reform in the Land System/' under

Current Notes in the April number of the Review.

V. A resolution was introduced by Seiior Julio Agcaoili, ask-

ing that steps be taken to protect private associations which own
or are constructing irrigation projects, especially in those prov-

inces where there is no general irrigation system provided for

under the present plans and projects of the Irrigation Division

of the Bureau of Public Works.
VI. Senor Agcaoili also presented a resolution, asking that the

provincial governments be authorized to hold provincial or dis-

trict expositions and use at least 10 per cent of the Provincial

Fund for prizes for the best agricultural products exhibited.

This last resolution has been the subject of a great deal of discussion

by members of the Philippine Assembly and others interested in the develop-

ment of agriculture in these Islands. Bills for this purpose have on two

different occasions been presented to the Philippine Legislature.

VII. Delegates Mendoza and Yason of Bataan, and Seiior Per-

las of La Laguna, introduced the following resolution: That

some remedies be provided against the negligence and bad faith

of laborers in keeping their contracts with farmers, especially

when they have been paid money in advance for their labor.

VIII. Dr. Francisco Liongson and Seiior Francisco Hizon in-

troduced a resolution asking that the government permit the

importation of laborers under certain specific restrictions for a

given period in such numbers and for such provinces as desire

them.

IX. Dr. Simplicio de Ocampo of Nueva Ecija presented a

resolution recommending that money be set aside for prizes for

the best primers and readers for use in the public schools on
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certain lines of agricultural work, such as rice growing, sugar

growing, hemp growing, coconut growing, tobacco growing, etc.

The preparation of elementary readers on the above-mentioned subjects

has been considered by the officials of the Bureau of Education and cer-

tainly has the heartiest approval of everyone interested in training the

coming generation for the calling which many of them must of necessity

follow.

Dr. Ocampo also recommended that an agricultural demon-

stration farm be established in every agricultural province, or

in every two adjoining provinces, that these farms carry on

general demonstration work, and that they be supplied with

high-grade farm animals for breeding purposes.

Such farms are being established in different parts of the United States,

but the expense connected with this work is so great that it would not be

practicable for the Government to establish more than a few of these farms
in the leading agricultural sections.

Dr. Ocampo also recommended that a careful statement, show-

ing the causes, symptoms and cure of the common animal diseases

be prepared, translated into all the dialects in the Islands, pub-

lished, and distributed in bulletin form for the information of

the people.

X. Seiior Angel Lopez introduced a resolution in which he

advocated the electing or appointing of permanent agricultural

committees in municipal councils to look after the development

of agriculture, the care and protection of farm animals, and
the sale of farm products.

This resolution would seem to be an excellent one and it is believed that

it would be desirable to have a law creating an agricultural committee in

each municipality and an agricultural member on every municipal board
who would cooperate with the agricultural committee.

XI. At the close of the conferences a resolution was intro-

duced by Senor Cirilo Bayaya, Delegate from Leyte, which was
unanimously approved by the delegates, expressing their thanks

to the Bureau of Agriculture for its work in calling and organ-

izing the conferences, to the Directors of the Carnival Associa-

tion for providing a place of meeting for the delegates, and to

the officers of the association for the courtesies extended by
them during the days on which the conferences were held.



ENEMIES AND DISEASES OF PINEAPPLES.

By H. C. Henricksen and M. J. Iorns/

DISEASES AND INSECTS.

With a soil properly drained and with good culture, few
plants are as free from pests and diseases as the pineapple.

It is almost axiomatic that trouble with pineapples means bad
management. The troubles thus far known are chiefly due to

one of three things: First, an ant and its associate, a mealy-

bug; second, wilt; and third, spike.

The station has published a circular on the ant and mealy-

bug, with methods for extermination (Circular No. 7), which
may be had on application, so the subject will not be discussed

here. It may be said in passing, that if in applying fertilizer

it is mixed with one-third to one-fourth of its bulk of tobacco

dust, or even if tobacco dust alone is thrown in the crown, it

will usually prevent the appearance of these pests and will oft-

times cure incipient attacks. The tobacco dust also acts as a

stimulant to the plant, making it a valuable help to the pine-

apple grower. In using the dust its value lies in its freshness

and strength; it will keep for long periods where it is dry, but

leaches quite readily and ferments if allowed to get wet.

The disease known as wilt is quite easily recognized, and if

taken in time may be controlled. Apparently it is transmitted

from one generation to the next, so slips from infected plants

should never be chosen. According to the best information

obtainable, the disease is a fungus one, but it acts in a way not

clearly understood, and should be met with extreme measures
at its first appearance.

Characteristics,—Usually the first sign of the disease is a

loss of color, the leaves changing from green to red, then yellow.

^ Extracts from "Pineapple Growing in Porto Rico" in Vol. 3, No. 5 of

The Porto Rico Horticultural News.
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and finally brown and withering. The withering begins at the

tip as a rule, and as it passes down the leaf loses its stiffness

and droops, producing the wilted appearance which gives the

disease its name. If the attack is not too severe the plant may
produce a fruit, but it is usually of poor quality and ripens

prematurely.

On cutting off the plant at 'the base the roots can be traced

as dark broken or black points in the stem tissue. A more
careful examination shows the whole root system to be diseased.

Under the microscope the root hairs are seen abnormally devel-

oped, and in the diseased parts the fungus threads can often be

found, showing that the disease enters from the soil.

Cause,—It is often impossible to tell just how the trouble

starts, as it may break out simultaneously in widely separated

places. It can probably exist in the soil under some conditions,

though Australian investigators claim that it also occurs where
a field is cropped too long, and by adhering to one source for a
supply of plants; plants grown under different conditions should

replace the old ones every few years. In Porto Rico fields have
not been running long enough to test these points under our

conditions, and the spread of the disease here is probably due to

improper soils or faulty cultural methods.

Remedies.—The first precaution to be taken is one of preven-

tion. Never plant a slip that could possibly be already diseased.

Second, if ,the disease should appear, pull out all plants affected,

burn them on the spot, or cover them with quicklime ; also cover

the soil with lime and leave it exposed to the sun for a few weeks,

stirring it from time to time. After a month or six weeks
strong, healthy plants may be reset in the vacant places. Third,

keep the plants growing vigorously and the soil in the. best

possible physical condition.

8PIKE OR LONG LEAF.

Characteristics.—Any tendency to spike is quickly evidenced

by the leaves becoming long and slender. As the disease pro-

gresses, the plant becomes more and more Uke a bundle of rod-

like leaves. In the final stages the central leaves of the plant do
not unfold, and thus in their long spike-like form give the name
to the disease. A plant at all badly affected rarely produces any
fruit; if any is formed it is small and practically valueless.

Plants that are but slightly affected produce very poor, small-

sized fruits.

Cause.—In most cases spike is apparently induced by improper
fertilizing. Acid phosphate in the fertilizer is one of the most
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common causes. Wood ashes and any poorly proportioned min-

eral fertilizer will cause it.

This disease is apparently readily transmitted, and suckers or

slips from diseased parents should never be planted. Experi-

ments have shown that fully 70 to 80 per cent of slips from sickly

parent plants failed to produce marketable fruits.

Remedies.—First, never plant a slip that is in the least affected

with the disease.

Second, for nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers use tankage,

dried blood, bone meal, or other organic forms. If necessary

use acid phosphate, tliough results from it thus far are not

definite.

Third, cultivate well and often, keeping the soil in the best

possible physical condition and plants growing vigorously.

Aside from the above diseases there are several that appear

locally, but thus far they have not proved dangerous. Their

exact nature has not been fully determined, but they are being

thoroughly investigated by the station pathologist.

LEAF SPOT.

The first of these local diseases of the pineapple, which we
may call "leaf spot," has occurred quite frequently in many
plantations, but only once has it threatened serious damage. It

is a leaf disease characterized in the first stages by small

brownish spots usually not more than one-eighth to one-fourth

of an inch in diameter. They are regular in outline, but not

of definite form. These spots rapidly increase in size, and as

they spread the center loses all color as well as turgidity of the

cells and becomes like straw-colored parchment. This colorless

part is surrounded by a more or less clearly defined zone of

brownish color, indicating the spread of the disease. In its

spread the spots usually enlarge faster along the leaf veins, thus

assuming a long oval shape. In many cases the edge of the leaf

is affected, but any part may be attacked. In time the leaf

succumbs and dies.

Cause.—The disease is not fully worked out, but its spread

and development is undoubtedly aided by atmospheric condi-

tions. During rainy periods, especially where drainage condi-

tions are not the best, the development of the disease is quite

rapid, but is checked by dry weather and culture.

Remedy.—Culture and fertilizing have been the most effica-

cious means of checking it. Plants kept growing thriftily do

not feel its effects and soon grow out of it.
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Sun scald is not strictly a disease, but it is common and causes

so much loss that it is well to consider it here. It is caused by

the bending over of the plant so that one side of the fruit is

exposed to the direct sun rays. Through moisture adhering to

the friiit the action of the sun's rays produces premature ripen-

ing and scalding at this spot. Rot soon developes in this scalded

part and the fruit is lost. This can be largely prevented by

sending boys through the patch every week to put a small

handful of dried grass upon every fruit that has fallen over.

TANGI^EKOOT.

Tangleroot is characterized by the roots winding round and

round the stem instead of passing out into the surrounding

ground.

Cause.—It is caused chiefly, if not entirely, by one of two

things: hard soil, or the slip not having been stripped before

planting. In our heavier clay soils the ground will often be al-

lowed to become hard. As the young roots are tender and have

not much penetrating power, they will follow the line of least

resistance. The earth immediately about the stalk is less likely to

be hard than that a little distance away; hence the roots follow

around the stalk. Again, if the slip is not stripped before plant-

ing and the weather and soil conditions are such that the old

leaves do not decay, the young developing roots must find their

way out between the teaf and the stem, taking a circular direc-

tion, which results in tangleroot.

Remedy.—The cure is simple ; keep the ground in good cultiva-

tion, and if conditions are not very favorable when planting, strip

the plants.

BLACKHEART.

The disease called ''blackhearf' has not yet been reported in

Porto Rico. It is due, apparently, to poor soil conditions and

lack of proper food. It is characterized by the rotting of the

heart of the pine before any sign of affection is shown on the

outside. Any puncture or injury of the fruit will admit some of

the many fungus spores that will produce rot. This will spread

to the center, but it must not be confused with blackheart.

Remedy.—The cure, so far as known, is better culture and

fertilizers. Phosphates and potash are usually the elements

needed, especially the latter. Excess of nitrogen will produce

soft fruits that easily succumb to all such troubles.



THE PHILIPPINE SCHOOL OF FORESTRY.

A ?^EW PROFESSION FOR FILIPINOS.

The Regents of the University of the Philippines have sanc-

tioned a proposal by the Bureau of Forestry to inaugurate a

course in forestry at the College of Agriculture in Los Banos,

La Laguna Province. The Bureau of Forestry, inasmuch as it

is entrusted with the management of one of our chief sources

of public wealth, a forest property covering half the entire

Archipelago, feels the urgent necessity of building up a force

of Filipino rangers equipped with a technical knowledge of

forestry, before lumbering on a large scale is permitted. If our

forests can be explored, mapped, studied, and plans for their

management drawn up and entrusted to scientifically trained

forest assistants before lumbermen are allowed to work them up

on a large scale, then there is no danger that the work of lumber-

men in the Philippines will mean destruction to the forests as it

has in the United States.

To attract the best of the young Filipinos who are just finishing

their high school courses, the Bureau of Forestry has made an

exceedingly fine offer to young men who are desirous of entering

a profession in which the opportunity to make their services of

great value to their people is second to none. The Director of

Forestry and the Director of Civil Service have agreed that all

Filipinos who complete the course now being given at the

College of Agriculture will be appointed as rangers or head

rangers without examination. The course planned at Los Banos

is so comprehensive as to practically insure any graduate's

ability to pass any technical examination which may be required

for promotion. Rarely do boys in any land have positions

opened to them which combine a relatively high initial salary

and practically unlimited chances of promotion with healthy

outdoor work which is so fundamentally vital to any people.

The forestry course at Los Banos is so arranged that boys

who have completed the seventh grade can enter and graduate

in four years. The first two years' work will be identical with

the work of the agricultural students, including courses in Eng-
480
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lish, mathemathics, botany, zoology, and entomology, all of which

are necessary preliminaries to forestry.

The last two years will cover technical work in forestry survey-

ing, physiography, and other auxiliary branches; probably half

of the work will be pr^ictical field training; while during the

spring vacations the whole class will go into camp in some forest

where extensive lumbering is in progress. Students who have

finished the second year high school work should be able to

complete the forestry course in two years.

The course in forestry and the opportunity to enter the forest

service is open to all Filipinos. No tuition will be charged, and
living expenses are so small that twenty pesos monthly will amply
cover the necessities of food, clothing, and books. No ambitious

boy who is not afraid of hard work need hesitate for lack of

funds, however, for there is sufficient work to be done on the

school farm by which any boy can earn thirty centavos daily by

three hours work. In addition, the Bureau of Forestry will

appoint twenty pensionados this year who will receive ^20
monthly in addition to quarters and transportation.

The importance of the good management of the colossal public

wealth in our Philippine forests, the dependence of agriculture

upon the wise handling of the water and cogon problems, the

revenue that is possible from intensive forestry, all argue elo-

quently for a liberal and popular support of this institution the

sole purpose of which is to tr^in efficient public servants for the

work.



CURRENT NOTES.

THE BATAC SCHOOl. FARM.

According to a report of Mr. W. A. Wiren, Superintendent of

the Batac School Farm, which is situated about one kilometer

west of the town of Batac on the main provincial road and con-

sists of about 6i hectares of land adapted to growing any of the

crops raised in that section, very successful work is being carried

on in elementary agriculture.

About 80 boys have been working on the farm during the

past year, 28 sixth grade and 52 fifth grade. The intermediate

farming course has been followed, which gives each boy two
and a fourth hours work, daily, on the farm. Each fifth grade

student has a garden plot 2^ by 10 meters for which he is in-

dividually responsible. During the past year the students have

been very successful in raising cabbage, lettuce, tomatoes, pep-

pers, eggplants, beans, radishes, turnips, beets and collards. The
following table will give some idea ^f the success of the students

in this respect:

Cabbage 1,500 heads

Lettuce 280 dozen bunches

Tomatoes 850 plants

Eggplants 350 plants

Peppers 320 plants

Turnips 450 dozen

Radishes 520 dozen

In addition to this work the fifth grade boys have taken care

of the school grounds, a flower garden, a nuniber of mulberry

trees and cleared about 1 hectare of land that was covered

with bamboo and bushes. According to this report the work
on the farm has been popular with the boys of the school and

as a result many of them have home gardens. The sixth grade

boys planted about 1^ hectares of rice of seven different varie-

ties, which were carefully observed with reference to the time

taken for each variety to mature, the amount produced, the

quality of the grain, etc. They also put out and harvested
482
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about 2 hectares of tobacco, 1 hectare of peanuts, 2 hectares of

corn, and i hectare of grass.

Two crops were planted on over half of the farm, but some
of these have not done well on account of lack of irrigation.

There are now on the farm 500 mulberry trees, 150 of which are

a year and a half old, the other 350 were planted during the

past year. A silkworm house has been built and fitted out with

everything necessary to care for the worms.

THE OPENING OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

The College of Agriculture of the University of the Philip-

pines began the school year 1910-11 with an enrollment of

90 pupils. One of the most encouraging features of the work
of the school is that the enrollment this year included nearly all

of the pupils who attended last year. The course of study laid

down for the students includes a program for each school day
beginning at 7 in the morning and continuing, with an intermis-

sion of one hour at noon, until 6 in the evening. The pupils

in the college are at present divided into six classes and are

studying twenty-four different subjects. While the college is

very much handicapped by the lack of laboratories, workshops,

farm machinery and apparatus, the work of the teachers and
students is marked by a great deal of enthusiasm, which is doubt-

less owing to the zeal and energy of Dr. E. B. Copeland, the

dean of the faculty.

It is understood that most of the students own their homes,

which form a barrio on the farm. In this connection it should

be noted that they learn domestic economy as well as farm
management. The actual living expenses of students at the

farm are from F8 to ^10 per month, about half what it would
cost them to live in Los Baiios or Manila.

The faculty of the school consists of Dr. E. B. Copeland, who
is dean of the college ; Mr. Edgar M. Ledyard, assistant professor

in entomology and zoology; Mr. Harold Cuzner, farm superin-

tendent; Mr. S. B. Durham, who is in charge of the classes in

animal husbandry; Mr. R. M. Holman, instructor in chemistry

and botany, and Mrs. E. M. Ledyard, teacher of English, German
and mathemathics. It is the intention of the faculty to give

the students as much practical work as possible in connection

with their studies, and excursions are made from time to time

to keep them fully in touch and acquainted with the practical

side of their work in the college.

On the farm there are upward of 1,200 mulberry trees and it
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is expected that the silk house will be completed and in opera-

tion within the next five months. Various kinds of bananas
are being grown to test their productiveness; three varieties of

cassava and three kinds of sugar cane are being grown for the

purpose of determining their adaptability to the soil of the farm,
and many kinds of garden truck are being grown with success.

An important phase of the work in the college is that of eco-

nomic entomology. This work deals with the insect enemies of

farm plants, the means of eradicating or controlling them. It

is understood that experiments are being made on the rice moth
(Spodotera Mauritia, Boisd),^ the corn moth (Pyrausta vasta-

trix, Schultze), the cucumber beetle (Aulacophora coffeae, Har.)

and the orange tree scale (Coccidae), The mole cricket (Cur-

tillia africana, Beaum.) , white ants (Termes gestroi) , the banana
leaf roller (Erionota thrax, Linn.) and ylang-ylang moth (At-

tacus riciniy Boisd.) are also receiving the attention of the

teachers and students at the college. Injurious insects are di-

vided into two classes, those that eat the plants, and those that

tap them and rob them of their juices. The students are taught

the use of insecticides and fungicides such as Bordeaux mixture,

and other preparations. No student will be allowed to graduate

without fully qualifying in the use of these preparations for

ridding farm crops of their common enemies.

A NEW RUBBER COMPANY IN BASILAN.

The Mindanao Herald states that Dr. J. W. Strong disposed

of his rubber plantation on Basilan Island to a company composed
of Manila capitalists. It is understood that a new survey has

been made and some public land added to the original site, suffi-

cient to increase the plantation to about 10,000 hectares. Doctor
Strong retains an interest in the company and will act as superin-

tendent of the plantation. There are now about 20,000 rubber

trees on the estate, a large number of which have reached the

tapping age and it is stated that by December about 40,000 trees

will be ready to tap. Samples of the rubber from the Basilan

plantation were sent to London sometime ago where they were
examined by experts who declared them to be equal to the best

Para rubber of Brazil. This plantation also contains about

75,000 hemp plants, several thousand coconut trees and a number
of coffee plants. Mr. C. H. Gateaux of Manila is the head of the

new company and it is understood that stock, will be sold to the

amount of ^150,000.

^ The following scientific determinations or classifications were made by
the Bureau of Science.
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FOREIGN CAPITAL FOR RUBBER GROWING IN THE PHIL.IPPINES.

According to The Manila Times of June 3d, Mr. C. A. Littler,

who has recently succeeded in interesting British capital in the

rubber-growing industry of the Philippines, together with Dr.

Chas. B. Robinson of the Bureau of Science and Mr. Frank Bost,

a rubber expert who will have charge of the company's planta-

tion, left for Mindanao during the early part of June. It is

understood that about 1P200,000 have been invested in this enter-

prise by an English and Scottish syndicate, half of which

sum is available for immediate development work. The Insular

Government is giving all assistance possible. One of the rangers

of the Bureau of Forestry, who has been making investigations

of the many rubber plantings in different parts of the Islands,

accompanied the party on this trip. It was their intention to

first visit several available sites near Zamboanga, then some land

in the Cotabato Valley and later several Islands of the Jolo group.

PROVINCIAL NOTES.

Mountain Province (Subprovinces of Lepanto, Bontoc and
Kalinga).—The people in this section produce practically noth-

ing for export. Stock raising and the growing of crops for

home consumption are, therefore, the two lines of agricultural

work. Rice is grown in practically all parts, there being one or

two exceptions where only camotes and corn are produced.

In the municipalities of Cervantes and Tagudin one crop of

rice a year is raised while in the section north and east of

Cervantes two crops are raised, one harvested in May and the

other in November. The reason for this is that in Cervantes

and Tagudin there is sufficient water for growing a rice crop

only once a year, while in the other sections the mountains supply

enough water throughout the year. The crops have been good
in all places, with the exception of Tagudin, where last season

was dry until a late period.

Camotes, beans and corn are grown quite extensively in most
sections for home consumption along with the rice. The corn is

the native variety, small and mixed yellow and white. Cacao is

being planted among banana groves, which furnish protection

against wind and there is a chance for it to become a marketable

product if the local farmers will take hold of the work more
vigorously.

Coffee,—It is well known that Lepanto coffee is one of the

finest varieties of coffee to be had, and it is unfortunate that the

last three years have been so disastrous to this industry through

the destruction wrought by typhoons. Many small coffee ranches
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have been neglected on this account. The average price for the

best grade of coffee is at present 1P17 a cavan.

Bananas are to be seen everywhere and, in spite of typhoons,

a sufficient supply can be had at most times, with exception of

the months of October, November and December.
Potatoes (white) are usually scarce and bring a good price.

They are grown by a few Igorrotes, high upon the mountains.
I have distributed vegetable seeds at different times, so that

American tomatoes, corn and radishes can occasionally be had.

American onions do not seem to do well.

It is not to be expected that these people will take much
interest in vegetables when there is no market for them, and
when they do not care themselves for anything but rice, corn and
camotes.

In Kalinga there is the finest opportunity I have seen in this

country for extensive rice or corn growing, hundreds of acres

with nothing but grass growing upon them. The soil is a black

loam and there is a good supply of water. The inhabitants how-
ever, are content to live on corn and camotes. This applies to the

Balanao country, as the mountain towns of Kalinga each have
a sufficient supply of rice terraces.

This section will probably not be in a position to export any
staple products any time in the near future unless it be coffee

and cacao, and the development of these industries is seriously

hindered by the frequent typhoons. (Report of C. B. Shoemaker,
Veterinarian, July 1, 1910.)

Zambales,—The farmers were actively engaged in plowing

and planting their rice land about the first of July. Previous

to this time the dry season had been so marked that it was
impossible to cultivate the soil and prepare the fields for planting.

The seed corn which was sent out by the Bureau of Agriculture

was distributed by the provincial governor to the municipal

councilors in packages of one kilo each, and through them to

the leading farmers in different parts of the province. (Report

of W. K. Howard, Veterinarian, Iba, Zambales.)

Marinduque, Tayabas,—Most of the lowland rice in Marin-

duque was harvested during the early part of May and a very

satisfactory yield was realized. Notwithstanding the fact that

a large part of the rice lands in Marinduque will produce two
crops a year, there is, as near as can be estimated, between

^80,000 and ^90,000 worth of rice imported each year. In the

municipality of Gasan a great deal of the rice land has been

planted to coconuts. Considerable hemp and many coconuts are
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being grown on the island, but these crops have not yet fully-

recovered from the baguio of December 5, 1908; it is claimed
that the coconut groves are yielding little more than half the
number of nuts they would normally yield, and the hemp fields

in many places are still in bad condition. (Report of D. C.

Kretzer, Veterinarian, Boac, Marinduque.)
Sorsogon.—The president of the municipality of Bacon, Sor-

sogon, forwards to this office a copy of Resolution No. 82 by the
municipal council which has been approved by the provincial

board. Following this resolution a meeting of the leading

farmers and rice growers of the town was called for the purpose
of discussing the labor conditions, also the methods of planting
and cultivating rice in that section. A large number of the

farmers of this municipality responded and an interesting and
enthusiastic meeting was held at which the following resolutions

were passed

:

(1) That every year, beginning with the first week of October,

all farmers will repair their trenches for furnishing water to

the rice fields, that all of the farmers shall cooperate in repairing

their trenches, being careful not to interfere with the rights of

anyone.

(2) That the work of preparing the seed beds will be done

during the month of October of each year and the transplanting

of rice to the fields will begin on the first day of November and
continue to the end of December of each year.

(3) That after harvesting the highland rice the fields shall

be prepared and planted with corn, sweet potatoes (camotes),

mongos and such crops as will increase the fertility of the land

for growing the next rice crop.

To say the least, the meeting and the resolutions passed by
the farmers in Bacon show a decided interest and a desire to

improve the present methods of growing rice in that section.

Bacon has a large acreage of rich agricultural land which has

the very best natural facilities for furnishing water to the rice

crop.

Capiz.—The last reports received from Capiz Province, show
that the province is free from rinderpest and other infectious

animal diseases. Considerable enthusiasm is being manifested

by some of the farmers in the Panay river valley. A number
of farmers in the province are turning their attention to tobacco

growing. In Buruanga the farmers are making many inquiries

regarding the tobacco bounties and even the schools have ex-

pressed a desire to compete for the prizes which will be awarded

96525 4
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this year. Some attention has been given to school gardens in

this province and where the work has been successful consider-

able interest has been manifested on the part of the farmers.

Iloilo.—Practically all of the crops growing at this season are

doing very well. A great deal of land is being planted to sugar

cane, but much of it was planted so late that it is still very

small and in most parts of the province the rainfall had been so

light that the sugar cane has not grown very rapidly.

A great deal of attention is being given to tobacco growing
and in some municipalities, more especially Santa Barbara, Jaro,

Leon and Passi, a great deal of tobacco has been planted. Many
of the farmers are studying the conditions under which the

tobacco bounties are to be awarded and it is expected that there

will be a very enthusiastic competition for the prizes which will

be awarded when the present crop is harvested.

Considerable corn has been planted in the southern part of

the province, in fact the area planted to corn has considerably

increased over that of last year and the prospects for the present

crop are excellent, notwithstanding the long dry season. (Re-

port of J. A. Thompson, Veterinarian, Iloilo.)

Occidental Negros.—The rainfall during the month of June
was very light. The farmers were busy cultivating the corn

crop, which was growing well. Locusts have been reported in

different parts of the province but few of the farmers have made
much of an effort to destroy them. Frequent reports of locusts

appearing in different parts of Occidental Negros and Panay
have been received, and it is feared that unless the provincial

and municipal officials cooperate with the farmers a great deal

of damage will be done to crops during the present season.

(Report of W. A. Mace, Agricultural Inspector, Hinigaran, Oc-

cidental Negros.)

Oriental Negros.—Agricultural conditions have been improv-
ing in Oriental Negros. The rainy season began earlier in some
parts of this province than in most places, in fact so early that

farmers were overtaken by the rains while planting their corn.

The "Mexican June'* corn which was sent to the province by the

Bureau of Agriculture was quite widely distributed and has
been planted by a number of farmers in different parts of

the province. (Report of B. J. Eno, Veterinarian, Dumaguete,
Oriental Negros.)



NOTES FROM OTHER FIELDS.

THE PORTO RICAN PINEAPPL.E INDltSTRY.

Special Agent John M. Turner, who has been stationed at San
Juan, Porto Rico, states in the Consular and Trade Reports for

June that pineapple culture in that island affords large and quick

returns to investors, which many have been wise enough to see

and turn to advantage. We have been publishing in the Review
for the past few months an account of the cultivation of pine-

apples as it is practiced in Porto Rico, and this information

regarding the industry in general may prove of interest.

The native pineapple, "Pan de Asucre," is said to be too

delicate for shipping purposes, and the "Smooth Ceyenne" has

also proved unsatisfactory in this regard, so the "Red Spanish"

and the "Cabezona" varieties are the principal ones under culti-

vation at the present time. The "Red Spanish" is being prop-

agated more extensively, since it is hardy, offers the largest

yield, has the best flavor, and the fruit is of inviting size to the

average buyer. The "Cabezona" yields a very large fruit, which
sells as a rule for about $0.50 (f^l.OO) in the United States

markets. These fruits have to be so carefully handled to pre-

vent bruising that the production is very expensive. However,

the returns are correspondingly large, and it is stated that the

net profit from an acre of "Cabezonas" in a good year is not less

than $1,600 (^3,200). But as the smaller and consequently less

expensive fruit has a wider sale in the markets, it is more gen-

erally raised.

The area under pineapple cultivation at present exceeds 2,000

acres (809.4 hectares), and is increasing so rapidly that it is

expected to soon exceed 10,000 acres. Mr. Turner says that

many of the insular government employees have been attracted

to pineapple cultivation by the large returns, and that in a

number of cases these investments have proved so much more
profitable than their official positions that they have abandoned

the latter and devoted themselves wholly to agriculture.

The Porto Rico Horticultural Association has been formed

by the fruit growers, and is proving very helpful. This associa-

tion exists solely for the good of the fruit-growing industry, is

489
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organized on broad lines, has no land or property for sale, and

serves the purpose of a bureau of information. At present it

is encouraging the establishment of canneries in the pineapple

districts, as the necessity for them is growing. Thus far the

market for the green fruit has been so good in the United States

that canneries have not been essential, but as the industry grows

there will be more and more fruit to be disposed of in this way.

Figures showing the expenses and returns received per acre in

different pineapple districts of the island are given by Mr. Turner,

from which we have taken the following, as showing about the

average (these are from the Laguna district, near San Juan) :

Expenses—One acre of land, $125; clearing and preparing, $30; 10,000

slips cost, $40; planting same, $15; cultivation to crop, $30; fertilizer, one

ton, $45; pick, pack, etc., 300 crates, $24; paper, crates, nails, etc., $60;

transport to steamer, $30 J freight to New York, $93; total $492.

Returns—300 crates, at $1.60, $480; 18,000 slips, at $3, $54; value of

plants in ground, $45; value of acre of land, $150; total, $729; leaving

a credit balance of $237.

COCONUT DISEASES IN JAMAICA.

The Journal of the Jamaica Agricultural Society for May
(Vol. XIV, No. 5) contains a contribution by Mr. Leo A. Wates,

an Agricultural Instructor, regarding the prevalence of disease

among the coconut groves in Jamaica with suggestions for deal-

ing with the various difficulties. It is stated that so many of

the groves are affected that the planters are becoming alarmed

for the future of the industry. Mr. Wates, who has evidently

investigated the pests and diseases of coconuts very carefully,

offers the following suggestions for dealing with trees that have

been attacked

:

(1) It is absolutely necessary in bearing coconut fields to keep the root

of the tree free from husks, fallen limbs, etc. I am certain that these

allowed to collect at the roots of the trees, as is generally the custom,

harbor the trunk borers, and very likely start the fungus disease of the

root. This latter, by the way, I can not find affects the roots themselves,

which always appear normal and healthy in the sickest looking trees.

May it not be a fungus disease of the trunk starting under the overhanging

crown of the tree covered by the mass of rubbish nearly always left round

the trees?

(2) For borer of the trunk, tar, if the tree is taken early, is a sure cure.

(3) This means at least quarterly inspection of all the trees for signs

of the trunk borer, by red water.

(4) Regular spraying of the young trees with Bordeaux mixture, say

once in six months, to keep off the attacks of the beetle borers at heart.

(I hope I have made this clear to be a separate beetle from the trunk

borer). In reference to this some planters have said it is such a large

expense, etc. * * * i have, however, made a thorough experiment with

this, and am in a position to say that 200 gallons (756 liters) of Bordeaux
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mixture sprayed in my walk 181 trees of a bearing age, say ten years of

age, at a cost of (including labor) Id per tree (M.04 in Philippine currency)

with a little bucket spray pump. Young trees, such as the beetle usually

attacks, can be sprayed for Id per tree. Mostly it will be worth while on

a place with say 25,000 trees, expected to yield in ten years' time, at least

£2,500 ('?24,250) per annum, to expend the sum of £50 (W85) per annum
for ten years, especially as without any doubt by results seen here, I am
certain the crop is largely increased at the bearing stage by spraying.

(5) Careful examination of trees regularly at three-month intervals for

signs of the rot disease (a red gum exuding). If seen, at once excise the

part, so that not a sign of the diseased tissue is left, and tar the place.

My experience has proved this successful, and I am now trying it on a

larger scale. It positively stops the disease for a time; if altogether,

remains to be seen. Unless cut entirely out, the disease will return. * * *

(6) The total destruction of all trees gone too far, even though they

have still a few nuts on, by cutting down and burning.

(7) Burning, i. e., setting fire to the strainer of all trees that are

unthrifty in appearance and not yet bearing. The resulting growth and
improvement of these trees after recovering from the shock (12 months)

has been surprising.

(8) The disinfecting of every seed nut by dipping it in a bath of

Bordeaux mixture before planting.

(9) The very strictest attention to preventing the cutting of trees or

the sticking of cutlass points into the trunk. I find that it nearly always

sets up a rot and a running of red water. This only affects trees quite

soft in the bark. If cut, tar the places.

RUBBER CUI^TIVATION IN JAVA AND SUMATRA.

Some interesting comments on the agricultural methods, etc.,

in use in Java and Sumatra, particularly with regard to rubber,

are published in the Tropical Agriculturist for May, 1910.

M. Leplae, the Belgian Director General of Agriculture for the

Congo, has recently made a trip through the East for the purpose

of studying the various methods of rubber cultivation in practice

in the rubber-producing countries, and his account of conditions

in Java and Sumatra will probably prove suggestive to Phil-

ippine planters.

M. Leplae found that Ficus elastica was in great favor in

these islands, which he thought was a mistake, as after what
he had seen in the Federated Malay States Hevea Braziliensis

seemed far superior. He estimated that there were as many
as 200,000 to 300,000 acres (80,000 to 120,000 hectares) under
rubber cultivation in Java and Sumatra.

On one estate in Sumatra M. Leplae observed that 2,600 acres

(1,040 hectares) of rubber were set out in clay soil. The trees

were doing fairly well, and interesting experiments in the use

of nitrogen manure were being conducted. "The application

seemed to be doing a great deal of good, for trees a year and a

half old were as large as trees three years old on the same soil.
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but to which the manure had not been applied. Something like

half a pound of guano per tree was used to start the growth in

the cold, clay soil.'' If the trees started well they grew very

well indeed, but if they did not start properly the growth ap-

peared to be very slow.

Clean weeding he found practiced on all the plantations, and

green manures were not used. Small plants were sometimes

placed on hillsides to prevent washing of the soil, but these were

usually Pdssiflora. "Trees growing on estates that were not

clean weeded could not be compared in size with the others.''

The distance for planting rubber was usually about 20 feet, and

the trees were planted in squares. Diseases were being kept

down very successfully. White ants had been found to inhabit

stumps and trunks left in the ground, so all such obstacles were

being removed, and that difficulty overcome. It was noticed

that trees growing on low, swampy and peaty soil did extremely

well, but did not yield much rubber.

As for tapping, M. Leplae stated that 5/16-inch gouges were
in almost universal use, and gave very good results. He was
much interested in the experiments of Mr. Gallagher, Malay
State Mycologist, which tended to show that the best method
of tapping was the one by which one quarter only of the tree

was tapped. The results were good and tapping could be done

every day. The yield was estimated at 160 to 200 pounds an
acre (ill to 222 kilos per hectare) at six years of age, and 500

pounds (556 kilos) at ten years.



THE FIBER MARKET.

Compiled by M. M. Saleeby,

Fiber Expert.

The following data on the New York fiber market is taken

from Smith & Schipper's Monthly Report dated New York,

June 1, 1910.

We have experienced a very dull market during the month,

and the amount of shipment business has been next to nothing.

There has been so much uncertainty about the receipts at Manila

that buyers have refrained from operating, a great many holding

the opinion that the production at present is in excess of the

consumption. The receipts are certainly on the full side and
we are already 56,000 bales ahead of last year. The dealers

at present receive $1.75^ per bale for province-packed parcels,

but owing to the poor classification of this province hemp they

are to receive $1 per bale when the hemp is properly classified,

and only 50 cents when it is not properly classified. The anxiety

of the dealers to get the full $1.75 under the old arrangement
may have caused them to ransack their warehouses for all baled

hemp, so as to get it into Manila in time. This influx of hemp
into Manila has quite naturally weakened the market with the

result that Fair Current has dropped 5f to 5f cents. There
seems to be enough demand from the shippers in Manila to

maintain that market on a fairly steady basis, and no very low
prices have been named here. Low prices have been quoted in

London, but it must be remembered that the London Standard of

Fair Current is lower than New York.

Spot Hemp has ruled steady except in the case of the lower
grades which have been offered at under shipment values.

Quite a fair business has been done in good hemp at fair prices,

all for account of second hands.

* $1 equals ^^2 Philippine currency.
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Quotations,

F. E. A. quality
Superior good current
50 per cent over good current.
Good current
75 per cent over fair current
Midway hemp
25 per cent over fair current
Fair current
Superior seconds

August to July to June to May to Afloat
Spot U. S.

9*

Sept.

91

August.

9*

July. June. U.S.

9*n n
9i 9i 9i 9i 9i 9i
8f 8f 8* 8* Si 9
Si 81 8i H 8i 8i
8 8 8 8 8i 8i
n 7i n 7i 7i 7*

6i 6i 6i 6i 6f eh
5* 51 5* 5f 5* 6

H 51 51 51 5i 5*

SISAL..

This market has dropped another quarter of a cent, and
business has been done at 5^ cents for White, and 4^ cents for

Red, at which prices there are further sellers. The uncertainty

in sisal has had a great deal to do with the lack of demand for

Manila. Some buyers have entertained the opinion that this

market will go still lower, but there is a good demand in the

Mexican market at an equivalent of 5^ cents New York, so for

the present lower prices are unlikely.

MAGUEY FIBER.

Quiet at

demand is limited

4| for No. 2 and 4f to 4| cents for No. 1, but the



NOTES ON MANILA MARKETS FOR JUNE.

By

i

Ker & Company.

3ased on advices

From—
!

Date.

May 25
June 3

Hongkong ..

Cebu.

From— Date.

June 24
June 25
June 28

San Francisco __

London
j
Singapore— _. _ June 10 Iloilo - -

SUGAR.

Manila,—No transactions, crop practically over.

Iloilo,—Some considerable transactions have taken place since

our last report in consequence of which, and owing to better

advices from the United States, the market closes firm with

upward tendency; holders are unwilling to sell except at a con-

siderable advance. We quote buyers, no sellers, 50 per cent Nos.

1 and 2 mixed ^8.25 per picul ^ bases assorted.

Cebu,—Nothing new; the market remains the same as for

past two weeks.

IIKMP.

There has been little change in the market, all parcels on

offer find buyers at about former rates. Market closes quiet,

with buyers of Albay Current at ^9.25 per picul. Receipts at

all ports for the six months were (subject to adjustment) 670,169

bales, compared with 629,838 bales for the corresponding period

of last year, and 478,345 bales for 1908.

COPRA.

The market remains in a quiet state. There are buyers of

fair merchantable quality at ^10.37i per picul. Cebu fair

merchantable sundried is not in demand.

Comparative statement of total exports for first six months of 1908, 1909,

and 1910.

Dry sugar tons_

Hemp bales.

Copra piculs.

Cigars : millions-

1908

^ 1 picul equals 631 kilograms.

1009

81,932
I

68,475
376,610

I
568,811

396,307
;

647,227
45,725 54,490

1910

67,960
595, 513
738,021
96,695
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THE ILOILO SUGAR MARKET.

By Jose T. Figueras.

JUNE.

The sugar received in Iloilo from the sugar mills during the

month of June amounted to 133,890 piculs.

The quotation at the close of May of 8 pesos and 1 real^

continued until June 7 when 8 pesos and 2 reales were offered.

On the 15th the price dropped to 8 pesos and 1 real, and again

on the 18th it dropped to 8 pesos which was quoted until the

28th when 8 pesos and 1 real was offered; this quotation con-

tinued until the close of June.

June shipments.

Date.
;

Vessel.

i

Frankby

Destination.

_

United States
New York

Superior. Wet.

June 1

Piculs.
83,200
80,000

Piculs.

June 26 __| Shlmosa

Total for June 163,200___
1

Exports up to June 26, 1910,

United States.
Japan
China

Total

.

To-

1908-9

........

crop. 1909-10 crop.

Superior. Wet. Superior. Wet.

235, 600
8,000

588,923

588,000
8,915

64, 575 486

832, 523 8, 915 652, 575 486

496

^ 1 real equals 12 i centavos.
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TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL FOR AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By the Director of the Weather Bureau.

JUNE, 1910.

[Temperature and total rainfall for twenty-four hours beginning at 6 a. m. each day.]

Hemp. Tobacco.

Sugar, Rice,

A\Y)ay. Taclc)ban.
Iloilo. Tarlac.

...

Ape rri.
San Fer-
nando.

Date.
o <v <D 0) 0^ <v
t-. >-> +j u

S s P p
03 ; r-i oi _; 03 03

g g
Oj 1 03 <v (S3 a> 03 IV 53 a) 03 ^ 03

Pw

s •§ n S S a s
<V 03 OJ 03 O) 03 <D C3 s 03 0) 03

H
i

M H (^ H tf H tf H « H tf

°C. i
mm. °C. mm. °C. mm. °C. mm. 'C. mm. "C, mm.

1 _ - 27.8
28.6

28.1
27.9

0.8
6.3

27.0
28.6

0.3 29.2
29.4 le's

26.0
26.8

36.0 28.0
28.22 1,5

3_ 28.8
28.0 "'2^5'

27.4
27.9

"2'8" 28.2
27.6

42.2 29.4
29.0

16.8 27.4
28.2

28.6
29.44

5 L 28.5 27.5 3.8 28.8 28.5 28.6 (M
6 28.1 12.2 28.1 28.4 29.2 28,9

23.4
28.4

27.8
25.9

34.0
1.3

28.3
27.3

29.5
29.8

0.8 28.8
28,38

9 28.7
28.7

1.0
19.3

27.8
27.8

28.5
2S.6

29.4
29.7

0.5 28.6
28.610 -

11 27.0 6.9 26.0 5.6 27.4 5.8 29.6 28,3

12 _ __ 28.

4

5.1 27.3 3.1 28.1 28.9 28.2

13 27.7 9.8 27.4 4.6 28.1 29.3 28,4

14 28.2 25.8 i 6.0 28.9 10.7 29.6 29.0 28.6

15 28.4 11.7 26.8 9.6 28.6 1.3 30.2 29.4 29.

2

16 27.9 25.6 27.6 28.6 29.3 29.3 29,

2

17 28.8 25.

6

2.0 28.2 29.2 28.6 29,4

18 28.0 15.2 26.9 16.0 28.8 29.1 28.4 1.0 27.9

19 28.1 0.3 27.0 0.5 25.8 14.0 28.9 28.6 29.2

20 27.0 13.8 26.5 8.4 26.4 0.3 29.2 1.8 27.8 27.

9

21 27.5 1.5 25.8 17.5 26,8 5.8 29.1 27.8 4.1 28.0

22 26.8 47.0 26.6 12.2 27.3 2.8 28.1 28.6 27.8
23 26.3 20.9 26.0 0.3 26.6 10.9 27.6 28.2 28.6 33,0

24- 27.

2

27.2
8.3 26.3

26.

2

8.1 26.1
26.3

0.3
0.3

29.

5

28,2
4.6 28.2

28.3
28,

2

28,2 '2,T'25
26— 25.8

^26.8
7.6
3.0

25.8
26.9

17.8
36.1

26.0
26.6

1.8
8.6

29.4
25.3

52.1
6.1

27.6
25.6

8.4
69.0

27,6
26,027

28 25.6
26.5

3.0 26.9
26.1 "2:8"

26.5
26.3

3.0
1.0

26.8
28.0

3.6
2.0

26.2
28.6

0.8 28.4
29,029

30 26.8 27.1 26.0 1.3 27.8 2.8 28.1 29,3

1 No observation was taken in this station from the 5th to the 13th, the observer having
been sick during these days.
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CURRENT PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

ARTICLES IN CURRENT PERIODICALS, ETC., THAT MAY BE OF
INTEREST TO AGRICULTURISTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

SUGAR.

World's Sugar Crop for 1909-1910, by Consul-General Henry
W. Diederich, of Antwerp, in Consular and Trade Reports, April,

1910, No. 355. A statistical review (with tables) of the sugar

production of the world for the current and previous seasons.

Produccion de Aziicar en Filipinas, por Thur Smith, in La
Hacienda, Volume V, No. 9, Junio, 1910. A translation of the

series of articles recently published in the ''Louisiana Planter/'

Sugar Cane in Porto Rico, by D. W. May, published as Bulletin

No. 9, United States Agricultural Experiment Station, Mayaguez,
Porto Rico. In Porto Rico Horticultural News, Volume III, No.

5, May, 1910 (to be continued)

.

Sugar Consumption in the Orient. From the Louisiana

Planter, volume 44, No. 10, March 5, 1910. Reprinted in Tropical

Agriculturist for May, 1910, volume 34, No. 10. Increasing

importance of the Orient as a sugar consumer.

RUBBER.

Modern Rubber Machinery (no author is given), in Tropical

Life, Volume VI, No. 4, April, 1910. Beginning a series of

articles on rubber machinery for both plantation and wild rubber.

Well illustrated.

Composition of the Latex of Some Rubber Trees. (Copied

from Agricultural Bulletin of Straits Settlements and Federated

Malay States, February, 1910) Agricultural News, April 16,

1910, Volume IX, No. 208. Analytical notes of rubber plants

that are growing in the Botanical Gardens, Singapore, the plants

being Para, Ceara, and Landolphia Hendelotii (a West African

rubber vine)

.

(1) Tapping Rubber Trees, (2) A New Substitute for Rubber,

(3) Rubber from the Banana, and (4) Rubber Notes. Four
brief articles published under the title "Tropical Industries," in

Queensland Agricultural Journal, volume 24, No. 6, June, 1910.
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MISCEIjIiANEOUS. -

Some Methods for the Destruction of Noxious Insects and
Rats. Translated from UAgronomie Tropicale, Brussels. In

Queensland Agricultural Journal, volume 24, part 6, June, 1910.

Brief instructions and formulae for destroying pests.

Friendly Insects, By Walter Frogatt, Government Entomo-
logist, in Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales, April, 1910.

A detailed and well illustrated account of the friendly insects

of general occurrence.

Legislation in the West Indies for the control of Pests and
Diseases of Imported plants, by H. A. Ballou, in West Indian

Bulletin, Volume X, No; 3, 1910. Quotations from laws and
proclamations on this subject in force in the British Indies.

Coffee Cultivation in Queensland, By H. Newport, Instructor

in Tropical Agriculture, in Queensland Agricultural Journal,

volume 24, No. 6, June, 1910. Beginning a series of papers on

this subject. The opening article discusses briefly the question

of shade, catch crops, and manuring.

Experiments on the Fertilization of Tobacco, by Paul Wag-
ner. Bulletin No. 138. Researches of the German Agricultural

Society. Scientific investigations and experiments to determine

the influence of manuring on quality, and discussion of the results

obtained.
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EDITORIAL.

CONTAGIOUS PLEURO-PNEUMONIA.

We are printing in this number of the Review an article on
pleuro-pneumonia by Dr. A. R. Ward, Chief Veterinarian of the

Bureau of Agriculture, who only recently arrived in the Philip-

pines. This disease was discovered July 14 in a herd of cattle

which had been imported into Manila from Australia. His first

work was to meet this emergency and make plans to prevent the
96974 501
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spread of the disease, A part of those plans are set forth in

General Order No. 16, which was promptly put into eiffect to

prevent a possibility of further introducing this disease. All

of the Australian cattle from the infected port have been closely

quarantined and ordered slaughtered with the least possible delay

so as to destroy any further infection that may exist among them.

The decided action taken in this matter shows that the policy

of the Government for the exclusion of diseased animals is to

be strictly followed, even though it cut off such a fine supply of

cattle as those which were coming in from Australia.

The cattle importers and dealers, and other interested parties

in Manila, have strongly opposed the measures adopted, have

sought to continue the importation by agreeing to quarantine and
slaughter the animals on board lighters anchored in the bay, and
otherwise comply with reasonable restrictions designed to prevent

the introduction of the disease. This plan, however, seems im-

practicable unless the same privilege be granted to all importers

for cattle coming from all ports infected with all of the diseases

against which this Government is waging a campaign of exter-

mination. This would naturally result in turning a tide of di-

seased cattle in the direction of Manila Bay from all parts of the

Orient, and would render the importation of healthy animals im-

practicable. It does not seem probable that such a course will

be permitted after the great advance made during the past year

in reducing the prevalence of the infectious diseases of live stock.

GENERAL INTEREST IN SUGAR.

If anyone doubts that there is widespread interest being mani-

fested at the present time in sugar production in the Philippine

Islands, he should go into the provinces where sugar is being

grown, to the markets where it is being sold, and to the money
centers from which it is being financed. Scarcely a day passes

that some letter of inquiry does not reach the Bureau of Agri-

culture, or some caller drop in, for information on the sugar

industry. The native planter, who has learned by long years

of successful sugar growing that this crop is the best money
producer in the Philippines, is quietly purchasing additional draft

animals, breaking land, and extending his area planted to cane.

Most of these planters except to secure advances on the growing

crop in time to put in additional milling facilities for handling

the increased area. The planters in one enterprising community
in Pampanga Province conferred together and decided that they
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would float a central milling company, which should erect and
operate a modern mill in that vicinity. Plans were drawn, a

prospectus issued, and enthusiasm ran high for &ome time- It

is a matter for regret that sufficient money could not be obtained

locally to finance this enterprise^ and other plans must be adopted

for getting the required capital.

Sugar growing in the Philippines has far outstripped the

methods of milling. With the present methods the Islands suffer

each year an enormous loss by poor extraction, which results in

a large percentage of the sugar produced on the farms being

used as fuel for evaporating the remaining juice extracted by
the small mills. Open-kettle evaporation is used exclusively,

and at best produces only a fair grade of muscovado sugar.

During the past year there was a noticeable tendency to abandon
the production of this *'pilone'' type of sugar in favor of the

lower grade Iloilo sugar^ which refiners have found highly un-

satisfactory.

The first need of the industry is a series of good central mills

in all of the principal sugar districts which will take the cane

directly from the fields on suitable tramways and pay the grower

a satisfactory price for it, either in cash per ton of cane deliv-

ered, or a part of the sugar produced. American and foreign

capitalists may be able to buy large tracts of land, build mills,

and successfully develop in new territory the growing and manu-
facture of sugar in these Islands, but the first demand is for the

necessary facilities for properly milling the cane that is now
being grown by the Filipino planters.

AMERICANS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

The American is proud of his country and of all that goes

with it. When he goes to another land, and sees things that

are different from those at home, he longs for the surroundings

of his boyhood and never loses an opportunity to impress his

auditors with the superiority of things American. This trait

is a peculiar expression of patriotism, which is highly commend-
able from an American standpoint, but not always wise in its

application to his immediate surroundings.

There appears to be another trait of character which is very

noticeable in Americans who come to the Philippines. They all

seem to be "natural-born farmers," and the majority of them
seek to plant something, if it is only a small flower or shrub.

They often spend much time and money in collecting plants and
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seeds which they take to remote stations throughout the Islands,

plant, and care for with the greatest zeal, but often, unfortu-

nately, fail to produce anything of value. The repeated failures

they experience is not due to lack of knowledge of the crops

which they plant, to want of industry and enthusiasm on their

part, or to the proper care of the plants, but is due primarily to

the fact that they almost invariably want to plant those things

with which they are familiar, and which ordinarily grow only

in temperate climates. This is true of standard field crops,

vegetables, flowers, and ornamental plants. Most of these Amer-
icans have but little time during their limited stay in the Phil-

ippines to devote to the study of agriculture, and, as they do not

succeed with the things they know, they do not seek to produce

the crops with which they are not familiar.

The principal cause of these failures is the great difference

between conditions in the Philippines and those in the greater

portion of the United States. These Islands are strictly tropical,

have an extreme dry and rainy season, and the soils vary widely

in types. Small seeds planted directly in the ground readily

become the prey of ants, which rapidly destroy any seeds during

the germinating period when the starch is being converted into

sugar, thereby giving them a sweet taste. They readily destroy

tobacco, corn, peanuts, flower and vegetable seeds. If the seeds

chance to escape the ants, it often happens that they are planted

in the middle of the dry season when there is not enough moisture

in the ground to cause them to germinate, or it may happen
that they are planted in the middle of the rainy season, when
life for the young plant would be impossible even if the seeds

escaped the ants and germinated. Plants that are successfully

germinated from seed or transplanted are often placed on land

in which the conditions are prohibitive for their successful

growth. Many Americans in the Philippines have the impres-

sion that the lands here are very rich, because of their dark

color. As the average rainfall here is about 3,800 millimeters

(150 inches), most soils are badly leached during the rainy

season, and the best black volcanic soils are often actually poor

in plant food throughout the year. Lands which have been

allowed to grow up in cogon and other noxious grasses, and weeds,

are usually so depleted in fertilizing ingredients that they do

not produce good crops for a year or so after being broken up.

Those who wish to engage in agricultural pursuits in these

Islands should realize that they are working under conditions

varying greatly from those to which they have been accustomed

in the United States, that the crops grown here are of a tropical
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nature, and that these crops should be cultivated along the lines

indicated by the many years of experience which have led to

their successful production by the native people.

There are local forest and field crops in abundance in these

Islands, the cultivation of which will yield ample profits. There

is a variety of native vegetables sufficient to supply the most
exacting table, and native fruits may be produced in abundance

everywhere. To the American who wants to farm in the Phil-

ippines, we commend the study of native and tropical crops

rather than costly experiments with those of temperate climates.

IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICUL.TURAL CONDITIONS.

The improvement of agricultural conditions in the Philippine

Islands is a subject of widespread interest and endless discussion.

To one familiar with the mighty strides that have been made
in American agriculture during the past few decades, it some-

times appears that agricultural development in the Philippines

proceeds slowly, or not at all. In general, however, the more
pessimistic observers are those least familiar with local condi-

tions. The person who thoroughly knows and understands ex-

isting conditions in these Islands appreciates the fact that agri-

cultural progress must be slow.

In speaking of agricultural progress in this connection we
refer to such progress as is being made, and can be made by that

great body of small farmers who carry on the bulk of Philippine

agriculture. The occasional wealthy **hacendero" and the

farmers who come to these Islands from other countries provided

with both capital and knowledge of modern agricultural methods
can find no richer field for immediate and rapid development. In

thinking of the general progress of agriculture throughout the

country, however, we must consider the average farmer, and

the average farmer in the Philippines is neither wealthy nor is

he equipped with any knowledge of modern agriculture.

The agriculture of this country is largely in the hands of

small holders, who are, as a rule, conservative, poor, and in-

clined to be nonprogressive. The most difficult problem in con-

nection with agricultural progress in the Philippines is to effec-

tively reach this class of farmers.

In the present number of the Review we are publishing an

article on *'The introduction of improvements into India agri-

culture,'' written by the principal of the agricultural college at

Poona, Bombay. Except for the rigid separation that exists
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between different classes of society in India, because of caste^

conditions relating to agricultural development in that country

are, in many respects, similar to those found in the Philippines.

In this article Doctor Mann states that a careful study of local

conditions is the first step in the introduction of any improve-

ments, and that the second step is to secure the confidence of the

people. When the requirements and desires of the people are

thoroughly understood, and their confidence is won, the introduc-

tion of improvements can be attempted with reasonable prospects

of success.



CONTAGIOUS PLEURO-PNEUMONIA IN CATTLE.

By Dr. Archibald R. Ward,

Chief Veterinarian.

Contagious pleuro-pneumonia is, next to rinderpest, the most
dangerous bovine disease. Europe is the source from which it

has spread during modern times and some few districts are

still infected. In one region in Holland 600,000 head of cattle

died in ten years. In England, in 1860, 200,000 head died

from the disease in one year and during a period of six years

about 1,000,000 head became victims.

South Africa became infected in 1854 and continues to harbor

the disease. It was introduced into Australia in 1859 and,

during the years 1860 to 1862, 1,500,000 head became infected.

About 1894 the annual losses in the single State of Queensland

amounted to ^6,208,000.

The United States became infected in 1843 by one cow im-

ported into Brooklyn by a dairyman. From this center infec-

tion spread to eleven States. No effort to exterminate the

disease commensurate with the demands of the task was made
until 1887. After five years of work and the expenditure of

F3,018,000 the disease was eradicated. In 1847 one herd be-

came infected in New Jersey by a fresh importation of the

disease, which was checked by the owner at a cost of ^20,000.

Another importation in 1859 spread infection around Boston.

This was stamped out by the slaughter of 1,164 hea4 at a cost

ofW55,000.
Since 1892 the United States has been free from infection.

This result was accomplished by placing infected areas in quar-

antine, discovering centers of infection by inspection, slaughter-

ing infected animals and those exposed to them with compensa-

tion to the owner. In order to preserve these good results

unimpaired, the United States has maintained a three months'

quarantine agaijist countries from which the infection might be

introduced, and in addition observes for three months more siich

cattle as have been passed through quarantine. The experience
507
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of the United States with pleuro-pneumonia furnished ample

justification for the employment of radical measures in exclud-

ing and exterminating animal plagues of foreign origin.

Circumstances at present do not warrant devoting space to

a discussion of the symptoms or changes in the lungs noted after

death. It ig hoped that the necessity for bringing these facts

to the notice of stockmen in the Philippine Islands will never

arise. It should be observed, however, that the disease may
develop very slowly and that it attacks only a few animals at a •

time ^s compared with other epizootic diseases. Three months
may elapse between the exposure to infection and the appearance

of the symptoms. The symptoms may be obscure and the most
certain way to recognize the disease is by an examination after

death.

The shipment to Manila of Australian range cattle from the

port of Wyndham, in West Australia, was followed by the

recognition of contagious pleuro-pneumonia among them on July

14. Immediately a cablegram was sent to the American consul

at Sydney, with a request that he ascertain and report the

States and ports of the Australian Commonwealth which were
infected with cattle pleuro-pneumonia. His reply was that

sporadic cases of pleuro-pneumonia existed in all of the States

of Australia, except Tasmania, but that the disease was not

epizootic. He also stated that he would mail a report, which

has not been received at this writing. The circumstances men-
tioned in the cablegram regarding the occurrence of sporadic

cases and the absence of an epizootic are of no significance, for

such conditions are to be expected with this disease on a con-

tinent that has been infected for half a century.

The appearance of the lungs in this disease is distinctive

and there was no doubt about its identity, especially in view of

the amount of material at our disposal. However, measures

were taken to have microscopic examinations made by the chief

of the biological laboratory of the Bureau of Science, who con-

firmed the diagnosis. Similar work was done later by the

pathologist of the Bureau of Agriculture, who recognized the

changes in the microscopic structure described by Smith^ as

characteristic of contagious pleuro-pneumonia.

Within the city of Manila, seven corrals were infected by
Australian cattle. These were placed under quarantine, and no

new cattle will be allowed to enter them until the Australian and

^ Smith. Twelfth and Thirteenth Annual Reports of the Bureau of

Animal Industry, Washington, p. 143.
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exposed cattle in them have been slaughtered and the corrals

disinfected.

The observations made at the matadero, and the cablegram,

compelled the recognition of the existence of contagious pleuro-

pneumonia in Australia and the application of suitable measures

to prevent the further infection of the Philippine Islands. Ex-

perience elsewhere has demonstrated that a quarantine of at

least three months is essential to prevent the introduction of

infection. General Order No. 16, published in this number of

the Review, was designed to meet the requirements of the case,

with as little loss to importers as possible.

Over 900 head of cattle, on four vessels bound for Manila,

were on the sea on the date of issue of General Order No. 16

and were affected by the provisions of paragraph 2 of the order.

These were transferred to lighters when available or permitted

to be landed and driven to corrals near the water, after which

the streets were disinfected. All were required to be taken to

the matadero in trucks, or by water, a provision designed to

prevent the spread of infection on the streets.

The veterinary inspector at the matadero was instructed to

be guided by the following paragraph in Ostertag's Handbook

of Meat Inspection

:

From a sanitary standpoint, no objection can be raised against the

release of the meat as permitted by the Imperial Animal Plague Law,

for the meat of animals affected with pleuro-pneumonia is eaten without

any bad effects. In cases where the lungs are not seriously affected,

the meat may be considered as marketable. If, on the other hand, the

animals are slaughtered during the crisis of the disease in an acute,

feverish condition, in which the animals subjected to emergency slaughter

do not bleed adequately, the meat is to be sold under declaration as an

inferior food material. The meat is usually absolutely excluded from

the market in cases in which emaciation and edematous processes have

developed during the course of the disease.

Special precautions were taken to prevent the spread of in-

fection from the matadero, where the cattle were slaughtered.

Careful records were kept regarding the number of infected

cattle slaughtered. One shipment of 398 head showed 9 per cent

infected, another of 262 head showed 6 per cent infected. Some
of these cattle showed evidence that they had been infected with

pleuro-pneumonia for at least a year. Two Indo-Chinese animals

exposed to infection from Australian cattle showed unmistakable

evidence of the disease.

One hundred and forty-five head of Australian cattle have

been sent to the provinces since May 21. All but two of these

are definitely known to have been slaughtered. The probability
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is very strong that these two have been killed, as Australian

cattle are too wild for work purposes.

Two hundred and forty-one head of cattle and carabaos have
been sent to the provinces after exposure to infection from
Australian cattle. Satisfactory progress is being made in locat-

ing such of these as have not been slaughtered.

Of about fifteen head of Australian cattle kept at the San
Lazaro immunizing station, two developed symptoms of the

disease. The two cases died, showing typical evidence of pleuro-

pneumonia. Two animals, one native and one Indo-Chinese,

were inoculated in the tail and showed the typical result that

follows such inoculation.

The permanent exclusion of Australian cattle from slaughter

in Manila is recognized as a serious matter. In consequence,

the Bureau of Agriculture has sent Dr. Frank G. Gearhart to

investigate the distribution of dangerous communicable animal
diseases in Australia. He was instructed to ascertain from what
ports healthy Australian cattle could be obtained for slaughter

in Manila and to what extent the Commonwealth and State

governments of Australia would assist in the necessary measures
to guarantee the shipment of animals free from infectious

diseases.



THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE.

Manila, P. I., July 19, 1910.
General Order )

No. 16. i

In view of the fact that contagious pleuro-pneumonia (lung plague),

a disease affecting cattle and other bovine animals, is reported to prevail

in all the States of Australia, except Tasmania, and in view of the fact

that this disease has been discovered in cattle imported into the Philippine

Islands from the port of Wyndham, in West Australia, and in view of

the further fact that this disease may be disseminated by the continued

importation of cattle into the Philippine Islands from that country, the

following rules and regulations are hereby promulgated:

1. In accordance with section 2 of General Order No. 15 all ports of

Australia are hereby declared to be infected with a dangerous com-
municable animal disease, as defined by Act No. 1760 of the Philippine

Commission.

2. All cattle now en route to the Philippine Islands from Australia

shall be regarded as infected animals, and shall be held for slaughter

in the city of Manila only; and under such restrictions as may be

prescribed by the Director of Agriculture, All shipments made sub-

sequent to this date shall be subject to the provisions of General Order
No. 15, with the additional conditions hereinafter provided.

3. All shipments of cattle leaving Australia on and after July 25,

1910, shall be regarded as infected with pleuro-pneumonia and shall not

be permitted to be landed in the Philippine Islands until a period of not

less than ninety days shall have elapsed subsequent to the date of embarka-
tion at the port of origin, and until found to be free from pleuro-pneumonia.

4. All cattle now held in the city of Manila which have been imported

from Wyndham, in West Australia, cattle which have been in contact

with cattle imported from West Australia, or cattle which have been
kept in corrals used within ninety days for the storage of West Australian
cattle, are hereby ordered to be held for slaughter in the city of Manila,

or until a period of at least ninety days shall have elapsed after last

exposure ta the infection of pleuro-pneumonia.

5. Until further notice shipping permits to accompany cattle and carabao
leaving the city of Manila will not be issued, except when satisfactory

evidence is presented that the said animals have not been exposed to the

infection of pleuro-pneumonia. Cattle which have been stored in corrals

used for West Australian cattle within ninety days prior to the proposed
date of shipment shall be regarded as having been exposed to the infection

of pleuro-pneumonia.

6. These rules and regulations shall take effect on and after their

approval by authority of the Secretary of Public Instruction.

G. E. Nesom,
Director of Agriculture.

Approved : By authority of the Secretary of Public Instruction.

Thomas Gary Welch,
Acting Executive Secretary.

Manila, July 19, 1910.
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THE CULTIVATION OF COFFEE.

[Editor's Note.—The following information regarding the cultivation of coffee has

been gathered from Farmers' Bulletin No. 4, of the Department of Agriculture of New
South Wales, and from articles on the same subject appearing in the Queensland Agri-

cultural Journal. These are of course in noway connected, but as the material in one

was found to supplement the other very satisfactorily, we have combined portions of each

in this article, in the hope that they will be useful to Philippine coffee planters.]

CUI^TI\ ATION .
I

Deep, rich soil of a free character, and with good natural

drainage, should be looked for when selecting a locality for coffee

growing. Soil showing low proportions of phosphoric acid and
potash will not yield good crops of coffee.

Coffee plants are raised from seed, sown in carefully prepared

nursery beds, or if only a small number are required they are

easily raised in nursery seed boxes. The seed should be sown
a. little more than twice its own depth, the incised side down-
ward. Having placed the seed at the requisite depth, soil

should be lightly sprinkled over it, and each row of seed, when
completed, evenly pressed with a flat board. The seed should be

sown not less than 6 inches apart in rows, and 6 inches between

the rows. The seed bed should be protected with a covering of

any light handy material, stretched or laid across the top of the

side frames of the seed bed, which frames should consist of light

saplings or sawn wood battens, constructed at a height of about

11 inches.

These coverings are removed in the evening and replaced in

the early morning. If the weather is not showery, of course

watering at regular intervals will be necessary. During the

period of growth the coverings should be removed at suitable

intervals, i. e., on dull and showery days, and the plants grad-

ually exposed to sunshine to harden them off. By the time the

plants are 6 or 8 inches high the shading may be gradually dis-

pensed with.

The more robust of the plants may be removed from the seed

'From Farmers' Bulletin No. 4, "The Cultivation of Coffee," by H. V.

Jackson, Department of Agriculture, New South Wales.
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bed and planted out when they are about a foot high, the best

time for this operation being when the wet season has com-

menced.

It is very desirable to avoid windy days for planting, and the

roots of the young plants should be carefully covered when they

are being carried from the seed bed to the site of the intended

plantation.

Coffee trees are laid out much in the same manner as when
planting an orchard. In Ceylon 5 feet by 5 feet or 5 feet by

6 feet and 6 feet by 6 feet are the distances adopted ; but 7 feet

by 7 feet, and even 8 feet by 8 feet have been recommended for

planting in this State.

As the young trees increase in height, the time will arrive

when it will become necessary to perform the operation called

''topping.'' This is cutting back the main stem at the height it

is intended it shall form the future main trunk. Where manual

labor is cheap and plentiful, about 3 feet from the ground is

considered a good average height to cut the shoot, but in this

country, where the soil will in most cases be cleaned and tilled

by means of a horse cultivator, it is perhaps advisable to provide

for the trunk being somewhat higher. The tree should not be

cut until the brown bark is showing, for if cut while yet green,

it will die back.

As expansion takes place in the growth of the young tree, it

will become liable to be swayed by the wind, and the movement
of the tree at the foot causes an opening in the soil. When this

takes place, the earth should be replaced. For the purpose of

steadying the tree it is a common practice to use a wooden stake.

The usual method is to obtain stakes about 3 feet 6 inches or 4

feet in length. The stake is driven into the ground in a slanting

direction in such a manner that it lies at a slight angle across

the tree with the head of the stake facing the point from which
the most prevailing wind blows. The stake and tree are tied

with raffia or other suitable fiber, or piece of rag, admitting of

a little play, so that the wooden stick does not wear into the bark
of the tree.

The coffee tree begins to come out in full bearing in the third

year. The fruit, resembling a cherry, has an outer covering

named the "pulp,'* inside of vi^hich are two beans. The beans
are enveloped in two coverings, the outer called the "parchment,"
the inner thin covering the "silver skin."

The first operation dealing with the gathered fruit is that
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of passing it through a pulper. From the pulper the heans pass

into a cistern, where they remain for fermentation. After one

or two days, according to circumstances, the fermented coffee

beans are passed into washing cisterns, where the gummy sub-

stance adhering to the beans is washed away. When thoroughly

washed, the coffee is spread out on a prepared level space or on

trays for drying, preparatory to being dispatched to the nearest

port of shipment, where it may be put through a further process

of peeling, sizing, and packing before being shipped.

With regard to yields obtained by Indian coffee planters, it has

been estimated that 100 acres in the third year yield a maiden
crop ranging up to 20 tons, and good crops in the third and
fourth years up to 40 tons.

It has been reported that in 1903, 394 acres were under cul-

tivation in Queensland, of which 318 acres were bearing, the

yield being 83,652 pounds, and at Herberton 615 pounds per acre

were obtained.

HANL>I.ING.i

If the coffee tree has been carefully watched, its naturally sym-

metrical growth will not have escaped attention. The branches,

it will be seen, are opposite; that is, they come out in pairs on

either side of the stem, and the leaves appear in exactly the same
way on the branches.

The coffee buds grow from the axils of the existing or pre-

viously existing leaves or branches, which are called "eyes.''

These buds in the bearing season develop spikes or blossoms, and

at other times leaves or twigs, which, when young, are known as

"flush'' or young wood in oppositon to the mature or old wood.

The first branches that appear are called primaries (lit. first

branches) , and each pair are alternate in their direction, so that

if the first branch of a tree points north, its mate or pair would

point directly south, but the next pair above it would point east

and west, while the third pair would correspond to the first. All

subsequent branches as well as leaves are, under normal condi-

tions, always horizontal or nearly so. Any deviation from the

horizontal, or curve, being common to all branches, they remain

practically parallel throughout their growth, though the angle

they bear to the vertical stem may alter at different stages of

growth. The branches that grow directly from primaries are

called secondaries, and the ones from them in their turn tertia-

ries. From this wonderful arrangement of nature it will be

'From "Coffee Cultivation in Queensland," by H. Newport, published

in The Queensland Agricultural Journal, Vol. XXV, part 1, July, 1910.
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seen that the coffee tree is able to bear a series of fan-like groups
of branches as it were in layers and without interfering with
each other. This constitutes what may be called the normal
growth of the coifee tree or bush, but, while nature starts in a
perfectly symmetrical system, there are many causes operating
to interfere with the continuance of this symmetry, and to in-

duce, or admit of, abnormal growth. One of these is the opera-
tion of topping. This induces the growth of suckers, which are
vertical shoots from the stem, and must be dealt with as de-

scribed under "Suckering'' and "Centering." Branches also at

times grow either upward, downward, or backward (i. e., toward
the stem of the tree), which, it can be understood, interfere not
only with the symmetry of the tree, and by rubbing against other

branches, with the bearing of crop, but help to shut out light

and air necessary for the fruiting of the branches below, and
increase the cost of harvesting or picking by the irregularity of

their position. Some of these abnormal branches, more espe-

cially those growing upward from a primary, from an inde-

pendent head, and, for some unaccountable reason, have the

power of apparently drawing more than their fair share of sap.

These are hence known as "gormandizers," and, if allowed to

remain, will develop at the expense of their parent primary
branches, and sometimes of the whole tree. Again, it has been
found from long experience that if the secondaries or tertiaries

are left in pairs—that is, a branch allowed to grow out of each
of the opposite eyes—they develop at the expense of the main
branch, which will either cease growing or shrink from the

point where it emerges between such pairs. Hence, pairs are
also considered abnormal, and, if strictly not so, are at any rate

detrimental to a uniform distribution of sap. On the other

hand, where two or more branches appear from one eye—that
is, on the same side of a primary—the term pair is not applied.

The maiden crop of a young tree is borne mainly on the pri-

maries, and to some extent on the stem itself. Immediately after

the rainy season, when the crop is half to three-quarters grown,
the now matured wood sends, out a flush of young growth which,
though the primaries in a healthy tree may bear again, produces
the bulk of the next season's crop. This flush will consist of

numbers of young branches from each eye, not merely of normal,
or the right kind, but abnormal, such as described above—^viz,

pairs, gormandizers, branches growing upward, downward, and
backward—which must be thinned and sorted out in order to

prevent a thick matted growth that would prevent light and air

reaching branches below it or between it and the stem, thereby
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reducing its crop-bearing capabilities and inducing fungoid and
other diseases; to prevent waste of growth and energy of the

tree, and to preserve the symmetrical form and arrangement of

branches on which, as previously mentioned, depends to a great

extent the cost and facility of the picking.

When the growth is young it does not require a knife, but can
be quite readily rubbed or pulled off by hand, hence the work
is called **Handling.'' The stem, primaries, and also second-

aries are looked upon as the skeleton or foundation of the bear-

ing wood of the tree, and as such their training and the regular-

ity of their growth should not at any time be lost sight of while

the tree is still young. The regulation of this annual flush or

growth of new wood must be accomplished by some system if it

is to be effective and satisfactory. The system adopted requires

a knowledge of the style of growth of the tree, and the object to

be attained, as well as the exercise of considerable discernment
respecting many minor matters, such as the soil, season, health

of the tree, aspect of the field, the weather, shade, etc. The
object to be attained is the direction of the energies of the tree

to the bearing of crops, and the elimination of all wood that will

prove useless or detrimental.

The system upon which this may be done is a matter of much
controversy among planters, as can readily be understood when
so many factors that differ with almost every plantation have

to be. considered. Nevertheless, the first lesson given to a learner

in a coffee-planting district consists generally of the plucking of

a leaf, and his being directed to note the arrangement of the

veins on the back of it, and to mold his system accordingly.

These veins will be found to be alternate, and the basis of the

most generally adopted and most successful system is an alter-

nate arrangement of secondary branches on the primaries and
tertiaries on secondaries. The next point to remember is that

the skeleton branches of the tree must at all costs be preserved,

and that while secondaries and other branches may be regrown
if removed, primaries never can be. Hence, never cut a primary
unless it be at the tip, and then only if there is a substitute there

to take its place. All secondaries growing from the primaries

within 6 inches of the stem having been first removed as directed

under "Centering,'' the rest of them should, therefore, be re-

moved frony alternate eyes, on the mature wood only, so as to

have no pairs, and all the abnormal wood described above be

eliminated. If a primary or secondary dies back or breaks, an-

other branch should be trained to as nearly as possible take its

place. If this is carefully looked to while the tree is yet young.
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a good sound system of growth will have been inaugurated which
will very much simplify all subsequent work in connection with

the plantation. During the spring of the year, after the rains,

and generally two or three months after the blossom hasiopened

and set, the trees flush, and the handling should be done before

the growth has become too big and strong, so that the energies

of the tree may be directed to the proper ripening of the crop

and maturing of the wood it bears.

The first thing then is to ^'center," and the next to go carefully

over every branch, and, starting from the stem or butt end,

remove all the irregular and unnecessary wood. The wood left

is then on alternate sides of the primaries and secondaries on

the mature wood. At the tips of branches that are still green,

sometimes lateral branches will make their appearance, but

these should always be removed. A well-handled or pruned tree

looks as though it had been combed out, all branches, young and
old, coming away from the center all round it. Sometimes two
handlings are done, but this, if possible, while very desirable,

is expensive, and should not be necessary.

On the regularity of the handling depends the simplicity of

the pruning.

PRUNING.

After the handling, the trees should not be touched again until

the crop has all been picked off. By that time some of the

flush that will have grown after the handling will have become
too tough to take off by hand, and also some of the wood that

has that year borne will require removal in favor of young
wood of greater vitality. Pruning has, therefore, to be done

with a knife, secateurs, i or some such implement, though the

ordinary nonfolding hook-pointed knives are best. These should

always be kept sharp, so that any wood may be removed by a

clean cut without any breaking or tearing of the tissues.

With a fair working knowledge of the requirements of the

tree, so far as branches and wood are concerned, the formation

of a good foundation or skeleton, as I have called it, can be com-

menced while the tree is quite young. If this has been done,

the plantation will be tremendously benefited throughout its

whole life. Pruning is necessary to encourage the growth of

new wood as well as lighten the tree of an excess and remove
dead or useless wood, and, in fact, direct the energies of the

plantation to the sole object of producing suitable wood for the

next and following season, and even or uniform crops annually.

^ Pruning shears.

96974 2
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This should be done, therefore, as soon as the crop is removed

from the trees, and, if possible, between that and the opening of

the new blossom. Sometimes this is not possible on account of

a protracted picking season or an early blossoming, and the

pruning may have to be stopped for a week or two while the

blossom opens, but it should be continued and completed as soon

as possible after any such delays.

The pruning proper will deal mainly with the old wood,

though the principles involved are exactly the same as in

handling.

As already stated, the primaries and secondaries, constitut-

ing as they do the foundation of the tree, should not ordinarily

be cut.

As the tree grows older it will be noticed that the tertiaries

bear most of the crop, and also that wood that has borne well one

season seldom does so the following year, so when in the handling

it is seen that a tertiary is bearing heavily, its natural pair, on
the other side of the mother secondary, may be left to develop,

and in the pruning the old tertiary is removed in favor of the

new one. If there is a paucity of wood, two tertiaries are some-

times left growing in the same eye, i. e., on the same side of a

secondary, but never more than two. It will be seen, therefore,

that the tertiary and subsequent branches are constantly chang-

ing. Sometimes branches bear so heavily that so much sap is

absorbed in forming and ripening the berries that insufficient

is left to develop the branch itself; such wood is thinner than

ordinary, and is known as a "whip." If these are left, they

bear a few berries only at the tip, if at all, and hence are not

considered worth retaining, and so are removed in the pruning.

Dead wood should be broken rather than cut. Occasionally

—

generally toward the end of primaries or secondaries—a thick

knot of wood is formed at or over an eye, usually diie to a

bad cut when pruning, and this knot, instead of sending out not

more than five or six shoots, as most eyes do at most, will pro-

duce scores pointing in all directions. These knots are known
as "crows' nests," and the branch bearing them had best be cut

right off just below the nest. Any attempt to prune out crows'

nests is not worth while, and is seldom effective.

* ******
At first the operation of pruning will be found woefully slow,

but once the stage where one has to stop and think over each

cut has passed, it will be found not only more easily and quickly

done, but one of the most interesting of field operations, the
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pruning of coffee being quite different from that of almost any-

other fruit tree. Very heavy pruning should be avoided, as

being generally expensive and unnecessary, inducing the growth
of gormandizers, and, it is said, by weakening the tree, exposing
it to possible attacks of insect pests. Too light pruning, on the

other hand, is apt to induce fungoid pests.

It is not always possible to prune according to rule of thumb,
but while it is necessary that the work should be intelligently

done, the system should be followed as nearly as practicable.

It must be borne in mind that as the pruning arranges for the

right-growing and good-bearing wood for the season following,

the effect of a good, bad, or indifferent pruning will be shown
in the season next after rather than immediately following the

work.

PRUNING OLD COFFEE.

The foregoing deals with young plantations as well as such
as may be considered mature—i. e., from five to ten or even
twenty years old. In pruning plantations older than this, es-

pecially if the stems of the trees have become gnarled and knot-

ted with age, the strict adherence to the system must be relaxed

somewhat in favor of the encouragement of good wood wherever
it may be produced under the lessening vitality of the tree. Such
trees will sucker less and make less wood generally, but the air

funnel down the stem must be kept clear by centering, while

gaps caused by broken or dead primaries will have to be filled

in by wood from neighboring branches that in younger trees

of greater vitality would be considered quite irregular because
unnecessary.

Fields and plantations that have been abandoned or neglected

may be brought into good form again, but must be judiciously

and carefully pruned. The drastic pruning that would be neces-

sary to bring them into the correct shape at once would involve

reducing them to '^parrot poles,'' i. e., little more than bare
primaries, and give them such a shock as to render them useless

as crop producers for some years, if not kill them outright.

Such old coffee must first be carefully suckered and centered,

for which the pruning saw will often have to be brought into

requisition where the suckers, etc., are too thick and strong for

the knife. This much, with the breaking off of dead wood, is

often enough for the first year's pruning. In the second season

more of the cross wood and unnecessary secondaries may be
removed, and the trees brought into thorough shape finally by
about the third season. The disastrous effect of a sudden heavy
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pruning to old or neglected trees has often been used as an argu-

ment against pruning at all, though it is really only an argument
against pruning without exercising common sense.

THE SYSTEM OF ^O PRUNING.

During the last ten or twelve years there have been many
systems of coffee culture promulgated, which among other things

eliminated the process of pruning, and as pruning is somewhat
expensive these have received considerable credence. It is ad-

mitted, however, that pruning increases the size and improves

the quality of the coffee bean. The elimination of this work, on

the other hand, does not necessarily involve the immediate de-

terioration of the trees or reduction of the quantity of the crop.

Under conditions where the rainfall is not too heavy, and labor

is unobtainable or prohibitive in cost, after the first crop or

the fourth year of the plantation this work may be reduced to

a merely nominal operation or even eliminated if unavoidable.

This is not advocated, however, and, if done, the centering

and suckering must be carefully and regularly carried out all

the more strictly. The presence of shade, also, by reducing \he

natural tendency of the tree to flush so prolifically, reduces also

the need for pruning to a considerable extent.

No pruning means also increased cost of picking, on account

of the hindrance caused by the presence of a great deal of un-

necessary wood, as well as an ultimate reduction of quantity as

well as quality of the crop by the wealth of foliage on the out-

side of the tree preventing both flush and croping nearer the

stem, and turning the trees into what are called "umbrella

trees''—^that is, trees with only top primaries and outside wood.

While the handling of young trees just so soon as they begin

to make wood is urgently advocated, and a subsequent pruning

or two after the maiden crop is distinctly advisable, the annual

pruning subsequently may be materially reduced, or even omit-

ted, and coffee still cultivated with considerable, if not as great,

a measure of success. To do no pruning or handling whatever

from the commencement, however, would be but to court disaster.

SHADE.

1

The question as to whether shade for coffee is required is one

of some little difficulty. At first coffee was universally planted

and cultivated without shade. It was then noticed that it lived

longer and apparently thrived better, in some localities at least,

' From "Coffee Cultivation in Queensland," by H. Newport, Queensland

Agricultural Journal, Vol. XXIV, part 6, June, 1910.
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under permanent shade, and a reaction set in, and estates shel-

tered by the shade of various and sundry trees became the vogue.

Later it began to be questioned as to whether the disadvantages

outweighed the benefits of this method of culture. It was found

that shade reduced the crops by one-third to one-half, and at the

same time somewhat increased the cost of picking but that it also

reduced the cost of maintenance of estates by almost eliminating

weeding and pruning was admitted. The fact that the shade

of ordinary trees such as were then used being found to utilize

an amount of plant food that would otherwise be available for

the coffee had almost carried the day, and demonstrated that

shade in coflFee plantations was a huge cultural mistake, when
deeper investigations made a discovery that put a new complex-

ion on the whole question. This was that certain trees of the

plant order of Leguminosse have the same properties as many
smaller plants, such as beans and peas, used for manurial pur-

poses, that is, that they acted as hosts for certain nitrogenous

bacteria which had the power of obtaining free nitrogen from
the atmosphere and turning it into nitrates and nitrites, and
rendering it available as plant food. The presence of these bac-

teria being evidenced by the presence of nodules on the roots,

in the same way as on cowpeas, etc., so that these trees stood

in virtually the same relation to permanent crops, such as coflfee,

cocoa, etc., as cowpeas, beans, etc., stood to annual or serial

crops. This meant that while the objections to, or disadvantages

of shade, viz, reduction of amount of crop per tree, slower ripen-

ing, increased cost of picking, and, especially if overdone and in

a wet climate, an increased tendency to fungoid diseases re-

mained, the advantages of the reduction of weeding and pruning,

and the safeguarding against frost, wind, drought, or wash in

floods was materially enhanced by an appreciable increase in the

fertility of the soil. While, therefore, coffee would not cease to

develop properly, or thrive continuously without shade, while

labor is at so great a premium as it is at present in Queensland,

the use of shade, provided only it is of the right kind, offers ad-

vantages that outweigh the objections. While shade may be

generally advantageous, it nevertheless remains a matter which
must be decided by the grower in view of his local conditions,

and in conjunction with other economic considerations.

In the northern territory and west of the coastal ranges in

Queensland, where the climatic conditions may be almost termed
arid, shade would be more or less essential to success, but at

elevations or at greater latitudes in the coastal portions of

Queensland, where the sun is not so fierce and the rainfall co-
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pious and reliable, the conditions may be such as to render it

more or less unnecessary, if not prejudicial.

Where shade is determined on, it is advisable to plant it at

the same time as, or soon after, the coffee, and not to plant the

coffee under existing trees. The following are suitable legum-

inous trees that will do well anywhere in Queensland : The
Gwango (Pithecolobium saman), the Nicaraguan Madre de Ca-

cao {Gliricidia maculata), the Rain trees (Albizzia stipulata),

Siris (Albizzia lebbek), Albizzia moluccana, and almost any of

the Erythrinas, several of which are indigenous. These should

be planted 25 to 40 feet apart, according to the size the trees

ultimately attain.

When pruning the coffee, such of the branches of the shade

trees as are within reach should be cut back as high as can' be

conveniently reached.

Bananas make a useful shade for coffee, and while the plant-

ing of bananas as shade is not advocated, the planting of areas

leased for bananas with coffee would be quite successful as far

as the growth of the coffee is concerned, and later, when the

cultivation of the bananas is given up, as is usual in four to

six years, a valuable plantation of a permanent nature and an

age to show returns would be left, instead of—as so often at

present—nothing, or worse than nothing, a field of noxious

weeds.

Advantage may be taken of trees in coffee culture other than

for shade, as, for instance, when, after clearing, a field is found

to be exposed to wind, when belts of hardy trees, such as the

Grevillea robusta, etc., may be planted on the windward side, or

in rows through the coffee across the line of the wind. Also on

elevations where slight frost may be feared, coffee can be sucess-

fully grown in narrow clearings of not more than a chain wide,

cut north and south, with areas of similar width of standing

scrub left between such clearings.

CATCH CROPS.

It is often asked whether catch crops can be grown between

the lines of coffee, at least during the first few years.

The space is generally there for three years, more or less, and
it may seem a pity to have to keep it clean weeded and yet not

utilize the ground. Such intercultivation, however, involves

either exhaustion of the plant foods for the permanent crop,

i. e., the coffee trees, or intense cultivation, i. e., ample tilth and
manuring, which, with labor at a premium, is generally not

afforded the field. Hence, it will be found more satisfactory
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all round if the field is left entirely to the coffee trees, since they

will want all the space as well as plant food in a comparatively

short time; and the other farm crops be grown in a separate

area.

It is a cultural mistake to think that maize or millet (sor-

ghums, etc.) are any advantage to coffee. Any shade or protec-

tion afforded is more than counterbalanced by the heat, shutting

out of air, and utilization of moisture and plant food the coffee

would otherwise get. If the soil be somewhat sandy a crop of

ground nuts (Arachis hypogaea) might be produced, but these

will subsequently be found troublesome to eradicate and a woeful

attraction to rats and similar vermin. Cotton of the smaller

upland varieties might also be grown, but a note of warning
must be given against any form of root crops—ginger, turmeric,

yams, and especially sweet potatoes are particularly detrimental

to the coffee. Bananas are about the only crop that can be

grown with coffee with success. The banana does not seem to

take from the soil just what the coffee requires, and the shade

is not too dense for the coffee. By the fourth or fifth year at

latest, however, these should be cut out.

MANURING.

It is not proposed to go fully into the matter of manuring in

this treatise, for the reason that it is a big subject, and that,

ordinarily speaking, the soils of Queensland are so rich that the

manuring of coffee is not Ukely to be required for many years.

Manuring, of course, becomes necessary in estates that have for

many years been growing the one staple in the same spot, but is

expensive, and should not be required in this country for at

least ten years, even on the poorer lands. Where artificial or

chemical manures are used they should be applied superficially

when the berries are beginning to form milky kernels. These

manures should be mixed after a careful study and analysis,

if possible, of the soils. Bulk or heavy manures are best applied

after the crop is off ; generally the work follows the pruning, and

the prunings are at the same time buried. Bulk manures, such

as farmyard or cattle manures, are difficult to obtain in this

country ; but to the matter of saving waste material for manurial

purposes on a mixed farm a great deal more attention could be

given by the Queensland settler with advantage.

In coffee the pulp will form the foundation of a useful com-

post, which may be built up near the pulping house, for saving

of transport, with a layer of pulp, say 6 inches thick, a sprin-

kling of lime, a layer of dead leaves, weeds, and organic rubbish.
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and a layer of soil alternately. All ashes, animal and vegetable

matter from the house and buildings may be added with advan-

tage. This compost should be left for a year before be.ing used,

and then the admixture of a small quantity of bone dust adds

to its value as a fertilizer. This may be spread over the ground
and plowed, forked, or dug in, or where this is not possible be

put in shallow pits behind the trees, well mixed with soil.

This compost is often used for what may be called the ir-

regular manuring, when only trees that have overborne, or for

other reasons want toning up to bring them to a par with the

rest of the field, are treated.

By far the cheapest method of manuring is, of course, green

manuring. With coffee the use of beans and peas is out of the

question, on account of their climbing propensities, as the coffee

trees would be smothered; but any nonclimbing leguminous

plant, such as the pigeon pea (Cajanus indicus), may be used to

advantage, and plowed or dug in, especially during the first

few years after planting or during the wet seasons, when weed-

ing is difficult.



THE INTRODUCTION OF IMPROVEMENTS INTO
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The introduction of improvements into Indian Agriculture is

surrounded by peculiar difficulties. The fact that, generally

speaking, the agriculture of the country is in the hands of very

small holders, who form a naturally nonprogressive class, is the

first of these. Perhaps of equal importance with this is the

rigid separation, which has long existed and still exists, between

the different classes of society throughout the larger part of the

country, for as a result of this, the educational movements of the

past few years have hardly touched the cultivator of the land.

He, in fact, still remains largely out of contact not only with

progress, but also with the knowledge of progress. And, if you

add to these reasons the fact that the Indian farmers are usually

men whose capital is little more than the ownership of their very

small area of land, who work almost entirely on borrowed money,

there results a condition of things which is eminently unfavorable

to progress.

This condition of things places India in the opposite extreme

to those countries where the application of modern scientific

discovery to agricultural practice has been most marked. Take,

for instance, the United States of America. There your farmers

are men of energy, of, at least, a little capital, and who are

intensely alive to all that is passing in the great world ; here, on

the other hand, they are isolated, they are poor, they are usually

content to go on in the way of their fathers. There, the ex-

istence of a large and well-organized agricultural department,

of agricultural societies, of rural banks is the result of initiative

among the farmers themselves; here, that initiative is all but

entirely absent. There, as a result, experiment and discQvery

are followed closely by a large and intimately interested com-

munity; here, the results of any experiment or any discovery

^ From The Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. V, part 1 ; January, 1910.
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have to be forced on the attention of the people, and its adoption

in practice has to face an amount of inertia and a lack of avail-

able capital that would seem inconceivable in most other

countries.

And yet it must not be understood that the Indian cultivators

are themselves hopelessly conservative and prejudiced. The
difficulty seems rather to be, first, to get information actually

into their hands from a source in which they have confidence,

then to convince them of the utility of the suggestion which is

made, and finally to show them that it will pay them to adopt it.

When this has been done, the increasing experience is that the

Indian cultivators are by no means overconservative. They are

quick, in fact, to see any advantage. But, owing to their eco-

nomic position, they must be sure of the disinterestedness of the

information, they must be fully convinced of the value of the

improvement, and they must be sure it will pay.

And what will pay under Indian conditions is quite a different

thing from what will pay in many western countries. It is im-

possible to estimate the value of any method or of any change,

unless the financial conditions under which a cultivator works
are fully realized. As already stated, it is probable that over

the greater part of India a cultivator does not have any ready

capital. He has to borrow every year, either in money or in

kind, for the purpose of meeting the expenses of cultivation,

and the rate of interest which he has to pay often, if not usually,

amounts to from 25 to 75 per cent per annum. It is, therefore,

not sufficient that an expert in agriculture can prove to himself

that a new method will give a return of 10 or 20 per cent over

existing practice. Account must also be taken of the extra

capital involved and the rate of interest which will have to be

paid for it. As the cultivators have no capital they can take no
risks. Unless they can be shown that the new method is a

certainty, the cultivators will not, and rightly will not, take it

up. A certainty will mean, as a rule, to a ryot, something which
will give him a return of over 25 per cent on any extra capital

invested, and this fact must be continually in the minds of all

those who propose innovations in Indian agriculture. This

means, in other words, that until cheaper money can be made
generally available, any improvement which can be brought into

practice, if it involves any outlay, must be of a very marked
character. It means, further, that the connection of effort for

cheapening of credit by means of cooperation or otherwise, and

that for agricultural improvement is very close—closer perhaps

than is generally realized.
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But apart entirely from these questions, the introduction of

improvements into Indian agriculture is no easy matter. But
a considerable amount of experience has been gained in the last

few years. Many failures have occurred : some successes have
been obtained, and with a view to bring together the results of

these experiences for future use a committee was appointed at

the meeting of the board of agriculture in 1908 to consider and
discuss them, and express an opinion as to their applicability in

the future. A second committee was appointed in 1909, and the

results of its deliberations, modified as they have been by careful

local examination of the statements, will be issued very shortly.

It seem, however, that there was room for a general statement

of the methods which had been found to be most effective in the

present article.

To introduce anything which may be considered an improve-

ment in the special conditions of Indian agriculture, the first

necessity is that you should be absolutely certain that your
process or implement is actually an improvement under the con-

ditions existing in any particular spot. This would, at first

sight, seem a truism, and so it is. And yet its neglect has led

in the past to the greatest failure, to the loss of confidence by
the ryots, and to setbacks to progress whose seriousness it is

difficult to estimate. In the older days, for instance, American
cotton was introduced into India in very large quantities. No
experiments were made as to its suitability in many of the areas

where it was planted, either agriculturally or economically.

What was the result ? The cotton failed in many areias, of course.

This would not have mattered so much, perhaps, in itself, but

confidence was lost, the department introducing the cotton was
thought by the cultivators to be unpractical, and they hesitated,

to say the least, to adopt any other suggestion. The same story

has been repeated elsewhere; new implements, new crops, new
methods, excellent in themselves, have occasionally been in-

troduced without adequate knowledge of local conditions, and
without sufficient testing. The result has too often been failure,

loss of confidence, and general distrust. It can not be too

strongly insisted on, that nothing can justify the recommendation
of any supposed improvement, unless it has been preceded by
careful experiment, and by the most careful local study.

But what does this careful local study mean? Does it simply

mean that the method has been carried out successfully on an
experimental farm in the same neighborhood? So far as it

goes, such experimental testing is excellent, but it is by no
means all. Anyone who has dealt with this subject in practice
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must know that the difficulties which occur to an experimental

farm manager are a very different thing from those which occur

to a ryot. For instance, on an experimental farm a particular

imported iron plow does excellent work, it is more economical in

every way, and the crops are better. You take it out, and are

met at once by a villager who acknowledges its value, but at

once asks how he is to get it repaired if he adopts it. No
country mistri can deal with it, spare parts can not be stocked

either by the cultivator himself or in the village shop, and the

plow, however good, has to wait until this difficulty is overcome.

Or again, you find a particular manure for sugar cane. It gives

excellent results in growth and yield of guL You recommend
it, and are at once met by the statement that this manure always •

lowers the value of the guL The lowering is relatively small,

but there it is. It is probable that among the mass of samples

on your experimental farm the difference has never been noticed,

especially as it is a commercial difference not capable (so far

as I know) of being detected by chemical analysis. But you

must answer the difficulty or your manure will have to wait.

And so on. Instances might be multiplied, but the above must
suffice to show the absolute necessity of local study as well as

experiment before it is attempted to introduce an improvement.

The whole resolves itself into being absolutely certain that your

novelty is good and is applicable under the special local condi-

tions.

But this being insured, the next step is to secure the confi-

dence of the people. And here is perhaps the greatest difficulty

of all. Indian ryots have from time to time been exploited by

people of the most various kinds, sometimes with, sometimes

without, intention, so that they are rightly suspicious. If any-

thing is suggested, they at once look for the motive. What has

the man to gain by it? What has the government he may rep-

resent to gain by it? Is he the agent of someone else? Such
are the questions which at once rise in his mind, and have to be

met.

The winning of confidence has been accomplished in various

ways ; but whatever the method, it is of the first and most vital

importance to the whole success of the work attempted to be

done. In many parts of India the attempt has been made by
the formation of local associations of agriculturists and those

ititerested in agriculture . among whom the improvements sug-

gested can be discussed, by whom they can be tried, and, through

whom, when successful, they can be extended among the sur-

rounding people. Perhaps the greatest success in this direction
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has been achieved in the Central Provinces. There the members
are nominated by the local authorities ; they have as their chair-

man the district officer; whenever they meet one of the senior

officers of the agricultural department is present, and member-
ship involves readiness to try some novel method on the mem-
ber's own land. All proceedings are in the vernacular, discus-

sions are free, and enthusiasm is often aroused, and these

associations have succeeded in bringing the agricultural depart-

ment into touch with the cultivators, and in giving them con-

fidence in one another. As a result numerous improvements

have been made. Improved varieties of Jowar, sugar cane, and
other crops have been introduced, the fighting of smut in Jowar
by pickling the seed has been largely adopted; in some of the

backward tracts great improvement in rice cultivation has taken

place, and new, improved implements are no\Y in some districts

regularly used. I have quoted the Central Provinces because

the idea of agricultural associations has been more developed

there than elsewhere, but they have been formed in other prov-

inces, sometimes as more independent, sometimes as more official

bodies, with varying success. The movement is in its infancy,

but enough has been seen to indicate the general lines in which
they are likely to be most valuable. In the opinion of the com-
mittee (whose work I am summarizing), it may be said that
*

'their utility seems largely to depend on the presence of a body
of men directly interested in cultivation, on the personal touch

of the higher staff of the agricultural department with the mem-
bers, on the definite engagement by the members to do definite

pieces of work, and on the regularity of meetings, inspections,

and reports * * *. No association, large or small, should be

formed till there is something of the nature of a spontaneous

demand on the part of the people themselves or until the agri-

cultural department is in a position to advise and guide them in

their work. Where the agricultural department has failed to

create such interest the association is bound to fail in its object."

The next method which has been used is that of demonstra-

tion of the value of improvements on the spot, usually by insti-

tuting a demonstration farm for the purpose, or by temporarily

hiring some land from an actual cultivator. In either case, if

it is to do any good, the confidence of the people must be won
either before or during the demonstration itself. Nothing is

more common than to find that the cultivators have a haughty

disdain of what is done on a Government farm ; it is considered

that, however good the results may be, they can only be done

under conditions of money and personnel that only government
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can secure. Hence, except in exceptional cases, it is probably

not wise to institute a special permanent farm for demonstra-

tion purposes ; by far the better way, so experience shows, is to

engage a temporary plot or utilize a private farm. It is essen-

tial that everything be done as a cultivator can do it, and that

the man in charge should be a cultivator himself, or at any rate

one with whom they can get into perfect intimacy. Supervi-

sion there must be, but it is essential that the man actually in

charge should be of the same type as the people he is working
among. He has then two things to do,. to gain their respect and
confidence, and to show that his method is better than that which
is adopted round about him. He must understand, too, that the

success of the demonstration will be judged by the extent to

which it is adopted, and that this is the only test.

Working on these lines it has been possible to make consider-

able progress in Madras, in the Central Provinces, and in several

other parts of India; new varieties of crops have been intro-

duced, new methods have been largely adopted, and it seems

likely that this will form one of the most effective means of

introducing new matters into the practice of cultivators.

These methods are not limited to matters of cultivation. New
machinery can be equally well shown by men of a similar type.

A gang of men has for instance been employed for years in

Bombay, demonstrating from place to place the best methods of

boiling gur (crude sugar) ; the use of reaping machines has

been brought to the notice and into the practice of agriculturists

in the Punjab similarly, and many other cases might be cited.

The essential point in it all is that everything should be shown
under cultivators' conditions, by men who are themselves inti-

mately in touch with the people and their problems.

Other methods have been utilized for gaining the confidence of

the people, the essential preliminary to doing very much for the

introduction of improvements. In the United Provinces and in

the Central Provinces advantage has been taken of the period of

stress following severe famine to help the cultivators with large

quantities of good seed and the like, and the confidence thus

gained has been very great. Again, traveling agents have been

employed in going from place to place, generally on some special

quest, and getting into touch with villagers and cultivators in

Bombay. In this case the men employed should be of con-

siderable experience, be thoroughly imbued with the fact that

they are the servants of the people, and be, if possible, cultivators

themselves. But confidence must be gained. I would again in-

sist on the matter, before anything material can be done.
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When the confidence of the actual cultivators has been secured,

the greater part of the difficulty is over. It is then only a matter
of showing, of clearly proving, that what you recommend is

good and will pay, and the chief trouble is to insure that your
information actually reaches the cultivators themselves.

The number of methods which can be adopted for this purpose

is very great. The most certain in effect have been already

referred to, the formation of local associations of agriculturists

where matters can be freely discussed, and in connection with

which members will make trials for themselves and for their

neighbors to see, and the institution of demonstrations by the

agricultural department either on cultivators' land specially

hired for the purpose or by special demonstration farms. Where
applicable, both these methods are effective in almost all cases.

The spreading of demonstrations over larger areas under the

control of the agricultural department, however, involves a very

large staff, and a very well-trained staff. This is not likely to

be available for many years to come, if ever, but so far as it is

available, whenever there is anything definite to be shown, the

method of local demonstration has proved itself extremely ef-

fective. As already stated, the committee feel that experience

has shown that plots taken from cultivators for a short period,

and placed under a man who is himself a cultivator well trained

for the particular demonstration in hand, are more effective

than actual demonstration farms. Such plots should be small,

should limit themselves to special and definite demonstrations,

should show nothing which is not certain to be a success, and
should be accessible to surrounding cultivators at all times.

But beyond the relatively small area which even a very large

extension of such demonstration areas would cover, we must rely

on agricultural associations to meet the need to a large extent.

As already described, they enable us to carry the ocular demon-
stration of our improvements to a very much larger area, but

their number is circumscribed by that which can be covered by
the senior staff of the agricultural department, who must act

as inspiring and suggesting influences to everyone. However
enthusiastic local men may be, they expect and require constant

touch with the experts of the agricultural department, and the

extension of associations is limited by the possibility of giving

that touch. It is no use sending inferior men to them, those

employed to guide and assist associations must be of considerable

experience, usually well skilled in the vernacular, capable of

inspiring work, and with a stock of suggestions for improvement
which are proved successes, and which will meet the cultivators'

needs.
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The last point perhaps merits a short digression. It is im-

possible to insist too strongly on the necessity for finding out

what are the cultivators' difficulties and needs, before any at-

tempt to introduce improvements is made. It is a slow business

to attempt to bring into use anything for which a need has not

arisen. It is useless to talk of artificial manures to a man whose
crops are failing for want of water, and yet this has often been
done in the past. It should always be remembered that the

finding out of the cultivators' wishes and needs is the first

necessity, and the devising of means to meet them the second,

and their presentment to him in one way or another then follows

and is welcomed.

To enable improvements to be carried out over a wider area,

we must return to those methods which have been successes in

other lands, such as exhibitions, shows, publications, and so on.

They will be successes if you already have the confidence of the

people, otherwise they may cause much talk, but will lead to

little real effect. Hence, the value, so far as ultimate results

are concerned, of these methods has been various. But if the

essential condition is obtained, then a great deal depends on the

manner in which these methods are adopted. A large amount
of energy has been spent in recent years in organizing large

exhibitions in several Indian Provinces in which a vast amount
of work has been put into the agricultural section. These have

been held in Bombay, at Calcutta, and the culmination was
reached in that recently held at Nagpur. In each of these cases,

and particularly at Bombay and Nagpur, very great efforts were

made to secure the attendance of large numbers of actual cul-

tivators, and to show them everything which was to be seen.

These exhibitions have certainly been effective in inspiring very

great interest, have made the agricultural departments more
widely known, have spread the knowledge of advanced methods

into corners where this had never before penetrated, and have

directly led, in the hands of the more substantial cultivators, to

the introduction of seed and implements.

Such large exhibitions can only, however, be organized on

special occasions and under special circumstances. Local smaller

shows can he held at more frequent intervals, and range in size

from institutions like the Lyallpur fair in the Punjab, annually

attended by 100,000 people, to small taluka shows in parts of the

Bombay Presidency, or to the demonstrations which are made in

connection with smaller cattle fairs and festivals in Madras.

On the whole, the committee have felt that if such shows are

to lead to real effective improvement, their organization should
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be very carefully done. While local effort may and should ar-

range the show, the part which the agricultural department
takes in it should be very carefully organized and attended to

by one of the superior staff of the agricultural department.

Agricultural products which are not and can not be produced on
the cultivators' own lands should be excluded. As many things

as possible should be shown in action; as these are always cen-

ters of attraction. Popular lectures should be combined with
practical demonstrations. Farm produce should be arranged in

sufficiently large quantities to allow of being handled by those

interested in them. If these conditions can be attained, it is

probable that a larger number of smaller shows are more useful

than fewer shows on a larger scale.

It may be well to consider the whole question of agricultural

publication together, so far as it is made for the purpose of in-

troducing improvements into practice. In some parts of India

vernacular agricultural journals are issued, in some, information

which it is desired to spread is sent out in leaflets, in others

again, the general press is considered sufficient, and in Madras
an agricultural almanac in the various vernaculars is published.

It is natural that in a matter like this the methods should differ

in each part of India, as the habits of the people vary. But
whatever is done must be done well, and must be written simply
and in such language as the cultivators know. This latter point

is of importance, for there is a danger that if a translation into

the vernacular be made by a nonagriculturist, it will abound
in phrases and words totally unintelligible to the ordinary cul-

tivators. Again, any article, any leaflet, should be short, per-

haps not exceeding a couple of pages, and should contain one
definite fact or the description of a single process which it is

desirable that the ryot should know and adopt, with illustra-

tions whenever possible. The circulation of such material is a

difficult point. A vernacular journal, which has to be paid for,

is excellent if it only has a large enough circulation among
actual cultivators. Such a circulation is not very easy to work
up, and the agricultural department in the Central Provinces is

the only one in India by which this has been really accomplished.
Leaflets, being distributed free, can be spread more widely, but
much of the distribution is useless. To avoid this they are, in

Bombay, generally used (1) in connection with demonstrations
of implements and methods, as, for instance, at shows; (2) in

a limited area where special need has arisen. They are rarely

distributed without at the same time arranging for the presence
of an officer who can explain the nature of the improvement.

96974 3
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Even with all these precautions, the extent to which such leaflets

are really useful is still problematical.

Of course, it is possible to use the general vernacular press

for publication of agricultural information. This is now very

widely read, in by far the greatest amount, however, among the

nonagricultural classes. Articles and material are, however,

freely taken, and with a properly organized system of contribu-

tion, a considerable result might be expected to flow from its

utilization. If material is sent to the press for this purpose, no
efforts should be spared to give the contributions a popular read-

able form such as is likely to command attention.

We have now considered most of the methods which have been

adopted to insure a wide extension of the knowledge of agri-

cultural improvements. But there is one other to which I would
like briefly to refer, namely, the training of the sons of cul-

tivators in practical agriculture either on the farms of the

agricultural department or in special institutions. This has

been carried on to a certain extent at Nagpur and also in Bombay.
The whole matter is, however, as yet in an experimental stage.

Difficulty has been found in attracting the right class of students,

and those who come do not by any means always wish to go back

to improve their own land. Where the right type of boys have

been attracted, and where the course has been short and practical

throughout, there have, however, been a good number of cases

of success. But the whole question of the large applicability of

such training is at present doubtful, and a very considerable

amount of experiment will be required, and that under different

conditions, before the best method is ascertained.

I might refer to many other methods which are of narrower
application, but have been of service in particular cases. In

certain cases lands have been colonized with good cultivators

with very great effect on the character of the agriculture round
about them; in others, individual cultivators have been sent to

new areas to teach the people round about them their own
methods, and so on. But again it must be recognized that there

is no general method; the conditions differ so much from place

to place, and from province to province, that it is absolutely

impossible to lay down anything more than indications of such

methods as have, in particular places, given successful results in

the past.

In conclusion, there is sufficient information in hand now to

indicate that, in spite of its peculiar diflSculties, agricultural

improvement is not impossible in any part of India. There is,

however, no royal road—^the progress is, and must be for a long
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time to come, very slow. But, whatever methods be adopted,

the actual process must be the same. To find the cultivators'

real difficulties, to discover a practical and certain method of

meeting those difficulties, to gain the confidence of the people:

these all must precede any definite attempt at a propaganda. If

the attempt is made to introduce so-called improvements without

these necessary preliminaries, then not only will failure result,

but what confidence there may be will be undermined, and
progress in the future will be made harder. Recognize the

necessary order of events, try to satisfy the cultivator's needs

and not something you imagine he ought to need, let your
experiment be based on the requirements of the ryot, and success, •

though slow, will, if past experience be any guide, be sure.



ARBOR DAY IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By John S. Potter,

Bureau of Education,

When Arbor Day, following its annual observance in the

United States, was announced for the Philippines, one might
have questioned for a moment the wisdom of urging the planting

of trees upon a territory whose timber lands rank sixth among
the great forest countries of the world. But the school author-

ities saw in it a means for accomplishing a much-needed service,

and Arbor Day became an annual feature of the public school

calendar. Three of these days have already been observed, and
a fourth will be celebrated before November, 1910.

The need of a campaign for setting out economic and orna-

mental plants became evident when the plans for the observance
of the day were published. Attention was called to the almost

denuded condition of some of the smaller islands; to the un-

sightly, treeless plazas of so many towns; to the cheerless,

uninviting aspect of a schoolhouse without vegetation, and of

a town whose vegetable life consists chiefly of weeds. The
plans for Arbor Day are to introduce into these treeless spots

the proper amount of vegetation—^trees, vines, and gardens

—

and to stimulate the planting of such economic and decorative

trees as will be required to complete a horticultural system which
is to-day luxuriant only in some branches, and in others very
poor.

In many parts of the United States, and in some provinces of

the Philippines, it is now the custom to give consideration to

birds on Arbor Day. The Philippine Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals has asked the aid of the schools in

disseminating its teachings, and it has been decided that Arbor
Day can most fittingly recognize the services of both birds and
trees to mankind and to each other, the one providing a home
and shelter, the other crusading against the abundant insect and
grub life of the Islands.

636
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AKBOR DAY C:iRCUL.AR IN OCCIDENTAL. NEGROS.

For the school year 1909-10, Arbor Day was celebrated on

the first Saturday of August in some divisions, and on the first

Saturday of October in others, the day being chosen with a

view to the most suitable time for tree planting. It was observed

in all divisions, in some of them with marked enthusiasm and

notable results in the actual planting of trees. Following in-

structions from the general office, division superintendents sent

out circular letters containing the announcement and instruc-

tions as to the manner in which the day should be observed.

Some of these circulars, particularly that for the division of

Occidental Negros, contained many valuable suggestions on the

purpose of Arbor Day and the proper manner of recognizing it.

Excerpts of interest from this circular follow

:

Arbor Day should be a day of the very greatest importance, in fact

the most important of our school holidays. The students can be taught to

love nature and to realize the importance of their present work to poster-

ity. But above all it is a day upon which a work of great economic

value may be inaugurated.

Trees, shurbs, vines, and plants of all kinds should be planted upon the

school grounds, upon the public plazas, along the public roads, at the

homes of the students, and by every citizen. Supervisors and teachers

are earnestly requested to make every effort to realize the great possibiUties

of the day.

You will instruct students and tfeachers in the economic and esthetic

importance of tree planting. There should be two purposes actuating

the work—one the planting for economic purposes, the other the setting

out of such plants as will beautify the homes and public places. Many
trees and plants serve both purposes. Coconuts, sugar cane, oranges,

papayas, abaca, and scores of others are primarily economic plants. Upon
Arbor Day there should be at least as many such plants put out in each
town as there are inhabitants in that town. This is but a small estimate,

and many times that number can easily be planted. But, taking this as

a basis, it is easy to see that it means a great addition to the wealth
of each town. Take the yearly planting upon Arbor Day of several

thousand coconut trees in each town and consider the increase in wealth

in the years to come.

There is scarcely a home which might not be made prettier by growing
vines and flowers about the house and bordering the walks with them, by
having some large shade trees nearby, and well laid out flower and vegetable

gardens. The public streets should be improved and beautified by planting

shade trees and hedges.

The public plaza is often the most unsightly part of the town. You
may well take steps to convert these plazas into parks. It is suggested

that you take up this matter with the municipal officials, secure their

cooperation in a plan for the improvement of the plaza, and assist in

laying out the walks, in planting shade trees and ornamental shrubs.

It is believed that such a movement once properly started would meet
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with the active support of everyone. The roads leading to barrios and

between barrios should be marked out, perhaps by the municipal police,

and the owners of abutting lands induced to plant at regular intervals

coconut or other trees which will not only beautify the road and make
it shady, but also yield an income.

The acquiring of a large school site in connection with each school

demands our serious consideration. The nursery and school garden should

be permanent, and, in addition to having enough land for these, there

should be a tract of such extent that when planted to economic plants

it will yield a substantial income for the support of the school. These

sites should serve as experiment stations and small demonstration farms.

Seeds and plants could be furnished for distribution. Land values are

advancing each year, and it is urgent that the necessary lands be secured

without delay. It is believed that there are many public-spirited citizens

in this province who would donate land for this purpose, and that in other

cases the people will jointly purchase sufficient land.

All work in connection with the permanent improvement of the school

site should be definitely planned so that each tree ahd shrub will be planted

in accordance with a plan to be finally accomplished at some future time.

There should be a plan of each school ground showing the location of

each proposed building, each walk, each tree, vine, and shrub, each flower

and vegetable garden, the nursery, and the playground. This plan should

be submitted to the officials, the school board, and prominent citizens for

discussion and for their opinion. It should be posted in the schoolhouse

and in the municipal building. Every person in the town should be

interested in the work to be accomplished. Every person, whether he

realizes it or not, is highly concerned in the public schools.

In the celebration of Arbor Day no school is to be excused. No excuses

will be accepted. If the school has no school ground, you will have a

program in the schoolhouse and the pupils will plant trees at their homes
and along the highways. In fact the planting of trees at the school

ground will be but a small part of the day's celebration. The great work
will be the tree planting by the people at their homes, through the agency
of the schools. Do not refrain from planting trees for fear that they

will be destroyed. Trees planted must be cared for and protected. Where
trees are planted on uninclosed lands, a strong fence must be built around
each tree to protect it. Student committees should be appointed to look

after the work done on Arbor Day. The teacher must see that the com-
mittee does the work to which it is assigned. Municipal officials are

responsible for all municipal property, including school property. With
their help, and that of the students living near by, the fences may be

kept in repair at all times of the year and trees properly protected.

In order to secure the best results, you must begin early to make all

necessary preparations for the celebration of the day. Arrange nurseries

where trees and shrub will be grown and ready for transplanting on
Arbor Day. A large quantity of plants should be available for distribu-

tion not only to the pupils but also to the people of the community.
Experiments will have to be made and instruction given in cutting, in

transplanting, in the preparation of the soil, in caring for and protecting

the plants when set out.
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ARBOR DAY PROGRAMS.

A bulletin on School and Home Gardening, just published by
the Bureau of Education, contains some excellent instructions

on the proper methods for starting a nursery, the planting of

the seed, the transplanting of the young tree, and the attention

it requires until it is able to take care of itself.

The observance of Arbor Day took different forms in various

divisions. In nearly all, the planting of trees was preceded by
a literary and song program for central schools and for most
of the barrio schools, with speeches by prominent citizens,

teachers, and pupils, on the nature of Arbor Day and the value

of trees. Civic processions with floats, and dances often accom-

panied such programs. In some cases the enthusiasm reached

the point of making the ceremony a great fiesta and gala day.

One of the most interesting reports on the municipal ob-

servance of this day was submitted by the supervising teacher

of Malaboyoc, Cebu. Arbor Day the year before had not been

confined to the schools alone, but had been made popular. The
people were filled with enthusiasm, and planting continued long

after the celebration and began again long before the date set

for the following Arbor Day ; it was really an arbor year. When
the day for the next observance arrived thousands of trees had
already been planted and were growing ; the work was done and
the people from all over the district, principales and laborers,

assembled in the central towns to celebrate what they had accom-
plished. Processions, literary programs, and the planting of

some further thousands of trees made the day a memorable one
for every town and barrio of the district. Nearly 150,000 trees

—

fruit, shade, and decorative—were planted as a direct result of

the inspirations of that day. The economic and esthetic value

of what has already been accopmlished in that district, along

with the impetus given to such systematic planting, may be taken
as a criterion for what Arbor Day can do in the Philippine

Islands.

It can not be estimated how many trees were planted in the

Islands as a result of this day—certainly a figure in the millions.

The greater number of these were fruit trees—coconuts, mangos,
chicos, guavas, oranges and lemons, jack-fruit, coffee and cacao,

with a large number of papayas and bananas. For shade and
decoration, such trees as the acacia, the rain tree, the fire tree,

and the "caballero'' were planted. There was also a large plant-

ing of the cotton tree (kapok), hemp, and maguey, also many
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smaller shrubs and herbs. Decorative gardening received at-

tention, and whole plots of flowering plants and vines were set

out in some places.

DUTIES FOLI^OWING THE CELEBRATION OF ARBOR ]>AY.

But the least part of the duties of Arbor Day are met in its

celebration ; the future of these hundreds of thousands of plants

is to be decided by those who gave them their start. The young
tree has enemies in the drought, the sun, insects, and animals,

and if left to itself, it will seldom survive. This fact has been

brought forcibly to mind by the results noticed in former ob-

servances ; it was always very easy to compile gratifying figures

on the number of trees planted, but a counting to show how
many survived the first few months, or even the first few weeks,

was very discouraging. The enthusiasm of the teachers and
pupils died, and with it the trees. The plans of to-day aim at

the planting of desirable trees, and, above all, the proper care

of the planted, though it be only a single tree, till it gets a good

start and is able to care for itself.

Such was the aim of the last Arbor Day. The proper time

for planting was chosen ; strong fences of stakes were prepared

beforehand and placed firmly around each plant, unless inclosed

by a garden fence; pupils were instructed to water the plants

when necessary. In some instances it was made a part of the

work of teachers and pupils to have these trees survive, and to

substitute a new plant when the original could not be preserved.

It was a campaign of conservative, systematic planting, to

introduce into needy spots a few selected trees which would
survive, rather than a great number with only indifferent results.

Trees were planted, following out definite plans in municipal

plazas and in school yards. In some cases the cooperation of

property owners was secured, and pupils and people united their

efforts to line the public roads and streets at regular intervals

with trees. Where school grounds and plazas were not in need

of such improvement, pupils planted economic trees at their

homes or in their fields. School yards and homes were decorated

with garden plants and vines. Sometimes the effort was directed

toward giving wider distribution to some variety of tree which

may have been confined to only a small locality, as is often the

case in the Philippines.

BENEFITS TO THE PEOPI^E AND THE COUNTRY.

Arbor Day has served already to awaken among the people a

new interest in planting. In many places thousands of coconut

and hemp plants have been set out as a direct influence of the
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celebration of Arbor Day. The enthusiasm of a successful Arbor

Day carries over throughout the year and becomes a planting

habit.

It is a movement to lead the people, through the schools, to

a general observance of the day, to encourage the wider distribu-

tion of desirable varieties of plants and trees now often narrowly

localized, to introduce new species of value, and finally, to

diffuse among the common folk ideas of utility and good taste

in tree planting. During the arbor season, the Bureau of Educa-

tion enlists its entire school force in planting, and directs it

along lines dictated by those who have studied and best under-

stand Philippine conditions; it stimulates interest along these

lines by the publication of bulletins and by Arbor Day celebra-

tions ; it makes tree raising a part of the school work, using -

school gardens for seed beds and nurseries, distributing their

products gratis among the people. It creates an enthusiasm

which produces practical results, and puts an end to careless

destruction; the pupil who has with exceeding care caused one

tree to grow up and flourish will not wantonly destroy another.

He feels the responsibility of ownership for that tree, and an

interest in all living things. Arbor Day has become a really

important factor in the school life as well as the home life of

the Filipino people, and its possibilities are being more fully

realized each year.



FIBER PRODUCTION IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By M. M. Saleeby, Fiber Expert.

The production of abaca has been gradually increasing for

the last six years, and it is calculated that this year's production

will even exceed that of last year. The causes for the earlier

. increase of production are not the same as those that made for

the late increase. Investigation reveals that the increased pro-

duction during the past two years has not been the result of a

general improvement of the plantations or large plantings, as

was the case in former years. The real cause, as far as can be

learned, is the general practice of the ruinous method of over-

cropping, in the adoption of which the planters are actuated by
the desire for present profits, totally disregarding the future.

This increase is, therefore, a most unhealthy one, and, sooner or

later, the production of abaca will take its downward trend.

Already quite a number of abaca fields in the various districts

are practically exhausted and other crops are being raised on

them. In this connection it may be argued that the tendency

to raise other crops on the land now cultivated with abaca is in

accordance with the law of the adjustment of supply and de-

mand and will ultimately result in reducing the supply and rais-

ing the price. This would be the natural outcome if the abaca

plantation of to-day were managed in a way that would put it

in a condition to reap the expected profits when such a rise in

the price occurred. But the lack of proper cultivation and

the careless method of extracting the fiber will only tend to

strengthen the position of all competing fibers and reduce the

demand for abaca; besides, granting that in a few years from
now the price will come up, from the way the plantations are

managed at present, very few planters will be in a position to

reap the full advantage of the high prices.

Overproduction has been given as the chief cause that led to

the recent decline in the price of abaca. While overproduction

of any commodity must necessarily result in lowering its price,

yet it is highly improbable that it will cause such a sudden and

considerable drop in the price of a commodity that possesses

542
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such a variety of uses as abaca. It is believed it is principally

overproduction of inferior fiber that has led to the present con-

dition of the industry. The use of coarse and dark fiber, such

as is produced in most of the abaca districts, is restricted to the

manufacture of ropes of various kinds and sizes only, while

better grades of fiber have a multiplicity of uses. Consequently,

there may occur overproduction of inferior fiber, but overpro-

duction of superior fiber can hardly be possible. The consumers
have repeatedly complained of the quality of fiber shipped from
the Islands, and we can hardly expect them to continue paying

a high price for it, especially when they can resort to the use of

other fibers, such as sisal, English hemp, etc.

Of all the provinces visited by the fiber expert during the year,

Albay produces the lowest grade of fiber. This has a very bad
influence on the market, as about one-third of the total fiber

produced comes from this province. In most of the remaining

provinces, also, the quality of the fiber has declined. The prin-

cipal localities where the production of a superior fiber is still

practiced are northern Samar, southeastern Mindanao, western

Leyte, and the eastern part of Sorsogon.

The following is an extract from the Report of the Manila

Chamber of Commerce for the year 1909, showing the production

of abaca by provinces for the last ten years

:

Manila hemp statistics—receipts, 1900-1909.

[Piculs.]

Provinces.

Albay
Leyte
Sorsog6n
Samar
Camarines
Mindanao
Other districts .

Total at Manila.
Total atCebu___

Grand total.

Provinces.

Albay
Leyte
Sorsog6n
Samar
Camarines
Mindanao
Other districts _

Total at Manila.
Total at Ceb\i

Grand total.

1900

486,123
j

254,540
I

235,565 !

135,989
,

161,062 i

147,076
!

116,605
i

1901

547, 096
259, 803
190, 764
18, 804

158, 876
81,910
96, 173

1,536,960
i

1,353,426
343,192 I 192,720

1,880,152
;

1,546,146

1902

545, 941
170,401
172, 640
258, 478
86,706
68, 706
131,241

1,434,390
364, 666

I

1,799,056

527, 171
289, 802
281, 957
165,605
182, 835
33, 940

212, 055

1,693.365
314, 727

2, 0C8, 092

1905

521, 658
246, 016
212, 184
106, 464
173,108
51,210

148, 962

1, 459, 602
350, 556

1,810,158

1906

406, 038
266,100
157,072
93, 788

147, 390
55, 320
86, 180

1,211,888
312, 854

1,524,742

1907

479, 879
349, 245
231, 912
166, 420
132,364
74,816
79, 782

1, 514, 418
428, 698

1,943,116

1908

548, 194
318,059
198,786
179, 283
144, 594
93, 742
72,246

1904

591, 354
241,462
210, 878
121, 551
162, 736
42, 574

132, 671

1,503,225
306,048

1,809,273

1909

546, 703
295, 690
225, 385
180, 577
151,864
148,394
148,354

1, 554, 904
549, 350

2, 104, 254

1,896,967
659, 832

2,556,799
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The price paid for abaca (Manila hemp) in the United States

and European markets during the period from 1900 to 1909 has

varied considerably. The following, which is an extract from
Messrs. Landauer & Co.'s Hemp Statistics for 1909, will serve

to show the range of price per picul (137.5 pounds) paid for

fair current during the above period, in the London market

:

1900 1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1900 1907 1908 1909

Highest
Lowest

Average

Pesos.
41.90
18.00

Pesos.
30.00
18.40

Pesos.
30.60
23. 25

Pesos.
25.00
21.60

Pesos.
25.60
21.60

Pesos.
26.50
22.80

Pesos.
27.00
25.50

Pesos.
27.00
18.00

Pesos.
19.00
12.80

Pesos.
17.00
12. 30

29. 95 24.20 26.90 23.30 23.60 24.65 26. 25 22. 50 15. 90 14.60



EXPORTS FROM THE PRINCIPAL COPRA-PRODUCING
COUNTRIES IN THE FAR EAST.

1900 TO lOOO.

[From the report of the Manila Chamber of Commerce, for the year 1909.]

Year. Java.
Macas-
sar.

Sangir,
Mena-
do, and
Ron-
talo.

Pan-
dang.

Singa-
pore

and Pe-
nang.

Ceylon. Manila. Total.

Tons.
168,656
131, 939
210, 496
209, 096
170, 738
286, 134
201,087
237,237
355,010
354,889

Percent-
age Phil-
ippine
exports
of total.

1900
Tons.
35, 257
27,688
.45,129
15, 406
29, 716

107, 709
52,000
69, 666
94, 740
68, 217

Tons.
13,982
12, 151

28,045
9,799
9,125

25, 961
9,641

17,248
21, 591

19, 256

Tons.
10, 296
10, 482

17, 698
11,653
11, 746
19, 514
14,481
16,080
12,047
20,706

Tons.
5,487
4,737
5,364
6,231
6,120
6,580
6,638
8,694

11, 927
9,390

Tons.
28, 214
26,111
50,490
52,420
42, 070
58, 915
39,215
55, 120
76, 550
71,105

Tons.
18,059
21,916
18, 740
34, 713

33, 578
17,740
21,212
16, 898
36, 457
34, 520

Tons.
57, 361
28, 854
45, 030
78, 874
38, 383
49, 715
57,900
53, 531
89, 698

103, 669

Per cent.

34
22
21
38
22
17
28
23
26
29

1901
1902 _

1903
1904 _

1905
1906
1907
1908 ._

1909

Grand total 603, 015 2, 325, 282 26
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EXPORTS OF LEAF TOBACCO FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

1900 TO 1909.

[From the report of the Manila Chamber of Commerce for 1909.]

[Quintals.]

Countries. 1900 1901 1902 1903 1904

7, 668Great Britain 338 2,042
53

169, 770
5,678

4,412
1,138

179,432
4,384

10, 140
88

170, 642
3,129

United States
Continent of Europe 185, 013

3,017
154, 37G
3,745China, etc

Total 189, 368 177, 513 189, 366 183, 999 165, 798

Countries. 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909

Great Britain 2,337 11, 874
1,310

241,210
22, 647

14, 224 863 1,126
124

197,771
8,265

United States
Continent of Europe 154, 371

5,236
195, 200
12, 660

217, 432
6,329China, etc _ ___ __

Total _ 161, 944 277, 041 222, 084 224, 624 207, 286
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CURRENT NOTES.

AGRICUiyriTRAL CONDITIONS IN PANAY AND NEGROS.

According to the Iloilo Enterprise of July 27, Governor Ru-
perto Montinola, in speaking of his recent trip through the cen-

tral part of the Province of Iloilo, states that the municipalities

of Cabatuan, Janiuay, Pototan, Barotac Nuevo, and Dingle,

which have recently been infested with immense swarms of

locusts are now almost entirely free from them, due to the vigor-

ous and continued campaign carried on by the officials and the

people. It is reported that new swarms of locusts are coming
into the province from the mountains, also from Capiz Province.

Governor Montinola states that rinderpest has been prac-

tically stamped out of the whole province, and the present tele-

phone service which gives a means of communication with almost

every town in the province enables the veterinarians to take

quick action whenever there is any indication of an outbreak of

animal disease. The hacenderos continue to purchase farm ani-

mals from the importers, who are bringing in large shipments
from Indo-China.

It is estimated that as a result of the damage done by the

locusts, and the long-continued drought, the first rice crop in

this section will not be more than one-third of the average crop.

However, the corn crop is reported as doing very well. Accord-
ing to Acting Collector of Customs C. C. Crick, of Iloilo, there is

an extraordinarily large crop of sugar cane growing in these

two islands. In some parts of Iloilo Province the crop is ap-

proximately double that of past years, and reports from Negros
show that the farmers are assured of a very large yield.

Panay and Negros seem to have been most affected by the

dry weather, and it is claimed that up to August 1 some sections

of these islands had less rain during June and July, than during
the dry season. In many parts of Occidental Negros the plant-

ers have not prepared a single hectare of ground for transplant-

ing their rice from the seeds beds.

The work on the Panay division of the Philippine Railway is

being pushed with vigor, and the company expects to have the

entire line completed within a few weeks. This railroad, which
547
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intersects two of the richest sections on the Island of Panay,

namely, the Panay River Valley and the rich agricultural lands

in Halawur Valley in Iloilo Province, will be a great help to the

farmers by furnishing them the very best means for transporta-

tion and communication.

THE CAGAYAN TOBACCO CROP.

According to a report from Tuguegarao, dated July 22, and
published in The Cablenews-American, in March and April when
the lower leaves on the tobacco plants were being gathered a

series of showers began falling which have produced a new crop

of leaves at the top of the tobacco plants. Experts say that

these leaves are better than the first ones, that they are freer

from worms, and that their texture is finer and more like rubber.

It is believed that some of this second crop of leaves can be used

for wrapper tobacco.

In some places it is stated that quite a lot of tobacco was left

standing in the fields, which the owners claim they have no
place to store, and that they can not iron out the leaves which
they have already harvested. According to this report there

are not enough people, including men, women, and children, to

handle the tobacco crop after it has been harvested. It is also

stated that the corn crop is in excellent condition ; however, but

little corn was planted this year. Most of the farmers were so

enthusiastic over the results of the Payne Bill, that they decided

to plant as much of their land.as possible to tobacco, and in con-

sequence corn is very scarce in this section, in some places selling

as high as T5 a cavan. Some of the people load their pack ani-

mals with bejuco, coconuts, and such other things as they have
to sell, and send them as far as 20 miles to exchange them for

corn.

The new launch lines which have been started on the Cagayan
River are doing excellent service, carrying both freight and pas-

sengers at reasonable rates.

PROVINCIAI^ NOTES.

Abra,—The subprovince of Abra, lying between the Province

of Ilocos Sur on the west and the fertile valley of the Cagayan
on the east, has a total area of 303,289 hectares, of which 52,086

are suitable for agricultural purposes ; however, only 12,208 hec-

tares are under cultivation. While corn and tobacco are the

principal crops, considerable rice and sugar cane are produced.

Topographically speaking, the province is made up of the

Abra River Valley and a series of small valleys leading into it,
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which are surrounded by hills and mountains, some of them
nearly 4,000 feet high. It is in the Abra River Valley and its

tributaries that the agricultural interests of the province are

found. Unlike the planters in most provinces, the farmers of

Abra rarely use the mountain sides for planting, preferring to

utilize them as pasture lands for goats, cattle, carabaos, and
horses. As a large part of the province is inhabited by non-

Christian tribes, who live in the mountains and plant only enough
for home consumption, practically all of the farming on an ex-

tensive scale is done within 25 kilometers of Bangued, the capital

of the subprovince.

In traveling over the province, one is impressed with the

evidence of its past thrift and prosperity! However, with the

exception of Bangued and its immediate vicinity, there are no
wagon roads in the province and transportation between dif-

ferent towns is by means of ''cargadores,'' carabao sleds, or

horses, over trails which in some places are difficult to find.

Corn is probably the most important crop grown in the prov-

ince. Two crops are grown nearly every year, the first being

harvested in February and March, and the second in June and'

July. The total yield for the past year approximated 30,000

hectoliters, about half of which* is exported. At harvest time

the corn is pulled, divided according to the size of the ears into

three grades, and tied in bunches of ten ears each. The first

grade is sold for about ^3, the second grade for ^=2.80, and the

third grade for ^2.50 per thousand ears. Since the Bureau of

Agriculture has been buying corn in Abra more of it is being

planted. Several of the farmers are planting the "Mexican

June'' variety, which was furnished to them by the Bureau.

This variety seems to be doing very well, and the prospects for

a good crop are decidedly encouraging.

Rice, sugar, and tobacco do well in the province. Coffee is

grown in some of the towns situated in the mountains, and con-

siderable cacao is grown near the municipality of Bucay. In

San Jose a species of muskmelon is found, although it is not as

sweet as those grown in temperate climates. Maguey grows wild

along the trails near Bangued, and "kapok" is found in practi-

cally all inhabited portions of the province.

Fully one-fourth of the families of Abra own a loom of their

own, on which a coarse grade of cloth (Ilocano cloth) is woven.

The yarn for these cloths is bought from Chinamen and dyed

in various colors by members of the family before they are

woven. •

96974 4
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In Abra practically every farmer is a stock raiser, and they

all have one or two brood mares and two or three female cara-

baos for breeding. The horses are larger and have better con-

formation, stronger and cleaner bones than those found further

south. Most of them are fed corn, which forms about one-third

of their daily ration. As a consequence, these animals have a

stronger constitution and greater endurance than the horses in

the southern parts of Luzon, where they are fed only grass and

"palay." It is also believed that the climatic conditions of this

province are more favorable for horse raising. (Report of S. H.

Sherard, agricultural inspector, Bangued.)

Pampanga.—There have been heavy rains in Pampanga
which have made the roads almost impassable. On account of

the lack of rain during the earlier part of the season the rice

crop of Pampanga is late, and in many places the seedlings

have not been transplanted to the fields. The sugar crop, how-
ever, is in good condition. (Report of W. A. Curtis, veter-

inarian, San Fernando.)

Batangas,—^A recent report from Mr. Lee Rogers, of Batan-
gas, states that thus far during the rainy season it has been
exceedingly dry, and unless the rains set in before the middle of

August the rice crop will be considerably damaged. He states

that the country in the mountains around Batangas has not
suffered so much as the lowlands.. A good crop of corn has been
harvested this season, but vegetables and fruits of all kinds are

very scarce on account of the drought.

Cattle disease has been practically stamped out and now that

the quarantine has been taken off everyone is turning to with a
will and the prospects for better times for the farmers of the

province are decidedly encouraging. Mr. Rogers is interested

in the poultry business, in which he has been very successful.

Albay.—An effort is being made by the schools to introduce

silk culture as an industry in Albay Province. During the long

vacation Mr. Pablo Nacion, teacher of agriculture in the provin-

cial school, took a course in silk culture at the Bureau of Science

Laboratory in Manila and will give a course in this work at the

provincial school as soon as the necessary equipment is secured

and a sufficient number of mulberry trees have reached the size

necessary to produce leaves in large quantities. About 2,000

mulberry cuttings are on hand and will be distributed to those

who send their requisitions to Mr. Nacion or to the division

superintendent of schools. The plants should be set out from 2^
to 3 mfeters apart each way. Each central school should set out

from 20 to 30 plants, and a small number should be sent to each
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barrio to furnish leaves for experiments and cuttings for future

distribution. Attention is invited to the article on "Silk Culture

in the Philippines" in the March (1910) number of The Phil-

ippine Agricultural Review, also to the article in the June

(1908) number. Farmers' Bulletin No. 163 (Silkworm Cul-

ture) may be obtained by writing to the Secretary of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.

Roots of the valuable forage plant, guinea grass, will be dis-

tributed free upon application to Mr. Nacion or to the division

superintendent of schools. This grass is easily propagated by
subdividing the roots.

Acacia seeds may be secured from the division superintendent

of schools.

Iloilo.—The crops in Iloilo have been kept back on account of

the lateness of the rainy season. Seed beds for rice were planted

during the early part of July ; however, but little rice has been

transplanted, as few of the fields have been prepared on account

of the lack of rain.

Corn and sugar cane are looking well, and rice, which is the

only crop in Capiz Province, is nearly all planted and in good

condition. The dry season still continues, and unless the rains

set in before the end of August the rice crop will suffer con-

siderably.

Owing to the activity of Governor Montinola, most of the

locusts in the lowlands have been killed and comparatively little

damage has been done by them to the growing crops. (Report

of J. A. Thompson, veterinarian, Iloilo, August 1.)



NOTES FROM OTHER FIELDS.

COFFEE CUJLTURE IN GUATEMALA.

According to an article in Tropical Life for June, by Mr.

Gustav Helmrich, coffee cultivation is at present the most im-

portant industry in Guatemala. Mr. Helmrich is a 'coffee planter

of fifteen years' experience in Alta, Verapaz, Guatemala, and is

considered an authority on this subject.

The plantations in Guatemala are situated about a thousand

meters above sea level, where the climate is excellent.

Coffee culture was commenced in Guatemala about sixty years

ago, but in all this time little attention has been paid to finding

the most suitable varieties or to careful selection of seed. Coffea

arabica, and Java, Bourbon, and Liberian coffees have all been

planted, but have not proved to be the best varieties. The Mara-
gogipe coffee from Brazil has been planted very much during

the last ten years, and "has gradually acquired the properties of

Guatemala coffee

—

L e,, smooth appearance, good color and
aroma—of course, at the expense of the originally abnormal size

of the beans. This fact, however, is significant and gratifying

inasmuch as Guatemala is devoting itself to the cultivating of a

new variety, which may result in a grafted species for the whole

of central America."

Virgin or forest land is usually selected for a coffee plantation,

on account of the large amount of humus such soil contains.

Mr. Helmrich suggests, however, that this amount of humus
could be supplied artficially by planting leguminous crops and
plowing them under, after an application of 5 hundredweight

(226.8 kilograms) of basic slag and 3 hundreweight (136.08

kilograms) of muriate of potash per acre (0.4 hectares).

The trees are started in nurseries, and in planting them out

the space alloted to each tree is about 3 meters square. The
field is cleared from weeds before planting begins and the weeds
and loose soil are heaped up in rows, thus affording some pro-

tection to the young trees. Planting takes place when there is

plenty of moisture present in the ground, or when dull weather

is expected. The weeds are either buried in holes dug between
552
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every four trees or made into a compost with the loose earth and
spread around the stems. The dry season is the pruning period.

Guatemala coffee varies in color from dark green to blue, and,

unlike much of the Brazilian coffee, is washed before it is put

on the market. Only pure water should be used for this purpose,

as it has been noted that after treatment with water containing

iron, the coffee has a somewhat acid taste. It is estimated that

100 kilograms of coffee fruits will yield 18.22 kilograms of

marketable coffee. ^

COPKA AND SUGAR IN JAVA.

Under the heading "Consular Reports'* in the "West India

Committee Circular'' for June 21, 1910, we find the following

note on copra and sugar in Java :

The exports of copra from Java in 1909 were considerably smaller than

those of the preceding year, and crop prospects for 1910 are not con-

sidered favorable. The question of quality has of late been receiving the

earnest attention of shippers of this article, and efforts are being made
to raise the standard which has during the past few years gradually

become lower. Carelessness in preparation and indiscriminate plucking

of immature nuts are the causes of deterioration. Exports for 1907, 1908,

and 1909 were 68,000 tons, 94,976 tons, and 72,000 tons, respectively.

On account of the good out-turn of the sugar crop in recent years the

mills are endeavoring to increase their plantations, and many have already

reached the maximum which is permitted by government. Improved methods
of cultivation and experience of the fertilizers best suited for the various

soils have ehabled planters to make use of ground which was formerly

considered unfit for sugar cane. A matter which has in recent years

had the increasing attention of planters is the steady advance in the

rent which has to be paid to the natives for the hire of their fields.

This is due not only to competition among planters, but also to the

stronger financial position of the natives in many districts. According to

the most recent returns the area planted for 1910 is about 2.7 per cent

more than in 1909. The cane has in many instances been planted during

wet weather, and has suffered in east Java from a period of drought

during the latter part of the year, but if only seasonable weather be

experienced in the early months of 1910 there should be no cause for

alarm at the prospects for the 1910 crop, the greater part of which ha^

already been sold at very good prices.

EXPORTS OF HAVANA CIGARS TO THE UNITED STATES.

"Tobacco,*' for May 19, 1910, publishes the exportation of

cigars from Cuba during the last half of April, as shown in the

custom-house records. The shipment of cigars was much heavier

for these two weeks than for the corresponding period last year,

but on the whole, from January to April the shipments in 1910

have been more than 8,000,000 cigars short of the amount
shipped during the same period in 1909. The total shipment
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of cigars from Cuba from January 1 to April 30, 1909, was
61,578,249, while for the same months this year it has been

53,299,219 cigars.

TOBACCO EXTRACT.

Consul-General Robert P. Skinner, of Hamburg, discusses in

the Monthly Consular and Trade Reports for March, 1910, the

demand in Germany for tobacco extract, and tells something of

its preparation and uses. As this is a subject upon which very

little has ffeen published, we are quoting his statements here,

for the benefit of Philippine agriculturists who may be interested.

''Tobacco extract is obtained,'' stales Mr. Skinner, "by the

treatment of strong varieties of leaf tobacco, such as are

harvested in Kentucky and Virginia, with hot water and lye.

Kentucky tobacco is said to contain a higher percentage of

nicotine than any other, frequently as much as 12 and 13 per

cent, and such varieties are, therefore, regarded here as unfit

for direct consumption, and fit for the manufacture of cigars

only when mixed with a proper proportion of very light tobacco.

Thus the Austrian monopoly manufactures what are called

Virginia cigars, in which the proportion of nicotine is reduced

to 8 per cent by the withdrawal from the natural leaf of from
2 to 4 per cent. All grades of tobacco with a high content of

nicotine are valuable for the manufacture of the extract, which
is obtained by cooking the leaves in hot water and in combination
with lye. The extract is produced with difficulty, as pure nicotine

volatilizes easily and must be accumulated in a vacuum.
'Tobacco extract appears to have a variety of uses. It is

used most generally as a 'sheep dip,' being valuable for destroying

ticks which bury themselves in the skin of the sheep and damage
the fleece. Then, too, it is an excellent insecticide, and 'plant

pests of various species which pursue their work of destruction

both above and under the soil have been successfully combated
with a solution of 1 to 400 parts of water, the dose varying
according to the nature of the plants treated.' The most delicate

of flowering plants appear to suffer no harm whatever from its

use. Another use, very common in Germany, is the dosing of

chewing tobacco, to increase the amount of nicotine.

"In 1908 the United States exi)orted 551 tons of tobacco extract

to Germany, at a value of $140,132 (¥^80,264), and it is

estimated that 1909 would show an increase to 650 tons, 'with

excellent prospects for the future.'
"
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THE EXHIBITION OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE OF SIAM.

On the 18 of last April the First Annual Exhibition of Agri-

culture and Commerce in Siam was inaugurated in Bangkok by
His Majesty King Chulalongkorn. Consul-General G. Cornell

Tarler has kindly furnished us a very interesting account of

the exhibition, from which we quote the following

:

The formal opening was attended by the crown prince, members of

the royal family, government officials, and the diplomatic corps. The
exhibition grounds were reached by crossing bridges built over the canals

surrounding the grounds, and the exhibits were housed in prettily decorated

buildings. Two years ago this was merely a rice exhibition, but, due to

the efforts of the ministry of agriculture, its scope was widened to include

all that the present exhibition contained.

In addition to the numerous paddy exhibits, was a model farm showing

paddy fields and rice under cultivation, and the methods of irrigating;

and fertilizing them. Here also was shown a steel plow (American) drawn*

by a buffalo, to be used in the dry season. A pineapple plantation under!

cultivation was shown also, and ninety different varieties of grass growing
in the rice fields.

The results of experiments conducted with tobacco were shown, and
Siamese, Sumatra, and Havana plants were exhibited. None of the leaf

had been fermented, but sun cured, and it was manufactured into cigars

and pipe tobacco.

Samples of cotton raised here were also on view.

The department of mines had a metallurgical exhibit showing tin in

various stages, sapphires, rubies, gold quartz, limestone, nickel ore, jaspar,

agate, and porphyry; also some crude petroleum found in the peninsula

near the coast.

Considerable space was devoted to the sericulture department, which has
•grown to be quite an industry. Native looms were shown, and numerous
specimens of the finished silk.

The irrigation department exhibited models of schemes for irrigation,

and the proposed waterworks for Bangkok.

European and American thrashing machines, centrifugal pumps, elec-

trical apparatus, motors and marine engines, files, rice mills, and other

machinery were shown.

The native soap products were exhibited, as also the furniture made
by the prisoners in the Bangkok jails.

A local firm exhibited artificial ice and dispensed its artesian water and
ice cream.

There were also exhibits of fruit, horses, cattle, and poultry.

The agricultural college was awarded medals for tobacco, vegetables, and
the model farm.

The exhibition lasted about two weeks, and was a great success, having
been attended daily and nightly by huge crowds.



NOTES ON- MANILA MARKETS FOR JULY.

London
San Francisco .

Singapore

By Ker & Co.

Based on advices

Date.
II

July 5 \\ Hongkong July 28
July 6

il
Iloilo ' July 28

July 21 ii Cebu Julv 29

From— ' Date. [ From—

SUGAK.

Manila,—Nothing new to report.

Iloilo.—Very little business has been done since our last report

and the market closes quiet. For parcels containing 50 per cent

of Nos. 1 and 2 we quote ^8.50 per picul ^ bases assorted.

Cehu,—Nothing new to report.

HEMP.

The market has been dull and th^ prices of lower grades have
declined. We quote fair current (Albay quality) at ^8.75 per

picul. Receipts of the finer qualities have not increased to any
extent, and all arrivals have met with a ready sale at former
prices. Errors have been discovered in the receipts from Jan-

uary to June amounting to 24,983 bales,, and the corrected total

for the six months is now 694,453 bales. Receipts at all ports

for the seven months were 801,487 bales against 731,734 bales

for the corresponding period of 1909 and 562,606 in 1908.

COPRA.

Owing to better advices from Europe our market has been

very firm throughout the fortnight with higher prices ruling.

For fair merchantable quality we quote ^11 per picul.

^ 1 picul=631 kilograms.
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DISTRIBUTION PRINCIPAL PHILIPPINE EXPORTS.

DistHbution of principal Philippine exports for the seven months {January

to Julyy 1910),

Products exported.

Dry sugar tons.

Hemp bales-

Copra piculs.

Cigars thousands.

United
States.

55,490
348, 727

32, 521

China.

13,998
9,208

22,315

Pacific
coast.

Great
Britain.

I

12,932
i

31,791 291,823
43,104 12,800
20,367

Conti-
nent of
Europe.

36, 616
785,248
11,183

Avistra-
j^p^,^

11,384 10,212

Feder-
ated
Malay
States
and

India.

5,935



ILOILO SUGAR MARKET.

By FiGUERAS Hermanos.

JULY.

The amount of sugar received from the mills and sugar dis-

tricts during the month amounted to 42,265 piculs, of which
one-half was firsts and seconds mixed, and one-half thirds. The
sugar market opened on the first day of the month at 8 pesos

and 1 real ' and rose to 8 pesos and 3 reales on the 2d. This

price continued until the 7th, when the market again went up
to 8 pesos and 4 reales, which was quoted until the 16th; on this

date the price again dropped to 8 pesos and 3 reales, which was
paid until the 23d, when a quotation of 8 pesos and 4 reales was
made and continued until the end of the month.

July shipments.

July 8 __

July9_-
July 11 _

July 12 .

Julyl4_
July 14 _

July 28-

Date.

Total for July.

Jura
Inverclyde
Vandalia
Tringganu
Indrasamha
Hangchow
Louthers Castle .

Destination.

New York
do
do

Singapore
United States..
Ningpo
United States-

Superior,
(piculs).

80,000
48,000
54,400
.4,000

24,000
8, 182
95,200

313, 782

Exports up to July 31 ^ 1910.

[In piculs.]

United States.
Japan
China

Total

^1 real= 12 i centavos.
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1908-9 crop. 1909-10 crop.

Superior. Wet. Superior. Wet.

235, 600
50,667

682,095

889,600
8,915

72, 757 486

968, 362 8,915 962,357 486



TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL FOR AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By the Director op the Weather Bureau.

JULY, 1010.

[Temperature and total rainfall for twenty-four hours beginning at 6 a. m. each day.]

Date.

Hemp.
j

Tobacco.

Albay. Tacloban.

Iloilo. Tarlac.

Aparri.
San Fer-
nando.

2
i 1^

||
3
c
•3

h
as

3

1,

I2
BB

3
fl

&

1 _ 26.0
25.6
26.3
26.8
27.2
27.6
27.6
27.5
28.1
28.8
28.4
25.6
25.8
27.6
25.7
26.4
26.8
27.2
28.3
27.5
28.1
28.0
28.1
28.9
28.3
27.3
27.5
28.2
27.8
27.0
28.2

mm.

~2S~S
12.7
12.7

"4~T
4.6
6.1

31.8
53.8

"8~4'

13.0
2.8

~"8r2'
7.9
8.4

26.1
26.2
27.0
27.6
27.5
27.5
26.8
26.4
27.6
27.5
26.2
26.6
27.5
27.1
26.0
27.0
27.7
28.0
27.8
27.8
28.0
26.7
27.8
27.7
26.6
26.6
27.9
27.4
27.6
27.4
26.6

mm.
1.3
5.8
1.5

"2474"

0.5
8.6
0.3

"375'

2.5

~iT.l~
9.6

""[."5"

"'275"

23.6
11.7
10.7
4.1
4.8

""578"

17.8
6.4
8.4

26.0
26.2
27.6
27.5
27.0
26.8
26.9
25.9
27.0
27.5
27.2
27.5
26.9
26.7
27.7
27.8
27.8
27.8
28.3
27.8
28.3
28.4
26.5
26.8
26.7
26.7
27.1
28.1
27.6
27.2
26.8

mm.

""§78'

""471"

21.8

~'77i"
0.3

""273"

0.5

"1475"

0.8
1.8

27.0
27.0
27.7
28.0
28.8
28.4
30.2
28.4
27.8
28.4
28.6
29.2
28.4
28.1
27.2
26.1
24.6
27.3
28.6
24.8
27.0
28.5
28.4
29.3
28.9
29.6
29.6
28.6
28.0
28.8
28.8

mm.
3.1
6.9

"2571"

"1272"

13.7
3.6
2.0

"2579"

12.4
11.2
21.1
3.6

14.3

""473"

"2073"

27.4

""57i"

""674'

27.8
28.1
28.1
26.6
26.8
28.1
28.0
27.4
28.4
28.7
28.4
27.7
27.7
28.1
26.2
24.4
25.8
27.6
28.6
26.9
27.6
28.6
28.3
28.5
28.2
28.3
28.3
28.1
28.3
28.3
28.5

mm.

"476"

'"571"

28.9
28.4
28.2
28.8
28.2
27.8
28.0

mm.

3375""

1.6

2
3
4
5
6 __

7
8
9
10
11
12

""379"

4.4

""i75"

"275"

27.8
27.4
27.0
26.2
25.0
25.1
27.8
27.8
26.1
26.4
27.8
28.4
28.4
28.1
28.6
28.1
28.0
27.7
28.6
28.4

25.4

§78""

31.7
69.7
1.6

13
14
15 . :

16
17
18
19
20 t
21
22
23
24
25
26
27-
28 :__
29
30
31 _
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CURRENT PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

ARTICLES IN CURRENT PERIODICALS OF INTEREST TO AGRI-
CULTURISTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

SUGAR.

Porto Rican Sugar Matters, in The Modern Sugar Planter,

Vol. I, No. 4, June 11, 1910. The establishment of new plants,

and the general outlook for the industry.

The diseases of Sugar Cane (an address by Prof. C. W. Ed-
gerton, plant pathologist, State Experiment Station, before the

Louisiana Sugar Planters' Association, June 9, 1910), in The
Modern Sugar Planter, Vol. I, No. 4, June 11, 1910.

The Manufacture of White Sugar in Java, by H. C. Prinsen

Geerligs, in The Modern Sugar Planter, Vol. I, No. 7, July 2,

1910. A paper communicated to the Paris Congress, dealing

with the methods in use in Java in the production of a white

sugar.

The Sugar Industry of Hawaii, by Jesse H. Buffum, in The
Louisiana Planter. A continued series of articles, beginning in

March, 1910. A very detailed account of the Hawaiian sugar

industry in all its aspects.

Cane Irrigation in Louisiana (read by Mr. C. C. Krumbhaar,
before the Louisiana Sugar Planters' Association, June,* 1910),

in The Modern Sugar Planter, Vol. I, No. 4, June 11, 1910. An
account of work accomplished in irrigation in Louisiana, espe-

cially during the past season.

Sugar Cane in Crop Diversification (no author), in The Lou-
isiana Planter, Vol. XLV, No. 1, July 2, 1910. An account of

the numerous and extremely profitable small cane holdings in

the Southern States, which started because of the cotton boll

weevil ravages. These plantations have no connection with the

larger sugar manufacturing interests, but put out a sirup thaf
sells very well.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Fighting Field and Lawn Weeds with Sprays, by H. L. BoUey,

North Dakota Experiment Station, in The Breeder's Gazette,

Vol. LVII, No. 24, June 15, 1910. Spraying on of chemicals

and the action of various solutions upon different classes of

plants.

Disinfection of Imported Plants in the West Indies, by H. A.

Ballou, entomologist on the staff of the Imperial Department of

Agriculture, in West Indian Bulletin, Vol. X, No. 4, 1910. Sum-
maries of the laws in force in the West Indies at present, and

directions for preparing and using insecticides and fungicides,

etc. Also a bibliography of literature on the subject.

The Consumption of Cacao, in The West Indian Committee
Circular (June- 21, 1910), Vol. XXV, No. 306. An account of

the increase in the production of cacao, and its distribution

through the markets of the world.

Banana Disease in America and Cuba, by Drs. R. E. B. Mc-
Kenny and Edwin F. Smith, published in Science and reprinted

in The West Indian Committee Circular, Vol. XXV, No. 307, July

5, 1910. An account of the destructive Central American banana
blight, a fungous disease which has caused much loss in Central

America, Cuba, etc.

Report on Rice and Cotton Investigations in China and Japan,

by F. G. Krauss, agronomist, Hawaii Agricultural Experiment

Station, in The Hawaiian Forester and Agriculturist, Vol. VII,

No. 5, May, 1910 (to be continued)

.

Construction and Use of Road Drag (a press bulletin of the

Nebraska Experiment Station, by L. W. Chase) , in The Breed-

ers' Gazette, Vol. LVII, No. 26, June 29, 1910. An account of

the King split-log drag, with an illustration giving dimensions.
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EDITORIAL.

THE PHILIPPINE RICE CROP.

The degree of prosperity of the farmers throughout the Phil-

ippine Islands Is probably influenced more by the condition of

the rice crop than any other one thing. Rice is the great staple

food crop of the Islands, and an abundant harvest means comfort

and prosperity to a large part of the Filipino people. On the

other hand, the failure of the rice crop because of drouth ot

other causes brings hardship and even suffering to the people
98326 621
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in the sections where such failure occurs. In many munic-

ipalities, in fact throughout entire provinces, rice is the one

important crop cultivated. When this crop fails the farmers

are left with few or no other resources. In sections where
abaca, copra and sugar are the staple crops grown, we find rice

the principal article of food. The money obtained for these

products is used, therefore, to a considerable extent at least,

for the purchase of rice, so that a poor rice crop affects even the

sections of the country where rice is not cultivated.

In considering any improvement of conditions pertaining to

rice growing in the Philippines, three factors should receive

particular attention : First, the area of rice cultivated is largely

dependent on the number of work animals available for pre-

paring the land; second, complete failure of the rice crop in

any locality is usually due to the lack of an adequate supply

of water available when it is needed ; third, the degree of success

obtained by the rice grower depends in a considerable measure
on the variety of rice grown and the manner in which it is

cultivated. It is obvious, therefore, that an abundant supply

of work animals and water, together with the use of seed of

the best varieties, and improved methods of cultivation are essen-

tial to the production of the best possible rice crops.

The results that have followed the destruction of carabaos

and cattle throughout the Islands by rinderpest, and the efforts

that are now being made to completely eradicate this disease,

are too well known to require comment. The large areas of

uncultivated land that were once rice paddies bear silent tes-

timony to the work of rinderpest. There is no lack of an
abundance of suitable land in the Philippines, not only for grow-
ing all the I'ice required for local consumption, but also for

producing rice in sufficient quantity for export. With the elimi-

nation of rinderpest there is no reason why there should not

be, within a few years, sufficient animals to bring a large part

of this land under cultivation.

An abundant supply of water throughout the growing season

is essential to the production of a good crop of lowland rice.

At the present time large areas, having no facilities for irriga-

tion, are planted to lowland rice. The crop, therefore, is en-

tirely dependent on the weather conditions and frequently the

conditions are such that the crop is a failure. The necessity

for more extensive facilities for irrigation are now fully appre-

ciated, and every effort is being made by the Insular Govern-

ment to develop such facilities in different parts of the country.

It has been estimated that there are at least 200 distinct
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varieties and sub-varieties of rice in the Philippine Islands.

There is great variation in these varieties and some are much
more valuable than others. At present the rice growers make
little or no effort to select the seed of the best varieties, or even
to select good seed of any one variety. Field experiments are

now being carried on by the Bureau of Agriculture with a large

number of varieties of both upland and lowland rice for the

purpose of determining which varieties are best suited to con-

ditions found in different parts of the Islands.

Any general or widespread improvements in the methods
of rice cultivation in the Philippine Islands will, of necessity,

be brought about gradually. The use of improved implements,
the better preparation of the land, and the better care of the

growing crop will only come as the farmers begin to see and
appreciate the results obtained by improved methods.

In the present number of the Review we are publishing an
article on "Rice Growing in the Philippine Islands" prepared
by a Filipino employee of the Bureau of Agriculture, who has
devoted a large amount of time to the investigation of this

subject and who is now in charge of field experiments with
upland rice that are being made at the Lamao Experiment
Station.

PROVINCIAL, EXPOSITIONS.

Arrangements are now being made in several provinces to

hold provincial fairs or expositions at some time during the next
three months. It is understood that one reason for holding these

fairs is that they are to be a means of preparing for the Insular

Exposition to be held in Manila during the next Carnival.

Material for exhibits will be collected, used at the local fairs,

and then forwarded to Manila as provincial exhibits for the

Insular Exposition.

We believe that no better means could be devised for obtaining

satisfactory provincial exhibits than that of holding these pro-

vincial fairs. Many persons, who might hesitate to furnish ma-
terial for an exhibit that was to be used only in Manila, would
gladly contribute such material for a fair that was to be held in

their own province. Furthermore, the local fairs will give an
opportunity for the classification and preparation of exhibits

before they are sent to Manila.

Although the provincial fairs will serve a useful purpose as

a means of preparing for the larger Insular Exposition, this

feature will be of secondary importance as compared with their
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educational value as local expositions. There is no good reason

why many, if not all of the larger provinces, should not hold a

successful annual fair. Such fairs will be attended by thousands

of people who could not come to Manila, and should serve as a

strong stimulus to greater activity along different lines of in-

dustrial work. Inasmuch as the provinces have contributed

largely year after year to the success of the Insular Carnivals

and Expositions, it is believed that such interests as are centered

in Manila should show an equal willingness to assist the prov-

inces in making their local expositions the success that they

deserve to be.



RICE GROWING IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By SiLVERio Apostol,

Agricultural Assistant.

INTRODUCTION.

There is no other plant as widely known or of such vital

importance to the inhabitants of the Philippines as rice. Rice

(Oryza sativa) is an annual plant belonging to the great family

of grasses, botanically known as Gramineae. This plant is be-

lieved to be indigenous to Asia, and also to Australia. Rice is

now more or less extensively cultivated in nearly all tropical and
semi-tropical countries, and constitutes the staple food of about

.

one-half of the human race. Whether it is an indigenous or an
imported plant in the Philippines is an unsettled question; but

whatever may have been its origin, Magellan, in 1521, found it

practically the only crop then cultivated in the Islands. In fact,

at one time, rice was the only article of export from the Philip-

pine Islands, but with the subsequent increase in the production

of more profitable crops such as abaca (Manila hemp), sugar

cane, coconuts and tobacco, the cultivation of rice diminished.

Consequently, as the population of the country and the food

required of the inhabitants increased, rice, instead of being an
article of export, has become one of the leading imports.

DISTRIBUTION.

Rice is cultivated throughout the Philippines. In this country

it occupies an even more important position as an article of food

than that of wheat in Europe and North America.

In view of the importance of this cereal, it becomes at once

obvious that its culture should receive the most careful attention,

not only from the Bureau of Agriculture but also from every

individual farmer and grower. Especially is this necessary and
important when we consider that more than 200,000 tons of this

staple food product of the country are imported annually. This

amount, at first glance, may seem insignificant, but it means a
drain of from ^8,000,000 to W6,000,000 from the Islands every

625
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year, which sum might well be saved and utilized for some of the

many needs of the country. The Bureau of Agriculture is now
experimenting with and studying the many varieties of this

crop in the Philippines with a view of improving the quality of

rice grown, and of increasing the total production.

VARIETIES.

The total number of different varieties of rice in this country

is undetermined. This subject is now being investigated, and is

one of the objects of our experiments. Some authors state that

there are about 150 varieties, others double or even triple this

number. While it is not as yet possible to make a definite state-

ment, as our experiments are still in progress, it is probable that

there are in these Islands not less than 200 distinct varieties and
subvarieties of rice. These varieties may be grouped in three

ways

:

I. According to the habit of the plants, i. e., the natural con-

ditions under which they seem to grow and produce best. Under
this method of grouping we have (1) the lowland or irrigated,

and (2) the highland or nonirrigated varieties. Although there

is no sharp dividing line between these two groups, the dif-

ference is very marked when we compare the extremes, but

grows less and less pronounced as we approach varieties that

can be grown under either of the above-mentioned conditions.

II. According to the texture or composition of the kernels,

the grain may be (1) glutinous or (2) nonglutinous.

III. Rice, like wheat, may be (1) awned (bearded) or (2)

awnless (beardless).

In other words, some varieties of rice are decidedly highland

or upland in their habits, needing comparatively little water

for their development—in fact, standing water on the field is

often detrimental, and even fatal, to these upland varieties

of rice—and they thrive well without transplanting ; while others

require flat lowland with plenty of water, and have to be trans-

planted in order to obtain the best results. Moreover, these

different varieties may be either glutinous or nonglutinous,

and bearded or beardless. The different varieties are further

characterized by their special flavor, taste, and aroma; shape

and size of the grain ; density and texture of the kernel ; cooking

quality; color or markings of both the cuticle and the hull;

characteristics and behavior of the plant; length of growing

period; and by many other points of difference.

The nonglutinous varieties of rice are the ones principally

grown in the Islands for ordinary food purposes. The glutinous
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varieties are grown only for special purposes, such as making
puddings and other culinary preparations.

Many varieties of rice are adaptable to a considerable range

of climatic and soil conditions, as may be observed from their

geographical distribution.

GROWING PERIOD.

The length of the growing period varies widely with the

different varieties—about eighty-five to ninety days is the

shortest, and seven months the longest. Occasionally farmers

claim to have seen or known of certain varieties of rice that

have been harvested in two and one-half months from the time

the seed was put into the ground, but the accuracy of these

statements may be questioned. The highland or nonirrigated

varieties are generally early bearers.

soil..

Rice can be grown on almost any kind of land, but a medium
loam with about 50 per cent of clay is the best. In general,

a soil that will produce good corn, sugar cane, or cotton will

also produce good rice. It does not follow, however, that good

rice land will always produce the above-mentioned crops as well,

as generally good rice land has an impermeable subsoil, and
this condition is detrimental to cotton, cane, or corn, due to

the accumulation of too much water during the rainy season.

Sandy soils do not have the power of mechanically holding water

which a clayey or loamy soil possesses, and thus are not so

well suited to rice growing. The water percolates more freely

through a sandy soil, and this fact should be kept in mind when
we consider the subject of irrigation.

LOCATION.

The land used for growing rice, especially for lowland or

irrigated rice should be level to avoid the heavy work and ex-

pense of leveling and building dikes. It is not only more econom-

ical to grow rice on level land, but this condition, other things

being equal, is also necessary to give the crop uniformity of

stand and, ultimately, a uniform ripening. The presence or

absence of water and the depth of water in the field exercises

a great influence upon the rate of ripening the rice crop. At
the time of harvest it is not unusual to observe green patches

here and there in a field where but one variety of rice is grown,

due to the accummulation of water, when all the rest of the

field, where the land is comparatively dry, is ripe enough to be

cut. When this happens, one of two things has to be done;
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either cut the green patches prematurely with the rest, or let

them stand longer and ripen. If the former is done, we get

chaffy, imperfect grains which are crushed into powder and
mixed with the bran in the mill ; if the latter is practiced, these

patches are likely to be destroyed by stray animals before the

grd,in is sufficiently ripe to be cut; besides, there is extra work
and attention required in caring for and harvesting these small

patches which have been cut with the rest of the crop.

The necessary number and size of dikes in a field are deter-

mined by the lay of the land. The greater the slope the higher

and closer the dikes have to be built, and the smaller the fields.

There is a limit to the slope beyond which the putting of dikes

becomes impracticable. In this case, terracing is the only prac-

ticable thing to do to make the land fit for irrigation or the

growing of irrigated or lowland rice. Terracing is a common
practice among the Igorotes of the Mountain Province.

Large fields are preferable to small ones, not only because of

the expense incurred in the construction of more dikes in the

latter, but also on account of the space lost where the dikes

stand. Too many dikes offer a very great obstacle and incon-

venience to proper and economical field work; especially is this

true where modern methods of farming are followed, or where
modern farm implements are used. In such cases much time is

wasted in turning on small fields. For instance, in plowing:

Let us take two fields of the same area, say "A'' and "B*', con-

taining one hectare each. Field "A" is divided into two plots

100 by 50 meters each, and field '*B'' into four plots, 50 by 50

meters each. If a man with a carabao and a plough that cuts

a fuBrow 20 centimeters wide would plow field **A'' running

lengthwise of the field, he would make 498 turns in the two
plots. If the same man with the same outfit would plow field

"B" he would make 996 turns in the four plots, or twice as many
turns as would be required in field **A." Supposing that it takes

a man an average of one-half minute to make each turn, then

it would take him four hours and nine minutes or about one-half

a day longer to plow field "B" than field *'A'', this difference

being wholly due to the field being divided into smaller plots.

Furthermore, the many dikes make excellent nurseries for weeds,

and the cost of keeping them up is considerable.

FERTILIZERS.

The rice plant does not require a very rich soil for its proper

development. When rice is grown on very rich land there is a

tendency for the plant to develop luxuriantly, but with a light
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head. The plant stools abundantly but many of the stalks do

not bear at all. In many cases soil conditions in the rice fields

might be improved by planting mungo, velvet beans, or some
other leguminous plant as an after crop. The leguminous plants,

with the aid of certain kinds of bacteria, are able to collect free

nitrogen from the air. When the roots, leaves and stems of

these plants decay, this nitrogen becomes available as plant food.'

IRRIGATION.

The question of supplying water to rice fields is a great

problem. That an adequate irrigation system is very essential

in the cultivation of lowland rice can not be overemphasized.

The amount of water necessary to produce a good crop depends

especially upon the physical character of the soil, and the variety

of rice grown. Each grower must solve his own irrigation

problem. He has to study the character of his land, and be well

acquainted with the requirements of the varieties of rice which

he grows. Some varieties are hardier than others ; they require

comparatively little water during their period of growth, and
are more able to endure drought, while certain others can only

be* made to stool and bear well with a liberal supply of water.

For irrigation, the water from lakes and large rivers or canals

with a slow current is better than that which comes from rivers

having a swift current. The former is warmer and generally

carries more or less fertilizing material, but still better is the

water from adjoining fields. For the strictly lowland varieties,

there is no harm in having water on the field during the plant's

entire period of development, but where the water is under

control it would be better to cut off the water supply every now
and then and let the surface water drain off so as to- expose the

base of the plants to the action of the sun and allow the soil to

warm up and aerate. Care should be taken, however, not to

continue this state too long so that the soil will become air dry

by evaporation, or the plants will suffer seriously.

SEE1> SELECTION.

But little attention is given to the question of seed selection

by most of the rice growers in this country. The results ob-

tained in rice growing depend largely upon judicious and careful

selection, and the method of separating and storing the seed.

Farmers should obtain the best variety of seed suited to the

conditions existing on their farms. One of the first requisites

in seed selection is that the fields be visited often enough so that

the differences in vigor, stand, diseases, etc., of different plants
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and different varieties may be noted. Some farmers do not

visit their growing crop at all until they think it is about time

to harvest. "All of the work in this business," they say, "is

in the planting and harvesting. After you have transplanted

your rice, you can leave your fields and need not return until

time to harvest the crop."

Seed should be selected at harvest time, and while the plants

are standing in the field. In selecting plants for seed, the

farmer should be guided not only by the actual crop conditions

but also by his previous observations. The best seed should be

saved for the next crop, inestead of simply taking at random the

required amount of grain needed for the next season's seed after

the entire crop has been thrashed and cleaned. It is very much
easier to eliminate poor seed before than after thrashing. The
plants that are to furnish seed should be cut, cured, and thrashed

separately from the rest of the crop. Care should be taken that

the seed is perfectly free from foreign seeds before thrashing.

Beside affecting the stand of the crop, foreign seeds interfere

with milling the grain and lower the market value of the crop

;

especially is this true when red kernels are mixed with white

rice. The seed should be carefully stored, precautions being

taken to keep it dry and free from attacks of vermin or insects.

SEED TESTING.

Humidity weakens and may even destroy the vitality of seed

rice. The seed should be tested to determine its vitality before

planting. Especially is this necessary with upland rice, which is

planted direct in the fields instead of in seed beds. Under
ordinary conditions it takes from five to seven days to determine

whether we have good or poor seed.

In testing seed the following precautions should be observed:

(1) Make the test early enough to allow ample time to obtain

good seed in case the seed tested is found to be poor.

(2) More accurate results will be obtained by testing the

seed in shallow boxes filled with light soil than in the ground.

Provide the boxes with some sort of cover (this can easily be

made from bamboo slats) to protect the grain from fowls and
vermin.

(3) Much of the accuracy of the test depends on the proper

selection of samples. Mix the seed thoroughly so as to secure

a representative sample. After the sample has been perfectly

cleaned, take a known number (at least 1,000 grains), the larger

the number of grains used the more satisfactory will be the test.
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(4) Moisten the soil in the box and then level it, taking

care that it is left loose and spongy. Sow the seeds and then

cover them with a layer of dry soil thick enough to bury the

grains. Sprinkle a little water on the soil and put the box where
the sun can reach it sometime during the day. Keep it moist

all of the time but not very wet. Count the sprouted grains

every morning as you pull them out. Continue until no further

germination is observed. When the total number germinated

is found, the proportion of bad and good seed can be calculated.

Other conditions being equal, awnless rice is preferable to

the awned, because it is easier to handle. Especially is this true

with the present methods of harvesting, thrashing and milling

rice in this country. In fact, it is not the practice of the Fili-

pino farmers to thrash bearded rice, principally because the

awns make the feet of the animals bleed when they tread it out,

but with modern machinery the awns are no obstacle either in

thrashing or hulling. On the other hand, the awn, to some
extent, prevents damage by birds. Generally the grains of the

bearded varieties are fastened more firmly to the stem than those

of the beardless varieties.

PREPARATIO:&f OF THE SOIL.

Very little attention is paid by our farmers to the matter of

preparing the soil for rice planting. Rice is a tender-rooted,

shallow-feeding plant. Bearing this in mind, it is obvious that

the ground should be worked up well before planting so as to

allow the free growth and proper development of the roots—^the

feeding organs of the plant. Where the soil is in hard unbroken
lumps the plants can not obtain a sufficient amount of food. In

the case of upland rice thorough preparation of the land not

only kills the greater portion of the weeds by tearing them up
and exposing them to the action of the sun, but it also greatly

diminishes the loss of water by evaporation. Hence, by proper
preparation of the soil, the rice crop can in a great measure, be
given a good even stand right from the start. The plowing
does not have to be very deep; ordinarily from 10 to 15 centi-

meters will be sufficient, especially for virgin lands; but for old

rice land where there is a rich compact subsoil, deeper plowing
should be practiced every third or fourth year so as to bring
to the surface some of the virgin soil with its fertilizing ingre-

dients for the crop. For irrigated or lowland rice, have the
field well stirred up and brought to a mellow, sloppy consistency

at the time of transplanting.
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X.OCAIi METHODS.

Although the general methods of growing rice are similar in

different parts of the country, there is more or less difference in

the details of the work in different sections.

There are two very common ways of growing upland or non-

irrigated rice, caingin and sabog:

Caingin.—People who own no carabaos, and who have very

limited means, plant rice on the woodlands and low hills by
trading work with their neighbors. This is a very common prac-

tice throughout the Islands. The preparation of the land con-

sists merely in clearing away brush and small trees by means
of bolos and fire before the rainy season sets in, leaving the,

stumps in the ground. The seed is then planted at the beginning

of the rainy season in Luzon, generally during the latter half

of May and the early part of June. No further cultivation is

given.

The planting is a very interesting operation and affords a

pleasant occupation to those who are engaged in the work. The
planters (usually men), who are equipped with wooden sticks

having a sharpened end about 3 or 4 centimeters in diameter,

place themselves side by side about one meter apart. The stick is

sometimes made of bamboo and pointed with a piece of iron.

Following comes a line of women and children with the seed.

The seed is held in sections of bojo or small bamboo, about

fifty centimeters long, which are closed at one end. The planters

in front move backward in more or less parallel lines as they

make holes in the ground with their sticks, and the 'seeders,

closely following, place from 5 to 20 grains in each hole. The
holes are usually from 10 to 20 centimeters apart. The seed

is placed with the right hand and covered with the left by filling

the hole with earth with the butt of the bamboo tube or seed

holder. In other places the seed is held in a coconut shell,

instead of in a bamboo tube. In this case the grain is covered

by a third row of people who come behind the second and brush
the loose surface dirt into the holes.

According to Mr. E. Y. Miller (Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Collections, Vol. 47, March 2, 1905) the Cuyonese use an instru-

ment known to them as "tugda'' in place of the pointed sticks

or poles used by the people of Luzon and the Visayas. The
'*tugda" consists of a stem and drill-point of tough bamboo.
The stem is about 5 meters long, and the length of the point

piece is about 53 centimeters. It is bent at its lower portion,

just a little above where the point piece is attached. This
curvate gives the "tugda" a kind of spring whereby the instru-
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ment is made to rebound every time it is thrown into the

ground.

It is customary to plant 10 or 20 grains of rice in each hole,

which is entirely too many. In most cases, with good seed,

and under proper weather conditions, from four to seven grains

in holes at a distance of about fifteen centimeters apart will be

suflScient. ^ This is the caingin method of planting upland rice.

Sdbog.—Some farmers have one or two carabaos but no land

to cultivate. These people, however, can often find arable places

on the public lands. The ground is plowed once in the dry

season in preparation for the rice crop. At the beginning of

the rainy season, the land is fenced with bamboo, plowed once

more, harrowed, and the seed is sown broadcast. Some prepare

their fields fairly well with the aid of a roller and a harrow, but

such cases are exceptions rather than the rule. The thickness

of sowing depends entirely upon each farmer. After sowing,

the field is harrowed lightly to cover the seed. This cdmpletes

the planting, and generally no further work, such as weeding
or irrigating, is done until the crop is harvested. This method
of growing rice is locally known as sdbog, and under ordinary

conditions gives a return of from 5 to 10 cavanes (1 cavan equals

75 liters) from one of seed.

Some Visayan farmers do not sow the seed, but when the

ground is ready the seed is planted in shallow drills. The man
with the seed follows behind the plow and drops from 5 to 20

grains at intervals of from 10 to 20 centimeters, covering the

seed with earth from the edges of the furrow with his foot.

This method is called pangas. A modification of this method is

practiced by some Visayan farmers. The seed is thinly sown
in the furrows instead of dropping it in hills ; it is then harrowed
lightly to cover the seed. This is also known as pangas.

The practice of early plowing is in many respects advanta-

geous, especially with heavy soils. Beside affording ease of

operation at planting time, it allows the soil to aerate. This •

practice also kills weeds by covering the plants with earth before

they mature seed, thus adding organic matter to the soil.

I^OWLAND OR IRRIGATED RICE.

In the cultivation of lowland or irrigated rice, there are several

steps, but practically pne method.

In certain localities sdbog and other similar methods, which

vary only in minor details, are employed to some extent in grow-

ing lowland or irrigated rice. In this case, however, the seed

is sown in a wet or sloppy bed, and the sowing is thinner than
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in the case of upland culture. But the most popular and profit-

able practice throughout the Archipelago is by transplanting

the seedlings, and the first step in this work is the preparing of

the seed bed.

SEED BEDS.

In the absence of artificial irrigation, the work is begun with

the advent of the rainy season. During May (in certain local-

ities as early as the latter part of April) and the first half of

June the seed beds are prepared, and from the latter part of

June to the middle of September the transplanting is done.

The ground for the seed bed is plowed and harrowed three or

four times until the soil is pulverized enough for good germina-

tion. The bed is then divided into plots by running a plow

deeply at intervals of about two meters, after which the seed

is sown broadcast rather thickly and covered thinly with the

soil from the edges of the plots. At some places dividing the

bed into plots is not practiced, in which case the seed is covered

by running a light harrow over it after sowing is done.

The Ilocanos usually drill the seed instead of sowing it. Three

men are generally used to do this work. One man is provided

with a large wooden fork-like instrument with which he makes
the holes, and two others follow to distribute the seed, leaving

from 15 to 40 grains in each hole. The holes made in the soil

are about 7 or 8 centimeters apart, 8 or 4 centimeters deep, and

3 to 3.5 centimeters in diameter.

SEED SPROUTING.

Some farmers sprout the seed before sowing it in the seed

beds. The seed is put in a sack and then placed in water to

soak. After a period of from twelve to twenty-four hours,

the seed is removed from the water and put aside for about

twenty-four hours, or until at least fifty per cent of the grains

have sprouted, when it is sown broadcast. The bed at the time

. of sowing must be well worked up, well saturated with water,

and kept in this condition until the seedlings have acquired suf-

ficient height and vigor to survive under the ordinary weather

conditions of the season. This practice is based on the belief

that the plants grow faster because they are started with

sprouted seeds. While this may be true under the most favor-

able conditions, such is not ordinarily the case. On the contrary,

the practice has a number of objectionable features. A good

seed under favorable soil and weather conditions will germinate

as soon if not sooner when it has not been sprouted. Sprouted
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seeds require a more or less sloppy bed at sowing time, and this

practice should not be attempted unless the water supply is

abundant. If the bed is not sufficiently wet the sprouted, seeds

will suffer much from the action of the sunshine before they can

establish their rootlets in the ground, and if the seed is not sown
promptly the roots become tangled and render sowing difficult.

Moreover, much of the seed dies from the injury to the roots,

caused by handling. Seed sprouting is also practiced without

transplanting. But this method is still worse than with trans-

planting, and should never be attempted unless there is an

adequate supply of water.

Another method known as palitsot is used in some localities.

By this method the field is flooded and the ground stirred up
well, and then the sprouted seed is sown broadcast in water,

sometimes 10 centimeters deep. The grain settles on the muddy
bottom, and the foliage finds its way through the water to

the sunshine. Hence the name palusot meaning to grow or

pass through. The main objection to this practice is the dif-

ficulty or impossibility of sowing the seed evenly. There is no

practical benefit gained by this method. On the contrary, if the

water is too deep the plants die before their leaves reach the

surface.

Transplanting.—The seedlings should be transplanted when
they are from four to seven weeks old. If earlier, the plants

are generally too tender to endure transplanting, especially if

the seed bed is of heavy soil. The seedlings, should be trans-

planted before they form nodes, because after this stage they

develop only comparatively few roots. It is not advisable to

pull the seedlings until the time of transplanting, preferably

the day before. The young plants are pulled up and tied with

bamboo slatch in small bundles about 6 or 7 centimeters in

diatneter. These are then taken to a pond, the adhering earth

washed from the roots, and the bundles scattered over the

fields. If the seedlings have grown very high, they should be

trimmed to about 23 centimeters long before being transplanted.

One good plowing about five days or a week before planting is

sufficient in most cases, but where the land, is weedy and heavy
it should be plowed twice and harrowed. At the time of plant-

ing, when the surface water is 10 to 15 centimeters deep, the

suyod, a native comb-like implement, drawn by a carabao is

used to level the ground and work it into a sloopy consistency.

The teeth of the suyod are about 25 centimeters in length and
13 to 15 centimeters apart.
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The work of transplanting is generally done by women, boys

and girls, who stand side by side about 50 centimeters apart in

a line* and move backward. The seedlings are held in the left

hand, and with the right they tear oif from one to six plants

and, with the aid of the thumb and the first two fingers, stick

them into the muddy bed about 15 to 25 centimeters apart.

The Ilocanos use a sharp-pointed wooden stick, 15 to 20

centimeters in length; the stick is held in the left hand with

the bundle of seedlings, and used to make holes, in the ground,

while with the right hand they place from 1 to 6 of the seed-

lings in each hole. With this method they use less water on

the land.

In determining the number of seedlings which should be

planted on a given area, we should be guided by four factors,

namely, (1) the fertility and preparation of the soil, including

the water supply, (2) the variety of seed, with special reference

to the size and ability of the plants to stool; (3) the condition

and age of the seedlings; and (4) the time of transplanting,

whether early of late in the season, especially where there is no

artificial irrigation.

HARVESTING.

Generally no work or care is given the rice plantation after

the transplanting is finished. Some farmers do not visit their

fields even once between planting and harvest time, and they only

blame their *'luck'' when they gather a poor crop, when in most

cases if the plantation has suffered and the crop is poor, it is

largely due to their negligence.

There are two ways of harvesting rice in the Philippines,

and these depend on whether the crop is bearded or beardless.

For the bearded varieties a hand instrument, having a wooden
handle about 15 centimeters long and 2.5 centimeters in diameter,

with a small iron or steel blade, is used. The blade is thin,

2.5 to 3 centimeters wide, about 10 centimeters in length, sharp-

ened on one edge, and fastened crosswise in a cut made at a

point about 6 centimeters from the large end of the handle.

The instrument is held in the right hand, with the blade between

the first two fingers. To do the cutting, the fingers are extended

and one or more straws are gathered in and drawn against the

cutting edge by closing the fingers.

Awned or bearded rice is not usually thrashed, and when
harvested about 25 centimeters of straw, are left with the

heads and all adhering leaves are removed; the rice is tied

up near the heads with bamboo slatch into small bundles about
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7 centimeters in diameter. Six of these bundles are called mor
nojitos, quinis, or bulsdc, and, grouped in larger bundles, are

known as manojos or pungos. When sufficiently cured they

are sold, stored up in granaries, or sent to the mill for hulling.

The amount of the harvest is customarily expressed in terms
of so many manojos, or a larger unit oyones; one oyon being

equal to 20 manojos or pungos.

Bearded rice is almost the only kind cultivated by the people

in Northern Luzon, beginning with the northern parts of the

provinces of Tarlac and Nueva Ecija, and especially by the

Ilocano growers. It is undoudtedly due to this fact that the

awned varieties are commonly called palay Iloco or Ilocano rice

in the Tagalog provinces. Harvesting is usually done on shares

at the rate of from i to i for the worker or harvester.

In the Visayas bearded rice is as rare as the beardless varieties

are among the Ilocano growers. Awnless rice is cut with a
kind of sickle having a wooden V-like handle, and a blade about

20 centimeters long and 3 centimeters in width. The blade is

slightly curved toward the cutting edge, and fixed at an angle

in the handle about 15 centimeters from the end, just above the

grip. With the sickle held in the right hand, 20 to 50 stalks

are caught by the hook-like handle, and with a little twist the

straws or stalks are drawn together and grasped with the left

hand, the instrument is disengaged, and the stalks are cut about
30 centimeters below the heads. This operation is continued

until there is enough cut to make a bundle about 15 centimeters

in diameter, when it is tied up, with a few long straws. If the

field is dry the bundles are left to cure until late in the afternoon

;

but where there is surface water, they are piled up on dikes and
in the evening they axe hauled to a place where they can be cured.

After curing and while the harvest is in progress, they are

shocked to prevent the grain from being spoiled by the excessive

sunshine and occasional showers. The harvesting of awnless
rice is also done on shares in certain localities, but generally the

harvesters are paid so much a day with subsistence (breakfast

and dinner)

.

THRASHING.

There are several ways of thrashing rice practiced in the

different parts of the country. In some places the straw end
of the bundle is fastened between two wooden sticks about 45
to 50 centimeters long, which are tied together by a piece of

rope about 8 centimeters from one end, and the heads are then
beaten against a hard board. In other places flailing is prao-

98325 2
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ticed. But the most common method is that of treading out

the grain by either animals or men. In Iloilo Province this is

done by men on a bamboo platform about 2 or 2.5 meters high,

so that the chaff is carried off by the wind as the grains fall

to the cleaned hard ground below. Where the thrashing is done

by animals the chaff is blown off by pouring the grain from a

platform while the wind is blowing. Only a few modern thrash-

ing machines are used on Philippine farms. The paddy is either

stored in granaries or shipped to Manila or other places for

hulling. There are now many modern mills of various sizes in

operation in the provinces, both in Luzon and the Visayan

Islands.

As to the cost of production, it is very difficult, if not im-

possible, to give a definite figure as the labor conditions vary

widely in different localities. It is estimated at from 1P15 to

iP25 per hectare for lowland or irrigated rice.
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[Agricultural Extension Work Lecture No. 2.]

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN/

Compiled by H. T. Edwards,

Assistant to the Director of Agriculture,

Every farmer should have a good vegetable garden. The
object of this lecture is to state some of the reasons why you
should have a vegetable garden, and some of the things that you
must do if you are to have a good garden.

Every person should have a plentiful supply of different kinds

of good food. You will note that I say different kinds of good

food. It is not enough that you have a plentiful supply of good

food, but you should also have different kinds of food. Rice

is a good food, but the person who eats nothing but rice for

a long time will get sick. Fish is a good food, but no person

wants to eat only fish. We all want and need different kinds

of food, so we eat rice, fish, meat, green vegetables, and other

materials.

The most important reason why you Should have a good

vegetable garden is, that it will furnish you a large supply of

different kinds of good food. When you have had a good garden

for one year, with plenty of beans, eggplant, okra, tomatoes,

squashes, peppers, onions, and other vegetables, you will want
to have a garden every year.

'

It is not difficult to have a good garden. Any person who
has a small piece of good land, and is willing to do a little work
can have a garden. If you do good work and take care of your

garden you will have a good garden. If you do poor work and
do not take care of your garden you will "have a poor garden.

* Reports of Mr. Harold Cuzner, Mr. North H. Fpreman, Mr. S. C.

Kelleher, and Mr. 0. B. Burrell have been used in the preparation of this

lecture.
' .

^
'

' "639 • •
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LOCATION.

The first thing to do in making a vegetable garden is to select

the best place for it. This place should be as near the house
as possible, so that you can watch the garden and protect it

from thieves and stray animals. It is well to have the garden
on sloping land, so that the water will drain off when there

are heavy rains. If it is necessary to make it on land that is

low and level, ditches should be dug so that the land will be
drained during the rainy season. The location for the garden
should be where there is a supply of water that can be used
for watering the plants when there is no rain. As plants

require sushine the garden should not be planted where there

is heavy shade.

In selecting the place for a garden, one of the most important
things to be considered is the soil. Do not make a garden on
land that is so dry and sandy that the plants will not grow,
or on land that is filled with rocks. The soil should be fertile,

so that the plants will have food ; it should be deep, so that the

roots will have plenty of room in which to grow; and it should

be loose, so that it can be easily and thoroughly cultivated.

TIME FOR PLANTING GARDENS.

'The best time for planting most garden vegetables in the

Philippine Islands is near the end of the rainy season. At
this season of the year the soil is moist and can be worked
easily. If seeds are planted at this time, the plants will get

a good start and the vegetables will mature and can be gathered
during the dry season. When a garden is planted after the

beginning of the dry season, many of the plants will not get

a good start and will be killed during the hot, dry weather. If

a garden is planted at the beginning of the rainy season, many
of the plants will be killed by the winds, and heavy rains.

PREPARING THE L.AND.

When you have selected a place for the garden, the first work
to be done is to prepare the land. If you are to have a good
garden, the land must be well prepared before the seeds are

planted. If there are large weeds and trash on the land that

can not be turned under, they should be burned on the place

where the garden is to be made, as the ashes will njiake good
food for the plants. Any material that can not be turned under
or burned should be carried away, so that the land will be entirely

clean. If the garden is to be a large one the land may be
plowed, but the best way to prepare land for a garden is to dig
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it up thoroughly with a spade. Even where the land has been

plowed, it is well to also dig it up deeper with a spade. If you
can get any manure, it should be spread on the land and well

mixed with the soil when the ground is plowed or dug up. Do
not work the soil when it is very wet or it will form .lumps or

clods. When the work of plowing or spading is finished, the

ground should be raked over and all of the large lumps broken

up. After the ground has been thoroughly raked over, so that

it is smooth and level, the beds where the seeds are to be planted

should be levelled up a little higher than the rest of the land.

Do not make the beds too high, or the soil will dry out rapidly.

FENCING.

In most places there are many hogs and goats that will destroy

the garden unless it is protected by some kind of a fence. This

fence should be made before the seeds are planted. Different

kinds of fences are used in different places, and the kind of a

fence that it is best to use will depend on the kind of material

that can be had and the amount of money than can be spent.

You can make a good fence out of bamobo that will be entirely

satisfactory for at least one year. It is important that the

fence be strong enough to keep out all hogs and goats, and one

that will last through the season until after the vegetables have
matured and have been harvested.

PLANTING THE GARDEN.

If you are to have a good garden, it is well to have a ger-

minating bed. This is a place where the seeds of such plants

as tomatoes, cabbage, eggplant, and lettuce can be planted and
protected from ants and other insects. If these seeds are planted

in the garden, a large part of them will be destroyed by insects.

Large seeds, however, like squash and maize do not need to be

planted in the germinating bed. After the plants have grown
for a time in the germinating bed they should be transplanted

to the garden.

The germinating bed can be made of bamboo, or other mate-

rials, and should rest on legs like a table. The legs should stand

in little pans of water or petroleum so that ants can not reach

the seeds. The bed should have a light shade over it to protect

the young plants from the direct rays of the sun and from heavy
rains. This shade can be made with a bamboo frame with

banana leaves or cogon grass over the top. The covering should

not be too thick, for some sunlight is necessary, and as the plants

get larger the covering should gradually be removed.
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The depth of soil in the germinating bed should be about 12

centimeters. A good soil for the bed can be made by taking one

part of well-rotted manure, one part of good loam, and one part

of fine sand. These three materials should be well mixed, and

then placed in boxes on the bed. Before planting the seeds,

the soil should be well firmed or pressed down with a board.

Care must be takeii that the soil is not too wet when it is firmed.

No rule can be given for the depth at which seeds should be

planted, as this will vary with different kinds of seeds and with

different kinds of soils. In sandy or dry soils the seeds should

be planted deeper than in heavy or moist soils. The germinating

bed should never be allowed to become dry, neither should it be

watered so frequently or so heavily that the soil will be very

wet, as this is liable to kill the young plants. With a little care

and attention it is easy to get good results.

Transplanting should always be done either on a cloudy day

or late in the afternoon, so that the seedlings will not be killed

by the hot sun. Before the seedlings are removed from the

germinating bed they should be well sprinkled; but do not wet

the ground where you are going to plant them until after they

have been planted.

In transplanting, great care should be taken not to injure

the small rootlets. The young plants should be dug up, not

pulled up, and they should be replanted as soon as possible so

that the roots will not become dry or the plants wilted. In

planting the seedlings first dig a hole deep enough for the plants.

When the plant is placed in this hole see that none of the roots

are twisted or doubled. The seedling should be planted deeper

in the garden than it was in the germinating bed, and it may
be set deep enough so that the earth comes up to the first leaves.

The earth should b6 pressed down firmly around the plant, care

being taken not to injure the stem. After the seedlings have

been set out they should be watered, so as to settle the soil around

the roots and supply the plant with moisture until it begins to

develop more roots. After watering draw up some dry soil

around the plant and over the wet spot. This will prevent a

hard crust from forming on the surface of the ground. When
large plants are transplanted it is best to pinch off some of the

leaves.
CARE OF THE GARDEN^.

In order to have a good garden you must take care of it. The

beds should be kept free from weeds, and the soil should be kept

loose so that the roots of the plants can grow well. Do not work

the soil when it is very wet.
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Young plants need water oftener than older ones do. If the

weather is dry when the plants are young, the garden should be

watered every two or three days. The best time to water a

garden is in the evening. Such plants as radishes, lettuc6,

pechay, mustard, cabbage, and beets require frequent watering.

Other plants, as turnips, tomatoes, peppers, beans, and onions,

require less water after they have well begun their growth.

Such plants as camotes, eggplant, peanuts, otong, and sincamas

require but little water after their growth is started.

Most fruiting vegetables, such beans, peas, tomatoes, cucum-
bers, and squashes, will give better results if they have trellises

on which to grow so as to keep the plant and the fruits off the

ground.

Plants in the garden are sometimes killed by diseases, and are

often attacked by different kinds of insects. The best way to

keep plants free from disease is to keep them growing vigorously

and to remove all dead weeds and other rubbish from the garden.

There are many poisons that can be used to kill insects, but the

use of poisons is dangerous and should not be attempted by
persons who are not familiar with their use. If the garden is

kept clean, and the plants are kept growing, there will be much
less damage done by diseases and insects.

SEEDS.

A few of the best and strongest of each kind of plants in the

garden should be allowed to mature their fruits in order to

furnish seeds for the next crop. Do not save seed from sickly

or weak plants. .As far as possible, seeds should be obtained

from your own garden or from people who have gardens in

the municipality in which you live. If good seeds can not be

had in the municipality where you live, they can be purchased

in Manila and other places. The Bureau of Agriculture in

Manila will send to any farmer in the Islands a collection of

garden seeds free of charge, with instructions how to plant

them. If you desire such seeds, write a letter to the Director of

Agriculture, Manila, P. I.

GARDEN CROPS.

Do not try at first to grow too many different kinds of

plants in your garden. A few kinds of good plants are better

than many kinds of poor plants.

There are two general groups of plants that you can grow iii

your garden. These two groups are (1) the local plants, or

those which grow in the municipality where you live or in other

places in your province, (2) the foreign plants, or those of
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which the seeds have been brought to the Philippine Islands from
other countries. Some of the best local plants are mungo, sitao,

cadios, pechay, condol, upo, patola, tugui, ube, gabe, and camotes.

Some of the foreign plants that grow well in the Philippine

Inlands are maize, eggplant, okra, radishes, tomatoes, carrots,

peppers, lettuce, mustard, and beets. There are many other

good plants that you can grow, but these are some of the principal

ones.
1.0CAL PI.ANTS.

Mungo is a bushy plant 60 centimeters to 1 meter in height

with small leaves and yellow flowers. It has many small pods

4 to 6 centimeters long, borne in clusters. Both the green pods

and the ripe beans are used for food, and the beans are of excel-

lent quality. Mungo should be planted near the end of the rainy

season, as during the rainy season the heavy rains break off the

blossoms and pods. It should be planted in drills 1 meter apart,

and thinned to 15 centimeters in the row. Mungo will begin

bearing in from five to seven weeks after planting, and will

continue to bear for from six to eight weeks. This is a valuable

crop, and one that is grown in many different parts of the

Philippines.

Sitao is a plant having long slender vines with bunches of

pink blossoms. It bears long narrow pods that are 15 to 20
centimeters long and about 1 centimeter wide. These pods
are cooked while green, and are an excellent food. Sitao may
be planted at any time in the year, and should be planted beside

trellises about 1.5 meters apart. It will begin to bear in three

months, and will continue bearing for six to eight weeks.

Cadios is a much-branched plant, 1.5 to 2 meters tall, bear-

ing yellow flowers and small pods much like those of the mungo.
The green pods and the ripe beans are eaten the same as the

mungo. It should be planted early in the rainy season in rows 1

meter apart, and will bear in about six months.

Pechay is a plant with broad smooth leaves that are either

cooked, or eaten fresh in salads. It will give the best results

when grown during the dry season. It should be planted in

drills 50 centimeters apart, and will be ready for use a few
weeks after planting.

Condol is a plant much like the cucumber, with long vines and
yellow blossoms. The fruits is shaped like a watermelon, and
is 28 to 40 centimeters long and 12 to 15 centimeters in diameter.

The half-grown fruits are eaten boiled with meat. The mature
fruits are used for preserves or pickles. Condol should be

planted during the latter part of the rainy season in hills 2 meters
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apart each way. The plant will begin bearing in from three

to four months and will continue bearing for several months.

The mature fruits, if stored in a dry place, will keep in good

condition for five or six months.

Uvo has a long, climbing vine. It can be planted at any time

of the year, and should be planted near a trellis or an arbor on

which the vines can run. The fruit is light green in color and

has a white, watery meat. One variety bears gourd-shaped

fruits 40 to 80 centimeters long and 16 to 25 centimeters in

diameter. Another variety has large, round fruits. The quality

of the fruit of the upo is not very good, but this plant is widely

grown in different parts of the Islands.

Patola is a plant with a long, climbing vine, coarse leaves

and yellow flowers. It bears gourd-shaped fruits 25 to 50 centi-

meters long and 8 to 12 centimeters in diameter. The fruit is

eaten as a vegetable, or is boiled with meat. Patola should be

planted beside a trellis or arbor on which the vines can run.

Tugui grows long, slender climbing vines, and has a fleshy

edible root. The tubers are borne in clusters around the miain

stem, and are cylindrical in shape, 6 to 12 centimeters long and

2.5 to 4 centimeters in diameter. The flesh is white, flne grained,

and smooth to the taste. The tubers are boiled in water and are

eaten with or without sugar. Tugui may be planted at any time,

but will thrive best during the rainy season. Poles at least 2

meters in height should be placed for each plant to climb on.

The plants die when the tubers ripen.

Uhe.—There are several varieties of ube, all of which have

long, coarse climbing vines with large leaves. This plant pro-

duces large, fleshy tubers which grow in a solid mass, all con-

nected at the same stem end. These tubers are fine grained,

smooth to the taste, and have a distinctive flavor. Ube is used

as a food principally by the mountain people. It may be planted

at any time.

Gabe is an herb with very large, broad leaves. The fleshy

roots, leaves, and young shoots are used for food. Several

different varieties are grown in the Philippines. The flesh of

the tubers is fine, and smooth to the taste; different varieties

have different flavors. Gabe grows best during the rainy

season, and on low, loose, moist soil. It is propagated by plant-

ing the tubers.

Camotes.—There are many different varieties of camotes,

some of which are of much better quality than others. The plant

is a trailing vine which produces edible roots, that vary in size,

shape, and color. The roots can be either boiled or fried. Ca-
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motes thrive best when planted at the beginning of the rainy

season, and are ready to harvest in six to eight months. They
are usually propagated by cutting the green vines into pieces

about 15 to 20 centimeters long and planting these pieces with
about half their length in the ground.

FOREIGN PI,ANTS.

Maize is grown in many parts of the Philippine Islands as a

field crop, but it is also an excellent garden crop. The best time
for planting maize is near the end of the rainy season. It may
be planted in hills 1 meter apart each way, with two or three

plants in each hilL Maize will mature in fifty-five to ninety days

depending on the variety, the soil and climatic conditions.

It can be used in many different ways. When it is milk-ripe,

that is just before the grains begin to harden, the ears can be

boiled or roasted. This is one of the best ways to use maize.

The grain, when mature, can be crushed and boiled like rice;

or, it can be ground into meal and used in many different ways.

Maize is a very valuable crop, and should be planted in nearly

all gardens.

Eggplant is an herb about 70 to 80 centimeters high, and is

grown for its large fruits which are edible from the time they

are one-third the full size until they are ripe. There are a

number of different varieties of eggplant which produce fruits

of different shape, size, and color. The plants should be set out

in rows from 70 centimeters to 1 meter apart, with the plants

about 50 centimeters apart in the row. The fruits will mature

in from ninety to one hundred and fifty days after planting.

The fruit can be used in different ways, but is usually fried or

boiled. This plant is grown in many parts of the Philippines,

and is an excellent garden vegetable.

Okra is grown for its seed pods, which are picked while young
and tender for use in soups, stews, or as a vegetable. Okra
should be planted in rows one meter apart, with the plants about

60 centimeters apart in the rows. The pods should be picked

while they are young, and the plants should be picked clean

daily. Okra may be used fresh, canned, or dried and kept for

future use. The mature seeds are sometimes roasted and used

in place of coffee.

Radish is a small herb that is grown for its fleshy root. There

are different varieties, some of which have a long, white root,

and others a root that is small, round, and red. Radishes should

be sown in drills 15 to 30 centimeters apart, and thinned to 6

centimeters apart in the drill. Radishes may be grown at any
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season of the year, but will thrive best in the cool season. The
roots are eaten raw with salt, or they may be boiled.

Tomatoes are grown for the fruits which may be eaten raw
or cooked. The seeds should be planted in the germinating

bed and the plants transplanted to the garden when they are

about 10 or 15 centimeters high. The rows should be about 1

to 1.5 meters apart with* the plants 75 centimeters apart in the

row. The plants should be tied to stakes or trellises when they

are large enough to be in danger of being broken by the wind.

A good trellis for tomatoes can be made of bamboo. The ripe

fruits may either be eaten raw or cooked as a vegetable. The
green fruits are cooked and used as pickles.

Carrots are cultivated for their roots. They should be planted

in rows 25 to 40 centimeters apart. When the plants are well

up they should be thinned to 6 centimeters in the row. The
large varieties should be later thinned again to 12 centimeters

in the row. Carrots will mature in from fifty to eighty days.

The roots should be boiled until tender, and then seasoned with

salt and pepper. They may also be boiled with meat.

Peppers.—There are different varieties of peppers, some of

which have small, and others large, fruits. The seeds should

be planted in the germinating bed, and the seedlings set out in

rows 75 centimeters apart with the plants 40 centimeters apart

in the row. When the plants produce a heavy crop, it is best

to tie them to stakes. The fruits will mature in about twenty

weeks. The large peppers may be stuffed with meat and baked.

The small peppers are used for seasoning.

Lettuce is grown for its leaves, which are usually eaten without

being cooked. It is a quick-growing plant and does best in the

dry season. Lettuce can either be planted in shallow drills in

the garden, or the seeds can be planted in the germinating bed

and the young plants transplanted to the garden. The latter

method will give the best results. The rows should be about

30 centimeters apart with the plants 15 centimeters apart in

the row. Lettuce should be well cultivated so that it will make
a rapid growth.

Mustard is a plant grown for its leaves, which are boiled and

used as a vegetable. It should be grown in the dry season.

Mustard may either be sown broadcast, or planted in drills.

Only the young and tender leaves should be used.

Beets are grown both for the leaves, which are boiled and eaten

as "greens,'* and for the fleshy roots. There are a number of

different varieties. The seeds should be sown thinly in drills

about 30 centimeters apart. The plants, when small, should be
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thinned to 3 centimeters apart in the drill, and later thinned to

6 centimeters apart. The plants that are thinned out may be

used as greens. In harvesting the roots, care should be taken

to leave about 6 centimeters of the stalk attached to the root

and not to bruise the roots or they will lose their color in cooking.

Beet roots should be boiled until tender, and may be eaten with

pepper, salt, and vinegar.

CONCL.USION.

In order to have a good garden it should be planted at the

right season of the year, the land should be well prepared, good

seeds should be used, and the garden should be cared for. Any
person in the Philippine Islands who has a small piece of good

land and is willing to do a little work can have a vegetable

garden. If seeds and information about making gardens are

desired they will be furnished by the Bureau of Agriculture.



THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN THE PROVINCE OF
PAMPANGA.

During the months of July and August, 1910, a preliminary

investigation of the sugar industry of the Province of Pampanga
was made by Mr. M. Brulay, an assistant agricultural inspector

of the Bureau of Agriculture. The main object of this in-

vestigation was to obtain statistical information regarding the

sugar industry in Pampanga, that might serve as a basis for

future work in the development of the sugar industry in that

province.

Sixteen municipalities, including all of the important sugar

producing territory in the province, were visited by Mr. Brulay.

Information was obtained covering the area of land cultivated

to sugar cane in each municipality and on each plantation; the

production, yield, consumption, and sales of sugar; the methods

of milling; and other matters of interest.

These data, in so far as they could be reduced to figures, have

been compiled and are included in the following table:

649
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MONTHLY VETERINARY REPORTS.

SEPTEMBER.

RINDERPEST.

Pangasinan.—During the month rinderpest has existed in the

municipalities of San Isidro, Agno, and Mangatarem. It has

been practically eradicated from. Agno and Mangatarem, leaving

only certain barrios infected in the municipality of San Isidro.

Tarlac.—Two or three municipalities have been infected

during the month, but the disease has not shown a very' virulent

form, and no great losses have been suffered.

Pampanga.—The towns of Mexico and Florida Blanca have
harbored the disease during the past month.

Bulacan.—For a long time infection has existed in various

barrios of this province. While the disease has not been of a

really virulent type, the small force of men detailed in Bulacan

have been unable to entirely eradicate it. No serious losses

have been caused by the disease which has been prevalent in this

province for the past two months, yet it has remained a seat of

infection from which other provinces might become infected.

The force of veterinarians in Bulacan is now being increased for

the purpose of entirely eradicating the infection as soon as

possible.

Zambales.—But one town has reported cases of rinderpest

during the month of September. At present there are but two
barrios infected and in these two barrios there have been but

two or three cases each week.

Batangas.—This province has suffered far greater losses from
rinderpest during the past year than any other province of the

Islands, however, the disease has been almost entirely eradicated

and only one municipality is considered infected at present.

There has not been a case of rinderpest in the province for

several days, and it will undoubtedly be considered free from
disease in a very short time.

Iloilo.—^A few cases of rinderpest recently appeared in the

municipality of Santa Barbara, but the disease was quickly
661
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stamped out with very little loss. The municipality of Miagao
has harbored the infection for some time, but it has been con-

fined to a few barrios and has not spread to the adjoining

municipalities.

Occidental Negros.—With the exception of Batangas, no sec-

tion of the Philippine Islands has suffered so severely from the

ravages of rinderpest as has this province. This has been partly

due to the large importation of foreign animals which are

specially susceptible to disease after their long voyage on the

sea; however, the infection has been almost entirely eradicated

and disease now exists only in the tract of land situated between

the towns of Bago and Valladolid. There have been so few cases

during the past few weeks that it is believed this province will

be entirely free from disease in a short time.

Oriental Negros.—This province has been practically free

from rinderpest for the past two years. Recently carabaos were

brought into Oriental Negros from Mindanao and rinderpest

appeared among them a few weeks after their arrival. It is

extremely probable that the importation of these carabaos was
the cause of the disease again appearing in this province which

had so long been free from rinderpest.

Cebu.—Two towns have been infected for several months.

On this Island disease has shown that chronic form which causes

little loss but proves so difficult to entirely eradicate on ac-

count of the field becoming so thoroughly infected that animals

having very mild cases are able to travel about undiscovered.

Leyte.—A few months ago rinderpest suddenly appeared in

several towns on this island. The disease has been eradicated

in some of these towns, but six of them still remain infected.



CURRENT NOTES.

AN EXHIBITION OF THE PRODUCTS, INDUSTRIES AND NATURAL,
RESOURCES OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

The following Executive Order, No. 55, was issued under date

of September 22, 1910:

The Secretary of Commerce and Police, the Director of

Prisons, and the Director of Navigation are hereby appointed

a committee of three to study into the question of an exhibit

of products, industries and natural resources of the Philippine

Islands on the part of the Bureaus of the Insular Government,

and of assistance by the Bureaus of the Insular Government to

provinces in the preparation and bringing to Manila of such

exhibits in order that they may be suitably displayed in the

city of Manila in such a way as to inform the people of the

Islands and visitors of the commercial^ agricultural and indus-

trial possibilities of the Islands.

All Bureau chiefs are directed to cooperate with the members
of this committee to supply all information and data possible

that may be useful to them in their labors.

This committee will have authority to take such measures as

may seem to it wise to arrange for the collection, transportation

and display of such articles.

MANILA HORSE SHOW.

According to the Daily Bulletin of October 8, the Manila

Horse Show, which will be held about the end of January or the

early part of February next year, promises to be the best horse

show ever given in this city by the association.

At the last meeting the new officers were elected and the

advance program for the entries is now in preparation and will

be ready for distribution soon.

The society has many members and is in hopes of giving an
excellent show the coming year as many well-bred horses have
been imported for the occasion. There will be some fine dis-

plays, especially in the saddle and carriage classes. The Army
will be well represented as the officers have a fine lot of animus.
At the last meeting the following officers were elected foif

98325 3 653
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the coming year: President, Lieut. Col. G. P. Scriven, of the

United States Army ; vice-president, Mr. Richard Toovey, mana-
ger for W. F. Stevenson & Co.; treasurer, Mr. S. R. Brown;
secretary, Mr. Salvador Chofre. Directors elect: Mr. P. G.

McDonnell, Maj. William Lassiter, Capt. William Mitchell, Capt.

Parker, aid to Governor-General Forbes, Mr. A. R. Roxas,

Mr. F. L. Lawrence, and Mr. K. T. Austin.

A PROVINCIAL, GOVERNOR HELPS THE FARMERS.

It is encouraging to receive information of a vigorous crusade

by a provincial governor to create enthusiasm among the farmers

of his province to better their condition. From the letters and
proclamations issued by Governor Francisco Soriano of Surigao,

it appears that he urges them to plant their lands at the end

of the rice season with corn or mongos, explaining to them the

advantage of so doing over allowing the weeds to grow and
deplete the soil. For this purpose seed corn is being furnished

by the Bureau of Agriculture.

Again in two executive orders the governor directs compliance

with Act 1898 providing for the collection and preparation of

statistical information. He properly Jiolds that the prosperity of

the inhabitants is largely in the hands of their elective repre-

sentatives, whose constant endeavor should be directed toward
encouraging the farmer to better his condition by studying

improved agricultural methods.

It is hoped that the municipal authorities will respond to the

instructions of the governor, for hearty cooperation on their

part will result in an infinite amount of good to the people and
the province. Governor Soriano's example may well be an in-

centive to other governors to carry on an active campaign for

the betterment of agricultural conditions within their respective

provinces.

The capital of a province is usually the center of its industrial

activity, being the point where its crops are collected and in

many cases both marketed and exported. Activity on the part

of provincial authorities who can keep in touch with conditions,

by disseminating through the municipal authorities information

to the farmers as to what they can do to improve their products,

and to get all out of their land which it is capable of producing,

will do much good. The mere fact that interest in his welfare is

being actively shown on the part of the officials elected by him
will have a stimulating effect upon the farmer who, from his

isolation, is apt to fall into a condition of indifference and the

belief that he can not except much help from others.
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SAMPI.ES OF THE PRINCIPAL. PHILIPPINE IVOODS.

All users of native timbers will be glad to known that they

may now obtain authentic samples of practically all of the conir

mercial woods of the Philippines. Each sample has been ac-

curately identified and is marked with a label giving not only

the scientific name but also the common name by which it is

most generally known in the Islands. They are of convenient

size, 4 by 6 inches (10 to 15 centimeters) with a thickness of

f inch (about 1 centimeter), with planed surfaces, and lend

themselves readily for filing in a case or as desk samples or paper
weights.

The identification of Philippine woods is by no means a simple

problem even for an expert, and for the layman it is generally a

hopeless puzzle. In the entire United States and Canada there

are only about 110 commercial timbers; but in the Philippines

there are at least 400. Naturally many of these resemble each

other in color and grain, which added to the widely varying
names, makes it impossible in many cases for the average con-

sumer of timber to know what he is really getting and paying for.

For several years past the Bureau of Forestry has made a

careful, systematic study of the woods of the Islands and has

gathered wood and bark specimens from practically all of the

trees of any commercial importance, as well as a great number
from those whose scarcity, inaccessibility, and the absence of

information concerning their qualities, have kept them out of

the market except in rare instances. Labelled specimens of

these woods are now offered for general distribution at a nominal
price of 20 centavos each for the great bulk of the species, and
at 40 centavos for a few which are hard to replace or whose
toughness of grain makes their sawing and planing a slower and
more expensive task. A list of these latter follows:

Agoho. Ebony. Bolongeta. Enilbing.

Liusin. Camuning. Betis. Narig.

Dalinas. Camagon. Palo Maria. Dungon-late.

Kuyus-Kuyus. Tamayuan. Ipil. Dungon.
Alupag. Mancono. Bansalguin. Oak.

All others come in the 20-centavo class.

All who wish samples may obtain them by addressing ' the

Director of Forestry, Manila, P. I., and inclosing money order

for the number of samples they desire. The weight of the

samples averages about 4 oz. (113.39 grams) each^ and if they

are to be mailed to any point in the Philippines or in the United

States 8 centavos per sample should be added.
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MOBO PROVINCE FAIR.

The Moro Province Fair will be held at Zamboanga February

1 to 7, 1911. This was decided upon by the executive com-

mittee at a meeting held Wednesday, September 28. The various

committees appointed have gone to work with a will and the

preliminary arrangements are already beginning to round into

shape. It h^s been decided to hold the Fair on the large lot

between the San Jose road and calle Carmen, generally known
as the* "school lot," provided the committee on buildings and

grounds find that there is sufficient space. This will be an

excellent location for the fair. It is centrally located and there

is no other location large enough within 2 miles of the provincial

capital.

The following is the executive committee: Gen. John J.

Pershing, provincial governor, chairman; Mr. F. P. Williamson,

vice-chairman; Maj. John P. Finley, district governor, second

vice-chairman ; Mr. F. L. Wilson, provincial treasurer ; Gol.

Mark L. Hersey, director of constabulary, district of Mindanao

;

Mr. J. A. Hackett, editor Mindanao Herald; Mr. Francisco

Barrios, merchant; Mr. John Spirig, merchant; Mr. Aurelio

Saavedra, municipal president ; Rev. Father J. McDonough, S. J.

;

Datu Raja Muda Mandi, headman, tribunal ward No. 2;

Mr. Santiago Lledo.

The publicity committee is composed of the following: Mr.

Charles F. Richmond, district auditor, chairman; Mr. John A.

Hackett, editor Mindanao Herald, vice-chairman ; Mr. A. Broad,

merchant; Mr. Francisco Villaescusa, merchant; Mr. G. W.
McClintock, merchant; Mr. P. J. Moore, attorney; Mr. Luis

Lim, editor, Voz de Mindanao.

The following is the committee on exhibits: Mr. Charles R.

Cameron, superintendent of schools, chairman; Capt. W. J.

White, merchant, vice-chairman; Mr. C. S. Rivers, teacher;

Mr. Ong Chua, merchant; Mr. Lorenzo Parragus, merchant;

Mr. William M. Connor, jr., provincial attorney; Mr. A. Broad,

merchant; Mr. John Spirig, merchant; Mr. F. Blum, mer-

chant.—From Mindanao Herald, October 1.

L,APAC RUBBER PLANTATION, SULU.

The plantation is located on the Island of Lapac, Sulu District,

Moro Province, P. L, and is in latitude 5° 32' N. and longitude

120° 47' E. It covers nearly all of the southern half of the

island and contains 2,530 acres (1,023.89 hectares), the maxi-

mum allowed by law. The island itself is about 5 miles (8

kilometers) long in a northeast and southwest direction and
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3 miles (4.82 kilometers) wide, having a small mountain at

either end about 1,000 feet (364.8 meters) high, and a smooth
rolling plain between the two hills extending from shore to

shore. Lapac is separated from the Island of Siasi by a narrow
channel about one-half mile (0.8 kilometer) wide. On this

channel is situated the town of Siasi, where the Insular Govern-
ment has a constabulary headquarters and a regular steamship
and mail service from Zamboanga and Manila. Siasi, up to a few
years ago an open port, is expected to be reopened in the near
future and being on the direct route of all large steamers bound
from Borneo and Singapore will give us direct communication
with the foreign markets.

The soil is of a dark medium loam and very fertile. It is

covered with a growth of short cogon grass, with here and there

small patches of trees.

There is a more or less uniform rainfall the year around,

while the nights give forth an extremely heavy dew which is

almost equal to a shower.

The island is outside of the typhoon belt, and consequently

the heavy destructive winds which are so common among the

northern islands are absent here.

There are a number of small rivulets with one good-sized

stream of pure running water which comes from a large spring

at the foot of one of the small hills.

Rubber.—^We have three patches of Ceara and one of Para
planted as follows:

Ceara: Patch number one contains about 1,500 trees, which
were planted during the latter part of 1909. These trees are

now from 16 to 18 feet (about 5 to 5^ meters) in height and
are all in good, healthy condition. Patch number two contains

2,000 trees, planted during the months of January and February,

1910. They average about 5 feet (1.52 meters) in height and
are all doing well. Patch number three contains 4,000 trees,

which were planted during the latter part of April and the first

part of May, 1910. This makes a total of 7,500 Ceara trees

now planted and all growing.

Para: We have planted 3,200 Para rubber trees, which were
set out from stumps during the months of April, May, and June,

1910. These trees are all alive and the majority have started

to throw out shoots and branches. In addition we have made
arrangements with a Borneo estate to ship us monthly 1,000
two-year-old Para rubber stumps, which we expect to set out
in monthly lots.

We have a large number of plow gangs working, and by
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November 1, 1910, expect to have 12,000 Ceara, 7,000 Para,
and 1,000 Gastilloa planted, giving us a total of 20,000 rubber
trees.

Coconuts,-^^e have 2,000 coconuts in the seed beds, the

majority of which have already sprouted, these will be set out
on the first day of September, 1910. As it is the intention of

the company to make rubber the principal crop, we have not
intended planting more than from two to three thousand yearly.

Pearit6^s.—Peanuts are planted between the rubber as soon
as it shows a good growth. They mature in three months, and
the yield is from 7 to 9 piculs per acre (0.4 hectare). They
are now being sold in the local market at from 7 to 9 pesos per
picul. From two to three crops can be harvested annually.

Planting peanuts between the rubber and coconuts enriches the

ground, keeps down the grass and weeds, and brings in a certain

amount of revenue while the older crops are maturings

Roads.—We have laid out and improve about 15,500 feet

(4.72 kilometers) of permanent roadways. The estate has been

laid out in square fields, each field containing approximately

25 acres (10.11 hectares). These fields are divided from one
another by roadways 24 feet (7.31 meters) wide, while the

road bounding the plantation is 30 feet (9.14 meters) in width.

These roads are improved as the fields adjoining them are planted

to permanent crops.

Labor.—We consider that we have more, better, and cheaper

labor in this immediate vicinity than can be obtained in any
othpr part of the Philippine Islands. So far we have been able

to use only a very small percentage of the labor actually available,

all of which lives on and in the immediate vicinity of the estate.

Up to date it has been the policy of the company to encourage

all surplus labor to cultivate the little patches of ground around

their houses, thereby keeping them contended and in good spirits,

in order that if at any future date we may need them on the estate

they will be at hand.

The established wage for labor on Lapac is as follows:

Daily labor.—Men receive 40 centavos, women and boys

receive 20 centavos.

Monthly labor.—Men receive a monthly wage of 10 pesos, wo-
men and boys 5 pesos. Men using American machinery are paid

1 peso per month extra. All laborers are paid in cash. All

laborers up to the present time have been required to subsist

and house themselves. The only extra expense, in addition to

their wages, has been a little medical attention for themselves

and their families.
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While the above is a saving to the estate, it is nevertheless

recommended that at some time in the future barrack houses

and individual shacks be built for the laborers.

We have a total of seventeen large work animals, each one

of which is capable of and is now pulling a one-handled American
plow, especially made for the use of the native and for work in

this particular soil. In addition to the above we have four

saddle horses, three cows with calves and one 10-months-old

calf.—Extracts from the report of Mr. Henry Hasemeyer, man-
ager, in the Mindanao Herald, September 24, 1910.



MONTHLY CROP REPORTS.

SEPTEMBER.

RICE.

Pangasinan.—On account of the lack of sufficient rain during

July and August the planting of the rice crop was retarded and,

in some instances, it had to^be replanted. With the heavy rains

that have occurred during the month of September the prospects

have greatly improved and a good crop of rice for the coming
season is now expected.

Tarlac,—The planting of the rice crop has been delayed because

of the lack of rain, and in many places no rice appears to have

been transplanted, the young rice in the seed beds having wilted.

During the latter part of the month the rains have been frequent

and a great deal of rice is now being planted. In places where
an abundant supply of water has been obtainable rice is looking

well.

Zambales.—There has been sufficient rainfall during the month
and most of the rice is looking well excepting a few fields which
suffered heavily from the drouth early in the season. A little

rice was still being planted at the first of the month, completing

the work for the season. At the end of the month rice harvest-

ing was just beginning on the early planting.

Bataan.—The rice crop in this province is in good condition

and promises a good harvest with the exception of a few caingin

rice fields which were planted early and suffered from drouth

during the month of June.

Tayabas (Boac) .—During the latter half of September, there

has been frequent rains which have greatly benefited the rice

crop. The rains were too late, however, to materially benefit

the crop which was planted early, and early rice will not yield

much more than half of a normal crop.

Ambos Camarines.—Owing to the long dry season, without

the usual July rains to prepare the soil for planting, the rice

crop will be late this season. A number of planters have stated

that the prospects at present are for a larger acreage planted to

rice than for many previous years. It is also stated that under

climatic conditions in this province the yield from a late crop

is likely to be more than when the season comes earlier. As
660
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the crop is just being planted, however, it will be several months
before this can be determined.

Oriental Negros.—Heavy showers have been frequent during

the month throughout the province, and the farmers have taken

advantage of them to plant their rice fields.

Occidental Negros.—The early part of the month was rather

dry, but later there was considerable rainfall which gave the

rice growers an opportunity to begin planting a late crop of

rice. Rice is bound to be short in this district. Very little

planting has been done yet, and it is still too dry for satisfactory

planting.

Capiz,—In this province most of the rice crop will be ready

by next month and a large yield is anticipated.

Iloilo.—The rainfall has been abundant for the month of

September and consequently all of the rice fields that were
ready have been planted. By the 10th of October, if the rains

continue, all of the rice fields will be under cultivation. It has

been predicted that the rice crop of Iloilo Province will be 50

per cent short as compared with that of last year. Most of the

farmers state, however, that if the crop does fall short, it will

not be more than one-fourth. Very little rice is being planted

in the southern part of the province because of the late rains.

There are large areas being plowed at the present time, and
probably much more than will ever be planted. This is partic-

ularly true in the municipalities of Santa Barbara, Pototan,

Passi, and other places where they are not able to irrigate.

New rice is now making its appearance in some of the markets.

ABACA (MANILA HEMP)

.

Ambos Camarines.—The production of abaca seems to be

about normal, although some planters state that they are think-

ing seriously of destroying their abaca fields and planting coco-

nuts and cacao where the land is adapted to these crops on
account of the low price of abaca.

Sorsogon.—The price of the better grades of abaca has ad-

vanced about 50 centavos per picul and large amounts of this

fiber are now being brought into the market.

Tayabas (Santa Cruz),—Abaca is in good condition in this

locality, but on account of lack of labor and poor transportation

it is almost impossibe to supply the demand of the market.

SUGAR CANE.

Occidental Negros.—Sugar cane is in excellent condition and
the planters are getting their mills in condition to begin grinding

at as early a date as possible. Large areas have been planted
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to sugar cane and ajOLumber of new haciendas have been started

since the rise in the price of sugar.

/ZoiZo.—Sugar cane is approaching maturity and a large crop

is expected this year. A considerably increased arna is already

under cultivation for next year's crop.

Bataan,—rSugar cane is reported to be in good condition and a

good harvest is expected.

Batangas.—For the past month there have been heavy rains

accompanied by wind which have done slight damage to the

sugar crop. This damage will be reparable unless worse storms

are experienced. In the municipality of Balayan, preparation

is being made to harvest a large sugar crop, new mills are being

installed and old ones are being repaired. There has been a

large increase in the importation of work animals in this muni-

cipality.

COCONUTS.

Ambos Camarines.—The planting of coconuts is receiving

more attention in this province than formerly, and everyone

who can afford to do so is planting coconut trees. The province

has thousands of hectares of land which should be excellent for

growing this crop. The recent rise in the price of copra has

led the people to appreciate the importance of this product.

Tayabas (Santa Cruz) .—In places where coconuts are found,

the crop is good, but poor transportation makes it impossible to

handle a large amount of copra.

TOBACCO.

BohoL—A very small amount of tobacco is now grown in this

province, but it is of very good quality.

Iloilo.—There is a great deal of enthusiasm among tobacco

growers on account of the tobacco prizes.

Isabela.—The tobacco crop has been harvested for some time.

Large buyers have not yet commenced buying and probably will

not until October. Some small sales have been made to the

Chinos who made credit sales of rice and other supplies at

inflated prices to be paid for in tobacco at the time of harvest.

The tobacco crop is reported by both growers and buyers as

larger than that of last year. Growers state that the quality is

better; buyers generally insist that it is poorer. The price will

undoubtedly be lower than last year. The buying system does

not encourage the tobacco growers of this section to strive for

quality. The largest buyers lump the grower's crop and make
bulk offers which the grower can not figure out. Unless the
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buying system can be improved, improvement of the output can
hardly be expected.

CORN.

Bohol.—Corn ranks next to rice in this province. There is a
very general demand for a supply of improved seed corn, but
there also appears to be a general opinion that where good seed

is planted it is unnecessary to give any further attention to the

growing crop. It is believed that the distribution of a small

amount of good seed corn to each American supervising teacher

in the province for planting in the school gardens would be
desirable. Where corn is so planted and gives satisfactory re-

sults the farmers are sure to hear of it through the children in

the schools.

Zambales,—^Corn grown from the "Mexican June'' seed, which
was distributed in this province by the Bureau of Agriculture, is

doing very well. The farmers are much 'pleased with the re-

sults obtained and are anxious for more seed.

Isabela.—Corn is now being harvested and in most places the
yield is very good.

Cagayan (Tuguegarao) .—The municipal president reports

that a splendid crop of corn, consisting of about 3,000 carloads,

has been harvested. The crop planted in May is in bad con-
dition, due to the hot weather of May and Jung. The amount of

corn already harvested, and that to be harvested, will hardly
suffice for the local needs of the people.

Ilocos Sur, Abra.—The "Mexican June'' com sent to Abra
during the past season gave excellent results, not only to those
who planted it, but also to those farmers whose lands are con-
tiguous to those who planted this corn as the pollen was carried
to the near-by fields and on coming in contact with the native
variety, a very desirable cross was obtained.

A small corn sheller, sent to Abra by the Bureau of Agri-
culture, has already been used for shelling 900 sacks of corn.

A number of the farmers in this section have recently ordered
corn shellers and grinders, and there appears to be a very
considerable amount of interest in modern agricultural imple-
ments and machinery.

Cebu (Barili) .

—"Mexican June" corn planted in this munici-
pality has given excellent results. One-half a ganta and one-
half a chupa of seed planted yielded 6 cavanes of corn. One
thousand first-class ears of the corn usually planted here yield

at most 45 gantas, while 1,000 ears of "Mexican June" grown
under the same conditions yielded more than 68 gantas.



NOTES FROM OTHER FIELDS.

RICE AND ITS BY-PRODUCTS AS FEEDING STUFFS.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 412, published by the United States

Department of Agriculture, contains some interesting infor-

mation under the above title regarding the value of rice as

a feeding stuff for live stock. It is based on experiments per-

formed at various State experiment stations, particularly in

Louisiana.

It is stated that 162 pounds (72.9 kilograms) of rough rice,

or paddy, have been found to be equivalent in feeding value to

174 pounds (78.3 kilograms) of corn, and that both white and

red rice are valuable. Rice straw contains on an average 4.72

per cent of crude protein, 32.21 per cent of carbohydrates, and

1.87 per cent of fat. When well preserved its sweetness and

excellent flavor add materially to the feeding value, and animals

will consume large quantities of it.

"Rough rice consists of the grain proper with its close-fitting

cuticle roughly inclosed by the stiff, hard husk, or hull. The
object of milling is to produce clean rice by removing the hull

and cuticle and to polish the surface of the grain. The by-

products which result from milling consist of hulls, bran, and
polish. One bag of rice (162 pounds or 72.9 kilograms) should

produce about 100 pounds (45 kilograms) clean rice, 7 pounds

(3.15 kilograms) rice polish, 20 pounds (9 kilograms) rice

bran, and 35 pounds (15.75 kilograms) chaff or hulls. Grits

or broken grains of rice are found in the bran and polish.''

Grits are said to have a high feeding value, but are extremely

hard to break up and are not easily affected by the digestive

juices of the animal. As they form in some cases as high as

25 per cent of rice feeds, the digestibility of the feeds would be

much increased if they could be ground up or removed during

milling.

Rice meal, which should properly consist of pure rice bran,

is stated to be as a rule composed of bran, polish, and hulls, as

it is found on the market, and its feeding value is uncertain,

unless guaranteed by a chemical analysis.

664
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Rice hulls, composed mainly of fiber and mineral matter, are

"worthless as a feed, and when fed in large quantities are posi-

tively harmfull."

Rice bran, which should consist of the outer layer of the rice

kernel, together with some of the germ, is the most nutritious

of the rice feeds, but as the commercial product contains more
or less hulls, its feeding value varies. The Louisiana Experi-
ment Station has adopted as a standard for good rice bran
12.5 per cent protein, 10 per cent fat, not over 10 per cent fiber,

and not over 9 per cent ash.

A good rice bran is said to be better than cofn or corn meal
if it smells sweet, but if it becomes rancid because of the de-

composition of the fatty material, cattle do not like it. It is

suggested that rancidity may be prevented by removing the fat

or by heating the bran to 200° F. soon after milling. The only

cases in which the cattle showed a distaste for rice bran were
when it was rancid.

Following is one of the rations tried successfully at the

Louisiana station on horses and mules: 15 pounds (6.75 kilo-

grams) cowpea hay, 8 pounds (3.6 kilograms) rice meal, 8

pounds (3.6 kilograms) corn. The amount of digestible protein

in such a mixture is approximately 1.125 kilograms, and the

amounts of digestible fat and carbohydrates about 6.75 kilo-

grams.

Rice polish contains less fat and protein than rice bran, but
a higher percentage of starch. It appears to be used in a variety
of ways, such as for stuffing material for sausage, and for making
buttons. Analyses show the content to be as follows : 10.13 to

15.5 per cent protein, 4.44 to 14.26 per cent fat, 51.73 to 70.30
per cent carbohydrates, 0.51 to 4.87 per cent fiber. "In five

experiments at the Alabama station rice polish was found supe-

rior to corn meal in feeding pigs. One pound of gain required
only 3.73 pounds of rice polish, as compared with 4.74 pounds
of corn meal. Hence 78.6 pounds (35.17 kilograms) of the

polish are equal to 100 pounds (45 kilograms) of corn meal."

SUGAR IN HAWAII.

According to the Hawaiian correspondent of the Louisiana
Planter, the prospects are that the returns for 1910 will show
the best average ever attained in the sugar industry in Hawaii.
By the first of August a large majority of the plantations had
concluded the grinding season.

The newly completed lower Hamakua irrigation ditch is hailed

as the greatest accomplishment from an engineering and irriga-
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tion standpoint in Hawaii. This enterprise was financed by-

Hawaiian capitalists at a cost of more than 2,000,000 pesos,

and is for the purpose of furnishing three of the big sugar
plantations belonging to the Pacific Sugar Mill with an unfailing

supply of water for irrigation purposes. The system of tunnels

through the Kohala mountains is the second largest in the world.

There are 9 miles of open tunnel and 15 miles of open ditch.

In one place a tunnel over a thousand meters long was made
through a mountain for the purpose of connecting two important
streams. The tunnels are all cement and stone lined where
necessary, and the open ditch and tunnels through the planta-

tions are all cement lined with plaster reinforced by wire netting.

It is stated that about 3,000 barrels of cement and 10,000 cubic

yards of sand were used in constructing the open ditch through
the plantations, and about 6,000 barrels of cement were used for

stone lining and cement plastering the mountain system of tun-

nels. About 3,500 cubic yards of stone masonry is used on
flume piers, and about 1,000,000 feet of timber were used in

general construction work. In spite of the enormous expense

attending this work and the obstacles of every kind that had to

be overcome, the success of the undertaking is now demonstrated,

aiid the permanent protection against drought which it furnishes

will far more than offset the millions of dollars that have been

lost in the past for lack of just such an adequate and dependable

water supply.
SUGAR IN MARITIUS.

A recent publication (No. 13) from the chamber of agric-

ulture, colony of Mauritius, deals with the sugar output from
that island for the past year. It is stated that the total produc-

tion of the island has amounted to 252,904 tons. These figures

represent the amount of sugar actually put out by the factories,

of which there are 65. The total exportation has amounted to

235,184,264 kilograms net weight, and the average price has

been about Rs. 8.50 (^8.25) per kilo.

Sugar has been raised for a long time in Mauritius, and the

fact that in 1860 there were 252 factories shows that here as

in other places the tendency is toward having fewer mills of

larger capacity. Some tables given show that only 10 of the 65

factories now in operation crush less than 200 tons of cane per

day, while nine crushed more than 500 tons. The minimum
output per factory for the season was 14,047.6 tons, and the

maximum 126,682 tons.

While 93.39 per cent of the proprietors of sugar land are

Indians, these are as a rule very small holders, whose average
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individual contributions of cane to the factories do not exceed

25 tons.

In speaking of the time required for the sugar-milling season

in other countries it is stated that in Java the crushing requires

from six to seven months, extending from May to October, with

a minimum of 125 days. In Java the planters have "adopted a
most practical method of cultivating concurrently, and in the

required proportions, both slow and quick growing varieties

of canes. This enables them to keep the factories at work for

a longer period of the year, harvesting perfectly mature canes

all the while. By this means they are spared the necessity of

working with feverish haste as would be the case if they had
to compress their whole crop within the short space of 100 days."

AMERICAN TOBACCO IN TONKIN.

Bulletin Economique (No. 84) states that in October, 1909,

the bureau of agriculture, forests, ^nd commerce obtained some
seeds of well-known American tobaccos, and proceeded to experi-

ment with them in the botanical and acclimation garden at Hanoi.

The seeds were planted in boxes, under glass, on November 10,

1909, and began to sprout on November 16. The young plants

were set out early in January in rows 1 meter apart, the plants

90 centimeters apart in the rows. The growth has been very

good, and the plants have not been attacked either by disease or

insects.

The following table will indicate some of the results that were
obtained

:

Variety.

Date of
setting
out the
young
plants.

Date of
flowering
and top-
ping.

Date of
harvest.

Average
size of
leaves,
(cm.)

Kentucky tobacco:
1. Clarkeville, No. 12017 (dark)
2. Clarkeville, No. 12017 (dark, air cured)..
3. White Burley, No. 12018
4. Green River, No. 12017 (brown)

Virginia tobacco:
1. Blue Pryor, No. 12018 (dark)
2. Orinoco yellow, light, No. 12018 (brown)

Maryland tobacco

Brazilian tobacco, Bahia, No. 11018

Jan. 6
Jan. 8
Jan. 7

Jan. 6

Jan. 11
Jan. 6

Jan. 6

Jan. 6

Feb. 9
Feb. 28
Feb. 3
Mar. 16

Mar. 15
Mar. 12

/Mar. 15
IMar. 17
Feb. 28

Apr. 10-17
Apr. 26
Apr. 26
Apr. 28

Apr. 28
Apr. 26

[Apr. 19-22

Apr. 24-26

42X18
45x10
42 X 18
43x17

60x24
40x12

45x20
50x24



MARKET REPORTS.

THE FIBEB MARKET.

Compiled by M. M. Salbbby, Fiber Expert.

The following data on the London market taken from Messrs.

Landauer & Co.'s Weekly Market Report, dated London, August

31, 1910, it is believed will interest fiber growers in these Islands.

MANILA HEMP.

In London and Liverpool we have experienced a fairly active

week. Prices in some instances have been a shade lower than

those ruling during the previous week. Shippers met the demand
very freely. We estimate sales at 15,000 bales, including Fair

Current at £20S Superior Seconds £19 to £19/5-, Good Seconds

at £18/15- to £19, and Good Brown at £18/10- for October to

December and November to January shipment. At the close

the market is steady, with less pressure for business on the part

of sellers.2

Fine hemp is in fair request, but the quantity offered is in-

significant.

Spot hemp has ruled steady. The quantity offered is very

small, though at the same time the demand is anything but

brisk. Values are nominally £20/5- to £20/10- for Fair Cur-

rent, £19/10- Superior Seconds, and £19 to £19/5- for grades

below.

General values are

:

[English currency.]

Spot close by. June to August,
October to De-

cember.

Best marks
Good marks
Good current
50% to 75% over Current..
25% over Current
Fair Current ^^

Superior Seconds
Good Seconds
Fair Seconds
Good Brown
Fair Brown
Manila Hemp Strings

42/- to 44/-

40/- to 41/-

34/- to 35/-

29/- to 30/-

24/- to 25/-

20/6 to 21/-

20/- to 20/3

19/9 to 20/-

19/3 to 19/6

19/- to 19/3

19/- to 19/3

14/- to 14/6

42/- to 43/-

38/- to 40/-

34/- to 35/-

28/- to 29/-

23/6 to 24/-

19/6 to 20/-

19/3 to 19/6
19/- to 19/3

18/6 to 18/9

18/3 to 18/6

18/- to 18/3
13/- to 13/3

40/- to 43/-

38/- to 40/-

33/- to 33/6
27/- to 29/-

23/- to 23/6
20/- to 20/3

19/3 to 19/6

19/- to 19/3

18/6 to 18/9

18/3 to 18/6
18/- to 18/3

12/6 to 13/-

* One pound equals about 10 pesos Philippine currency.
' Above quotations are per ton.. One metric ton equals approximately 16

piculs.
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The market is unchanged in New York at 4f to 4^ cents, equal

to £21/10- to £22, c. i. f . Europe.

MANILA MAGUEY FIBER.

We quote No. 1 in store at £18. For forward shipment £17
is asked for No. 1, and £15/10- for No. 2.

NOTES ON MANILA MARKETS FOR SEPTEMBER.

By Ker & Co.

Based on advices

From— Date. From— Date.

San Francisco Aug. 23
Sept. 2

Sept. 22

Cebu - Sept. 24
Sept. 27
Sept. 27

London „ Hongkong :

Singapore Iloilo - -

SUGAR.

Manila and Cebu.—No arrivals.

Iloilo,—Some business reported in spot No. 3 for Northern

ports of China at ^6.60 f . o. b. Small arrivals of new crop are

looked for about end of next month.

HEMP.

Market closes quiet with little hemp on offer, arrivals being

delayed by bad weather. We quote Current for U. K. ^8.25

per picul. Prices of better qualities are maintained. Receipts

for the nine months at all ports were 1,006,650 bales, compared
with 956,258 bales for the corresponding period of 1909 and
743,336 in 1908.

COPRA.

Steady at 1P11.25 fair merchantable and W2.12^ Cebu fair

merchantable sun dried per picul—buyers.

Distribution of principal Philippine exports for the nine months {January

to September; 1910.)

Products exported.
United
States.

China.
Pacific
Coast.

Great
Britain.

Conti-
nent of
Europe.

Austra-
lia.

Japan.

Malay
States
and
India.

Dry sugar tons—
Hemp bales.-
Copra piculs—
Cigars thousand—

98325-

82, 681
428, 579

5,600
34, 742

14, 339
11,511

28, 797

12, 932
37, 962
72, 320
23, 155

363,907
22,400
6,017

54,041
1,066,608

14,990

16,654

11,020

11,750
4,021

327

6

8,436

13,290
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IL.OIL.O SUGAR MARKET FOR AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER.

By PiQUBRAs Hermanos.

The amount of sugar received from the mills and sugar

districts during the month of August amounted to 29,800 piculs

and 14,410 piculs for the month of September. The sugar

market during September has been very quiet and the quotations

were only nominal as there were no buyers.

The sugar market during August dropped from 8 pesos and
4 reales ^ on the 1st to 8 pesos and 3 reales on the 3d; on the 15th

it again dropped to 8 pesos and 2 reales and after the 23d there

were no buyers.

For September the quotations were only nominal. No price

was quoted until the 12th, when 6 pesos was offered. This price

continued until the 23d, when it went up to 6 pesos and 1 real and
again on the 27th to 6 pesos and 2 reales, which price continued

until the close of the month.

August and September shipments,

[In piculs.]

Date. Vessel. Destination.
Supe-
rior.

Wet.

August 4 Kenley New York via Manila
United States via Cebu
Singapore via Cebu
Marseilles via Manila
United States via Manila __

Hongkong via Cebu
United States

81,600
51,600
1,600
8,000
88,000
1,440
88,000
24,000

August 10- Kennebec
Tringganu
Tropea

August 10
August 10
August 20 _ - - Seneca
September 9 Kaifong

St. George
Welsh Prince

September 10 . _ _

September 19 United States

Total for August and Sep-
tember 344,240

Exports up to October 2, 1910,

[In piculs.]

To—

1908-9 crop 1909-10 crop.

Superior. Wet. Superior. Wet.

United States 544,400
50,667

768, 482

1, 222, 800
Japan 8,915
China . 86,652 486

Total __ 1, 363, 549 8,915 1,309,452 486

^1 real=12i centavos.
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ESTIMATED ILOILO SUGAR CROP 1909-10.

Stocks, September SO, 1910,
Piculs.

No. 1 sugar "- 62,540

No. 2 sugar 5,700

No. 3 sugar 35,760

Wet 16,630

Current 3,580

124,310

Exports to date as per our Circular No. 48 1,309,938

1,434,248

Less stock on hand October 30, 1909 28,298

1,405,950

Estimated arrivals 11,000

Estimated crop for 1909-10 1,416,950
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TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL FOR AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By the Director op the Weather Bureau.

SEPTEMBER, 1910.

[Temperature and total rainfall for twenty-four hours beginning at 6 a. m. each day.]

Date.

Hemp.

Sugar,
Iloilo.

Rice,
Tarlac.

Tobacco.

Albay. Tacloban. Aparri.
San Fer-
nando.

1
B
a>

H

i 3
a

1

2

1

a

H

2
2

2

1

a

2

1

3

1 __ 28.2
28.7
26.9
27.5
26.4
28.1
28
26.5
27.7
27.1
27.3
27.7
26.1
26.6
26.4
25.2
26.3
26.8
26.6
25.6
24.7
26.4
26.3
27.3
26.4
25.9
26.4
26.5
27.1
27.6

mm.

'is'Y

'""."§"

6.8

"KT
1.8
7.1

"42~2~

13.3

"ii'7"

'1875"

22.8

'is'i
1.8

43
2

"Ts"

28
28.9
28.2
27.6
27.4
28
28.4
27.5
26.8
27
27
26.4
26.3
26.6
25.6
26.6
27.4
27.8
26.2
25
26.1
26.9
28.1
27.8
27.1
26.1
26.7
27.1
27.9
28.4

mm.

~30"'

14
2.3
1.5
2.8
4.6
6.4
1.8
.5

"irr
40.1
9.2

20.9
16.6

27.4
28.1
27.8
27
26.2
27.4
27.1
26.7
26
25.9
26.8
26.2
25.1
25.2
25
25.4
26.3
26.8
26.3
25.2
24.6
26.5
26.7
26.8
26.6
25.7
26.1
25.1
25.5
26.3

mm.
9.2
4.1
44.9
4.6

10
5.8

~ib~Y
.3

1.5

'Tl'
37.4
23.8
38.7
30.5

.8

"e'e'
17.5
13.1
1.3
2.5

-__

.5
30.5
40.1
38.9
18.3

°C.
28
27.8
28.2
27.5
27
27.6
28.3
28.4
28.4
28.2
27.8
28.2
28.4
26.7
27
27.2
27
28.8
27.8
27.6
27.9
28
28.4
26.6
27.8
28.7
27.5
27.6
27.2
27.2

mm.
0.8
5.6
1

34.3
12.4
22.8
4.3
2.5
70.6

lo'e'

"d'T

1.3
14

.5

'l5'2"
29.4
4.3
30.5

"6.1
16.5
51.6
2.5

"C.
28.9
29.4
28.8
28.4
26.5
25.4
26.4
26.8
26.8
26.6
27
27.6
28
26.4
27.3
27
26.6
27.1
26.8
27.3
27.3
26.5
27.1
25.7
27.3
26.5
26.8
25.9
27.1
27.2

mm.

"6~9~

4.9
13.5

.5
2.8

"14^2"

"".3

3.8
46.2

1.3
50.3
23.6

"776"

'175'

~52.~4

"C.
28.6
26.3
27.7
27.2
26
26.5
26.2
27.9
27.2
26.2
27.5
27.7
27.4
27
26.9
26.9
27
27.1
26.7
26.5
27.2
27.6
27.2
25.6
26.9
27.2
27.6
26.4
26.8
28

mm.
0.5
4.5

_______

57.2
103.9

4.1
21.6
6.6

"Ts"

""'IT'
24.4
1.8
4.1

"irs"
1

66
16.8
1.5
4.6

55.1
4.4
.5

2
3
4
5
6 „ - -

7

8
9
10
11
12
13 . .

14
15
16

18 I"
19
20 --

21
22
23
24
25
26
27 -

28
29
30

674



CROPS PLANTED AND HARVESTED AND CONDITION
OF SAME TAKEN FROM QUARTERLY CROP

REPORTS FOR THE QUARTER ENDING
MARCH 31, 1910.

[Note.—Attention is invited to the fact that rice should be understood as being in the

unhulled state. 75 liters= 1 cavan ; 63.25 kilos= 1 picul ; 46 kilos= 1 quintal;

11.5 kilos= l arroba; 0.4047 hectare= l acre.]

Province and crop. Condition.
Planted
during
quarter.

Harvested during quarter.

Area. Quantity. Unit.

Agusan:
Rice
Abacd
Copra

Albay:
Rice
AbacA
Copra
Corn

Ambos Camarines:
Rice
Abaci
Copra
Corn

Antique:
Abac6,
Copra
Sugarcane
Tobacco
Corn

Bataan:
Rice
Sugarcane
Corn

Batangas:
Rice
Abaci
8ugareane
Tobacco
Corn

Bohol:
Rice
Abaci
Copra
Sugar cane
Corn

Bulacan:
Rice
Sugar cane
Tobacco
Corn

Cagayan:
Rice
Tobacco
Corn

Capiz:
Rice
Abaci
Copra
Tobacco
Corn

Good __

.____do_
do.

.„__do_
do_
do_

Fair___

_do.
-do_
_do_
-do_

Good __

do_
do_

Fair ___
Good __

Fair.
_do.
_do-

._._-do.
do_
do.
do.

Poor...

Fair.
-do.
-do.
-do.
..do.

-do.
-do.
-do.
-do.

-do-
.do_
-do.

Good ._
Fair ._.

.....do .

do.
.....do.

Hectares.
341

Hectares.
60
12

599
1,398

11, 644
638

135

27

1,116
54

355

327
156

70

52, 429
50

593

2,736

75
1,278

5, 829
2,222

623
234

520
8,096
1,927

350
122

860
472

2,050
28,248

87

10, 679
6,667

290

80

1,348

1,025
331
23

2,291
271

13, 082
57

'1,695

1,600
5,956

74
878

12, 149
1,368

55
1,887

11,979
862

1,324

6,522
1,711

881
262

63,750
10, 436
18,384

6, 613, 522
3,909,138

415, 393
52, 575

8,457,446
409, 328
28«, 880
483, 930

17,163
49, 129

2,663,003
690

27,900

2,170,025
529,364
15,250

904,650
58, 686

10, 537, 850
21, 166

3,233,341

2, 422, 326
892,162
451,928
56,483

697, 469

17,402,475
1,669,599

140, 890
1, 649, 637

11,829,600
445,280

1,005,700

3, 065, 800
93, 034
574,462
270,795
221,975

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Kilos.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

676



676 PHILIPPINE AGRICULTURAL REVIEW.

Crops planted and harvested, etc.—Continued.

Province and crop.

Cavite:
Rice —
AbacA
Sugar cane

, Corn
Cebu:

Rice
AbacA
Maguey
Copra
Tobacco
Corn

Ilocos Norte:
Rice
Maguey
Sugar cane
Corn

Ilocos Sur:
Rice
Maguey ..

Sugar cane
Corn

Iloilo:

Rice
AbacA
Sugar cane-
Tobacco
Corn

Isabela:
Rice
Tobacco
Corn

La Laguna:
Rice
AbacS,
Copra
Sugar cane

La Union:
Rice
Maguey
Copra
Sugar cane
Tobacco

Leyte:
Rice
AbacA
Copra
Corn

Mindoro:
AbacA
Copra
Corn

Misamis:
Rice
Abacd
Copra
Corn_

Moro:
Rice
AbacA
Copra
Corn

Mountain:
Rice
Tobacco
Corn

Nueva Ecija:
Rice
Copra
Sugar cane _.

Tobacco
Corn

Nueva Vizcaya:
Rice
Sugar cane__
Tobacco

Condition.

Good __

Fair ___

—._do_
._-_-do_

.____do-
Good __

do_
do_

Fair___
do-

_do-_
-do
.do__
-do-

. do -

do-
Good _.

Fair __.

do_
Good __
Fair __.

do_
Good _.

Fair
Good

do

Fair ___
do-
do_
do_

Good __

do_
do_
do_

Fair

Good
„__do____
.__._do—

_

Fair

Good .

Fair_.
Good .

Fair.
_do-
-do_
-do_

Good __

do_
do_

Fair __.

Good ._

Fair___
do_

Good __

do_
do-
do_
do-

Fair ___
Good __

do_

Planted
during
quarter.

Hectares.
609

335
127

346
266
293

1,232
5, 016

2
110

1,002
567

56
270

3,273
1,422

2, 472
609
361

1,154
12, 689
2,762

2,647
51

106

485
1,423

6,798
2,301

2,667

235
31

141

899
460

""47"

5, 195
49
117

311
521

59

1,712
37
51

Harvested during quarter.

Area. Quantity.

Hectares.
7,074

575
325

1,888
1,102

741

1,260
18, 527

15, 294
78

1,191
194

1,799
2,784
2, 675

852

6,554
279

4,018
3,119
149

503
885
134

4,825
513

229
119

3,103
2,022

6,
055'

26, 205

1,159

211

20

1,710
3,037

1,688
2,405

197

48
161

26,448

233
170
216

2,492

8,136,750
58, 225

279,101
293, 550

1, 300, 600
257, 154
335, 691

1, 128, 980
398, 739

10, 654, 697

17, 925, 225
121,573

1, 676, 645
303, 076

1, 663, 968
1,513,349
4, 867, 906
1, 316, 371

6,875,612
70, 844

5, 088, 589
441,744
57, 445

274, 024
533, 198
203, 175

7, 039, 670
950, 094

6, 435, 941
918, 231

499, 500
29, 086
374,360

1,280,524
1,851,194

7, 321, 900
10,247,161
1,981,678
2, 800, 984

158, 109
79, 062
24,450

914,315
799, 599
339, 397
116, 490

3, 150, 000
1, 366, 858

229, 479
200, 795

1,473,700
5,864

34, 875

38,813,800
254, 400
300, 420
170, 598
121, 000

2, 262, 250

Unit.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Kilos.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

, Do.
Kilos.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
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Crops planted and harvested, etc.—Continued.

677

Province and crop. Condition.
Planted
during
quarter.

Harvested during quarter.

Area. Quantity. Unit.

Occidental Negros:
Rice Fair

Hectares. Hectares.
8,365
1,385

15,328,775
446,885

2, 788, 981
335,477,110

91,100

520,000
2,412,425

520,543
2,611,450
472,320

2, 096, 275

64,125

16, 893, 950
34,154,630

172, 695

42,040,660
19, 572

194, 111
6,626,404

717, 018
410, 348

1,208,725
831,574
12,450

663, 612
2,089,846

333, 045
113,380
62,850

1, 335, 333
12, 258, 458

441, 990
74,825

190,460

149,200
1,034,777

89, 101

20,723,390
3,218,596

12, 636
67, 875

1,081,150
209, 184

2, 447, 126
73, 125

7,060,345
42, 014
56, 425

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do

Liters.

Kilos.

Liters.
Kilos.
Liters

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.

AbacA do -— 59
Copra _ do
Sugarcane Good

Fair

Good
do

14,598
36

272
2,080

16,71£
326

863
2,035

Tobacco
Oriental Negros:

Rice
Abacd
Copra do-
Sugar cane Fair

do
841
91

1,658

1,052
4,240
4,655

Tobacco
Corn do

Palawan:
Copra Good

Pampanga:
Fair

do
5,079

16,562
733

74
2
1

13, 747
15,010

888

34,666
74

Sugar cane
Corn. do

Pangasinan:
Rice Good

doMaguey.
Copra Fair__
Sugar cane Good -

do
2,197
7,395
L065

660
J, 552

64

4,171
2,841

1,327
5,129
864

1,700
765
28

969
4,438

Tobacco _

Corn Fair .._.

do
Rizal:

Rice
Sugarcane. do
Corn __do

Samar:
Rice do -

Abac6 Good
FairCopra

Sugar cane _do 135
149

8,561
4,747

219
196

1,543
24, 571

Corn . Good

Fair
Good

_do

Sorsogon:
Rice
Abacfi,
Copra
Sugarcane do 93

229

5,693
507

138
455

392
1,905

Corn _ „ _ _do
Surigao:

Rice Good
doAbacd

Copra do__„_
Tarlac:

Rice do 620
3,564

123
496

2,414
408

15, 112

3,995
59

165

1,525
651

Sugar cane Fair
doTobacco -

Corn . _ __do
Tayabas:

Rice Good
_doAbacA

Copra ' do
Corn do 161 105

6,585
Zambales:

Rice Fair
Copra do__
Sugarcane do 106

128
58

Corn - - do
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CURRENT PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

ARTICLES IN CURRENT PERIODICALS, ETC., THAT MAY BE OF
INTEREST TO AGRICULTURISTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

Recent Work on Diseases of Coconut Palms. The Agricul-

tural News, Volume IX, No. 216, August 6, 1910. An account

of bud-rot, root disease, and stem-bleeding disease, and sug-

gested methods for their control. Rather brief.

Selection of Cocoa-nuts for Planting. Extracts from an

article published in ^Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds,

May, 1910. The Agricultural News, Volume IX, No. 216,

August 6, 1910. Specific directions for choosing the proper seed

nuts for planting.

Electricity for Sugar Mills, by Percival Robert Moses. Loui-

siana Planter, Volume XLV, No. 8, August 20, 1910. A sketch

of the processes carried on in milling sugar, and a detailed

account of the advantages to be derived from the use of elec-

tricity for power.

The Cross-fertilization of Coffee, by Rudolph Anstead, in an

address before the Nilgiri Planters' Association. Tropical Life,

Volume VI, No. 7, July, 1910. A plan for substituting, by

means of cross-fertilization, sickly and infested trees by vigorous

and disease-resisting hybrids. Brief.

Soil Waste in the Canefield. Queensland Agricultural Journal,

Volume 25, part 3, September, 1910. Some general sugges-

tions to sugar-cane planters, grouped under the subjects Drainage

Wastes, The Checks upon Wastes, and Needs of Cane Soils.

Indigenous Rubber News. Tropical Life, Volume VI, No.

8, August, 1910. Information gathered from consular reports

regarding the condition and prospects of the indigenous rubber

interests in South America, etc.

La Culture- Commerciale du Bananier a la Jamaique^ par

M. 0. Labroy. Journal d'Agriculture Tropicale, No. 109, Juillet,

1910. The importance of the banana trade in 1908-9, and the

methods employed in cultivating bananas in Jamaica and Suri-

nam, with other information regarding the industry in general.

Cotton. Methods of Determining Best Varieties to Grow.
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•By W. H. Scherfius. Transvaal Agricultural Journal, Volume
VIII, No. 32, July, 1910. A lecture delivered to the students

of the school of agriculture, Potchefstroom Experimental Farm.
The Soy-Beam (Glycine hispida), by Joseph Brutt-Davy, F.

L. S. Government Botanist and Agrostologist. Transvaal Agri-

cultural Journal, Volume VIII, No. 32, July, 1910. Description,

varieties, cultivation, and uses, giving an account of experi-

ments conducted in the Transvaal.

Die-back Diseases of Hevea, Cacao and Mango. Agricultural

News, Volume IX, No. 217, August 20, 1910. Characteristics

and suggested remedies for die-back in hevea, cacao, and
mangoes. Brief.

Les Facteurs Essentiels de TAcclimatement du Betail Europeen
dans les pays chauds. Rapport introductif, presente au ler

Congres Intemacional d'Agronomie Tropicale. Par M. C. Vete-

rinaire de regiment Meulemau, de TArm^e beige. In UAgro-
nomie Tropicale, 2me Annee, No. 6, Juin, 1910.

Changes in the Soil and its Fertility. Copied from The West
India Agricultural News (no date), in The Louisiana Planter,

Volume XLV, No. 6, August 6, 1910. A discussion of the various

factors in the fertility of the soil and means for supplying these.

Utilization des residus de la defibration des Agaves pour la

production de Talcool. Par M. F. H. d'Herelle. Journal d'Agri-

culture Tropicale, Annee X, No. 108, Juin 30, 1910. The pos-

sibilities of agave fiber plants as sources of alcohol, methods of

extracting it, and results obtained.

Paper-Making Fibre, etc., by A. D. Little. From The Paper
Trade Review, Volume 53, No. 11, March, 1910. The Tropical

Agriculturist, Volume 35, No. 2, August, 1910. A discussion

of the possibilities of bamboo, bagasse, and lalang grass as

paper-making materials and tests to be applied to fibrous ma-
terials in general.

Malay Camphor, by A. Sanger Davies. Agricultural Bulletin

of the Straits and Federated Malay States, Volume IX, No. 8,

August, 1910. Description, distribution, culture, and products

of Dryobalanops camphora. Brief.
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EDITORIAL.

WALKER ON SUGAR IN NEGROS.

The Sugar Industry in the Island of Occidental Negros, by
Herbert S. Walker, is the title of a very valuable publication

recently issued by the Bureau of Science.

This is the first comprehensive treatise on sugar gotten out

in the Philippine Islands since the American occupation, and is

the best piece of literature on that subject now to be had. It

represents almost two years' work, done by Mr. Walker in Ne-
gros with a portable laboratory, at the sugar chemical laboratory

at Hoilo, and at the Bureau of Science in Manila working up ma-
terials collected. It is divided into a number of sections dealing

with several phases of the sugar industry.

The first of these is devoted to general information regarding

Negros, and takes up questions of geology, climate, divisions by
natural contour, and water courses, and goes briefly into the

history, development, and present status of the sugar industry

in Negros.

The second section deals more particularly with the sugar-

producing districts and shows their comparative merits. This

chapter is brimful of technical information. It shows the loca-

tion and area of the sugar sections, the area in cultivation, pos-

sibilities for the extension of the industry, rainfall, chemical and
physical analysis of soils, and gives suggestions for their im-

provement by better cultivation, drainage, and the use of ferti-

lizers.

The third section is devoted to the soils of Negros and their

comparison with those of other sugar-producing countries. This

is very interesting as it shows conclusively that "the soil of Ne-

gros may rightfully be classed as among the better of the sugar

lands of the world.*'

The fourth section is devoted to a careful study of the cane

produced in Negros, and goes extensively into the question of

varieties, their characteristics, and composition in different parts

of the island. Mr. Walker reaches the conclusion that the com-

mon native purple cane is better suited to the needs of the sugar

growers of Negros than any other variety which he studied. He
found the percentage of fibre in this cane to be lower, and the

percentage of sugar to be higher, than in most varieties grown in

different countries of the world.

The fifth section is devoted to a description of the present

methods of sugar growing as practiced in Negros. It goes into
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a discussion of the way in which labor is employed, its cost, effi-

ciency, and the resulting cost for the production of sugar cane

delivered at the mill.

The sixth section is devoted to the manufacture of sugar ac-

cording to the antiquated equipment and methods now used in

Negros. There is not a large, modern mill or a single piece of

vacuum apparatus in the island. The different types of mills

are described and classified, the results from mill controls given,

and the classes of sugar produced are discussed from the stand-

point of cost, value, and selling price.

The seventh section is devoted to possibilities for improve-

ment, both in the cultivation and the manufacture of sugar.

It is well illustrated with half-tones printed on enamel paper

which show many interesting features of the sugar industry in

Negros.

The Review most heartily commends this publication to all who
are seeking information on the sugar industry in the Philippine

Islands. It is paper bound, contains 145 pages, 10 plates, and
sells for ^2.50 ($1.25 United States currency). Orders should

be addressed to the Business Manager, Philippine Journal of

Science, Manila. Remittance by money order is preferred. In

writing mention Bureau of Science Order No. 412.

CONSUMPTION OF SUGAR IN AMERICA.

The population of the United States is 90,000,000 and each

person consumes on an average of 82 pounds (37.3 kilos) of

sugar per annum. This amounts to 3,750,000 tons per annum
and costs the American people ^750,000,000. The sources from
which this sugar are derived are as follows

:

American grown. Kind.
Tons of
2,000

pounds.

Value at 5
cents United
States cur-
rency per
pound.

Western States Beet --__

Cane ___
___do -_._

612, 500
375, 000
555, 500
284, 500
88, 000

$51, 250, 000
87, 500, 000
55, 500, 000
28,450,000
8,800,000

Southern States
Territory of Hawaii
Porto Rico _do
Philippines _ -_-do -___

Total 1,815,500 181,550,000

Cuba (20 per cent off duty) 1, 500, 000
434,500

150,000,000
43,450,000Other countries (paying full duty) „

Total-— - _ 1, 934, 500 193,450,000
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During the past sugar season in the Philippines heavy pur-

chases were made for shipment to America. This had the effect

of running the price very high and made sugar much more
profitable here than in former years. However, the total amount
which could be found in the Philippine markets suitable for

exportation to America, or which could not be more profitably

sent tq China, was only 88,000 tons, or a little more than one-

fourth of the amount that is admitted free of duty into the

United States.

It is interesting to note that the export value of this sugar

was only 1P15,080,000 while the total value of the 300,000 tons

admitted free to the United States would have been ^51,408,000.

It is also interesting to note that the amount of sugar imported

into the United States from Cuba and from countries which pay
the full duty, is now only a little more than 50 per cent of the

total sugar consumed, whereas in former years this has run as

high as 75 per cent.

There is evidently considerable interest taken in America in

the sugar business of the Philippines, as is attested by reference

to it in the statistical publications of the Government and in the

sugar and trades journals. The Louisiana Planter for December
16, 1909, published an address before the Louisiana Sugar
Planter's Association by G. E. Nesom, Director of Agriculture

for the Philippines. In the number for September 17, 1910,

they reproduced from The Philippine Agricultural Review a

two-column article on sugar by the editor, and in the number
for September 24, 1910, they published in full "The Philippine

Sugar Industry,'' by Mr. Harold M. Pitt, as it appeared in the

Manila Times. A number of references to this subject have
appeared in their editorial columns and there is a notable absence

of the adverse criticisms of former years. The Philippines have
suffered more from lack of attention than from any other cause

and if present indications are any criterion it appears that

they are gradually assuming a place in a more favorable light

before the American people.

THE OUTLOOK FOR THE RICE CROP.

It is too early to state with accuracy from reports at hand the

probable shortage of the rice crop this year over last, for the

reason that much depends upon the weather for the next two
months. In many places where there was a delay in planting

because of early drought, late rains have made it possible to

plant nearly as much as would ordinarily have been planted
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earlier, and if favorable weather conditions prevail from now on

a fair crop will be harvested.

The monthly reports from agricultural inspectors for both

September and October, as well as the narrative reports of

Constabulary inspectors lately received, show that owing to

drought considerable land usually devoted to rice has not been

planted, and that growing rice has suffered considerably from
the same cause. A comparison of area under cultivation to

rice given in quarterly reports for the quarter ending September

30, 1910, with those for the same period in 1909 shows little

falling off in the amount planted in Luzon, many municipalities

showing a decided increase. How much of this growing crop

will be damaged will be largely determined, as stated above, by

future weather conditions. Tarlac, it is reported, has suffered

considerably already.

From all available data it does not seem probable that the

general falling off will amount to over 25 per cent, and with

favorable conditions may not exceed 10 or 15 per cent.

THE RUBBER CAMPAIGN.

We are publishing in this number a report by Mr. A. W.
Prautch on his visit to the Agri-Horticultural Show at Singapore,

August 17 to 20, 1910. Mr. Prautch went as a joint repre-

sentative of the Bureau of Agriculture, representing the Phil-

ippine Government, and of the Manila Merchants' Association,

representing the commercial interests of these Islands. His

report is brief but shows clearly the great good that may be

accomplished by establishing closer relations with our neighbors

of adjacent British colonies, who have made greater progress in

rubber growing than any other people in the Orient.

A great deal of enthusiasm has been created through a little

publicity campaign conducted by Mr. Prautch with the Ameri-

can and Spanish-Filipino press. The Philippine Agricultural
Review has devoted a great deal of space to articles on rubber

during the past two years, the Manila Times has recently gotten

out a special supplement on rubber, the Cablenews-American and
Bulletin have run several articles and editorials on the subject,

and other papers have given it equally prominent attention. In

their enthusiasm some of these papers have even gone so far as

to adversely criticize the Bureau of Agriculture for not having

established rubber plantations in the Philippines. They do not

distinguish between a public-service office and a commercial enter-
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prise. It would be quite out of the question for the Bureau of

Agriculture to maintain large rubber plantations, rice fields,

sugar farms, and the many other things which would be de-

manded if this policy were put into force.

This Bureau has a lot of fine Para rubber trees growing in

Manila, already at the bearing age and topped. The distribu-

tion of Para seed in the ordinary way is out of the question as

they must be imported and have very poor keeping qualities.

The seed imported have been germinated and the young trees

distributed. These will in time become central seed supplies

wherever growing.

It is hoped that the enthusiasm now being shown in rubber

will continue and that private enterprise will soon establish a

large number of plantations in these Islands where conditions

unquestionably exist that will result in successful rubber produc-

tion.



VETERINARY CONTROL WORK.

By Dr. G. E. Nesom, Director of Agriculture.

The situation with reference to animal diseases in the Phil-

ippine Islands is considerably worse than it was at the begin-

ning of the current fiscal year. This is shown by the fact that

on the 1st day of July the number of towns infected with rin-

derpest in the Islands was twenty-five and up to October 10 this

had increased to fifty. As this number of the Review goes to

press reports show that it has again decreased to forty-six.

There are two distinct sections of the infected territory. One
is limited largely to a group of coast towns in the Visayan Is-

lands, located principally on Leyte, Cebu, and Negros, while the

other includes the principal towns located along the line of the

Manila Railway Company between Manila and Dagupan. In

both instances the disease has spread largely by the movement
of animals in the regular channels of trade.

All existing laws, executive orders, and regulations seem to

be inefficient in stopping the movements of infected animals, and
the rapid spread of the disease just at the close of the rainy

season has caused considerable fear of another serious general

outbreak.

In order to ascertain whether or not there was anything which
might be done to prevent the further spread of rinderpest and
other diseases. His Excellency the Governor-General has issued

the following executive order:

[Executive Order No. 63.]

November 9, 1910.

Dr. George E. Nesom, Col. H. B. McCoy, and Mr. J. S. Reis are hereby
appointed a committee of three to consider the question of the transpor-

tation of live stock by land and water from point to point in the Philippine

Islands, and to determine the size and type of boat which should be allowed

to transport live stock by water, and the rules and regulations necessary

to protect the animals against suffering for lack of food or water and
against infection by disease in transit, whether in boats or in cars.

689
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The committee will make a study of the existing laws and regulations

and will make recommendation in regard to additional regulations and
cause to be prepared such legislation as it may deem necessary to carry

out the recommendation.

W. Cameron Forbes,

Governor-General.

The committee was called together immediately by the chair-

man, and after due deliberation it was decided that the desired

end could be accomplished, at least in part, by prohibiting vessels

of less than 15 tons burden, which are not subject to customs
inspection, from carrying horses, cattle, and carabaos, requir-

ing that those vessels which accept live stock as cargo shall

be regularly disinfected before taking on stock for shipment, and
that no vessel be allowed to accept animals for shipment from a

port declared by the Director of Agriculture to be infected with

a dangerous communicable disease, except when accompanied by
a certificate issued by authority of the Director of Agriculture

showing them to be free from disease.

The Collector of Customs has issued, under existing law, the

following administrative circular regulating shipments by sea

:

[Customs Administrative Circular No. 622.]

Publishing regulations covering transportation of live stock by vessels

engaged in coastwise trade.

November 14, 1910.

To all collectors of customs and others concerned:

Paragraph I. The Director of Agriculture having certified to this Office

that rinderpest is prevalent in certain districts in the Philippine Islands,

the following regulations are hereby published covering transportation

from place to place by vessels engaged in the coastwise trade:

Par. II. No live stock shall be carried in the coastwise trade by vessels

under 15 tons gross burden, except hogs, sheep, goats, and other similar

live animals.

Par. III. Before any live stock is received for shipment by a vessel

regularly licensed for the coastwise trade, or by a vessel operating without

a license, the master, mate or patron in command of such vessel shall

require the person offering said live stock for shipment to present to him
a certificate signed by the president, secretary, or teniente of barrio of the

municipality from which shipment is made. Such certificate shall contain

a description of each animal to be shipped, shall specify the kind of

animals, brands, if any, point of origin, and point of destination, and
shall show that such animals are, to the best knowledge and belief of the

officer signing the certificate, free from infectuous or dangerous com-

municable animal diseases.

Par. IV. In case the carrying vessel is clearing from Manila, Iloilo,

Cebti, Zamboanga, Jolo, or Balabac, all of which are ports of entry, the

certificate above set out shall be executed by the Director of Agriculture,
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or his duly authorized agent, and shall be presented by the master to the

collector of customs along with his manifest for the clearance of the vessel.

Par. V. Upon receipt of a consignment of animals for shipment, accom-

panied by the above-specified certificate, the master of the carrying vessel

shall carry them to the port of destination specified in the certificate.

Upon arrival at the port of destination, the master of the carrying vessel

shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, the certificate to the municipal pres-

ident and shall refuse to permit the discharge of said cattle at any other

port unless said certificate is returned to him indorsed by one of the

municipal officers specified in Paragraph III of this circular, of the port

named therein, authorizing delivery at some other point. Upon discharging

said cattle from the carrying vessel, the municipal president shall take up

said certificate, indorse thereon point of delivery and date of discharge,

and forward same to the nearest collector of customs, who in turn will

forward it direct to the Director of Agriculture.

Par. VI. Whenever the Director of Agriculture shall declare any partic-

ular port or place within the Philippine Islands to be infected with

dangerous communicable animal diseases, no live animal of any description

shall be transported from such port or place by any vessel engaged in the

coastwise trade, unless said animals are accompanied by a certificate

signed by the Director of Agriculture, or by his duly authorized agent,

permitting said animals to be transported to some specified port or place.

(This certificate to be in lieu of the certificate provided in Paragraph III

hereof.)

Par. VII. Any vessel violating any of the provisions of the foregoing

regulations, shall be subject to a fine of not more than ^200 Philippine

currency, and, in addition thereto, the license of any such vessel may be

revoked. The license of any officer violating any of the above-specified

regulations shall be liable to suspension or revocation, as the facts may
justify.

Par. VIII. Philippine customs officers shall give due publicity to the

terms of this circular.

H. B. McCoy,
Insular Collector of Customs.

Approved.

Gregorio Araneta, Secretary of Finance and Justice.

The Director of Agriculture had previously issued the follow^-

ing general order dealing with the subject of the cleaning and
disinfecting of vessels and railway cars

:

[General Order No. 17.]

Disinfection of boats and railway cars.

Manila, P. I., November 8, 1910.

Notice is hereby given that owing to the prevalence of dangerous com-

municable (contagious) animal diseases throughout the Philippine Islands,

all boats and railway cars used to transport animals are deemed to be

infected with the micro-organisms of said diseases in accordance with

the provisions of Paragraph (e), section 6, Act No. 1760, Acts of the

Philippine Commission.
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1. All such boats and railway cars are hereby required to be cleaned

and disinfected immediately after the unloading of each and every ship-

ment of animals. Said cleaning and disinfection shall be performed in

the following manner and in the presence of a representative of the Director

of Agriculture:

(a) Remove all litter and manure. This litter and manure shall be

disinfected with a 5 per cent solution of carbolic acid, creolin, or Jeyes'

fluid, or any other reliable disinfectant approved by the Director of Agri-

culture; and if not disinfected, it shall be burned, or buried 1 meter below

the surface of the ground.

(6) Saturate the sides and floors of railway car and all parts of the

boat contaminated by cattle, with a 5 per cent solution of one of the above-

mentioned disinfectants, or disinfect with a jet of steam under pressure

of not less than 50 pounds to the square inch.

2. The provisions of this general order shall become effective on and

after November 15, 1910.

Approved.

Newton W. Gilbert, Secretary of Public Instruction.

Most of the vessels which will now be permitted to carry

horses, cattle, and carabaos will be disinfected in Manila, Iloilo,

and Cebu. Veterinarians are stationed at many other ports

and places throughout the Islands and will supervise the cleaning

and disinfection of vessels. Should the trade demand it special

inspectors will be named at places where there are no employees

of the Bureau of Agriculture. Arrangements have been made
to inspect, clean, and disinfect railway cars at central points

along the lines.



THE SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE AGRI-
HORTICULTURAL SHOW AT SINGAPORE,

AUGUST 17 TO 20, 1910.^

By Mr. A. W. Prautch.

In accordance with instructions I embarked on the steamer

Isla de Panay on August 9, with five cases containing literature

and exhibits, and reached Singapore August 14.

The committee of the Agri-Horticultural Show allotted a

suitable location for the Philippine exhibits in which they were
immediately arranged for display. On the night of the 16th

the exhibit was ready for the opening on the 17th. Two
Filipinos, who reside in Singapore, were employed and gave

very valuable assistance in that they were familiar with the

exhibits and were able to explain them to both the Malays and
the Chinese; they also distributed literature to visitors, thus

leaving me free to deal with the Europeans, talk with planters,

and attend some of the demonstrations of the rubber machinery

which was on exhibition.

His excellency the Governor, Sir John Anderson, and staff

made a private inspection of the exhibits an hour before the

gates were opened to the public. He was very cordial, and
complimented the Philippines on their fine exhibit and the spirit

that prompted us to come. He did the Philippines the honor of

inviting their representative to a special tiffin, given tD a few of

the leading officials and officers of the exhibition, at the govern-

ment house on Saturday, August 20. There I met those who by
introductions made it possible for me to see the largest tapioca

and rubber plantations at Malakka and Kuala Lumpur.
The fact that Consul-General James T> Dubois gave me his

official and private indorsement and advice on all matters, con-

tributed much to the complete success of the exhibit.

* Extracts from the report of Mr. A. W. Prautch, special delegate of

the Manila Merchants* Association and the Bureau of Agriculture of the

Philippine Islands. Mr. Prautch^s complete report on methods of rubber

culture in use in Malaya appeared in The Manila Times of November 9,

1910.
693
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In the fiber class, the 20-foot abaca had only two badly

cleaned maguey exhibits as competitors, and the 186 specimens

of timber had no competing exhibits. This exhibit was in a

class by itself and naturally attracted considerable attention.

The committee granted the exhibit a silver medal.

I received nothing but kindness and courtesy from everyone;

planters and officials alike were anxious to further my mission.

The cordial expressions from all of friendship toward their

Philippine neighbors and the United States made it clear to me
that these were not for me personally but for the people of the

Philippine Islands.

After the Exhibition closed, on August 20, I spent a few days

packing and getting the material for my report into shape. I

then sailed for Malakka, 118 miles north of Singapore, which is

the center of the rubber and tapioca industries. I was cordially

received and introduced by Mr. A. C. Baker, of the land office,

who had been in charge of the Malakka exhibits at the Singapore

show. Everything possible was done to make the week profit-

able and pleasant. The managers of three of the largest estates

took me in their automobiles and gave me a day on each of their

plantations, patiently answering my questions and allowing me
to see everything of interest.

On September 2 I gave a lecture illustrated by 150 colored

slides furnished by Dr. G. E. Nesom and the Bureau of Agri-

culture, which was a decided success ; it was well attended by the

leading officials, planters, ladies, and students of the college.

A brief description of each picture, clear and concise, made the

evening enjoyable as well as instructive.

Five hours by train took me to Kuala Lumpur, the capital of

Selangor State ; this district is almost wholly devoted to growing
rubber. Here I secured several dozen photographs of different

phases of the rubber industry and a 6-foot panoramic view of an

estate 5 miles long and 1 mile wide. Two lectures had been

arranged for me here in the Victoria Institution. Saturday

night, September 3, was for the college students, and Monday
night, September 4, for others; both lectures were largely at-

tended. The use of a fine electric lantern was tendered me by
Mr. B. E. Shaw, who kindly operated it himself; the pictures

were made tg appear like oil paintings.

A twelve-hour journey by train through rubber plantations or

jungle took me back to Singapore. A large meeting was held

in the Memorial Hall on Friday, September 9; every seat was
taken and several hundred people were standing. The best

people of Singapore attended. United States Consul-General
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James T. Dubois opened the proceedings with a fifteen-minute

speech on trade relations. The undivided attention showed that

the audience was interested. I think the work of Mr. Dubois,

the interest in the Philippines aroused by the exhibit, and the

attention given to the subject by the Singapore press, account

for the large attendance at the lecture.

On Tuesday, September 13, I left Singapore on board the U. S.

naval auxiliary vessel Abarenda for Manila.

The following extract from an article, entitled "The Agricul-

tural Show," in the Agricultural Bulletin of the Straits and Fed-

erated Malay States for October, 1910, may interest the readers

of the Review :

In this shed was also staged a most instructive and interesting exhibit

from the Philippines by Mr. Prautch. It included a very large series of

Philippine timbers, Manila hemp, very fine and long, gutta-percha, locally

made hats, and a remarkably fine sample of Caravonica cotton obtained

at one gathering from a sample plant, a large series of very beautiful

photographs, illustrating most of the cultivation and progress that our

American friends have already made in opening up their tropical colonies.

The whole collection was most attractive and was constantly surrounded
by visitors eager to learn what was doing in that part of the East. A
special medal was awarded to Mr. Prautch for this exhibit.



THE FORAGE BOARD AND ITS WORK.

By G. E. Nesom, Director of Agriculture.

The following order was issued by the honorable the Secre-

tary of War just before his departure from Manila for the

United States:

War Department,
Manila, P. /., September i, 1910.

A board composed of the following officers of the Civil Government of

the Philippine Islands and of the United States Army: Vice-Governor

Newton W. Gilbert, president; Dr. G. E. Nesom, Director, Bureau of

Agriculture; Col. Frederick G. Hodgson, assistant quartermaster-general;

Lieut. Col. David L. Brainard, deputy commissary-general; Maj. Charles

R. Krauthoff, commissary; Capt. William R. Smedberg, jr., Fourteenth

Cavalry; Capt. Joseph L. Knowlton, quarterniaster ; Capt. John E. Stephens,

Second Field Artillery; Capt. John J. Boniface, Second Cavalry; is hereby

appointed to meet in Manila, at the call of the president, to investigate

and report upon the present cost of forage for use of the Army in the

Philippine Islands.

The board, after careful and exhaustive consideration, will report whether

native forage can be substituted for that now used; and if so, to what
extent; the advisability of using, in part, native grasses grown in the

vicinity of the various posts with a view to reducing transportation; the

relative cost of the two, and what methods, if any, should be adopted for

procuring native forage, and, if deemed necessary, the board will conduct

experiments for the purpose of ascertaining the utility and cost of pro-

duction of native forage.

The board will also consider the question of using, wholly or in part,

native beef for the supply of the Army in the Philippine Islands.

The Civil Governor and the Commanding General, Philippines Division,

will extend to the board every proper and possible aid and facility to carry

on its work.

The junior member will record the proceedings of the board, and separate

reports as to forage and use of native beef will be rendered through the

Commanding General, Philippines Division, to the Adjutant-General of

the Army at the earliest practicable time consistent with thoroughness.

Such journeys within the Philippine Archipelago as the members of the

board may deem essential to its work are, so far as they relate to the

military members, necessary in the military service.

The Civil Government will bear cost of experiments and the travel

expenses of its members under the laws and regulations governing in such

cases.

J. M. Dickinson, Secretary ef War.
696
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The first meeting of this board was held in Manila September

5, 1910, and was devoted to forming genera] plans for its work.

At this meeting two special committees were appointed, one to

consider the forage problem and the other the native-beef supply.

Capt. John J. Boniface, recorder of the board, assumed the

duties of his office on arrival in Manila, September 14, 1910. He
has since devoted his entire time to this work and has collected a

large volume of information on the classes, kinds, condition,

cost, and feeding value of all kinds of forage used in Manila.

At the second meeting of the board, held in Manila on October

25, he exhibited a large number of samples of forage and dis-

cussed them in an exhaustive report. At this meeting it was
decided to conduct comparative feeding tests on army horses and
mules with the more promising kinds of forage available. The
American Army in the Philippines uses almost exclusively for

saddle and draft purposes, the same classes of horses and mules

that are used in the homeland, and they are fed largely on oats

and timothy hay sent out from the Central and Western States.

While both the live stock and the forage are quite satisfactory,

in so far as general utility is concerned, the greatly increased

cost resulting from the shipment of both half way around the

world is being seriously felt by the War Department.

The idea of obtaining a local and more economic forage supply

is not new, but has received the attention of both military and
civil authorities ever since the American occupation of these Is-

lands. It was first brought home to Army officers who had to

go into the interior with their commands over roads that were
at times impassable in many places for any animal or vehicle

except a water buffalo (carabao) drawing a light bamboo mud
sled. Under such circumstances the extensive transportation of

imported forage to remote interior parts, or along with a moving
army column, was next to impossible. The only alternative was
to feed paddy, sheaf rice, green grass, corn and corn stover,

supplemented by grazing. Although none of these are ordinarily

considered a satisfactory forage for army horses, many officers

in the hardest campaigns of 1899, 1900, and 1901 will testify

that the horses kept in good condition and did their work as

usual.

The first Director of Agriculture here was formerly an agros-

tologist in the United States Department of Agriculture, and
devoted a large part of the year (1903) which he spent in the

Philippines to the study of forage crops. His work benefited

principally the Bureau of Agriculture, which still grows and
uses some of the crops he introduced.
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The second Director of Agriculture took another important

step in advance, by advocating the curing of local forage by-

artificial heat and packing it into compressed bales for economy
in handling and its better preservation by the exclusion of mois-

ture. It was his work which finally resulted in the construction

of the forage factory by the Bureau of Agriculture in 1908.

When the honorable the Secretary of War (now President of

the United States) visited the Philippines in 1907, he took up
the question of a local supply of forage. The present Director

of Agriculture prepared for him a lengthy report, showing the

method of feeding live stock throughout the Orient but more
particularly in the Philippines. It was shown that the success-

ful production of oats and timothy hay in the Tropics is impos-

sible, that the effort should be to find a grain and hay that can

be produced here and which will serve as satisfactory substitutes

for the better-known American materials. The results obtained

by the Bureau of Agriculture in the production and use of these

substitutes were given. The system of feeding horses and mules

almost exclusively on corn and com fodder throughout the South-

em States was mentioned. The extensive use by the British

army in the oriental colonies of green grass was cited as well as

the substitution of cattle for a part of the horses and mules, in

order to further simplify the question of forage supply. One
result of this report was the inauguration of some feeding tests

at the Pasay corral in Manila to ascertain to what extent green

guinea grass could be substituted for timothy hay. The results

were rather startling to some of the military authorities, and

fully confirmed the previous . conclusion demonstrated by the

Bureau of Agriculture that American horses in the Tropics can

be fed large quantities of green forage without physical injury

or decrease in working efficiency.

It has since been shown that the Bureau of Agriculture is

maintaining American horses in good condition, while doing

regular work, on a forage composed of a mixed grain of which

native fiint corn is the principal component, with a liberal supply

of green guinea grass. The cost of this forage is less than half

of the present cost in Manila for feeding military and livery

horses, and one-fourth of the highest cost to a Department of

the Civil Government for the keep of the same class of stock.

The work of this board is destined to result in great economy

to the Government and will provide a good market for native

forage products.



SPECIAL TRAINING COURSES FOR EMPLOYEES OF THE
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE.

By Archibald R. Ward,

Dean, College of Veterinary Science and Chief Veterinarian,

Bureau of Agriculture.

A number of considerations have shown the necessity for

instituting special training courses for employees of the Bureau
of Agriculture by the cooperation of the College of Veterinary

Science and the Bureau of Agriculture.

The Bureau is laboring under the handicap of necessarily

drawing veterinarians from the United States where rinderpest,

surra, and foot-and-mouth diseases do not exist. A fourth one,

contagious pleuro-pneumonia, might be mentioned, for although

it is not known to exist in the Philippines at present, with the

exception of a few cases among certain cattle in quarantine,

the possibility of its invasion has put the veterinary corps in such

a state of alarm that a careful lookout will be kept for it for

some years to come.

Real education regarding a disease can not be had without

actual contact with it, no matter how excellent the instructors

and text-books may be. Veterinary colleges in the United States

are engaged in the work of preparing men to combat cattle

diseases common to their own country, and in consequence, can

not be expected to give instruction in specialized work that would
best prepare a man for Philippine problems.

The bewildering diversity of diseases which the man new to

the Philippines will immediately encounter in the field, warrants

the maintenance of a brief review course dealing with their

characteristics. In cattle there are rinderpest, foot-and-mouth

disease, hemorrhagic septicemia, surra, anthrax, verminous

bronchitis, and tuberculosis, with the possibility of contagious

pleuro-pneumonia and the occurrence of Texas fever occasionally

as a complication with some of them. In horses there are surra,

glanders, and epizootic lymphangitis. In both cattle and horses
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there are, undoubtedly, other diseases that have been confused

with these. Careful pathological work has recently brought two
of the above-mentioned cattle diseases to light.

The average veterinarian who enters the employ of the Bureau
of Agriculture is generally a young man recently graduated

from a veterinary college in the United States, who comes to

the Islands for the sake of the novel and extensive professional

experience to be had here, and partly on account of the attrac-

tions of the travel involved. After two or three years he yields

to the desire* to go home and settle down for his life work,

feeling that too long a stay here would handicap him in his

professional career in the homeland. The result is that the

personnel of the veterinary corps is undergoing constant change,

aiid the problem of new men is more important here than in

similar work in other countries. The Bureau gains by having

young active men well qualified to adapt themselves to the new
environment without loss of time, and on the other hand, loses

because the "breaking in" period occupies such a large proportion

of the total time spent in the Islands.

It is with the idea of reducing to a minimum this training

period, that special veterinary instruction has been instituted in

the Islands. A course of reading on subjects connected with

tropical veterinary sanitary science, interspersed with discus-

sions and lectures, is one of the most important features of the

instruction. The common cattle diseases pertaining to the

Islands are covered thoroughly and the features of the campaign
being conducted against them by the Bureau are explained in

detail. The methods employed in India, South Africa, Indo-

China, and elsewhere are analyzed, and the conditions in those

countries as affecting the control of rinderpest are compared
with those in the Philippine Islands.

Visits are made to the serum laboratory at Alabang to observe

the details of the preparation of serum. Actual observation of

the details of the routine work and experiments in progress

there afford exceptional opportunities for the new men to become
familiiar with the value and the limitations of anti-rinderpest

serum. Cases of rinderpest are to be seen there daily, affording

unlimited opportunities to study symptoms. Likewise, the work
there gives an opportunity for the pathologist of the Bureau to

demonstrate the changes in the organs produced by rinderpest.

Deaths from surra are frequent enough in Manila to afford

opportunities for the pathologist to demonstrate the character-

istic features of the internal organs of an animal that has died

from this disease. Post-mortem examinations of other diseases
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are made as opportunity offers. The abattoir furnishes material

for instruction.

The use of the microscope in detecting such diseases as surra

and anthrax in material from the live or dead animal in the field

is demonstrated, as well as the use of bacterial cultures in

confirming ^ diagnosis.

The various duties of the Director of Agriculture and his

deputies, together with those of the provincial and municipal

authorities, constitute another branch of instruction. There are

a great many laws of the Insular Government and of the prov-

inces and municipalities, besides executive orders of the Gov-

ernor-General and general orders of the Director of Agriculture,

in which the men are instructed. All of these effect the duties

of the man in the field. Somewhat related to these are the

details concerning monthly and weekly reports, official cor-

respondence, expense accounts, etc., which need explanation.

The inspection of freshly slaughtered and frozen meat, of im-

ported live stock, the disinfection of ships and railway cars, the

management of quarantine stations, the issuing of transporta-

tion permits, are all details of work which the newcomer is

liable to encounter at any time. He is given opportunities to

become thoroughly familiar with these matters so that he could

assume any of these duties on short notice with the minimum
loss of efficiency due to the change. Not the least among the

things a newcomer should know are the precautions he should

take for the preservation of his own health. The necessary care

in regard to drinking water, food, mosquitos, and the like, is

brought to his attention in a series of lectures.

The pressing demand for men in the field will preclude bring-

ing in from the provinces many men at a time for this work, and
it is not so necessary in their cases, for they have the knowledge,

earned in many cases by bitter experiences. Wherever possible,

they will take this review course. The men are widely scat-

tered and somewhat isolated. The service needs the strengthen-

ing that would result from a free discussion of difficulties by the

men in the field with the ones who direct the work in the general

office.

At present the work is in a developmental stage. As the facil-

ities are improved, it is intended to expand the course into a

closer approximation to the post-graduate training courses at the

army and navy medical schools and the laboratory training

course of the United States Public Health and Marine-Hospital

Service. The instruction outlined above is in progress at pres-

ent, and other more elementary work is under consideration.
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The Bureau employs a large number of Filipino assistants.

These men when first employed are entirely ignorant of the first

principles of the work in which they are to engage. They scour

the country in search of suspicious cases of rinderpest and surra,

which they report to the veterinarians for verification. Their

duties are thus very important, and their training constitutes a

heavy draft upon the time of the veterinarian. It is believed

that the efficiency of the corps would be improved by affording

opportunities for these men to receive several months' training

at the College of Veterinary Science. The Pandacan stock yards

will require many men, and it is hoped to perfect arrangements

by which the most promising of the Filipinos employed by the

Bureau might support themselves in Manila while receiving

instruction.

While not directly affecting the field work of the Bureau, the

introduction and the stimulation of the practice of shoeing draft

cattle, carabaos, and horses is a line of work in which the college

could render practical benefit to the live-stock interests. At any
time in Manila one may observe carabaos limping from sore

hoofs, due to excessive wear upon the pavements, or to the prim-

itive, inefficient substitutes for iron shoes. Should it become
clear that candidates for instruction in shoeing animals would
present themselves, courses of training open to employees of the

Bureau or others, would be made available.



AN OUTBREAK OF DESTRUCTIVE CATERPILLARS IN
BATANGAS RICE FIELDS.

By D. B. Mackie, Agricultural Inspector,

In the month of May there appeared in that portion of Ba-

tangas lying between Maquiling Mountain and Lake Taal, ex-

tending in a southerly direction to the vicinity of the municipality

of Lipa, enormous numbers of caterpillars, which destroyed the

greater part of the rice crop in that section.

The people seemed to be considerably alarmed, and many re-

quests for information and assistance were received by the

Bureau of Agriculture. On June 11 the district was visited by an
inspector and it was at once seen that the reports were scarcely,

if at all, exaggerated. In some places whole fields of young
rice were stripped of their leaves and in many cases the entire

plant was eaten off even with the ground. At first no cater-

pillars were seen, but suspecting that they might be nocturnal

feeders, the writer again visited the fields after sundown; this

time the pests were observed in large numbers.

The individual coloring of these caterpillars varies greatly,

some of them are almost entirely black with only an obscure

median stripe of yellowish green, others velvety black with dor-

solateral stripes of bright yellow, some almost uniform yellow-

green with obscure darker markings, and some a greenish gray

with black dorsal spots. The under parts are generally a uniform
greenish gray.

The worms climb the stalks of the plant, and, eating the young
leaves first, generally consume the entire plant. When disturbed

the worm drops to the ground and, after remaining curled up
motionliess for a few seconds, gets up and hurries to shelter.

Previously this species was observed to be more or less solitary

in its habits; it seems that in certain cases, where the food

supply is insufficient, the pest behaves as the swarming cater-

pillar and moves from field to field in search of food. The
mature larva measures about 1^ inches (36 millimeters) , When
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this stage is reached the caterpillar stops feeding and wanders
about for a few days seeking a sheltered place in which to

pupate. This transformation usually takes place under the

ground, the caterpillar boring into the soft soil to a depth of

2 or 3 inches (about 5 or 7.5 centimeters). This period gen-

erally occupies from eight to fifteen days in these Islands.

The pupa is dark brown and measures about two-fifths of an

inch (about 14 millimeters) in length, although the female is

larger.

A number of larvae secured for breeding purposes revealed

the fact that a large percentage of these were parasitized ; upon
close examination it was found that fully 30 per cent of them
were bearing eggs of some species of tachina fly (a small

dipterous insect which resembles the house fly) . These eggs

were generally laid near the head of the caterpillar, usually on

the first two segments, and were attached to the skin by a sticky

secretion which hardened upon contact with the atmosphere.

More than three eggs were rarely found on one individual.

With this class of parasites the parent fly attaches her eggs

to the skin of the host. The young maggot hatches in a few
days and its first action is to bore into the body of the caterpillar

;

this done, the parasite proceeds to suck the juices of the cater-

pillar, gradually absorbing its vitality until the latter weakens
and dies. The parasite, which by this time has reached maturity,

then emerges from the dead host and, after crawling a few
inches, transforms to the pupa stage. In this operation the

larval skin simply shrinks up and turns brown, not being shed,

and forms the pupal covering. In a week the mature fly breaks

from the pupa and, after mating, seeks its host and deposits

the eggs of the next generation. As the life cycle of the parasite

is so much shorter than that of the host, it often happens that

two broods of parasites emerge from one brood of caterpillars.

The caterpillars responsible for the losses in our fields are

one of our native species and have been noted by the author in

almost every province of Luzon. They are promiscuous feeders,

having been found on rice, tobacco, cabbage, potatoes, and
tomatoes. They are evidently Spodoptera maurita, a species

which, according to the imperial entomologist of India, is found

in Borneo and the Philippines.

The appearance of the tachina flies is rather timely, as the

people of the infected districts anticipated another outbreak

next season. It may be interesting to these people to know that

there is little to fear from this insect in the coming years, as all

evidence seems to show that its natural enemies have it well
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under control and its numbers may hardly be noticeable next

year.

Experiments with this caterpillar, which pupates in the

ground, show that by being turned up to the sun the pupa dies

from exposure, and by thorough cultivation a large number may
be destroyed. Periodic outbreaks sometimes occur among our
native species, but they are seldom extensive and generally last

only one or two years.

Note.—In September, while in Iloilo Province, reports were received of

a caterpillar which had destroyed a large percentage of the rice in certain

districts; from information received there it appears to be of the same
species as the Batangas pest.



SOME INSECTS AFFECTING THE TOBACCO CROP.

By D. B. Mackie, Agricultural Inspector.

Among the several insect pests affecting the tobacco crop of

the Philippines, none have thus far appeared in such numbers
that they can be considered a serious menace to the average

planter. However, with the cultural methods in use at present,

especially in the Cagayan Valley (Luzon), and with the in-

creasing area gradually being brought under cultivation, it is

quite possible a more or less extensive outbreak of some one of

these pests may occur in the immediate future.

The following notes and suggestions are intended to forewarn

the planters regarding these dangers and to assist them in

understanding the situation. The remedies herein suggested"

are such as may be obtained and applied by the average planter,

and are believed to be adapted to the local conditions, which,

it must be remembered, differ somewhat from those in other

countries.
I^EPIDOPTERA.

Of these insects the species which does the greatest amount
of individual damage is a small light brown noctuid moth,
the larvae of which very closely resemble the corn or cotton

boll worm, which annually causes so much loss to tobacco, corn,

and cotton in the southern part of the United States. This

resemblance is not in appearance alone but in its operations.

The American insect is known as the false bud worm, tomato
worm, tomato fruit worm, and cotton boll worm. The Philippine

species in question has been found attacking the stem, leaf, bud,

and seed pods of the tobacco, the leaves and fruit of the tomato,

and also young ears of com. The caterpillars measure about

30 millimeters in length when full grown. They are of a uniform
greenish color, sometimes with an obscure median stripe of

lighter color.

The eggs are generally laid in the terminal bud, and it is there

that the young larvae first appear. They begin their work by
eating off the surface of the tender leaves. As they grow larger
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Plate II.— (a) CROSS SECTION OF TOBACCO SEED BOLL EATEN BY BOLL WORM.
(&) BOLL WORM (ENLARGED). (c) ENLARGED SEED BOLL SHOWING
METHOD OF ATTACK BY BOLL WORM.
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they extend their operations, eating through the bud, and are

often found out upon the younger leaves. At this stage they

cause the greatest amount of damage, but when they are one-

half to three-quarters grown they crawl around on the leaves,

eating holes through them in some places, or a section out of

the midrib in others; sometimes they eat out the small axillary

bud, and after finishing it proceed to bore into the stem, eating

downward from 7 to 10 centimeters. It seems to be a favorite

habit with them to bore down the stalk of plants which have
just been topped. The green seed pods and plants that are

allowed to blossom are also attacked. When attacking the latter

'the larvae bore into the side of the green pod, eat out the pla-

centa on which the seeds are borne, and then, having finished it,

proceed to another near-by capsule.

When more than one individual occurs on the same plant they

generally eat one another.^ When individuals of this species

are disturbed they arch the forward part of the body and bend
the head under, at the same time emitting a sticky red fluid.

Although mature insects were not reared from eggs, very

young larvae were reared which molted in some caises as many
as six times before entering the pupa state. Of the specimens

which reached maturity, the majority spent about fifteen days

as pupae, yet some emerged in twelve, while a few needed as

many as twenty days.

A few days before transforming into the chrysalis the cater-

pillars cease feeding and seek some sheltered spot, generally

going into the ground where they form a pupal case for them-
selves out of loose earth particles stuck together with the sticky

secretion from the mouth. The moths are night fliers and are

attracted to lights in large numbers.

As far as could be observed no regular broods were noticed,

larvae of various sizes occurring throughout the season; yet it

was noticeable that about the third week in April very few full-

grown caterpillars were to be found and the crop was very free

from their attacks. As full-grown larvae have been found on
ears of corn near the end of June, it would seem to indicate that

up to that time there had been three broods.

The insect is of general distribution ; and although search has

not been made for it in the Visayas, it probably occurs there.

^ Much trouble was experienced in rearing this species because they

would persist in eating one another; the victims most frequently attacked

were those individuals that had stopped feeding and were preparing to

pupate. Another source of trouble was the small red ant which continually

ate the newly transformed pupae.
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It has been found in Cagayan, Isabela, Rizal, Batangas, Albay,

Sorsogon; and Catanduanes Island, and as it occurs throughout

this region there is every reason to believe that it also occura

further south. On Catanduanes this insect was very destructive

to corn, the eggs were laid in the silk and the insects eating down
into the inside of the ear, fed upon the grains that were in the

milk. Infested ears can be readily distinguished by their black

streaks.

Remedies.—The first method that suggests itself is thorough

cultivation, since the insects pupate just beneath the surface of

the ground. By this method the pupae are turned up and exposed

to the direct rays of the sun, which during the growing season

is very hot, and thus a large percentage are destroyed.

Hand picking is an excellent method and the only one I have

seen practiced on the haciendas. There is seldom more than one

caterpillar on a plant, and the infested plants are easily detected

by the droppings. The greatest trouble is that the insects are

not picked off frequently enough to prevent the escape of some
individuals of each brood. The present custom is to destroy any
insects found on the plants at the time when the first ripe leaves

are picked.
CUTWORMS.

Only one species of cutworm has been noted. The adult is a

small thick-bodied moth having gray wings with many small

diagonal silver markings on the upper surface. Although not

found in large numbers it is safe to say that this species is

quite plentiful and of general distribution. The reason it is

not more noticed is due to its habits of nocturnal feeding and

of remaining hidden by day.

The larvae vary greatly, some being almost black with no

spots, while others are ashen gray with a double lateral row of

circular dots, the inside half of which is creamy white and the

outside half black. Full grown larvae measure 30 to 40 milli-

meters.

They are strictly leaf eaters, never attacking either the blos-

soms or the seed capsules nor boring into the stalk. Although

they feed readily enough on tobacco, evidence seems to show
that tobacco is not the preferred food plant; where tomatoes,

eggplants, and potatoes grow they were found feeding on them,

and appeared to be especially fond of the tomato. This insect

also undergoes its pupal stage in the ground. The pupae are

about 20 millimeters in length. Owing to their nocturnal habits

hand picking will be found diflftcult and it will be necessary to

resort to close cultivation.
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Plate III.— (a) STALK OF A TOBACCO PLANT EATEN OUT BY BORER.





I LATE III.— (Z>) TOBACCO PLANT SHOWING BOLL WORM EATING OUT SEED BOLL.
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STALK BORERS.

The larvae of these insignificant looking little gray moths,
which are less than 6 millimeters in length are responsible for a

great many of the dead plants that are to be seen, especially in

the upper part of the Cagayan Valley. The eggs were not

found, but the young larvae bore into the stalk of the plant,

entering the stem at the place where it leaves the ground.

As the insect is so minute and the plant grows rapidly at this

stage, the wound soon heals. When the insect grows larger and
its operations become more extensive its effect on the exterior

appearance of the plant may be more readily noticed. By this

time the plant has attained a height of about 45 centimeters, the

leaves and stalk lack their characteristic fresh greenness and
appear decidedly dull and wilted ; in the later stages the margins
of the leaves turn yellow. Affected plants are easily blown
down by moderate winds. Upon examination of the stalk of

such plants the entire inner part, which consists of a soft pith,

is seen to be eaten out and a small semitransparent greenish

white caterpillar is found therein. When this larva reaches

maturity it eats a hole at the upper end, which extends almost

through the shell. Here it spins a small cocoon of silk in which
it undergoes the final transformation. Thus far only two broods

have been noted. The adult moths are attracted to lights and
may be taken in the houses of the hacenderos.

Remedies.—The fact that the insect is attracted to a light

shows that a lantern suspended in the field with a pan of coal

oil placed beneath it would make a very efficient trap. Many
members of this family (Pyralidse) deposit their eggs at random
as they are flying about among the plants. The only method
that suggests itself as possible in dealing with the larvae would
be to dip all young plants as they are taken from the seed bed

into a strong mixture of some very adhesive poison, such as

lead arsenate, which would undoubtedly cause the death of the

young larva in the attempt to eat its way into the stem.

ORTHOPTERA.

Three or four species of the Locustidae were found on tobacco

plants. The majority of these individuals were found hidden in

the small leaves of the terminal bud, but in only a few cases

were they actually feeding. They are pale or pea-green in

color, with very long antennae. From their numbers they can

hardly be reckoned as one of the pests. Only one species of

this family could by its operations be designated as destructive.
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This was a field cricket, the name of which is not yet known.

Although not numerous, the fact that they attack the stalk of

the young plant at the point where it leaves the ground,

frequently cutting it entirely off, necessarily places them with

pests of the most destructive type. If allowed to increase it may
cause more loss than all other local pests combined.

Remedy.—The only method that suggests itself is the one

that was recommended for the stalk borer—that of dipping the

,

plants into a strong arsenical mixture at the time of trans-

planting from the seed bed to the field.

SAP SUCKERS.

Hemiptera,—Four species of sap-sucking insects were taken

on the plantation; one species only, Dysdercus cingulatus, was
taken in considerable numbers. This is the species which so

commonly attacks the okra. Individuals vary in size and color

markings. The majority, however, have the orange red with

one or more black patches, and the under parts red with a series

of white bands, one to each abdominal segment. The sides of

the thorax are generally white with three black lateral spots.

The antennse are four-jointed and black, while the beak is three-

jointed and of the same color. These bugs are very active,

running about on the leaves and stems; they seem to have no
preference, feeding from both the upper and under surfaces.

When feeding they insert the beak into one of the small veinlets

and suck out the sap. While no injury can be noticed at the

time, a small brown patch can be noticed after a day or two.

Both the adult and the immature insects feed in this manner.
The eggs are laid on the under side of the leaf, generally near

the midrib; the average number is about seventy-five, though
often less.

The injury from these bugs is not great enough to warrant
the adoption of any special remedy. They also feed on various

weeds and when such are abundant, but little loss by them need

be anticipated.
HOMOPTERA.

Plant lice,—These are minute green insects which live in

colonies, generally upon the tender young terminal buds. They
feed by a sucking beak which is inserted into the soft tissues

of the leaf. They are not responsible for a great amount of

damage, although they do injure the quality of the leaves by the

withdrawal of sap and the possible irritant effect. They excrete

a sweet sticky substance which resembles honey ; this excretion

is much sought after by many insects, especially some of the
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larger ants, which protect the aphid colonies for the purpose of

getting this "honeydew."

Leaves on which aphids have been feeding are sticky and have

a glazed appearance. On these leaves is sometimes found a

peculiar sooty black fungus ; this is very likely a Capnodium, as

this class of fungi seem to thrive only where there is "honey-

dew."

Remedy.—Destroy the colonies of plant lice by dusting, spray-

ing, or hand picking.

COLEOPTERA.

Melon beetle.—This is a very destructive insect to all of the

plants of the melon family and on two occasions it was taken

on tobacco plants. The adult is a small reddish beetle. It is

injurious both during the larval and adult stages. Its method

of feeding is by eating out the entire soft tissue of the leaf and

leaving a skeleton of veins which give the leaf the appearance

of abaca cloth. Little danger to tobacco need be anticipated

from it, as it seems to feed on tobacco only as a last resort.

Remedies.—Arsenical mixtures, especially sprays, will be found

the most useful, as this insect is strictly a leaf eater.

BENEFICIAL INSECTS.

Tachina flies.—These are small two-winged flies that are

slightly larger than our common house fly, which they closely

resemble. They lay their eggs directly upon caterpillars and

the young parasite, upon hatching, bores into the inside of the

host larva and eventually kills it. Upon the death of the cater-

pillar the parasite emerges and pupates at once. In some cases

the green caterpillars of the tobacco bud worm were found to

be carrying the eggs of these flies.

Ichneumon flies.—In two cases adults of these insects were

reared from pupae of the bud worm. They were of an orange

color throughout, with the exception of the head which was

almost black. Unlike the tachina flies these insects deposit their

eggs in either the caterpillar or pupa. This is done by means

of a sharp ovipositor, which resembles a fine hollow needle. The

egg, upon hatching, assumes the form of a footless maggot which

absorbs the life from its host and pupates within it, emerging

as a perfect insect. These insects were found to be quite num-
erous and they evidently exert a very beneficial influence.

Syrphits flies.—These are often called "sun flies" from their

habit of remaining poised .motionless on the wing during the

hours of midday. They are very abundant throughout the to-

bacco districts of Cagayan and Isabela. Adults are about the
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size of the common house fly, but are blackish and banded with

yellow. The larvae of this species are very beneficial on the

tobacco plantation, feeding upon the colonies of plant lice. They

are small, of a yellowish green color and with a broad dorsal

stripe of yellow. The eggs which are laid by the adults in the

aphid colony are white and elliptical in form, and are deposited

singly. They hatch in seven to nine days and emerge as small

maggots. These larvae begin feeding at once. They seize the

aphids by the back and holding them in the air suck the juices

out of them.

The larval stage lasts eighteen to twenty days, after which

the insect seems to lose color and turn brown, and change into

a small elliptical brown pupa. No molts are undergone, nor

does the individual cast off the larval skin. The larval skin

simply forms the pupal covering. After from nine to twelve

days in the pupa stage the mature fly emerges.

It is due to the great number of these flies that so little

damage results from the aphide. Due to the ignorance of plant-

ers these flies are killed off wherever they are found, as are all

other insects found on the plants.

Another species of **sun fly'' was noted feeding upon aphids.

This was larger than the common species and of uniform gray

color. Its method of attack was the same. The Syrphus larvae

are carried off by a large black ant, apparently in order to keep

them from killing the aphids from which they get the *'honey-

dew.''
COI^EOPTERA.

''Lady bird'' beetles,—These little beetles belong among the

Coccinellidae. They are very common on the tobacco plants,

and where plant lice exist they are decidedly beneficial.

Throughout their entire life they eat nothing else. The species

that is most abundant is greenish white with four black dots,

two on each wing cover.

The female deposits her eggs in threes or fours on the under-

side of a leaf near an aphid colony. These are greenish white

in color and generally hatch within three or four days. The

young larvae often make their first meal off the old eggshell.

They grow fast and are soon running about catching aphids or

any other small insects they can get.

They are, at first, a uniform slaty grky but later acquire a row

of white spots which are larger at the anterior portion of the

body. They have four rows of dorsal spines, the two lateral

rows being the longer. A white band encircles the abdomen at

itis fourth segment.
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Plate IV.— (a) SYRPHUS FLY WHICH IN THE LARVAL STAGE FEEDS UPON
PLANT LICE. (&) LADY BIRD BEETLE WHICH FEEDS ON THE (APHIDS)
PLANT LICE (ENLARGED).
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After running about for eighteen days they get ready to pupate,

and after attaching themselves by the posterior end to a leaf

they shed their old skin. The new pupa is of a uniform white

color but soon changes and shows a double row of triangular

blackish markings on the back of the abdomen, the wing scales

also turn darker, but the rest remains whitish. This stage is

short, lasting only three or four days, seldom more than five,

and then the mature insect emerges. The insects soon fly about

and, after seeking a favorable location, mate and deposit

their eggs.

INSECTS AFFECTING THE DRIED LEAF.

Cigarette beetle (Lasioderma serricorne) .—The operations

of this beetle are not confined to any kind of tobacco. It attacks

the partially cured product, cigars, cigarettes, and baled tobacco.

Its greatest damage is wrought in the finished products, such as

cigars and cigarettes, through which it bores small holes.

Conditions in the Philippines are extremely favorable for its

propagation and its maintenance; complete extermination would
be almost an impossibility. Large amounts of tobacco refuse,

which litter the floors of the warehouses offer abundant shelter

and food. It also has easy access to the stored product in the

nipa houses when the product is stored in piles for curing.

In many of the factories it also finds a breeding place in the

waste portions of the leaf which are scattered about the floors.

Remedies.—As yet no absolute remedies have been found.

Fumigating the dried leaves with carbon bisulphide kills the

larvse and adults but not the eggs. The same method, using

formaldehyde gas instead, will kill the eggs also, but it is so

deadly that few people care to use it. The greater part of the

tobacco which is affected by this pest becomes infected while

stored in the warehouses. When we arrive at the stage when
cement warehouses can be built, which are free from cracks and
can be properly fumigated, then it will be time to look for a

diminution of this pest.

INSECTICIDE EXPERIMENTS.

While investigating the tobacco pests in the Cagayan Valley

a series of experiments were carried on with insecticides.

Excellent results were obtained from the use of arsenate of lead

used at the rate of one-half kilo to 80 liters of water. As a
killing agent this proved very effective, but some question arises

as to whether the curing of the leaves would be in any way
interfered with, due to the minute particles of the arsenate

which might still remain on the leaves. Regarding this matter
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authorities differ, some making one statement and some another.

As the earlier leaves produced by the plant are of little value, it

is safe to say that a good heavy spraying of the young plants

would produce no detrimental results, as the best leaves are

not then developed, and greatly lessen the numbers of both the

bud worm and the stalk borer. Experiments were also carried

on with Paris green, although they were not made by the author.

In this work the poison was used dry and applied as a dust bath

to the plants by means of a hand bellows. The results obtained

were excellent, except where, through carelessness, the native

operator applied too much and burned the leaves in patches.

SUMMARY.

As the great bulk of the tobacco crop of the Cagayan Valley

is produced by small planters, few of whom plant more than

10,000 plants and do not have sufficient capital to invest in

spraying apparatus, the hand bellows, for instance, appeals

more strongly to them. Such apparatus is light and easily

handled and can be laid down at pleasure, while the insecticide

pumps need constant attention, and they always require two
or more laborers to operate them.

Better and cleaner cultivation is the new idea which, from its

beneficial results to their crops, is being slowly taken up, and it

is to be earnestly hoped that its popularity will rapidly increase.

Whereas local demonstrations and advice may do much toward

overcoming many of the present difficulties, large plantations,

supplied with modern equipment for controlling insect pests,

will do more to educate the people up to an appreciation of the

value of preventatives.



THE AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION AND ITS VALUE
TO THE PHILIPPINE FARMER.

By E. A. CODDINGTON,

Secretary of the Insular Agricultural Association,

THK AGRICULTURAI. ASSOCIATION.

An agricultural association is an association or society for

the benefit of farmers or agriculturists, and in any country,

if it succeeds, it must improve the social, educational, economic,

and general welfare of those who live upon the farms.

The character or type of the agricultural association is as

varied as the needs of the farmers who constitute its member-
ship. The purposes and work of most farmers' associations

in the United States differ somewhat from the work for such

associations in the Philippines. In fact, the character of such

associations varies largely in different parts of the United

States and often in the same State.

Agricultural associations in Europe vary widely in their names
and objects from those in the United States. For example,

in the United States the work of most associations is confined,

more or less closely to raising larger and better crops—^the

science of agriculture; in Europe, especially in Germany, France,

and Belgium, these societies economize millions of pounds ^ on
the purchase of supplies for farmers and farming. Denmark
stands out as the chief example of successfully organized farm-
ing ; her dairies are the models for the world. In Germany
cooperative credit societies are among the most prominent agri-

cultural associations. It is clear that the subjects which would
most interest farmers in some parts of the Philippines would
be of little interest to those in other sections of the country.

The agricultural association, therefore, can not be confined

to any one phase of agricultural progress or development, but
the successful association must meet the needs and demands
of the farmers in its particular locality or district. This varia-

tion in the form and work of agricultural associations is well

* One pound sterling equals ?=9.732.

99110 3 715
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illustrated in the United States where we have the American
National Live Stock Association, National and International

Dairy Associations, stock-breeders' associations, forestry asso-

ciations. National Woolgrowers' Association, National Bee

Keepers' Association, horticultural societies, American Breeders'

Association, etc.

KINDS OF ASSOCIATIONS NEEDED.

In this country there is an almost untouched and an unlimited

field of work for agricultural associations. If Philippine farm-

ers would interest themselves in stock breeding and organize

an energetic stock-breeders' association it would be the begin-

ning of a new era of prosperity not only in farming but in

the general prosperity of the country. There is a great need

for a live-stock association in the Philippine Islands to arouse

the stock growers of this country to a greater interest in this

industry. Such an association would work to prevent the im-

portation of diseased cattle, horses, and live stock ; its members
would work to prevent and to eradicate contagion amongst their

own stock and give the Government hearty support in meeting

these problems.

The field for horticultural development is practically untouched.

I am not aware that a single Filipino has interested himself

in any special development of the horticultural possibilities in

the Philippines. If anyone is sufficiently interested in this

subject to give it serious consideration, I invite his attention

to what has been done in the way of improving tropical fruits

in Florida and southern California. The history of this work
and the possibilities for a similar work in this country are

such as to arouse the greed for gain, if not the scientific and
philanthrophic interests of one desirous of .giving to his coun-

trymen those products which would not only add health and
comfort, but prosperity and luxury, to living in the Philippines.

We should have sugar-growers' associations, tobacco-growers'

associations, fiber-growers' associations, coconut-growers' asso-

ciations, etc.

Mr. Roosevelt has very wisely stated the needs of country

life as follows

:

"(1) Effective cooperation among farmers to put them on

a level with the organized interests with which they do business.

"(2) A new kind of schools in the country which shall teach

the children as much outdoors as indoors and perhaps more, so

that they will prepare for country life and not, as at present,

mainly for life in town.
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"(3) Better means of communication, including good roads

and a parcel post, which the country people are everywhere

and rightly unanimous in demanding.

"(4) To these may well be added better sanitation, for easily

preventable diseases hold several million country people in the

slavery of continuous ill health.'*

THE NEED FOR RURAL SOCIETIES AND ASSOCIATIONS.

As to the need for agricultural associations or unions there

are many and most urgent reasons for the farmers to bind

themselves into such unions, and these reasons are, I believe,

more pressing in the Philippines than in any other country

where such associations exist to-day. The condition of our

rural population to-day is most helpless. The people have never

been taught to help themselves or to organize themselves for

the purpose of improving the material, educational, or social

conditions of country life. There is scarcely a single active

and energetic organization composed of people who actually

live on thfi farms, the purpose of which is to promote the

economic, educational, and general welfare of the people. In

the past few years a number of associations have sprung up

in the more prosperous sections, especially in the Islands of

Panay and Negros, and in the Provinces of Bulacan, Pampanga,
Albay, and Cebu, which have for their purpose the improvement

of conditions on the farms and haciendas.

To-day the fundamental problem in the Philippines is to

build up business and commercial confidence. 'One of the great-

est obstacles to the organization of agricultural societies or

unions is the lack of confidence on the part of the people,

not only in strangers but in their own countrymen and neigh-

bors. From time to time efforts have been made to organize

companies or corporations of Filipinos for the purpose of carry-

ing on extensive business operations, and they have almost in-

variably met defeat on this account. Repeated efforts have been

made, in the provinces, to organise companies for the purpose

of competing with foreign business houses, but in practically

every instance one wealthy Filipino after another has with-

drawn because he was not willing to trust others to handle his

money. At present efforts are being made to establish sugar

centrals in the heart of the sugar-growing sections to assist the

sugar farmers so as to enable them to compete with the sugar

growers in other parts of the world, but the most prosperous

hacenderos in the country hesitate to invest their money in a

proposition which is so new to them.
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The first thing that impresses an American on visiting the

provinces in the Philippines is the crude and even antiquated

methods of agricultural work and, in general, the complete

absence of labor-saving machinery. The agricultural methods
employed on the small farms in the Philippines are as old as

history, and the tools used by the farmers are usually made
by themselves or in the shop of the neighboring carpenter or

blacksmith. Another need for an agricultural association is to

study modern methods of planting, cultivation, harvesting, and
preparing crops for market; to study modern labor-saving ma-
chinery and to discover what kinds of these machines are adapted

to use on Philippine farms.

In the hemp sections, and in the sugar, coconut, and tobacco

sections of the country as well, the great mass of our farmers

are under obligation or in debt to the buyers and dealers in their

products. Many of them have been compelled to contract their

hemp, sugar, coconuts, or tobacco at a stated price in order to

get money to cultivate their farms and harvest their crops.

This condition exists in a greater or less degree in all parts

of the Islands and is decidedly prejudicial to farmers. In some
cases they are entirely dependent upon the money lender, who is

usually the large buyer of their crop. In such cases farmers

have no choice as to the time of sale or the price which they will

receive for their crops. Such conditions place the great mass of

Philippine farmers wholly at the mercy of large organizations of

buyers or money lenders. Furthermore, farmers have great dif-

ficulty in borrowing money from banks or private individuals

at reasonable rates of interest. This is partially owing to a

lack of appreciation and sense of obligation on the part of those

who borrow, so that the greatest precautions have to be taken by
banks and those who loan money.

The Government has established an Agricultural Bank, but the

officers of the bank state that about 80 per cent of the applica-

tions for loans have to be refused because the farmers can

not furnish proper titles to their lands as security. There

is a great need for agricultural or credit societies from which

responsible farmers can easily obtain sufficient amounts of money
to enable them to purchase necessary farm machinery, to pay

necessary labor, to carry on the work on their farms with the

least expense, and to relieve themselves from debt.

In almost every part of the Philippines farmers are handi-

capped by the lack of transportation from their farms to the

markets. In many places farmers have selected land near navi-

gable rivers or the sea, in order to facilitate the transportation
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of their crops. It is well known that in nearly all of the prov-

inces many of the highways are in a deplorable condition.

Thanks to the untiring energy of those in charge of this work,
more especially the Governor-General, good roads are being con-

structed in nearly all of the leading agricultural sections. In

three of the largest Islands there are modem railways, which
furnish transportation; but this is only a small part of the

problem of transportation, as railroads and steamship lines are

of little value to farmers unless they have a good and cheap

means of transportation from their farms to railway stations or

ports of call for steamships. We need agricultural societies to

promote good roads and good transportation in the country.

In every province our farmers have had their crops destroyed

by plant pests or their live stock by animal diseases. There is

scarcely a farmer in the Philippines who has not had to fight

locusts, beetles, rats, or cane borers which destroy the common
crops of the country. On the other hand, what farmer has not

suffered the loss of farm animals from rinderpest, surra, foot-

and-mouth disease, glanders, and cholera which carry off the live

stock raised on the farms? Notwithstanding the common dep-

redations of these pests and diseases there has been no united

effort on the part of the farmers as a whole to destroy or eradi-

cate them. The Philippines suffer more from these pests and
diseases than other countries, for the simple reason that the

farmers have never united in an intelligent warfare against

them. Furthermore, our laws have permitted the importation

of plant pests and animal diseases from other countries, so that

to-day we have one of the worst situations, in this respect, to

be found in any agricultural country. The Government has

worked almost single handed and alone to stamp out animal

diseases, and it has had to pass laws compelling the cooperation

of local officials and farmers for carrying on the work.

In many places we hear the most progressive farmers com-
plain of the lack of laborers. From the sugar sections in Negros,

from the Moro Province, and from the tobacco districts this

demand for laborers has been made emphatic. The problem is

a most important one, which has not yet been solved by the

farmers or the Government. The cooperation and assistance of

everyone who is interested in the welfare of the country is

needed. Organized farmers' associations could do much toward
the solution of the labor problem on the farms.

From the hemp buyers we hear the complaint that the fiber is

not satisfactorily graded or prepared for the market, and that it

is not properly stripped or cleaned. On the other hand, hemp
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growers claim that there is a decided inclination on the part of

buyers not to grade the farmer's fiber, but to offer him a lump
sum for it as he brings it to the local market. By far the larger

part of Philippine hemp exports is graded and baled in Manila

or Cebu and shipped to the central markets in London and New
York. The reports from New York and London always indicate

that there is a good price and a large demand for high-grade

fiber. Notwithstanding these conditions there are very few
places in these Islands which produce a large amount of first-

class fiber. Repeated reports from the tobacco sections state

that buyers generally decline to grade the farmer's tobacco but

offer him a lump sum for his crop or as much as he cares to sell.

These conditions do not lead the farmers to realize the impor-

tance of properly cleaning and grading their hemp, or of growing

the finer grades of tobacco, or making an effort to look into or

study the conditions and demands of the market for the purpose

of raising a larger crop of better quality. Farmers should take

steps to remedy bad practices on the part of both growers and
dealers.

One of the first things noted by the business man who travels

in the country is that, notwithstanding there are many improve-

ments in the towns, rarely can one find any improvements on

the farms or the lands outside of the towns. It is true that

a somewhat larger acreage of land has been put under cul-

tivation from year to year and the methods of cultivation are

slowly improving, but we have yet to see any evidence of im-

provements made on the farms. There is a great need of ex-

tending into the country this progressive movement which has

been felt in the towns. The work of promoting rural progress

is a proper one for the agricultural association.

Everywhere farmers are handicapped by the lack of knowl-

edge and cooperation to put them on a level with the organized

interests with which they have to do business. Philippine farm-

ers need laws to protect their interests and to give them an

equal chance with buyers and dealers in farm products. In the

Philippines, perhaps oftener than in any other agricultural coun-

try, the farmer's crops are destroyed by storms or baguios and

by plant pests, his property is destroyed by fire, and his stock

by animal diseases, but against such calamities he has no protec-

tion. In the most highly developed agricultural countries farm*

ers have formed societies or associations for insurance or pro-

tection against such losses. By mutual cooperation and the pay-

ment of a small fee each year by a large number of farmers,

those members who suffer such losses are reimbursed, at least
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to a large extent, for the damage done to their property. Phil-

ippine farmers need such societies for mutual protection and in-

surance against losses common to the country.

I have mentioned ten specific needs for agricultural associa-

tions in the Philippines or lines of work which agricultural asso-

ciations are doing in other countries. There is great need in

every province and in every town of the Philippine Islands for

societies with a fixed purpose for the improvement of the farms
and the health, comfort, and prosperity of those who live upon
them.

THE VALUE OP THE AGRICULTURAL. ASSOCIATION.

The value of an agricultural association to the farmer will, in

all cases, depend upon the interest taken in it by the farmer
himself, and the energy and effort he puts forth to make the

association a success. Unless the association adapts itself to

the needs of the farmers in the community it is doomed to be a

failure. The first associations in the Provinces of Oriental and
Occidental Negros, Iloilo, and Pampanga should be for the sugar

growers ; on the other haitd, the business of first importance for

an agricultural association in the provinces along the eastern

coast of the Islands should be the fiber-growing industry ; while

in the Cagayan Valley tobacco farming takes precedence over

every other line of agricultural work, and an agricultural society

in that section should first give attention to the needs of the

tobacco farmers.

The membership of the association should not be confined to

the farmers alone, but as soon as the association is well organized

the farmers' wives and daughters, as well as their sons, should be

admitted to associate membership and take part in meetings*

The teachers and the pupils of the schools should furnish music,

recitations, etc., for the entertainment of members and guests.

The value of the association depends very largely upon the ability

of its members to interest practically everyone in the com-

munity. As a result of the interest of the whole community
there will be increased confidence, a better understanding of the

rights of individuals and of the laws by which they can main-

tain them.

The first work of an agricultural association under any name
or in any section of the Islands should be to study better methoda

of agricultural work; it should study modem labor-saving

machinery and its use on Philippine farms; it should consider

such questions as drainage, irrigation, good roads, better* labor

conditions, relief from debt, insurance against storms and fires.
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So far there has been little or no effort along these lines on the

part of Philippine farmers.

An equally important work for the agricultural association is

to protect crops against the ravages of locusts, rats, beetles, the

sugar-cane borer, etc., and farm animals from communicable

diseases.

This work must be done largely by the farmers; the Govern-

ment can only guide and assist them. The purpose and work
of the Bureau of Agriculture is to advise and direct the farmers

as to the best methods of eradicating these pests and diseases.

Rinderpest, surra, foot-and-mouth disease, glanders, and cholera

have caused the death of millions of work animals. The farmers

should understand that this work is theirs, that the Government
will not take upon its shoulders their responsibility in this matter.

They can not hope to enjoy that prosperity and success which

come to intelligent farmers in other countries until they seriously

interest themselves in these matters and accept the responsibility.

A brief statement of the value of agricultural associations in

other countries may serve to show Philippine farmers what it

is possible for them to accomplish through such associations for

the improvement of farming and the general improvement of

conditions in the country.

Mr. Charles Douglas in the **Transactions of the Highland

Agricultural Society of Scotland'*^ states that the agricultural

interests of the different countries in Europe are highly organ-

ized; that more than 50,000 cooperative societies organize the

business of farmers in France, Germany, Austria, Italy, Swit-

zerland, Belgium, and Denmark.
Germany has made similar progress to that of Denmark by

kindred though less developed organization. There purchase

societies, supported by a carefully organized system of coopera-

tive banks, economize the expenditure of millions of pounds on

the materials for farming. Cooperative purchase has developed

largely in France. In Belgium there has been, since 1895, an

extremely rapid development of cooperative societies, which have

greatly added to the agricultural wealth and resources of the

country. Italy has copied in her cooperative development all

of the best models of other countries, and presents in many
respects the most perfectly systematized and the broadest natio-

nal effort that is to be found anywhere.

Ireland possesses a much more developed system of cooperation

than either England or Scotland. The Irish Agricultural

/

*The Tropical Agriculturist, September, 1910, Cooperative Organization
in Agriculture.
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Organization Society has been, and still is, the inspiring force

of agricultural progress in Ireland. It has affiliated with it

346 creameries, 261 credit societies, and 307 societies for other

purposes.

He also says that in England the development of agricultural

organization has been both later in its origin and slower in its

progress than in Ireland. The Agricultural Organization So-

ciety, under whose guidance and inspiration great progress has

been made, now has affiliated with it 302 agricultural cooperative

societies of various kinds, with a membership of 15,000 and the

annual balance has increased in seven years from £9,467 to

£850,000.

In Australia and New Zealand agricultural organization and
agricultural and industrial expositions have received a great

deal of attention. Queensland alone has 225 agricultural,

horticultural, and pastoral societies. New South Wales has 41

agricultural associations and Western Australia has 115 agri-

cultural and affiliated societies, while New Zealand has 33 fruit-

growers' associations. Agricultural societies have also received

considerable attention in India, the Straits Settlements, the

Federated Malay States, and Netherlands India. All of these

countries have given much more attention to agricultural and
industrial organization than the Philippines.

Among the most important institutions, which in most parts

of the world are under the control of agricultural or industrial

societies, is the agricultural and industrial exposition. These

expositions bring together exhibits of the best products from
different parts of a province or state and places them side by
side so that farmers from different sections can see how the

products from different parts of the country compare. The
natural pride of all farmers and manufacturers leads them to

inquire as to how the farmers or manufacturers in a certain

part of the country have raised or manufactured better products

than those produced on their own farms or in their own shops

or factories. The farmer naturally inquires as to the soil and
climatic conditions under which the superior products were
raised. He also inquires as to the methods of planting, cultiva-

tion, and harvesting the crop, and will endeavor to make his

products the best for the next exposition. The agricultural

and industrial exposition leads to the most healthy and beneficial

competition and, indirectly, to the rapid development of the

country. The organization of expositions in the agricultural

sections of the most civilized countries of the world has been

carried on and developed to a very marked extent. In the United
States, according to the Implement Age, of June 23, 1910, there
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will be held during the year nearly 1,100 State and county fairs,

or an average of over 20 for each State and Territory. The
large number of fairs and expositions which are held from year

to year in the United States in a large measure accounts for

the United States being the most progressive agricultural country

in the world.

I have already spoken of the burden of debt, of the unfavorable

financial conditions which exist among the farming population of

these Islands. One of the most important organizations which
can be brought to your notice is the society which has relieved

the farmers in other countries from debt and, if established and
wisely carried on, may bring the same freedom from debt to

farmers in the Philippines.

Mr. Henry W. Wolff,^ in his standard work on the People's

Bank, states that in Germany alone the huge sum of £240,000,000

was loaned by cooperative credit banks in 1908, and that within

the past few years wide stretches of new country have been put

under cultivation. He claims that the material changes resulting

from this system have been no less striking than the moral

reforms achieved.' Speaking of the indebtedness of Indian farm-

ers, the Indian Agriculturist, June, 1910, says : *lt is one thing

to lend money to the ryot indiscriminately and quite another to

teach him the value of credit and to awaken his power of thought

and his sense of responsibility." A resolution of the Indian gov-

ernment points out that the confidence felt in the societies is

enabling them to obtain money in the outside market. In Burma
the Bank of Rangoon has undertaken to finance the local societies,

and important movements to a similar end are in operation in

other provinces. The problem of supervision is a more serious

matter. In a circular issued in 1908, the government expressed

the conviction that the solution would be found in the organiza-

tion of the societies into local unions. A further resolution re-

peated this opinion and indicated that the unions should not only

finance their own societies but supervise them and encourage

the further growth of the movement in definite areas.

One of the most striking examples of self-help through the

medium of a cooperative credit society is found in an article on

"The Cooperative Credit Society of Hulkoti," a village in the

Dharwar district which lies almost at the southeastern ex-

tremity of the Bombay Presidency.^ Hulkoti is a small village

which has the good fortune to have a railway, a good highway,

a post-office, and a' boys' and girls' school. The initiative in es-

*"The Progress of Cooperative Credit," The Tropical Agriculturist,

August, 1910.

*The Poona Agricultural College Magazine, October, 1910.
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tablishing the society came through a government official who
started the society in 1905 with a capital of 2,600 rupees;^ this

was soon increased by a loan of 2,000 rupees from the govern-

ment. The society had 15 members to start with. All of the

money at its disposal was loaned to the people without allowing

it to remain idle. At the end of the second year its capital

was considerably increased and its membership was 60. When
the funds of the society exceeded the usual needs of the people it

turned its attention to redeeming its members from their debts.

To this end 4,000 rupees were borrowed from the Bombay Urban
Society and most of the debts of the members were soon paid.

As the advantages of the society were felt and appreciated by
the people, most of their small savings were placed with it, and
capital flowed in from year to year until at present the member-
ship has increased to 160 and its capital to 15,000 rupees, with a

reserve fund of 1,800 rupees. The society pays 6J per cent in-

terest on fitted deposits, 3 to 4 per cent on current deposits, and
charges its borrowers 9 per cent. It pays interest to depositors

every six months. Its bank is the postal savings bank.

Mr. Douglass, in speaking of the value of agricultural asso-

ciations and cooperation on the part of the farmers, says':

No skill in the other work of the farm can enable the farmer to compete

successfully with his foreign rivals unless he adopts their more developed

business methods. * * * Only by combination is it possible to secure

for the small holder that degree of equality with the large concern which
is- essential to his economic existence. No force makes more strongly in

the diriection of education and agricultural improvement generally than

does cooperation. It brings new ideas and methods. It gives the stimulus

of better profit to the effort to obtain a larger production from the land.

* * * Its effect in other countries has been to stimulate and revive

rural life on its social, no less than on its economic side, and to check

the drift toward the towns, which is largely due to the decline of social

conditions in the country.

As already stated, the value of the association depends upon
the enthusiasm, the energy, the effort and the determination of

the farmers to make it a success. Just as your income depends
upon your earning capacity or your wisdom in placing your in-

vestment and your capital invested, so the success of agricultural

associations in the Philippines depends upon the efforts of the

members, what they put into them, and their willingness to make
personal sacrifices for the common good, for the progress and
development of the rural community. In the words of Mr.
Roosevelt, ''Our civilization rests at bottom on the wholesome-

ness, the attractiveness, and the completeness as well a$ the

prosperity of life in the country,**

* One rupee equals about M.65.



PROVINCIAL REPORTS.

Mountain Province,—Rice, the principal crop in San Emilio,

is in excellent condition and about half matured. The people

there have a good system of irrigation of native and Spanish

construction, the stone conduits and ditches are found through-

out that section. Rice is a little more than fair in Tagudin,

the usual area being planted* In the Mancayan Suyoc district

very little rice is grown and the people are compelled to buy.

Nevertheless, with their numerous herds of cattle, their coifee

and gold mines, they are considered the wealthiest Igorots in

this subprovince. It is estimated that these two towns import

hogs and rice to the value of ^10,000 each year. Coffee in

some sections is somewhat better this year, both in quantity

and quality, as no typhoons have passed over the province this

season, yet it will be some time before the trees fully recover

from the storms of the last five years. (Extract from the

report of D. B. Shoemaker, veterinarian, Cervantes.)

Pangasinan.—The condition of crops in this province is fair

and in the western section they are better than last year.

Some land was not planted on account of lack of rain during

the planting season and will now be planted with maize and
tobacco. The farmers are having ideal weather for the rice

harvest. A good start has been made with the early rice,

and it appears to be of a good quality. Very little rain has fallen

during the month of October. Cross country roads are drying

rapidly, and will soon be in shape for traffic. (Report of W.
A. Kliphardt, veterinarian Dagupan.)

Tarlac.—The late rains will bring the coming rice crop up
to last year's yield in the province as a whole. The uplands

in some towns could not be planted, but the lowlands, which
can not be utilized as a rule, owing to much rain, are making
up for the loss.

Rains were very scarce during the first two weeks of October,

and there was absolutely no rain during the last two weeks,

so that it was thought for a while that all crops not under
irrigation would be a total failure, but about November first

726
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there was a continuous rain, not heavy but enough to give some
encouragement to the farmers. Some of the farmers who are

able to irrigate do not seem to take advantage of it, but rather

appear to expect rain. There is some talk of a caterpillar

affecting the rice while dry. (Reports of the senior inspector

of Constabulary and James Hill, veterinarian, Tarlac.)

Zambales.—Botolan has been the only municipality infected

with rinderpest, and it has been clean since the 4th. The quaran-

tine was raised on the 20th and the Constabulary guard of six

soldiers returned to Iba. The veterinarians made forty-two

injections of serum during the first week, which was the third

injection for these animals. During the month the veterinarian

states that he personally inspected every municipality in the

province.

A case of glanders was found in the municipality of San
Marcelino, barrio of Santa Fe, on the 12th. As the owner
could not be persuaded to kill the horse, it was placed in quar-

antine a considerable distance from town. No other dangerous

communicable diseases were found in the province. (Report

of W. K. Howard, veterinarian, Iba.)

Pampanga.—There is very little hope for a good harvest this

year on account of the late rains. The last rain benefited a few
farmers by giving them an opportunity for replanting, but the

rice that has been planted some time is beginning to mature.

Sugar cane is in fine shape, but it is planted too close. The
sun can not get at the stalks and workers can not cultivate it,

and as a result the cane grows to enormous height, but is small

and has little juice.

It is believed that if a central mill were established in San
Fernando to show the cane growers the advantages of modern
sugar milling they would take an interest in it at once.

The barrios of Matomo and San Nicolas, Arayat, are infected

with rinderpest, and Constabulary guards have been furnished

at the request of the provincial veterinarian, by authority of

the district adjutant. Twelve carabaos have died Of rinderpest

in the barrio of del Carmen of Floridablanca, and a patrol

reports six others suffering from the disease. (Extracts from
the narrative report of the senior inspector of Constabulary of

Pampanga.)
Bulacan.—Sugar cane is in fine condition and prospects are

excellent for an abundant harvest. Due to late rains, in some
parts of the province the riee land will remain uncultivated this

year and spme will not be transplanted before October 10* The
farmers claim that if present rains continue the crop iWill fall
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5 or 10 per cent short of the average. (Extract from the nar-

rative report of the senior inspector of Constabulary of Bulacan.)

Cavite.—The late but heavy rains have given the people of the

province much relief, and their anxiety concerning their crops

has entirely disappeared. Prominent planters state that the

harvest this year will exceed that of last. Weekly sales of

abaca frequently reach as high as F10,000, though the cost of

transportation to Naic lowers the margin of profit to the growers.

(Extract from the narrative report of the senior inspector of

Constabulary of Cavite.)

Tayabas (Boac).—The early planted rice is being harvested

and will probably average a little more than one-half of a normal

crop. There is considerable copra and hemp being marketed
at this time, the copra being almost a normal yield, for the first

time in years. The rainy season is on in Marinduque and may
be expected to continue during the months of November and
December, notwithstanding this, the upland rice is not planted as

a rule until the latter part of the rainy season. (Report of

David C. Kretzer, veterinarian, Boac.)

Nueva Caceres,—During the first part of the month there

were a few cases of rinderpest in the towns of Goa and San
Jose in the Partido de Lagonoy, but fortunately Mr. Stickney

was on hand to control the outbreak before it had a chance to

spread. As the full report of deaths has not yet been received

the results of the disease are unknown, but it is believed there

were not more than 6 deaths, out of 11 cases, 2 in Goa and 4 in

San Jose. During the month there have been reported 14 cases

of contagious and infectious disease in the province, 12 of which
were rinderpest and 2 surra. One of the surra and 6 of the

rinderpest cases died.

Rice planting is going on rapidly and will be finished by the

middle of the month, with a somewhat larger acreage than last

year in spite of the drought having held back the planting. The
more progressive farmers of this province, when they found

that some of the land was too dry to plant, went to work on the

low wet ground until the rains came, so that when they were in

condition to work the dry ground the low ground was all planted.

As a result, the end of the planting season will not be much
later than usual and very little replanting will be necessary.

Some of the earlier crops are being harvested and the owners

will be able to replant this ground and get another crop this

rainy season.

The copra crop is still coming in, notwithstanding most of

the growers have been depending almost entirely on the sun to
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dry their product. A great many growers are now putting in

driers of a more or less crude make, but nevertheless effective.

There is quite an increase in the area planted this season as the

people are beginning to realize the value of coconut products.

Corn is becoming more of a food crop, and quite a number of

people plant corn where a few years ago they would plant only

sweet potatoes. In clearing new ground especially, corn is being

planted in place of other native crops.

In spite of the low prices of abaca the planters are still selling

large quantities of that product and trying to find better methods
of handling it so as to make it more profitable.

The rainfall for the last two weeks of the month was very

slight, but light daily showers kept the' crops growing, and the

last two days marked the heaviest rainfall of the season.

Two immense swarms of locusts have been flying about the

rice crops during the entire month, but owing to the watchfulness

of the farmers they have kept them flying from one place to

another so that very little damage was done. Some hope that

the last two days of rain have driven them to cover and that

they will not bother any more. (Repott of Benjamin C. Ray,

agricultural inspector, Nueva Caceres.)

Leyte.—There was an outbreak of rinderpest in San Isidro,

Leyte, in August and September, but there have been no new
cases or deaths during the month. Since getting Constabulary

soldiers, a quarantine established, corrals built, caretakers and
guards on duty day and night at the corrals, there has been a

very large decrease in deaths and new infections. There are

also good corrals and good quarantine in Barugo, where five

animals are still confined, but will soon be released. There have

been no new cases or deaths from rinderpest during the month.

All the animals in infected barrios have been inoculated, both

at Carigara and Barugo; some of them several times. At the

beginning of the month eighteen Constabulary soldiers were on

duty, four in Barugo and the rest in Carigara. Six of them
have returned to their station as the quarantine has been raised

in several places. There was a small outbreak of surra among
the horses in Tacloban, where there are only about one hundred

^
and twenty horses. Dpctor Lauman has killed three, several died

and two have been quarantined as suspects. Several horses

died during the month in Palo, probably from surra. Surra
is also reported from Abuyog. Hinungan is at present the worst

situation in Leyte. There are only about five hundred carabaos

in the municipality and twenty of them are dead or have rinder-

pest. The disease has reached Hinundayan, where Doctors Lea-
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vitt and Edwards and ten Constabulary soldiers from Maasin
have gone to combat it. At Ormoc there have been seven deaths

from rinderpest and two in Baybay. (Report of Charles H.

Leavitt, acting district veterinarian, Leyte.)

Cebu.—An exceptionally good crop of tobacco has been har-

vested along the north and west coasts of Cebu. The prevailing

high price of corn, owing to a short crop, and the lack of the

necessary food supplies complicate the situation. This state

of affairs is probably most severe in the municipality of Alegria.

The poor farmer of this province has yet to learn the necessity

of providing for an emergency, of having a variety instead of

concentrating his every effort in one direction, and until this

condition of affairs is adjusted it must be conceded that the

individual farmers in question will not rise far above their

present plane, by reason of their indebtedness to others for

the maintenance of themselves and their families.

Rinderpest and surra are still prevalent in Cebu, with a

few cases which are under control in other towns. On Sep-

tember 30 this office furnished R. O^ Porter, veterinarian for

the Bureau of Agriculture, a detachment of soldiers for quar-

antine duty in the barrio of Talamban, city of Cebu. This

detachment is still on this duty at that place and is the only

one now performing work of this nature.

Locusts are still present in large numbers in the northern

part of the island. The inhabitants appear to have concen-

trated their efforts to exterminate the pest. (Extract from
the narrative report of the senior inspector of Constabulary

of Cebu.)

BohoL—The rice and corn crops do not appear to be as good
as last year on account of the heavy rainfall and the floods.

Coconut trees are being planted everywhere, and it is gratifying

to see the energy put forth by the people for the cultivation of

coconuts. Maguey is hardly harvested on account of the low
price in the Cebu market which makes it impossible for the

farmer to cultivate this crop with any profit. Lectures on the

treatment of this plant would be greatly appreciated by the

people, as their methods of harvesting are very crude at present,

and much is lost in its preparation for market. Hemp is

harvested in small quantities in the interior, but as there are no
roads it is carried over the trails pico by pico to the coast towns.

(Report of the senior inspector of Constabulary, Tagbilaran.)

Oriental Negros.—'Rinderpest is still in Oriental Negros, but

in less virulent form. With the additional aid from the Con-

stabulary soldiers called into quarantine service on the 23d, it is
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hoped that this disease will be completely stamped out before

it gets a foothold in the province. Double corrals are being con*

structed when necessary, and every effort is being made to

eradicate the disease. Ex-Governor Larena, of Bais, reports

that no new cases of rinderpest have developed in the town
within the last ten days. A mild outbreak of rinderpest was
reported in four towns of the province, the origin of which

was traced to the importation of carabaos from Surigao Province

some two months previous to the outbreak.

The sugar planters are busy preparing their mills and ware-

houses for a large harvest of sugar, as the grinding season is

near at hand. Much new land is being broken up and the

growing cane is doing well, although due to the lack of rain in

July and August it is reported as below the average growth for

this time of year. (Report of B. J. Eno, veterinarian, Du-
maguete.)

Occidental Negros.—The crop and acreage of sugar cane is

large this year, and weather conditions are very favorable for

producing the proper amount of saccharine matter, which is

so necessary for a heavy yield per hectare. Many farmers are

now manuring their lands, some for the first time. In Talisay

and Bacolod several hacenderos have given their land a dress-

ing of lime, ashes of bagasse and other residue from the manu-
facture of their sugar. One of the Mr. Lacsons of Talisay has

spent ^1,000 this year for lime, as his land will not produce

a crop without manuring. In Manapla many farmers are ma-
nuring their land; however, these are all old lands that have
been cropped for many years. In other places such measures
are unnecessary.

There will be a small crop of rice this year on account of the

severe dry weather during July and August. The immense
acreage of rice lands between Hinigaran and Isabela have had
insufficient rain, but many good crops are seen on the lowlands

and several early crops have already been gathered. We are

having another dry period which will make the planting of late

rice impossible. An effort is being made by the provincial

governor to get the people to plant corn. The corn crops were
excellent but another crop can not be expected this year as nearly

all available land is planted to sugar cane.

Small quantities of abaca are growing in all of the foothills,

but the distance to market and the low price offer no special

inducement for the production of this crop, although a fine grade

of hemp is grown except along the coast. Coconuts are a good

source of revenue and there are fine groves along the west

99110—4
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coast. Copra is shipped in small quantities from Hog, Hima- "Hfe-

maylan, Binalbagan, and Cadiz.

When a Government system of irrigation is established the

province will be able to raise all of the rice necessary to supply

its inhabitants. In the meantime much can be accomplished

in the way of private irrigation on a small scale by using force

pumps to utilize the excellent water supply. In many agricul-

tural sections, especially east of Silay, Talisay, and Bacolod,

but little outlay would be needed to install hydraulic rams or

connect irrigation pumps with the many hacienda water wheels

already in operation. (Extract from the narrative report of

the senior inspector of Constabulary.)

Iloilo.—A large area of land in the interior towns was planted

with rice during the latter part of last month and the first of

this month. As rain has been falling frequently the late crop

is doing as well as could be expected. The farmers in Du-
malag, Capiz Province, are harvesting their first rice crop, which
is as good as usual, while the land planted later is in excellent

condition, and the rice is heavy and well filled. The people

of Miagao, Iloilo Province, have been harvesting their rice and
at present probably one-fourth to one-half of the crop has been

gathered.

In the mountanous part of Miagao near the Antique border

the people are cutting hill rice. They planted the lower lands

for a later crop which has not headed yet. Some plowing is

being done in preparation for the next corn crop, but as yet

none has been planted. (Report of William A* Smith, veteri-

narian, Iloilo.)

Antique.—But little rice has been harvested and the rice

crop will undoubtedly be a short one. The cane crop promises

to be an exceedingdly good one.

The staple foods in this province are rice and corn. Corn
has gone up in some places as high as ^3 per cavan, and some
are expecting it to reach ^4. At present rice is selling at

^3. In some places the new rice is selling at ^.50. The
little that has been gathered of the mountain crop is of fine

quality, but there will not be enough for local use. The corn-

planting season will begin in December; the last seed furnished

by the Bureau of Agriculture ha$ done well and it is recom-

mended that more seed be furnished as the majority of the

farmers never provide for emergencies and save just enough
seed to plant once and if the first planting is a failure they

must either borrow or beg. (Reports of the senior inspector

of Constabulary and John C. Keefe, assistant agricultural in-

spector, Antique.)



CURRENT NOTES.

RUBBER IN AMBOS CAMARINES.

This office is indebted to Mr. B. C. Ray, agricultural inspector,

for a very interesting note on the rubber experiments by Mr.

H. R. Richmond, of Nueva Caceres. Mr. Richmond has 4,000

Para trees which are now two years old and 4,000 trees one

year old; he also has 200 Castilloa trees which are now three

years old ; they measure from 5 to 6 inches in diameter, and are

from 22 to 25 feet high. A trial tapping of the Castilloa trees,

which Mr. Ray believes are the best for that particular section,

showed a good flow of latex, which produces a good quality of

rubber. Mr. Richmond has also noted that both Para and Cas-

tilloa trees grow better between abaca plants than they do in

the open. From present appearances he believes that the Cas-

tilloa trees will produce their first seeds about the beginning of

the fourth year.

THE SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT POTATO FARM NEAR LAKE L.ANAO.

A little more than a year ago an experiment was undertaken

by the commissary department of the United States Army in the

Philippines, in the growing of Irish potatoes in Mindanao. A
piece of black sandy loam land lying on the south shore of Lake
Lanao, at an elevation of 1,000 meters, including the military

post at Camp Vicars, was selected for this purpose. The work
on this place was rushed and every effort was made to get results

at once. It was, however, subject to local military control which
proved unsatisfactory and its status was changed so as to place

the farm under the management of the chief commissary officer

in Manila. Temporary buildings were erected, fences built, land

plowed, potatoes planted, and in due time the harvest came. The
yields varied all the way from nothing to 108 bushels to the

acre ; the quality, even of the small potatoes, was splendid.

The Bureau of Agriculture was requested to assist in some
of the technical questions involved, and one' of the principal im-

provements made was the liberal use of fertilizers, the absence
733
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of which had led to much of the discouragement previously ex-

perienced. The officers and men in charge of this enterprise are

enthusiastic and are making every effort for its success. The
plan, however, does not seem to have met with popular favor

among many military men, and a few of the more outspoken have
pronounced it a failure already.

During a recent inspection of the farm by the Director of

Agriculture he was unable to find any substantial reason for

this prediction, and is very hopeful that if it be continued under
good permanent management for a period of from three to

five years, a method of growing potatoes in the Philippines can

be successfully worked out.

COCOJ^UTS ON THE SAN RAMON FARM.

During a recent inspection of the San Ramon farm by the

Director of Agriculture, he was greatly impressed with the

excellent results obtained there by planting coconuts at a dis-

tance of 30 feet each w^ay. These trees were planted by the

Bureau of Agriculture while in control of that farm from
1903 to 1905, principally on level sugar land lying near the

beach. The trees were carefully cultivated while young and
a number of catch crop experiments were conducted in con-

nection with them. The trees are now from five to eight years
old, and while they are not tall, many of them are 50 centimeters

in diameter at the ground, show great vigor, and are producing
excellent crops. This system of planting is more expensive than
when the trees are placed closer together, but it is much better

than crowding the trees so that their growth and yield will be
correspondingly reduced.

THE MINHORO SUGAR PI^ANTATTON.

November 1st saw the first step taken toward placing the
big mill on the hacienda of the Mindoro Plantation and Develop-
ment Company, when ground was broken on the site of the mill.

The mill, which is being constructed in Honolulu by the Honolulu
Iron Works Company, is expected to arrive some time in January,
and the work of erection will begin immediately upon its arrival.

This mill will be a monster affair for these Islands ; it will

have a capacity of 2,000 tons of cane in twenty-four hours. At
first it is intended that the mill will be used to crush only 500
tons a day, the amount will be increased to 1,500 tons and later,

if necessary, to its full capacity.

As an up-to-date piece of machinery this mill will compare

"'A^
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with the best in the world and be surpassed by none, not even

the much-heralded sugar fields of Java have anything which

equals it. It has twelve rollers with crusher and centrifugal

drying machines. The main power plant will be run by steam

generated from bagasse, the fibrous refuse of the stalks after

the juice has been extracted from them. All the auxiliary power
in the mill will be run by electricity, which will be applied to

the centrifugal drying machines, the cane carrier, the circulating

pumps, and everywhere that an electrical service is possible.

The staff and the employees of the company will have an

ice plant and a system of electric lighting for all of the quarters

in the neighborhood of the mill. The main quarters of the

laborers will be less than half a mile (0.80 kilometer) distant.

It is planned to install the ice plant and the electric-light system
at the same time as the mill, so that it should not be long before

the company is making its own ice and manufacturing its own
light.

A line of rails has already been laid for almost the entire

11 miles from Mangarin Point to the mill site, and a small loco-

motive is puffing back and forth with men and supplies. The
locomotive is able to haul from 250 to 300 tons on the level,

and from 40 to 50 tons on a 2 per cent grade. It is of 12 tons

but a larger one of 25 tons has been ordered. There are also

ten 20-ton freight cars for heavy freight, and fifty 5-ton cane cars

of the Gregg type, such as are in use in Hawaii, Porto Rico,

and Cuba. When the mill is in full operation about 1,500 of

these cane cars will be used.

There are about 40 acres (16.18 hectares) planted to sugar at

present, and it is planned to put 1,500 to 2,000 acres (607 to 810
hectares) under cultivation when the planting season opens.

This cane will be harvested about January of 1912, and the actual

work of milling will then be started. (Philippines Free Press,

November 12.)

ANNUAL INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL EXPOSITION.

In a message to the Assembly the Governor-General has recom-
mended the establishment of an annual Philippine industrial

and commercial exposition to be held in Manila, at which the

Insular Government and its various Bureaus, including the school

department, shall make suitable exhibits of their activities and
progress, and the provinces and municipalities shall exhibit

their products and resources. Individuals and corporations are
to be invited to send exhibits also.
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The Governor-General explains that the purpose of the ex-

hibition is to enable the people to see what the Government is

doing for them through the several Bureaus. It is expected to

offer opportunities to other countries to join in the exhibition

so as to attract attention to this country.

He also points out that it is usual to charge admission, but

much more good can be done by free admittance. He, therefore,

recommends the appropriation of 1P100,000 to cover the cost

and to enable the Government to purchase the exhibits from the

provinces in order to establish a permanent commercial museum
in Manila. (Cablenews-American, October 28.)



NOTES FROM OTHER FIELDS.

A PARASITE FOR THE SUGAR-CANE BEETLE.

It is reported that Mr. F. Muir, entomologist at large of the

Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, has secured in New
Guinea a parasite of the cane borer which causes such large

losses on sugar plantations. This fly is said to be a fatal enemy
of the sugar-cane beetle, and promises to eradicate the pest in

a short time. All of the experiments that have been performed

thus far have proved its efl^iciency, and the fly will be propagated

in large numbers. Mr. Muir has searched for this parasite for

more than two years, and if the search has been really successful,

one of the greatest problems that now confront the sugar industry

will have been solved.

BUTTER FROM COCONUT OIL.

The United States consul-general at Hamburg, Germany, is

quoted in the British Trade Journal, volume 48, No. 573, as say-

ing that the recently perfected methods for manufacturing butter

from crude coconut oil have caused this business to grow very

rapidly in Germany. Seven companies are now crushing copra,

and refining oil for edible use, the products being sold under

various names. The importations of raw copra into Germany
have more than doubled during the past three years, and only the

limited supply available prevents a greater amount from being

manufactured, for the market is constantly increasing. To
obtain a first-class butter it is stated that oil from the first

pressing is required, which is bleached with fuller's earth. **The

raw material contains 60 to 70 per cent of fat, which is not

uniform, but the mixture of several fats, which explains why
a cold-pressure oil or one obtained by means of moderate pres-

sure is more solid than one obtained by high pressure and high

temperature. The oil is either white or very light yellow, with

a characteristic sweet odor, particularly noticeable when heated.

The melting point is about 76° F., and varies between 68'' and
82°. The melting point of the sebacic acid is 76°. The saponi-

fication qualities of the oil render it invaluable for mixing with

qils which alone would yield a very soft soap, so that it may be
737
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said that no important manufacture of white soap is undertaken

without a large proportion of coconut oil, whereby the soap

cakes acquire a satisfactory degree of hardness."

Upon consulting the official records of exports of copra from
the Phihppines in 1907, 1908, and 1909, it is found that the total

exportation and the exportation to Germany were as follows

:

'K.

1907_.

iyo8_.

1909_.

^^^^^-
i Germany.

Pounds.
7, 496, 053
7, 383, 955

21,995,501

Total.

Pounds.
I

129, 239, 026
j

214,987,415 I

240, 374, 599

The amount of copra exported to Germany and Belgium has

increased in greater proportion than that exported to any other

countries, and these two countries take nearly one-seventh of

the total exportation, the amount shipped to Belgium in 1909

being 12,578,850 pounds.

FAL.I.ING OFF OF THE SUGAR CROP IN HAWAII.

The output of sugar for the past year in the Hawaiian Islands

shows a decided falling off from recent years. The yield was
428,000 tons against 535,000 tons for the preceding year and
521,123 tons for the year previous. Several causes are ascribed

as accounting for this result, two of which are the scarcity of

labor and the decrease in the artesian water supply. Japanese

laborers have almost entirely replaced the Chinese help on the

sugar plantations and have become more or less independent as

a result of the abundant prosperity in those islands. This has

resulted in higher prices for labor, and there has been one rather

serious labor strike.

The Hawaiian sugar planters are now turning to the Philip-

pines for relief and are taking thousands of Filipinos to

Honolulu each year for work on the plantations of the Hawaiian
Sugar Planters' Association. This movement has met with

some opposition in the Philippines, yet it is conceded that the

number of laborers taken will not seriously effect the labor

supply here, and those who actually work on the sugar planta-

tions there will be better fitted for the same work when they

return to the Philippines. The entire population of the Hawaiian
Islands is but little more than half of the population of the

city of Manila. The area planted to sugar cane is about 100,000

acres (40,470 hectares), or less than the area now planted in

the Island of Negros in the Philippines. However, the Hawaiian
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Islands derive an income of from ^=80,000,000 to ^0,000,000
per annum from their sugar crop on account of the high rate

of production and of modern milling methods, while the Philip-

pines, with a much larger area planted, exports sugar to the

value of only about W5,000,000.

CASTILLOA RUBBER IN JAMAIC A.

The Journal of the Jamaica Agricultural Society, Volume XIV,
No. 9, contains some valuable suggestions by the director of

agriculture (Hon. H. H. Cousins) concerning Castilloa rubber.

He points out that the yield of rubber obtained from particular

trees does not necessarily indicate the peculiar attributes of the

species, for it is ''quite possible for a Castilloa ta grow into a

large forest tree and to yield enormous quantities of latex of

good quality under such favorable conditions as intense humidity,

protection from wind, rich soil—conditions favoring the rankest

vegetation—while the same tree, if planted in a region of dry
atmosphere with frequent droughts and a sunburnt soil, might
develop into a poor, weakly tree, with a very inferior flow of

latex.'' Mr. Cousins states that, in general, "the nearer to the

equator and the more uniform the heat and moisture, the greater

are the prospects for a good yield of rubber from such trees as

Hevea and Castilloa."

The use of Castilloa for shade purposes is not recommended.
A case is cited in which the Castilloa trees not only ruined the

coffee, which they were supposed to protect, but did not develop

themselves, because they were planted too closely. Mr. Cousins

quotes a number of authorities who agree in that they believe

Castilloa is not suitable for shade on cacao plantations and
strongly advise that it be planted separately.

Another note in the same magazine calls attention to the

danger of allowing the old cacao pods, dead sticks, etc., to

remain on the ground under the cacao trees. These form
constant sources of danger to the trees through the fungi which
grow on them and should be disposed of by burning or burying
under the soil.



MARKET REPORTS.

\-

NOTJES ON MANII.A MARKETS FOR OCTOBER.

By Kbr & Co.

[Based on advices from San Francisco, September 29 ; London, October 13 ; Hongkong,
October 25 ; Singapore, October 28 ; Iloilo, October 28 ; Cebu, October 29.]

SUGAR.

Iloilo.—Sales are reported of old crop, No. 3, on basis of ^6.40
per picul f . o. b. for prompt shipment to China. No quotations

on new crop as yet.

HEMP.

Arrivals of lower grades during the fortnight have been heavy
and market closes dull on basis of F8.25 per picul for current

(United States quality). Values of better qualities are however
maintained. Receipts at all ports for the ten months ending Oc-
tober 31 were 1,133,819 bales, as against 1,075,009 for the cor-

responding period of 1909, and 861,240 in 1908.

COPRA.

Market is steady at F11.12i fair merchantable, and F11.75
Cebu fair merchantable sun dried; arrivals not so large as for

the previous two weeks.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRINCIPAL PHILIPPINE EXPORTS FOR THE TEN
MONTHS (JANUARY TO OCTOBER, 1910.)

Products exported.
United
States.

China.
Pacific
Coast.

Great
Britain.

Continent Austra-
of Europe. lia.

Japan.

Malay
States
and

India.

Dry sugar (tons)___
Hemp (bales)
Copra (piculs)
Cigars (thousands) _

82,681
483, 839

5, f00
35,843

15, 421
12, 361

12, 932
42, 648
88, 320
23, 939

6

9,196416, 944
' 56,800

6,779

64,222
1,329,476

17,065

18, 795

l3;'776~

12,583
4,021

33832, 371 18,839

740
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MANILA, NEW YORK, AND LONDON FIBER MARKET.

HEMP.^

The following quotations on Manila hemp and sisal are taken

from the report of Messrs. Hanson & Orth, dated New York and
London, October 1, 1910

:

Market y September 30 y 1910.

Superior seconds
Fair current
25 per cent over current
Mid way
Good current
50 per cent over good current.
Superior good current

Steady
spot.

Shipment—steady.

Septem-
ber to

October.

i

Novem-
ber to
Decem-
ber.

Cents. Cents. Cents.

4f 4f 4i
5i 5 5

5J 5 5i
n 7 7f
8i 8^ 8i
81 8 8f
9i 8 81

Lowest and highest shipment price for current for the month,
5 cents.

World's visible supply, September 30, 1910.

United States—stocks New York and Boston
Afloat
Loading

Total

United Kingdom—stocks
Afloat
Loading

Total

Manila estimated stock

World's visible supply

1910

Bales.
: 2,090
127,226
23,000

152,316

46,000
97,000
9,000

152, 000

207,000

511, 316

1909

Bales.
4,702

200,230
41,000

245, 932

3S,272

66,275
4,000

122,000

476, 479

Hemp arrivals at Manila during October, 1910.

Provinces.

Albay
Sorsogon
Camarines
Leyte
Samar
Mindanao
Other districts..

Cebu

Total __

Piculs.

74, 876
33,045
16, 876
24,418
11,249
13,678
11,358
20,842

Bal€8.

206, 342

37,438
. 16.522

8,438
12,209
6,625
6,839
5,679

10,421

103,171

* Quotations are given in cents, United States currency, per pound.
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Telegram from Manila to London^ November 7, 1910.

Receipts and shipments. 1910

Hemp receipts at Manila since January 1

Hemp receipts at Cebu, etc. since January 1

Hemp receipts at all ports since January 1

Shipments to United Kingdom by steamer, cleared since January 1

Shipments to Atlantic coast, United States, by steamer, cleared since
January 1 1

Shipments to Pacific coast, United States, by steamer, cleared since
January 1

Shipments to continental ports, by steamer, cleared since January 1

Shipments to all other ports 53,473
Local consumption since January 1 10,000

Loading steamer on the berth for the United Kingdom, about
Loading steamer on the berth for the Atlantic coast, United Sates,
about

Loading steamer on the berth for the Pacific coast. United States, about

.

Shipments per sailer to Atlantic coast. United States, since Jan-
uary 1

Bales.
887, 194
266, 448

1,153,642
417, 719

1909

Bales.
814, 603
287, 210

1,101,813
347, 088

428.580
!

527,297

110, 190
52, 52268,122 !

63,473 i

32,000 j.

""7~000":

20,650
I

48, 820

18,000
4,000

21, 730

Bales of hemp loading for United Kingdom, by steamers

—

Invertay , 18,000

Antilochus 6,000

Glenlee \ 8,000

32,000
Bales of hemp loading for Pacific coast, by steamer

—

Ayemeric 7,000

Total : 39,000

SISAL.

Market quiet; firm, spot 4:-^-^ cents; lowest shipment price

for the month, 4y'^ cents ; highest shipment price for the month,

4y^fi cents.

MAGUEY.^

About 1,500 bales of spot maguey were sold during the month,

but no business is reported for shipment. We quote No. 1 Cebu
at 4f cents and No. 2 Cebu 4 cents, September to October ship-

ment.

IJ^OILO SUGAR MARKET FOR OCTOBER.

By FIGUERAS Hermanos.

The amount of sugar received from the mills and sugar dis-

tricts during the month of October amounted to 15,180 piculs.

The market for the sugar crop opened on the 1st day of Octo-

ber at 6 pesos and 2 reales ^ and continued until the 6th when it

^ From the report of Messrs. Smith & Schipper, dated New York, Sep-

tember 1, 1910.
* One real equals 12^ centavos.
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went up to 6 pesos and 3 reales, but on the 8th it dropped to 6

pesos and 2 reales again. The price was only nominal for the

remainder of the month.

The following summary of the Iloilo sugar market indicates

the range in price for the 1909-10 sugar crop. In November and
December there was a gradual increase in the price amounting

to about 1 peso ; in January and February the price rose rather

rapidly; in January from 6 pesos and 6 reales to 7 pesos and 4

reales, and in February from 7 pesos and 4 reales to 8 pesos and

4 reales. The maximum price, 9 pesos, was paid in the latter part

of March. During April the price fell to 8 pesos and 2 reales and

in May and June remained more or less stationary with a grad-

ual decrease; in July the price rose to 8 pesos and 4 reales.

During August, September, and October there has been few

buyers and the closing quotation for the sugar crop of 1909-10

was 5 pesos and 6 reales.

October shipments.

1 j

Date. i Vessel. !
Destination.

i
i

Superior. Wet.

September 30 Kaifong
Tringganu__
Kaifong

Hongkong .

Piculs.

12, 455
4,000
4,798

Piculs.

October 12 Singapore. _

October 25 Hongkong via Cebu___

Total for October 21, 253

Exports up to October 31.

(In piculs.)

To-

United States.
Japan
China

Total __.

1908-9 crop. 1909-10 crop.

Superior. Wet. Superior. Wet.

808, 400
50, 667

773, 649

1, 222, 800
8,915

91 , 450 486

1,632,716 8,915 1, 314, 250 486
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Estimated sugar crop 1910-11 for Panay and Negros,

Panay: Picuis.

Balasan 6,000

Barotac Nuevo, Dumangas, Zarraga, Dingle, and Pototan.... 104,000

Concepcion, Ajuy, and Sara 46,000

Province of Capiz 10,000

Province of Antique 70,000

Total 236,000

Negros

:

Victorias 54,000

Valladolid 16,000

Manapla and Sicaba 97,000

Bayauan 2,000

Ginigaran 48,000

Himamaylan and Suay 68,000

Tanhay, Amblan, and Ayuquitan 11,000

San Carlos and Vallehermoso 176,000

Bais 77,000

Cabancalan and Hog 141,000

Binalbagan 37,000

La Carlota, Pontevedra, San Enrique, and Candaguit 219,000

Isabela 158,000

La Castellana 31,000

Bago 175,000

Bacolod, Granada, Murcia, and Sumag 73,000

Talisay 101,000

Silay, and Eustaquio Lopez : 190,000

Saravia 80,000

Dumaguete, Nueva Valencia, Bacong, and Sibuyan 6,000

Cadiz Nuevo and Sagay 100,000

Total 1,840,000
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TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL FOR AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By the Director op the Weather Bureau.

OCTOBEB, 1910.

(Temperature and total rainfall for twenty-four hours beginning at 6 a. m. each day.]

Hemp.

Sugar,
Iloilo.

Albay. Tacloban.

Date.
a5

a
t 3

6
s
"S

1

«2
p
'3

1

2
3 - -

27.7
25.9
24.4
26.6
26.9
27.4
26.6
26.5
25.4
25.9
25.9
25.2
26.2
25.

7

25.7
26.6
25.1
26.8
27.8
27.6
26.6
27
26.1
26.9
27.1
27.6
28
26.5
27.5
26.4
26.9

mm.

90.2
17.2

8.9

2.3

"Tr
29
62.2
32.3
4.1

I"'"
9.4

27
23.7

.3
9.2
7.8
2.5
17.3
21.4
16.7
30.6

"C.
28
24.7
26.5
27.2
27.8
27.6
27.2
27.7

^?
27
26.4
27.4
27.1
25.8
26.8
26.2
26.2
25.8
27.6
26.9
27
26.7
26.4
25.8
26.6
26.1
25.8
25.4
25.7
26.2

mm.
1.5

30.5

"2.1'

"~'.b

"l~¥
3

______

23.1

"A~b
24.4

3
8.9
2.8
4.1
1.5

29.8
8.4
19.8
4.6
69.1

°(7.

27.2
26.3
25.4
26.6
26.7
27
26.1
27
27.2
25.8
25.4
25.7
26.9
26.5
25.6
26.6
26.9
26.1
27.1
27.4
27.4
27
27.5
27.2
27.2
27.5
27.6
25.9
27.5
26.2
25.7

mm.
0.3
8.6

4
5 .

6
7 _

4.8
3

8
9

10 16.8
11 .8
12 1.8
13
14 . _ __ 31.2
15
16
17
18_
19 _ 4.1
20
21
22 1.5
23 _ - 6.1
24
25 .

26 - „ _ _- - 2
27 31.7
28 - -__ - 1.3
29
30 16^7
31 37.8

Tobacco.

Rice,
Tarlac.

Apa

6 <D
u

3 p 1

lA 02

Oi <A <1>

Ph p.

S .^ a
a> c3 ai

H M H

°C. WW. "C.
27.2 8.9 26.8
27.4 33 26.5
27.6 24.5
27.8 1.3 24.7
28 27
28.6 1.3 27.2
28.6 .8 27
28.1 10.2 25.7
28.1 7.9 25.9
27.6 1 26.2
27.8 25.7
27.8 24.7
28 7.6 25.8
27.6 24
27.8 25
27.4 26.2
28.2 26.2
27.7 26.-3

27.2 26.6
27.6 26.4
27.8 26.4
27 25.4
28 26.1
28.2 26.8
27.8 26.3
28.2 25.6
28.4 25.4
27.6 26.8
27.8 25.6
28.4 26.9
28.6 25.8

mm.
8.9

88.1
99.6
14
1

7.9
22.6
1.3

"~b
6.6

17.5
7.1

25.6
10.4
22.6

San Fer-
nando.

"C.
27.8
28.1
26.3
26.2
27.6
27.8
27.3
27.9
26.3
26.6
27
26.8
27
26.8
27.9
27.3
27.7
27.2
26.9
27.8
27.6
27.2
27.6
27.6
27.3
27
27.6
27.4
26.7
27.8
27.6

mm.
2.3
22.4
2.5

27.9

746



CROPS PLANTED AND HARVESTED AND CONDITION
OF SAME TAKEN FROM QUARTERLY CROP

REPORTS FOR THE QUARTER ENDING
JUNE 30, 1910.

[Note.—Attention is invited to the fact that rice should be understood as being in the

unhulled state. 75 liters= 1 cavan ; 63.25 kilos= 1 picul ; 46 kilos= 1 quintal;

11.5 kilos= 1 arroba : 0.4047 hectare= 1 acre.]

Province and crop. Condition.
Planted
during
quarter.

Harvested during quarter.

Area. Quantity. Unit.

Agusan:
Rice - __. _ Good

do-_ _

Hectares.
347
18

Hectares.
•2.0

1,025
10, 575 Liters.

Abac^ 453,945
1
Kilos.

52,181 1 Do.Copra do
Corn __ _ _ — do 9

1,264
733

12

484
17, 561

45,000

532, 500
4, 522, 312
331,809
123, 225
17, 480

497, 400
1, 412, 562

311, 000
9,930

238, 425

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Kilos.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Albay:
Rice
Abac^ -

Fair
Good

doCopra
Corn _ _- _ Fair

Good

Fair
_ _. do

336
1

1,233
462

409
31

4,186
6,205

Cacao - - _ _

Ambos Camarines:
Rice --

Abac^--
Copra _- do_
Sugarcane do-___ 58

222

11, 516

136
265Corn do

Antique:
Rice - - -_- Good

doCopra 36. 179
13,915
20, 700

229, 325

911,400
67,350

23, 625
66,349

2, 199, 961
15. 180
20, 250

9, 387, 363
217, 547
170,712
834,647
284,562

2,694,675

16,362,075
327, 635
11,500
42,225

296, 250
3,921

968, 944
2,740,875

Kilos.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Sugarcane- ___ do - 75 5
43

659

328
29

35
285
920
38
45

12, 795
462
95

Tobacco Fair
Corn _. _ Good

_ __do_ _

391

161
187

21,932
10

1,203

Bataan:
Rice - _

Corn Fair

_do-
Batangas:

Rice
AbacA - do
Sugarcane. do
Tobacco do
Corn _ _ _ - _ _ Good

Fair
do

5, 022

2,872
5,977

25

Bohol:
Rice
Abac^_
Maguey _ Good

FairCopra _ __

Sugar cane _ _ do__ 80
3, 2:i9

2,385
219

99
2,008

7,975
210
30
36

292
21

5,069
2,683

Corn _ __ _ _ - do
Bulacan:

Rice _ -do _

Sugar cane Good
FairTobacco

Corn do 1,874

2,068
52

921
3, 204

23, 735
343

Cagayan:
Rice - Good

Fair
do

Sugarcane _

Tobacco
Corn _ do

Capiz:
Rice _ __ . do
Abacd do . 1,266 190, 952

192,406
60,120

405, 750

Kilos.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Copra _ do
Tobacco do 30

739
298
460Corn Good

99110- 747
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Crops planted and harvested, etc.—Continued.

Province and crop.

Cavite:
Rice
Abacd
Sugar cane
Corn

Cebu:
Rice
Abac^^
Maguey
Sugar cane
Tobacco
Corn

Ilocos Norte:
Rice
Maguey
Tobacco
Corn

Ilocos Sur:
Rice
Abacd
Maguey
Sugar cane
Tobacco
Corn

Iloilo:
Rice
Abacd
Copra
Sugar
Tobacco
Corn

Isabela:
Rice
Tobacco _-_
Corn

La Laguna:
Rice
Abac^
Copra
Sugarcane
Corn

La Union:
Rice
Maguey
Sugar cane
Tobacco

,

Corn
Leyte:

Rice
Abacd
Copra
Sugar
Tobacco
Corn

Mindoro:
Rice
Abacd
Copra
Com

Misamis:
Rice
Abacd
Copra
Com

Moro:
Rice
AbacA
Copra
Sugar cane
Com

Mountain:
Rice
Sugar cane
Tobacco
Corn

Condition.

Fair __.

do_
Good __

do_

do-
do_
do_
do_

Fair __.

do.

-do_
.do_
.do_
.do-

do-
Good __

do-
do_

Fair ___
do-

do
do
do

Good
Fair

do

Good _.

do_
do-

Fair___
do_
do_

Good __

Fai^__.

do
Good

do
Fair

do

Good __

Fair___
Good __

.-__._do_
Fair ___

do_

Good __

do_
do_
do_

Fair _._

do_
Good __

Fair___

Good __

.__^_do _

.__?_do _

Fair ___
Good __

Fair ___
do_
do_
do-

Planted
during
quarter.

Hectares.
3, 524

870
805
781

1,369
125
180

1,241
20

37, 386

664
221
58

1,042

773
12
47

408
5

1,546

8,509
111

23, 358
1,020
260

4,083

1,209
37

24, 110

1,280
12

1,875
26
160

985

3,952
1,444

68
200

1,522

3,015
189

160

1,110
160

1,546
1,499

51

364

1,773
57

1,114

Harvested during quarter.

Area. Quantity.

Hectares.
1,577
3,206

300
1,521
1,715

547
2, 572

16, 661

647
49

987
972

145
661
614
614

1,782

530
898, 437

720
1,201

382

13,316
7,190

923

48
168

109
248

2,797
116

4, 901
14, 881

267
336

2,250

10
156

43

83
2,444

540
1,277

16
89

2,363
56
66

1, 305

2,814,675
210, 812

7,457
2, 250

536, 175
735, 155
670, 260
993, 796

1,672,256
12, 182, 625

1,091,775
15, 812

403, 190
926, 100

450
320, 860
566, 049

1,189,859
314,456

1,508,250

145, 348
94,432

1,086,065
124,982
270, 975

138, 450
10, 218, 762
4, 449, 825

2, 243, 550
264,180

1, 066, 458
108, 853
146, 400

138, 328
482, 850
659, 226
35, 775

9,923,475
5, 423, 635

731, 107
275,390
102,948

1,571,025

42, 525
529, 529
85, 577
32,550

62, 250
851, 402
278, 616
709, 050

490, 275
945,271
188, 611

17, 394
67,350

3, 623, 550
6,135

16, 376
392, 325

Unit.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Kilos.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
, Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.
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Crops planted and harvested, etc.—Continued.

749

Province and crop. Condition.
Planted
during
quarter.

Harvested during quarter.

Area. Quantity. Unit.

Nueva Ecija:
Rice Good

do

Hectares.
597
180
107

1,264

1,712

Hectares.
2,586

58
454
85

11, 252, 400
60,060
97,304
33, 075

Liters.

Kilos.
Do.

Liters.

Kilos.
Liters.

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Kilos.

Liters.
Kilos.
Liters

Liters.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.

Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Liters.

Do.
Kilos.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Liters.

Kilos. ,

Liters.

Sugar cane
Tobacco do
Corn do

Nueva Vizcaya:
Rice Fair 1

Good 50,600
30,750

552,450
202, 337
285,890

15,064,063
194, 782
905,000

507,750
644, 201
525, 291
366,672
258, 675

Corn do 145

5,956
452

26

500
676

Occidental Negros:
Rice Fair

Good
do

Abac^

Sugarcane do 3,206
700

2,713

759
2,665

6,396
528
938

520
2,203

Tobacco — __ Fair
doCorn

Oriental Negros:
Rice - - Good

doAbac^
do-

Sugarcane Fair
do

1,046
8,922

1,658
20

86
576Corn

Palawan:
Rice do

Good
do 33, 459

Corn Fair

do__.__

21

8, 677
1,230
1,728

11,335

Pampanga:
Rice 5, 707

330
690

100
1,563

6, 778, 945
423, 775
546, 900

79, 950
594,423
149, 207
143, 514
745, 008

4, 236, 150

•3, 682, 800
412, 706
137, 100

10,658,025
1, 681, 123
218,023
51,612
891,700

6, 112, 275
8,150,205

651, 349
56,419

326, 925

2, 796, 500
390, 822
175, 762
4,364
2,100

117,000
3, 428, 150

7, 452
105, 900

12, 848, 925
762,921

2,865,351
494,022
46, 598
38,550

Sugar cane do
Corn do

Pangasinan:
Rice Good

FairAbacd
Copra Good
Sugar cane do 294 213

1,399
2,917

1,813
445
250

5,888
3,627

Tobacco do
Corn do 8,295

1,144
122
916

3,265
3, 520

Rizal:
Rice _ _ do
Sugarcane Fair

doCorn _

Samar:
Rice do___
Abac^ - _ - Good

FairCopra
Sugarcane . _

(Jorn _ _ _

do
Good

do

231
411

1,397
332

120
1,935

10, 757

37, 592

Sorsogon:
Rice — — -

Abacd do__ -

Copra do
Sugarcane Fair

do
67

1,397

110
164

169
339

24,845
1, 574

CorUv'

Surigao:
Rice _ ___ — Good

doAbac^
Copra _do-
Sugar cane __ _ _ _ do 38

453

1,505
3,104

16
3

170
•2,200

99
575

9,532
2,399

Corn _ do
Tarlac:

Rice Fair
Good
Fair

Sugarcane
Tobacco
Corn do 412

8,594
470

Tayabas:
Rice Good

doAbacd _

Copra Fair.
Sugarcane do 129

21
686

436
27
54

• 366
238
104

Tobacco ._do .

Copra Good

Fair
do

Zambales:
Rice
Sugar cane _ _ __ 4

34
7,600
21,450Corn Good
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CURRENT PERIODICAL' LITERATURE.

ARTICLES IN CURRENT PERIODICALS OF INTEREST TO AGRICUL-
TURISTS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

How Rice is Grown, by Frank L. Perrin, Louisiana Planter,

Volume XLV, No. 10 (September 3, 1910). Favorable condi-

tions attending the rice industry in Arkansas and the rapid

increase in production.

Instructions to Managers and Assistants on Rubber Estates,

by C. Alma Baker, Agricultural Bulletin of the Straits and

Federated Malay States, Volume IX, No. 9 (September, 1910).

Rules to be observed in management of labor, cultivation, tree

sanitation, treatment of disease, and general policy. Very con-

cise and complete.

Cotton, Cultivation and Fertilization of Cotton in the United

States, Cotton in Egypt, Cotton at the Brussels Congress on

Tropical Agriculture, Cotton Cultivation in the German Col-

onies, Cotton Cultivation in India and the Colonies. Articles

in Tropical Life, Volume VI, No. 9 (September, 1910). Special

Cotton number.

"Scab" and Eel-worm in Potatoes, by E. S. Holmes, Journal

of Agriculture of Victoria, Volume VIII, part 9, (September,

1910). A report of studies carried on with experimental plots

of potatoes to determine the best methods for controlling these

diseases.

Trial of Varieties of Potatoes, 1909-10, by George Valder,

chief inspector of agriculture. Agricultural Gazette of New
South Wales, Volume XXI, part 9 (September 2, 1910). Trials

of various well-known potatoes under different conditions, to

test their response.

Suggestions as to Castilloa Cultivation in Jamaica, by H. H.

Cousins, director of agriculture. Journal of the Jamaica Agri-

cultural Society, Volume XIV, No. 9 (September, 1910). His-

tory of the Castilloa tree, its cultivation in Jamaica and general

suggestions. Rather brief.

Insect Pests and their Extermination, by W. V. Tower,
Porto Rico Horticultural News, Volume III, No. 9 (September,

1910). A general discussion of the kinds of insect pests affect-
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ing fruit trees in Porto Rico, and the best methods for dealing

with them, with special reference to spraying.

Bacon Curing in Brazil, by Louden M. Douglas, Natal Agri-

cultural Journal, Volume XV, No. 2 (August, 1910). An ac-

count of the pig-raising industry in Brazil and the methods in

use for curing the meat. -

Epizootic Lymphangitis, Journal of the Jamaica Agricultural

Society; Volume XIV, No. 7 (July, 1910). Description, charac-

teristics, etc., of epizootic lymphangitis. (To be continued.)

Methods of Applying Water to Crops, by Samuel Fortier

(from the United States Department of Agriculture Yearbook
for 1909), Natal Agricultural Journal, Volume XV, No. 2

(August, 1910). Methods of irrigating—flooding, check, basin,

border, furrow, and pipe—and the irrigation of rice, alfalfa,

grain, sugar beets, potatoes, and orchards.

The Increasing Popularity of the Demerara Seedlings, The
Modern Sugar Planter, Volume I, No. 16 (September 3, 1910).

The desirable qualities of the D. 74 and D. 95 sugar cane seedlings

as compared with the native varieties.

Cinnamon Bark Oil. From The Chemist and Druggist, Vol-

ume LXXVI, No. 1587 (June 25, 1910). Tropical Agriculturist,

Volume XXXV, No. 3 (September, 1910). Brief and rather

technical account of the chemical and physical characters of cin-

namon bark oil and its various constituents.
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